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Abstract 
 

Hematopoietic stem cells (HSCs) have the ability to self-renew and differentiate 

into multiple cell lineages, giving rise to all blood components and immune cells, 

during the entire life of an individual. HSCs are localized in the bone marrow 

inside specialized compartments named “hematopoietic niches”. The niche 

contains stromal cells of mesenchymal origin, as is the case of adipocytes and 

osteoblasts as well as endothelial cells and cells of hematopoietic origin such as 

macrophages or megakaryocytes (1). All of these cells produce and deposit 

elements in the extracellular matrix but also secrete local hematopoietic 

cytokines that can induce or inhibit the proliferation and differentiation of 

progenitor cells.  

 

Early studies described that some of these HSCs are found travelling through 

the circulation of the organism (2). Additionally, the release of HSCs from the BM 

into peripheral blood follows circadian patterns, i.e. their numbers oscillate 

between day and night (3). 

 

In the present thesis we have analyzed whether HSCs in the circulation (named 

here circulating HSCs) have any physiological function and the mechanisms 

through which cHSCs are released into bloodstream. We have found that 

circulating HSC have a myeloid bias and are important for the repopulation of 

damaged niches. In addition, we found that multiple clones of these cHSCs enter 

the bloodstream and contribute to the regeneration of hematopoiesis in remote 

niches.  

 

We have found that the chemokine receptor CXCR2 is expressed in HSCs and is 

important for their homeostatic egress into the circulation. Genetic deficiency of 

Cxcr2 prevents the release of HSCs and the repopulation of remote damaged 

niches and gives rise to hematopoietic defects with age. Correspondingly, we 

have identified a population of perivascular cells inside the BM that express the 

chemokine ligand CXCL1 and could be key in the signaling of cHSC egress, and 

ultimately in preserving hematopoietic health through life. 
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Resumen 
 

Las células madre hematopoyéticas (CMHs) poseen la capacidad de auto-

renovarse y diferenciarse a múltiples linajes celulares, dando lugar a todos los 

componentes de la sangre y el sistema inmune durante la vida del individuo. Las 

CMHs se ubican en la médula ósea dentro de compartimentos especializados 

denominados “nichos hematopoyéticos”. El nicho hematopoyético contiene 

células del estroma de origen mesenquimal, como es el caso de los adipocitos 

y osteoblastos, así como también células endoteliales, o de origen 

hematopoyético como los macrófagos o los megacariocitos (1). Todas estas 

células del estroma producen y depositan elementos en la matriz extracelular 

además de producir citoquinas hematopoyéticas locales que pueden inducir o 

inhibir la proliferación y diferenciación de células progenitoras.  

 

Se ha descrito previamente que algunas CMHs se encuentran viajando por el 

torrente sanguíneo del organismo (2). Además, la salida de CMHs desde la 

médula ósea hacia la sangre sigue patrones circadianos, es decir, su número 

oscila entre día y noche (3). 

 

En la presente tesis hemos analizado si las CMHs que viajan por la sangre 

(denominadas aquí como CMHs circulantes) tienen alguna función fisiológica y 

los mecanismos mediante los cuales se produce la salida al torrente sanguíneo. 

Hemos encontrado que estas células con capacidad migratoria y tendencia hacia 

el linaje mieloide son importantes para la repoblación de nichos dañados. 

Además, hemos podido observar que múltiples clones de CMHs entran en la 

circulación y contribuyen a la regeneración hematopoyética de nichos remotos.  

 

Hemos encontrado que el receptor de quimiocinas CXCR2 se expresa en las 

CMHs y es importante para su salida al torrente sanguíneo en condiciones 

homeostáticas. La deficiencia genética de Cxcr2 impide la salida de CMHs a 

circulación y por tanto la repoblación de nichos remotos dañados y da lugar a 

defectos hematopoyéticos durante el envejecimiento. Correspondientemente, 

hemos identificado una población de células perivasculares dentro de la médula 

ósea que expresa el ligando de quimiocinas CXCL1. Éste podría ser clave en la 

señalización de salida de CMHs y en última estancia del mantenimiento de la 

hematopoyesis durante la vida de un individuo.   
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1. Introduction 

 
Hematopoietic Stem Cell Biology 
 
Embryonic Origin of Hematopoietic Stem Cells 
 
Hematopoietic stem cells (HSCs) develop during embryogenesis in a rather 

complex process that involves numerous anatomical sites. In mammals, the 

sequential sites of hematopoiesis include the yolk sac, an area surrounding the 

dorsal aorta named the aorta-gonad-mesonephros (AGM) region, the fetal liver 

and spleen, and finally the bone marrow (BM) that will be the main 

hematopoietic reservoir in the adult. The placenta has also been recognized as 

an additional site that participates during the AGM to fetal liver period (4, 5). 

Therefore, constant trafficking appears to be a distinct feature of HSCs already 

in embryonic stages (6). 

 

During the post-natal period, the HSC pool size is maintained by a tight balance 

between self-renewal and differentiation, the two main properties of stem cells. 

This is possible not only due to intrinsic properties of the cell but also to extrinsic 

signals that derive from a specialized microenvironment, or “niche”, that 

surrounds these cells (7). The challenge of fetal hematopoiesis is to generate 

differentiated blood cells that are required immediately for embryonic growth 

and development, and to establish a pool of undifferentiated HSCs even when 

the BM and its niche has not yet developed. Hematopoiesis shifts from one place 

to another in the embryo and this provides HSCs with different signals from the 

numerous niches (Figure 1). 

 
Embryonic hematopoiesis in mice starts after gastrulation, when a subset of 

specialized mesodermal precursor cells commits to become blood cells. In 

mammals, hematopoiesis occurs in three different waves (4, 8) (Figure 1). In the 

mouse, the first wave of hematopoiesis occurs in the yolk sac at embryonic day 

(E) 7 and is referred to as “primitive”. The function of these first wave is to 

produce quick and transient hematopoietic cells to meet the immediate needs 

of the embryo, including the generation of primitive erythroid progenitors, 

necessary for oxygen production; embryonic macrophages, required for tissue 

remodeling and defense; and primitive megakaryocytes (MK) which have a role 
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in vascular maintenance (9). This first wave, however, does not produce lymphoid 

progenitors or HSCs. The initial “primitive” wave is soon replaced by an adult-

type “transient-definitive” hematopoiesis, which is referred to as second 

hematopoietic wave. This second wave occurs in the yolk sac around E8.25 and 

is marked by the emergence of erythro-myeloid progenitors (EMPs) together 

with lymphoid progenitors; two progenitor types that seem to complement each 

other with their differentiation potential (10, 11) (Figure 1) . Is in the third wave 

(starting at E10.5), when adult-type HSCs emerge from the AGM region of the 

embryo (12–14). The AGM is an embryonic tissue derived from the mesodermal 

germ layer that contains the dorsal aorta, the genital ridge (origin of the gonads) 

and the mesonephros (origin of the kidneys). HSCs arise from the hemogenic 

endothelium within the AGM in a process termed endothelial-to-hematopoietic 

transition (EHT). Distinct AGM sub-regions seem to exhibit different HSC 

repopulating activity, but HSCs distribute almost exclusively to the ventral wall 

of the dorsal aorta. Afterwards, AGM-derived HSCs are released into circulation 

and migrate into the mouse fetal liver at E11, where they can give rise to all the 

cell types of the hematopoietic hierarchy. The fetal liver is mainly composed by 

stromal cells that support the highly proliferative capacity of HSCs in this organ. 

Following this great expansion, HSCs migrate to the spleen and thymus (around 

E15.5) and later to the BM (E17.5) which will be the main hematopoietic niche 

site during the early postnatal period (Figure 1). HSC activity in the spleen is 

detectable until a few weeks after birth, but later, commitment in adult mice is 

considered to be limited to erythropoiesis under steady-state conditions. In the 

neonatal BM, HSCs proliferate markedly during the first 3 weeks and then 

become quiescent (that is, HSCs exit the G1 phase and subsequent division cell 

cycle phases and enter into G0 phase) (8). 
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Figure 1. Hematopoiesis in the developmental stages of the embryo. Fetal 
hematopoiesis in the prenatal stage takes place in three different waves and through 
different anatomical sites such as the yolk sac, AGM, fetal liver, spleen and BM. Each of 
these waves produces a different subset of hematopoietic cells although “true” HSCs 
don’t arise until E10.5. After birth, in postnatal stages, the BM becomes the main site 
of hematopoiesis throughout the entire adulthood and the spleen remains as a 
secondary hematopoietic organ. 
 

Adult Hematopoietic Stem Cells 
 
HSCs are characterized by their unique ability to self-renew and give rise to the 

entire blood and immune system throughout the lifetime of an individual (15, 

16). HSCs represent a rare population inside the adult BM constituting only 

about 0,005-0,01% of BM nucleated cells (17). Murine HSCs were first identified 

by the ability of forming myeloid and erythroid colonies in the spleen of lethally 

irradiated mice, following BM transfer (18, 19). The number of colonies found in 

the irradiated spleen, or CFU-S, was proportional to the BM cells that were 

injected, indicating that a particular population of HSCs inside the BM was able 

to reconstitute hematopoiesis in vivo (18, 20). The first definition of 

hematopoietic stem cell was thus the ability of a cell to repopulate an irradiated 

marrow, and still today the most common functional assay to measure stem cell 

activity is serial BM transplantation, which requires that HSC-containing donor 

BM cells can be re-transplanted into secondary and even tertiary recipients while 

retaining both the ability of self-renewal and multilineage differentiation (21). 

This functional assay permitted to identify cell-surface markers of mouse HSCs, 
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thereby allowing their first isolation in 1988 by fluorescence-activated cell sorting 

(FACS) (22).  

All functional HSCs are found within the population of BM cells that are negative 

for the cell-surface markers normally present on lineage (Lin)-committed 

hematopoietic cells, but express high levels of stem-cell antigen 1 (Sca-1) and 

the transmembrane receptor for the stem cell factor (c-Kit). This HSC-containing 

subset of BM cells is therefore known as LSK (Lin-Sca-1+c-Kit+), a term that will 

be repeatedly used throughout this thesis. However, only 1 out of 10 LSK-cells 

has repopulating capacity, suggesting functional heterogeneity among these 

cells (17). A major advance in this field was the discovery that the expression of 

the SLAM receptor, CD150, together with the absence of CD48, and the 

expression of CD34, highly enriched for murine stem cells with repopulating 

activity (17, 23). Approximately, half of this population was able to reconstitute 

lethally irradiated mice when competitively transplanted with limiting numbers 

of cells (17). Taking advantage of the differential surface expression of these 

three markers, LSK HSCs were further subdivided into three different sub-

populations: long-term (LT)-HSCs which are CD48-CD150+ and contain all long-

term repopulating (LTR) activity, short-term (ST)-HSCs which are CD48-CD150- 

and have only limited self-renewal activity; and multipotent progenitors (MPP), 

which are CD48+CD150- and give rise to more committed myeloid and lymphoid 

progenitors (CMP and CLP, respectively) (Figure 2). At the same time, these 

three subpopulations have been divided into three subsets on the basis of CD34 

and CD135 expression (24) (Figure 2). The most primitive HSC population (CD34-

CD48-CD150+CD135-) gives rise to a MPP population equivalent to ST-HSCs, 

named multipotent progenitor type 1, MPP1 (CD34+CD48-CD150+CD135-) 

which has acquired CD34 cell surface expression. The second step in initiating 

the differentiation of HSCs is likely to be the appearance of CD48 (MPP2) 

followed by the loss of CD150 (MPP3) and gain of CD135 (MPP4) which has been 

functionally associated with differentiation towards a lymphoid-primed 

multilineage progenitor (24) (Figure 2).  The denomination of LT- and ST-HSC, 

as well as MPP1-4 will be also used through this work. Besides all these markers, 

more recent genetic tools have sought to identify genes uniquely expressed in 

HSCs within the hematopoietic system in order to develop HSC-specific reporter 

lines. A very recent work, for instance, has identified that the expression of the 

myelodysplastic syndrome 1 (Mds1) gene is highly enriched in LT-HSCs and this 

has been useful to even visualize these cells with intravital imaging approaches  

 (25). 
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Several groups have studied the cell cycle state of these cells and have identified 

a highly dormant population of functional HSCs within the LSK-CD150+CD48-

CD34- population (26–28). Dormant HSCs are found in a prolonged quiescence 

state and are tracked as label-retaining cells (LRC, according to the capacity of 

these long-lived dormant cells to retain BrdU, a compound that labels DNA in 

vivo) (26, 29). The DNA replication machinery is down regulated in these cells 

and only divide about five times during the remaining lifespan of the organism, 

probably to prevent stem cell exhaustion; even though they can be efficiently 

activated upon a hematopoietic insult and restored back to dormancy after such 

stress. Interestingly, the acquisition of CD34 expression on the cell surface is one 

of the firsts events during the activation of dormant HSCs. A new paradigm in 

the field, thus, considers that under basal conditions, the multipotent progenitor 

populations (MPP1-4), instead of a quiescent HSC population, are responsible 

for the massive production of daily immune cells (30). Moreover, it has been 

shown that MPPs have a lineage-restricted fate, such that MPP2 and 3 have a 

myeloid bias while MPP4 have a lymphoid bias (30, 31) (Figure 2). 

 

Decades ago, classical studies proposed a hematopoietic hierarchy model that 

worked in a discrete stepwise hierarchy, with a series of branching steps, and 

where self-renewal hematopoietic stem and multipotent progenitor cells were at 

the very top; more committed, lineage-restricted progenitors in the middle and 

mature functional blood cells at the bottom (Figure 2). More recently, however, 

the new generation of experimental tools such as fate mapping, barcoding tools 

or single-cell RNA sequencing are challenging this classical view of the 

hematopoietic hierarchy. The hematopoietic system is now envisioned as a 

continuum of hematopoietic progenitors that are not uniform and contain a 

variety of gene expression states that can dynamically change in response to 

different environmental situations. Much of these advances have been possible 

because hematopoiesis has been studied in its native, unperturbed state, 

without the need to perform transplantation assays, which substantially modifies 

the basal properties of HSCs. The complexity of this tree starts at the very top, 

where HSCs have been shown to be themselves heterogenous and not an 

absolute and fix population of cells. In addition, this model was supported by 

the subdivision of multipotent progenitors (MPP1-4) that could be primed to 

certain lineages (30, 31). The lymphoid and myeloid lineage decision step 

appears to occur in later phases and not in two early, separate blocks as 

previously thought (common lymphoid progenitors and common myeloid 
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progenitors, CLP and CMP, respectively). In turn, megakaryocyte-erythroid 

progenitors (MEPs) may derive directly from HSCs, thereby bypassing the 

multipotent progenitors step and appearing earlier than the other lineages (32–

34). Moreover, in contrast to the classical transplantation approaches, analyses 

of unperturbed hematopoiesis have suggested that the subset of cells that 

function as LT-HSCs during transplantation does not play a significant role in the 

steady-state. Instead, native hematopoiesis is driven by cells within the ST or 

MPP compartment, which have been shown to have higher self-renewal 

potential than previously thought (35). However, the dormant fraction of HSCs 

appears to be the one contributing to LT engraftment in transplantation settings, 

and can be activated upon stress conditions (26). In addition, barcoding 

experiments suggested that MPPs contribute predominantly to the myeloid and 

megakaryocytic lineage under homeostatic conditions (36, 37).  

 

 
 
Figure 2. The Hematopoietic Stem and Progenitor Hierarchy. The upper panel shows a 
scheme representing the classical (black) and the new concepts (red) of the 
hematopoietic stem cell hierarchy. The table at the right shows the phenotypic cell 
surface markers of each stem and progenitor subset of cells (the acquisition of each 
surface marker in each cell type is indicated in red). The bottom panels show the flow 
cytometry gating plots performed in the lab based on the above-mentioned cell surface 
markers. Such gating strategies will be used along the work. 
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Hematopoietic Stem Cell Trafficking 
 
The mammalian immune system has evolved to respond and to eliminate a 

variety of infectious agents. This task requires continuous movement of motile 

immune cells that follow pre-established routes between one tissue to another 

using blood and lymphatic vessels for quick accessibility. These migratory paths 

specific for different immune cells are an integral part of their function and are 

imprinted during the process of cell differentiation and activation, as the cells 

acquire the expression of a repertoire of cell surface molecules that enable their 

migration to defined tissues and microenvironments. Remarkably, not only 

mature immune cells migrate, but also hematopoietic stem and their immediate 

descendant’s progenitor cells (HSPCs) are motile and actively recirculate 

throughout the body (2, 38). 

 
The role of CXCL12/CXCR4 Axis in HSC Homing 
 
Although the main reservoir of HSCs is the BM, it has been known from decades 

that a small fraction of progenitors leaves the BM to enter the circulation (39). It 

is remarkable that this phenomenon occurs every day (i.e., circadianally), as part 

of their steady-state homeostasis (2, 3, 38), and in an accelerated way during 

stress hematopoietic situations, such as acute or chronic inflammation (40, 41). 

Migration of circulating HSCs across the endothelium back to the BM niche 

requires active navigation, a process referred to as homing. The ability of stem 

cells to home to the BM is the first essential step for successful BM 

transplantation, in which the transplanted HSCs need to enter the donor 

irradiated marrow for colonization.  

 
Homing of HSCs consists in a multistep adhesion-cascade that starts with the 

anchoring of HSCs to the BM endothelium, which interestingly exhibits 

constitutive expression of adhesion molecules that enable cell trafficking, such 

as P- and E- selectin and VCAM1 (42). The homing process is initiated by the 

stromal cell-derived factor 1 (SDF-1) also known as CXCL12. Binding of CXCL12 

to its receptor, CXCR4, allows rapid activation, firm adhesion and docking to the 

BM sinusoidal wall by inducing cytoskeletal rearrangements and activation of 

integrins and metalloproteinases (43). CXCR4-expressing HSCs rapidly adhere, 

extravasate and navigate towards special stromal niches that express CXCL12, 
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which further provide essential signals for proliferation, motility and 

differentiation.  

 
The CXCL12/CXCR4 axis has been implicated in numerous processes such as 

retention, migration, homing and mobilization of HSCs during steady state but 

also upon stress (44–47). Murine BM stromal cells, including endothelial cells, 

endosteal bone-lining osteoblasts and perivascular cells secrete high levels of 

CXCL12, and are found adjacent to HSPCs. The expression of CXCR4 in 

circulating HSCs allows the chemoattraction towards regions of high levels of 

CXCL12 in the BM cavity thus facilitating homing and definitive settlement of 

progenitors inside the BM. Consistent with this, HSCs lacking CXCR4 accumulate 

in the circulation and fail to undergo normal lympho/myelopoiesis, as they are 

not able to receive maturation signals (48). In addition, depletion of CXCL12-

producing stromal cells result in defective hematopoiesis and reduced homing 

of transplanted HSCs to the BM (49). These studies demonstrated that 

disturbances on either the stromal or hematopoietic side modify stem cell 

migration in vivo, and is nowadays being exploited in clinical transplantation 

settings (50). 

 
The CXCL12/CXCR4 axis is also essential in the retention of HSCs in the BM and 

the maturation of B-cell progenitor cells. Indeed, disruption of the axis leads to 

the massive release of HSCs into circulation and impairment of B-cell function 

(51, 52). In fetal development, deficiency in either CXCR4 or CXCL12 results in 

multiple defects, such as defective B-cell lymphopoiesis, severely impaired 

myelopoiesis in the BM, despite normal myeloid development in the fetal liver, 

and reduced pre-B and pro-B cells  (51–53). 

 
Many other factors contribute to HSC homing and retention in the marrow. 

Among these, the cytokine stem cell factor (SCF, also named c-Kit ligand) plays 

a prominent role. Stimulating HSCs with SCF improves in vivo homing capacity 

through increased migration and adhesion via very late antigen (VLA) 4 and 5 

integrins (54).  

 
Hematopoietic Stem Cell Mobilization 
 
The small amount of circulating HSCs that are present in the blood were firstly 

discovered both phenotypically and functionally in animals that were surgically 

joined to share a common blood circulation, a technique called parabiosis (2, 
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38, 55) that will be used thoroughly during this work. These studies have shown 

continuous exchange of HSCs (and their descendants, HSPCs) between the BM 

and the blood under steady-state conditions. It has been estimated that around 

400 HSPCs can be found in murine circulation at any given time (2, 38, 39), 

suggesting that circulation in blood is a normal physiological activity of HSCs. 

Massberg et al. discovered that BM-derived HSCs travel from the blood into 

multiple peripheral tissues, from the tissues into the lymph, and from the lymph 

via the thoracic duct back into the blood, where they may return to the marrow 

or enter another cycle of recirculation (38). Although the physiological 

significance of circulating HSCs is still unknown, one proposed explanation for 

this behavior is that the constitutive circulation of HSCs through the peripheral 

tissues provides a source of progenitors for rapid supply and local production of 

immune and inflammatory effector cells at sites of injury or infection (38, 56, 57). 

Notably, however, the physiological significance of circulating HSC –if any- 

remains to this day unknown. 

 

Stresses such as bleeding, inflammation or injury can increase stem cell 

proliferation and accelerate HSC egress, a process called mobilization. This 

leads to a rapid increase in the number of leukocytes circulating into the 

bloodstream to the inflammatory site (58). Mobilization can be induced clinically 

or experimentally in animal models by a wide variety of factors that include 

cytokines, chemokines, antagonists of adhesion and chemotactic receptors, 

cytotoxic drugs and chemotherapeutic agents (59–61). These molecules differ in 

their mechanism and time frame to achieve mobilization, the type of cells 

mobilized, and their efficiency (62). A common protocol currently used in the 

clinics is the administration of a CXCR4 antagonist, such as AMD3100 (also called 

plerixafor), together with the cytokine granulocytic colony stimulating factor (G-

CSF). This procedure is widely used to facilitate the collection of repopulating 

stem cells from the circulation of the donors or patients before BM 

transplantation (63, 64). 

 

HSC mobilization involves motility mechanisms, activities of various cytokines, 

chemoattractants, proteolytic enzymes and other extrinsic factors that ultimately 

detach HSCs from the BM stroma. Sinusoidal vessels are believed to be the site 

of HSPC exchange between the BM and the circulation (65). Under stress 

conditions, such as irradiation or inflammation, the permeability of the BM 

endothelium is increased, and enhances HSC migration in both directions (66). 
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Mobilization by repeated doses of G-CSF provokes “awakening” of quiescent 

HSCs, generation of guiding signals, repression of the inhibitory attachment 

machinery and gain of stem cell motility. Importantly, the basal expression of 

CXCL12 in the BM, which retains HSCs in this organ, is reduced. Similarly, its 

receptor CXCR4 on BM HSCs is cleaved by proteases, favoring HSC mobilization 

into the blood (67, 68). HSC mobilization also involves upregulation of 

proteolytic enzymes such as metalloproteinases (MMP-2 and MMP-9) that are 

necessary for the degradation of the extracellular matrix and for transendothelial 

migration (69). There is also an increased release of elastase and cathepsin G, 

from BM neutrophils that favors HSC egress 4-5 days after G-CSF treatment (70). 

These enzymes cleave the unions between VCAM1 expressed in stromal cells 

and VLA-4 expressed on the surface of progenitor cells, loosening their contact, 

but also inactivate and degrade CXCL12 in the BM, altogether promoting 

mobilization (50) (Figure 3). 

 
Signals from the sympathetic nervous system (SNS) are also implicated in 

controlling HSC traffic. This type of neural regulation can be direct by the 

secretion of neurotransmitters or myeloid cytokines, or indirect by controlling 

bone remodeling processes such as bone formation by osteoblasts, bone 

resorption by osteoclasts, or other changes in the stromal niche (71, 72). The BM 

is extensively innervated by autonomic nerve fibers, including sympathetic 

nerves which have been shown to be responsible for cytokine-elicited 

mobilization of HSCs (73). G-CSF promotes the release of noradrenaline (NA) by 

autonomic neurons localized in the marrow. Released NA mediates the 

suppression of osteoblasts in the endosteal marrow and reduces CXCL12 levels 

thus causing HSC mobilization (73) (Figure 3). Additionally, sympathetic nerves 

regulate a certain type of perivascular cells by acting on b3 adrenergic receptors 

(49). This neural-mesenchymal axis is responsible for the circadian expression of 

CXCL12 by BM stromal cells, and control the homeostatic release of HSCs into 

circulation in a circadian fashion (3). Importantly, this neural regulation of HSC 

mobilization has been causally related to susceptibility to inflammatory disease 

in the context of myocardial infarction or stroke (74). 

 

Circadian Regulation of HSC Trafficking 
 

The hematopoietic system, like most mammalian systems, is under circadian 

regulation. Circadian rhythms make reference to the endogenous oscillations of 
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the organism associated with the daily rotation of the earth around the sun (75). 

The appearance of circadian rhythms in aerobic organisms is believed to be a 

beneficial adaptation to the environment, as it allows to anticipate periodic 

changes, such as oxygen levels (76). In mammals, indeed, around 10% of the 

genome is under circadian control (77). 

 

Circadian rhythms present an approximate duration of 24h. For a rhythm to be 

circadian, it needs to oscillate in a specific environment independently of 

external factors, such as light or food. The German term, Zeitgeber (ZT), refers 

to these external factors that an organism receives and that enable the 

synchronization of the internal clocks with the rotational cycles of the earth. Light 

represents the principal stimuli or zeitgeber to align the internal rhythms of the 

organism to those of the environment that surrounds it (78). 

 

The SNS is an important regulator of circadian rhythms in the hematopoietic 

system, as mentioned above. The levels of the neurotransmitter NA are elevated 

at the beginning of the behavioral active phase in mice (ZT13, or 13 hours after 

the onset of light) and are delivered locally to the BM (79). In addition, a 

functional interaction exists between the noradrenergic nerves and the b3 

receptors in stromal cells that promote the decline in the expression of certain 

genes implicated in the maintenance of HSCs such as Cxcl12 (49) (Figure 3). 

 

The first observation of the circadian regulation of the HSC niche was in 2008 

when Frenette and colleagues showed that the number of HSCs in blood 

presented circadian oscillations governed by rhythmic changes in the levels of 

CXCL12 in the BM (3). HSC egress takes place in the resting phase of the mice 

and exhibit the highest levels at ZT5 (around noon) coinciding with the lowest 

levels of CXCL12 in the marrow; minimum levels are found at night (ZT13) (the 

behavioral active phase of the mice) in coincidence with the highest levels of 

CXCL12 in the marrow (3) (Figure 3). In contrast to mice, humans are diurnal and 

display inverted circadian oscillations with maximum levels of progenitors in 

blood in the evening (80). The rhythmic adrenergic signaling promotes the 

degradation of the transcription factor SP1 and the consequent decrease in the 

CXCL12 levels in the BM (3). 

 

Adrenergic nerves also control the expression of endothelial-adhesion receptors 

in the medullary vasculature, as these adhesion molecules are necessary for HSC 
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homing back to the marrow (81). It is also likely that a crosstalk exists between 

the levels of CXCL12 and endothelial adhesion molecules, such as P- and E-

selectin, VCAM1 or ICAM1, as higher levels of CXCL12 at night correlate with 

higher retention of HSCs in the marrow (81). 

 

Interestingly, mature leukocytes also infiltrate the BM in a circadian manner (81) 

and the highest peak of infiltration in the marrow and other tissues occurs at 

ZT13. This could be beneficial to provide a rapidly available immune response 

in the active phase of mice, where their probability of injury or encountering 

pathogens is highest when the animal is active. The circadian cycles of leukocyte 

infiltration may also exert control on BM niches. For instance, myeloid subsets 

regulate circadian oscillations of HSCs through TNFa production. Indeed, this 

cytokine has been shown to be involved in migration, proliferation and 

differentiation through modulation of reactive oxygen species (ROS) and 

melatonin signaling in HSCs (82, 83). These studies suggested that diurnal or 

nocturnal HSCs found inside the BM cavity differ in phenotype and function: the 

diurnal population of stem cells are more active, with increased rates of 

differentiation towards myeloid production, compared to the nocturnal 

subpopulation, which instead appear to have a higher repopulation capacity 

(82). 

 

Neutrophils are the most abundant myeloid population found in the BM. Due to 

its short lifespan, vast amounts of these cells need to be released every day to 

maintain homeostatic levels in blood while at the same time a large number must 

be eliminated daily (84). Neutrophils follow circadian oscillations throughout the 

day and are completely cleared from the circulation at ZT13. Neutrophils that 

are cleared from circulation are ultimately engulfed and eliminated by tissue 

macrophages inside the different tissues (85). The BM is one the tissues where 

neutrophils are cleared in large numbers. Clearance in this organ not only serves 

to control neutrophil numbers but also generates homeostatic cues that 

modulate the bone marrow niche (86) (Figure 3). When aged neutrophils 

infiltrate the BM, these are engulfed by tissue-resident macrophages. This 

efferocytic process generates LXR-dependent signals that downregulate the 

number of niche cells and consequently the levels of CXCL12 in the marrow, 

thereby promoting HSC egress (86). Because neutrophil infiltration in the BM 

occurs with circadian frequency, this process entrains the rhythmic release of 

HSC into blood. Consequently, depletion of neutrophils or macrophages 
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completely blunts the diurnal oscillations of HSCs in circulation, overall revealing 

an immune-driven mechanism for circadian mobilization of HSC under 

homeostatic conditions (86). 

 

Altogether, neural, humoral and immune inputs in the BM provide integrated 

cues that regulate the circadian oscillations of HSCs and leukocytes in the 

circulation. The redundancy and sophistication of mechanisms controlling HSC 

egress into blood are an indirect proof of the importance of these circulating 

cells for organismal physiology, which represents the central query of this thesis.  

 

 
 
Figure 3. Hematopoietic Stem Cell Trafficking. HSCs dynamically recirculate between 
peripheral tissues and the BM through the blood stream. Under homeostasis, HSCs are 
circadianally released into the blood with a peak in the morning (upper panel, purple 
curve and white box indicates ZT5). This homeostatic process is controlled by the SNS 
which dictates CXCL12 levels in the BM (upper panel, green curve), and by homeostatic 
signaling derived from the clearance of neutrophils. Infection or injury induce expression 
of G-CSF, causing niche remodeling, downregulation of CXCL12 in the BM and HSC 
mobilization in consequence (indicated with red arrows). Once in the bloodstream, 
HSCs travel through blood and lymph vessels into different tissues and home back to 
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the BM. Homing of HSCs is an active process driven by the CXCR4 receptor (explained 
in more detail in the upper text, section “The role of CXCL12/CXCR4 axis in HSC 
homing”). 
 

The Stem Cell Niche 
 

HSC activity is regulated by multiple cell-intrinsic factors, such as transcriptional 

or epigenetic regulators and metabolic pathways that are involved in its normal 

function. However, cell-extrinsic factors also control HSC activity; these include 

humoral and neural signals derived from the BM microenvironment that 

surround HSCs, which is commonly referred to as the “stem cell niche”. The HSC 

niche is critically responsible for controlling proliferation, differentiation and 

migration of HSCs during basal and stress conditions, as hinted in the previous 

chapter. 

 
The initial concept of a niche emerged in 1978, when Ray Schofield referred to 

a regulatory unit that maintained and directed HSC self-renewal and 

differentiation (87). Postnatal hematopoiesis takes place in the cavities of long 

bones and HSCs are proposed to be strategically positioned within unique BM 

microenvironments with defined anatomical and functional features, in which 

they receive and integrate regulatory cues from neighboring cells, the 

extracellular matrix, and/or soluble or membrane-bound factors (5). The precise 

location of these niches has been hampered for many years due to the technical 

difficulties encountered when imaging bones, and the lack of HSC and niche 

specific markers. Thanks to recent genetic tools, advances in imaging methods 

and discovery of more specific markers, we have now a better understanding of 

the complex and heterogenous cellular network that surrounds and nurtures 

HSCs. Although many distinct BM niche constituents have been found, the exact 

roles and complex relationships among all these cells remains largely unknown. 

This scenario becomes even more complicated by the fact that the HSC 

compartment itself is functionally and molecularly heterogenous, raising the 

possibility that distinct, specialized niches exist for different HSC subpopulations 

and that each niche may be composed by multiple cell types that contribute to 

HSC maintenance in unique, as well as redundant ways (1, 7, 88). 
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Bone Marrow Architecture  
 

In postnatal stages, embryonic-derived HSCs lodge in the BM, where they will 

remain through the whole life of the organism. Evolutionary studies have 

suggested that during the transition of aquatic to terrestrial environments, 

HSPCs relocated into the BM, that is protected from ultraviolet (UV) light by the 

cortical bone around the marrow (89). In some species, melanocytes (melanin-

producing cells) above the hematopoietic niche protect HSPCs from UV light, 

which suggests that UV light was an evolutionary pressure affecting the location 

of the hematopoietic niche (89). This may be the reason why hematopoiesis 

takes place inside the central cavities of long bones, such as the femur and tibia 

but also in other bones such as the sternum, cranium or limb bones. Long bones 

are composed of a hollow shaft, or diaphysis; flared, cone-shaped metaphysis 

below the growth plates, and rounded epiphysis above the growth plates. The 

diaphysis is composed of dense cortical bone, whereas the metaphysis and 

epiphysis are composed of a trabecular meshwork of bone surrounded by a 

relatively thin layer of dense cortical bone. Cortical bone has an outer periosteal 

surface and inner endosteal surface. The periosteum is the outer layer of tissue 

that covers the surface of the bone and consists in two layers: a fibrous exterior 

layer that contains fibroblasts, and collagen fibers and an inner layer that consists 

in osteoblasts and skeletal stem cells. This layer is followed by the bone and the 

endosteum which is a thin vascular membrane of connective tissue that lines the 

inner surface of the bone tissue and forms the medullary cavity of long bones. 

The periosteum is a highly vascularized and innervated tissue, thus enabling the 

entrance and exit of blood vessels and of nerve fibers to the bone and marrow 

cavity. The endosteum is in contact with the BM space, trabecular bone and 

blood vessels. Within the BM cavity, the mesenchymal compartment forms a 

dense network of perivascular cell bodies interconnected through large 

cytoplasmic projections that invades the entire BM tissue. These fibroblast-like 

reticular cells are responsible for the secretion of regulatory factors such as IL-7, 

SCF and CXCL12 that influence HSC activity (90–93) . Vascular networks in turn 

are essential for nutrient delivery, waste removal and cellular trafficking, and we 

now know that they play important roles in hematopoiesis (65). 3D imaging has 

provided an overview of the microarchitecture of the microvascular system which 

is composed of arterial and sinusoidal vessels interconnected through a recently 

defined intermediate vascular type (94–96). These small channels have gained 

more importance for the trafficking of leukocytes outside the BM (97). However, 
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the vast majority of the BM cavity is occupied by a vast sinusoidal network and 

thus many BM cells lie proximal to sinusoidal surfaces (65, 95, 98, 99).  

 

Even though the BM is the primary site of hematopoiesis, extramedullary 

hematopoiesis can occur under physiological or pathological conditions, in other 

organs such as spleen, liver and lung (100–103). 
 

Cellular Components of the Niche 
 
HSCs and their downstream progeny are tightly regulated by a plethora of 

cellular components, which regulate their activity by direct contact or by 

supplying growth factors and/or retention factors. As discussed below, the niche 

is complex in terms of cellular composition, with several stromal and 

hematopoietic cells contributing to its activity. Although many components of 

the niche have been described, is still unknown whether some specific niche 

populations exist to regulate HSC behavioral processes such as, for instance, the 

homeostatic release that occurs daily. 
 

1. Non-hematopoietic cells 
 

Osteolineage cells 
 

The BM comprises a number of osteolineage-related cells, derived from the 

most primitive mesenchymal stem cells (MSCs), which give rise to 

osteoprogenitors, mature osteoblasts and finally mature osteocytes, which are 

osteoblasts that have been embedded in the bone matrix (Figure 4). 

Osteolineage cells were the first cellular component in the niche described to 

regulate HSC levels in the BM (104, 105). They have the ability to support 

expansion of hematopoietic progenitors cells in vitro (106, 107). However, more 

recent in vivo studies have questioned the role of osteoblasts in HSC regulation. 

The conditional deletion of CXCL12 and SCF from these cells did not affect the 

cellularity, composition or ability of HSCs to reconstitute lethally irradiated mice, 

implying lack of direct regulation over HSCs (90–92). 

 

Osteoblasts can produce other molecules implicated in the maintenance of 

HSCs, such as osteopontin (OPN), a matrix glycoprotein that acts as a negative 

regulator of the HSC pool size (108, 109). Indeed, mice deficient in OPN had an 
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increased stem cell pool size in vivo with an increased expression of two ligands 

known to modify stem cell function: the Notch1 ligand, Jagged 1, and the Tie-2 

ligand, Angiopoietin-1 (Angpt-1) (109). When osteoblasts were stimulated with 

the parathyroid hormone, the ability of OPN to restrict stem cell numbers was 

enhanced, therefore providing OPN with a constraining function on stem cell 

numbers in the HSC niche (109). Moreover, thrombopoietin (THPO)/MPL 

signaling contributes to the regulation of HSC quiescence in the osteoblastic 

niche (110, 111). Furthermore, Angpt-1 which binds the HSC receptor tyrosine 

kinase Tie2, enhances the ability of HSCs to become quiescent resulting in the 

protection of  HSCs from myeloablation (112). 

 

Overall, controversy remains, as secretion of these factors is not osteoblast-

specific and thus the contribution of mature osteoblasts to HSC regulation 

remains elusive. However, osteolineage cells seem to support the maintenance 

of more committed common lymphoid progenitors (CLP). Indeed, selective 

elimination of osteoblasts in Col2.3D-TK transgenic mice (mice expressing a 

truncated version of the herpes virus thymidine kinase under a 2.3 kb fragment 

of the Collagen a1 promoter, which causes depletion of osteoblasts) severely 

depleted pre-pro-B and pro-B cells from the BM (113). Furthermore, depletion 

of CXCL12 in osteoblasts lead to a decrease in CLPs thus suggesting a role of 

the endosteal niche for the maintenance of lymphoid progenitors and B-cell 

maturation processes (91, 92) (Figure 4). 

 

Endothelial and Perivascular cells 

 

CXCL12-Abundant Reticular Cells 
 

The essential role of CXCL12 and its receptor, CXCR4, in the niche was first 

introduced by studies in Cxcl12-/- mice. These mice only survived until 

approximately E18.5 and the BM of these mice was hypocellular and presented 

a reduced number of myeloid progenitors in the BM, together with a decrease 

in B lymphoid progenitors in fetal liver and BM (51, 52).  

 

HSCs and B cell precursors are scattered around the BM in close contact with a 

small population of reticular cells expressing high amounts of CXCL12, named 

CXCL12-abundant reticular (CAR) cells. These cells were surrounding sinusoidal 

endothelial vessels and also localized near the endosteum, suggesting that CAR 
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cells are a key component of both, HSC and B cell niches (114–116). Conditional 

deletion of CXCL12-expressing cells by diphtheria toxin (DT) administration in 

Cxcl12DTR mice reduced the numbers of lymphoid, erythroid and myeloid 

progenitors in the BM, indicating that CAR cells support the survival and 

proliferation of B cell progenitors and proliferation of erythroid progenitors 

(117). In the absence of CAR cells, LT-HSCs and its repopulating activity were 

reduced but HSC quiescence was increased (117). Interestingly, these studies 

also demonstrated that CAR cells contain MSC activity measured by the ability 

to form fibroblastic colonies (colony-forming unit fibroblasts, CFU-F). MSCs can 

self-renew and differentiate into bone, fat, cartilage and stromal cells. Finally, 

CAR cells are the major producers of SCF and CXCL12 (117), while endothelial 

cells and mature osteoblasts are only minor contributors of CXCL12 (91, 92). 

Given that these cells are defined functionally (production of CXCL12), the 

population overlaps with other stromal cell subsets described below. 

 

Prx1+ cells 

 

The paired-related homeobox gene-1 (Prx1) is expressed in the early limb bud 

mesenchyme in mouse during development and in adult BM mesenchymal 

progenitor cells (118). Prx1+ cells have osteogenic and adipogenic differentiation 

potential in vitro, consistent with a MSC phenotype and have the capacity to 

form CFU-F. Importantly, deletion of Cxcl12 in Prx1+ cells led to loss of HSC LTR 

activity, HSC quiescence and CLPs, indicating an important role of Prx1+ 

perivascular cells in the maintenance of HSCs (91, 92). 

 

Leptin Receptor+ cells 

 

Cells expressing the leptin receptor (referred to as LepR+ cells) arise postnatally 

in the BM and make little or no contribution to bone or cartilage during 

development (119). In the adult mouse, however, they contain high MSC activity 

and are one of the main sources of osteolineage cells and adipocytes. Indeed, 

they are highly enriched for MSC markers such as Prx1, PDGFRa and CD51. They 

are found surrounding both sinusoids and arterioles in the BM (119). They also 

account for the production of growth factors that contribute to the maintenance 

of HSCs as they have been shown to be one of  the major sources of SCF and 

CXCL12 in the BM (90, 92). Importantly, conditional deletion of Scf from LepR-
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perivascular stromal cells depleted quiescent HSCs, while deletion of Cxcl12 led 

to HSC egress from the marrow (90, 92).  

 
Nestin+ cells 

 

Perivascular MSCs expressing the intermediate filament nestin were identified 

using a transgenic mice in which the expression of the green fluorescent protein 

(GFP) is driven by the nestin (Nes) promoter (hereafter referred to as Nes-GFP+ 

cells) (120). Nes-GFP+ cells were found to be spatially associated with adrenergic 

nerve fibers and HSCs, and contained all MSC activity, suggesting an important 

HSC niche component (49). Nes-GFP+ perivascular cells express high levels of 

SCF and CXCL12, as well as other regulatory elements such as ANGPT1, OPN, 

IL-7 and VCAM1 (49). However, although Nes-GFP+ perivascular MSCs strongly 

overlap with other perivascular cells described later, deletion of Scf or Cxcl12 

from Nestin+ cells did not alter HSC numbers (90, 92). Whole-mount 3D imaging 

and FACS analyses of the BM revealed two distinct types of Nes-GFP+ cells on 

the basis of their GFP expression levels and cellular morphology. Nes-GFPbright 

cells are much rarer (~0.002% of BM cells) than Nes-GFPdim cells and are found 

exclusively along arterioles. In contrast, Nes-GFPdim cells have reticular shape and 

are ubiquitously distributed among sinusoids (96) (Figure 4). Although both 

Nestin+ cell subsets account for MSC activity in the BM, most CFU-F activity is 

contained in Nes-GFPbright cells. These cells are additionally, positive for the 

pericyte markers NG2 and a-smooth muscle actin (a-SMA) and are associated 

with nerves and a subset of quiescent HSCs, whereas Nes-GFPlow cells overlap 

with Leptin Receptor+ cells and CAR cells (96). 

 

NG2+ cells 

 

Stromal cells that express the nerve/glial antigen 2 (NG2) are mainly perivascular 

cells that surround arterioles in the BM and are important for the maintenance 

of quiescent HSCs (96) (Figure 4). Depletion of NG2+ cells induced HSC cycling 

and, consistently, depletion of Cxcl12 from arteriolar NG2+ cells lead to HSC 

reduction in the BM, and altered localization away from arterioles, an effect that 

was accompanied by massive HSC mobilization into spleen and blood (96). 
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Endothelial cells 

 

The BM is a highly vascularized tissue that enables several blood cells, including 

HSCs, to enter or leave the bloodstream. BM-endothelial cells that line the 

interior of vessels secrete various factors such as Notch ligands, CXCL12, SCF 

and pleiotrophin, that promote HSC activity in steady-state (90, 91, 121–124), 

and regeneration after BM damage (122, 123, 125–127). In vivo studies have 

shown that deletion of Scf (90) or Cxcl12 (91, 92) using endothelial-specific Cre 

lines (Tie2-Cre or Cadherin 5 (Cdh5)-Cre) impairs HSC maintenance at steady 

state, suggesting an important role for endothelial cells as niche components 

and HSC regulators.  

 

Conditional deletion of Scf from perivascular stromal cells (LepR-Cre) or 

endothelial cells (Tie2-Cre) reduced HSCs from the BM, but did not have an 

effect on HSCs when the depletion was done in Nestin+ perivascular stromal 

cells, osteoblasts or hematopoietic cells (90). Most studies of perivascular niches 

in the BM have focused on sinusoids because they are the most abundant blood 

vessels in the BM, and because most HSC, MSC, SCF-expressing cells and 

CXCL12-expressing cells are in close proximity to sinusoidal vessels. However, 

SCF deletion in arteriolar endothelial cells (AECs) but not sinusoidal endothelial 

cells (SECs) reduced dramatically the number of HSCs in the BM. In addition, 

AECs-derived SCF contributes to the regeneration of HSCs after myeloablative 

conditions (128).  

 

Arteriolar and sinusoidal endothelial cells can be phenotypically distinguished 

by their differential expression of Sca-1 and podoplanin (PDPN); AECs are CD45-

TER119-Sca-1highPDPN- whereas SECs are CD45-TER119-Sca-1+PDPN+ (128). 

Arterioles are structurally distinct from sinusoids as they are surrounded by 

sympathetic nerves and layers of smooth muscle cells. The permeability of these 

two types of blood vessels affects the levels of reactive oxygen species (ROS) in 

the vicinity and therefore HSCs that reside near them. HSCs that reside close to 

the less-permeable arterioles contain low levels of ROS and are thus quiescent, 

whereas those close to more permeable, sinusoidal cells have increased ROS 

levels leading to their activation and increasing its differentiation and migration 

(65). This was confirmed by another study showing that quiescent HSCs localized 

in proximity to NG2+-Nestin-GFPbright periarteriolar niches, and that depletion of 

these cells altered HSC localization and quiescence status (96).  
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The BM vasculature has an essential role in the regeneration of HSCs after a 

myeloablative injury such as chemotherapy or radiotherapy. These procedures 

are commonly used before BM transplantation to eradicate malignant host cells. 

Unfortunately, these treatments cause a complete destruction of the vascular 

niche in the BM. More specifically, sinusoidal vasculature and associated 

perivascular cells are ablated while arteries and arterioles remain almost intact 

(126, 127, 129–131). While transplanted HSCs can shortly engraft close to an 

arteriolar and megakaryocytic niche (132, 133), long-term restoration of normal 

hematopoiesis demands a healthy sinusoidal network. This restoration is 

enabled by factors that the sinusoidal network produces in response to injury, 

such as Notch ligands and pleiotrophin (122, 123). 

 

Overall, HSCs interact with different types of stromal cells that express important 

regulatory molecules including SCF, CXCL12 and TGF-b. Although early mouse 

studies implicated mature bone-forming osteoblasts as key HSC niche cells, 

recent work has refined the identity of HSC-supportive cells to several 

populations of MSCs and their early osteoblastic lineage cell derivatives. 

Perivascular MSC-like cells expressing either nestin (49), CXCL12 (117) or leptin 

receptor (90) have been shown to be more important for HSC maintenance. 

Endothelial cells also have important HSC-supporting roles both in steady state 

and during regeneration (134). The emerging picture of the HSC BM niche is a 

complex array of regulatory cell types with a predominant role for MSCs and 

their early OBC derivatives in forming both perivascular and endosteal BM 

niches that maintain HSCs and regulate blood production (Figure 4). 

 

Neural regulation 
 

Besides all the aforementioned cellular types, the nervous system also regulates 

the hematopoietic niche and HSC properties (3, 73, 135). The SNS innervates 

both the bone and the marrow through sympathetic and sensory nerves. 

Sympathetic fibers release NA which signals through adrenergic receptors. 

Importantly, sympathetic nerves that align with medullary arterioles regulate the 

expression of stromal CXCL12 and therefore the traffic of HSCs between the BM 

and peripheral blood, both under homeostasis and stress (3, 49, 73, 136). 

Specifically, release of NA by the SNS targets stromal cells through the b3-

adrenergic receptor (ADRb3) leading to rapid downregulation of CXCL12 in the 
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BM, and rapid HSC egress into blood. Interestingly, and related to the 

aforementioned diurnal patterns of HSC in blood, the release of NA from the 

SNS follows circadian patterns controlled by the core clock genes, thereby 

explaining the diurnal release of HSCs into blood (3). 

 

Another level of modulation is afforded by non-myelinating Schwann cells, which 

are glial cells expressing the glial fibrillary acidic protein (GFAP). These cells 

insulate sympathetic and sensory nerves along arteries, and can promote HSC 

quiescence through integrin-dependent activation of transforming growth 

factor-b (TGF-b)/SMAD signaling (137). 

 

Finally, SNS signals also control G-CSF-dependent HSPC mobilization into the 

circulation. In this case, adrenergic signals cause osteoblast and stromal 

suppression, and thus a reduction in CXCL12. Consistently, pharmacological or 

genetic ablation of adrenergic neurotransmitters suppresses HSC egress after 

G-CSF treatment (73).  

 

Adipocytes 

 
In comparison with other niche cells, adipocytes have been associated with a 

negative regulation of HSCs (138). The content of fatty tissue in the BM 

negatively correlates with the engraftment and maintenance of HSCs, and BM 

recovers more quickly after transplantation or chemotherapy when mice are 

treated with an adipocyte inhibitor (138, 139). This is apparent also during 

ageing, when hematopoietic sites are replaced by fatty tissue and this coincides 

with a decline in HSC function (138, 140).  

 

2. Hematopoietic descendants 

 
In addition to the diverse stromal niche components, the hematopoietic 

descendants can also regulate HSC activity in a feedback loop-type of process. 

Among these, megakaryocytes (MKs), macrophages, neutrophils and regulatory 

T cells (Tregs) have been best described to regulate the hematopoietic niche, 

both in homeostatic and stress conditions. 

 

Myeloid cells (macrophages and neutrophils) 
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BM-resident macrophages were the first among hematopoietic cells shown to 

regulate HSCs. BM macrophages promote the retention of HSCs by enhancing 

the function of Nestin+ cells and osteoblasts (141, 142). Consequently, depletion 

of CD169+ macrophages was sufficient to induce HSC egress into the 

bloodstream (141). BM macrophages also regulate BM recovery under stress 

conditions. In a transplantation setting were radiation eliminates the vast 

majority of leukocytes, a population of CD169+ radiation-resistant macrophages 

is needed to repopulate the spleen and BM via cell-autonomous expansion, and 

are essential for optimal donor-derived HSC repopulation (143). Finally, a rare 

population of a-SMA-positive macrophages localizes adjacent to HSCs in the 

BM and prevents HSC exhaustion by diminishing the levels of ROS under stress 

conditions (144). Whether the two populations of macrophages are the same 

remains unknown. 

 

Neutrophils are the most abundant myeloid cells inside the BM. Their short 

lifespan (around 12h in mice) demands not only high production rates, but also 

a quick and efficient way to eliminate them, as high amounts of these cells could 

lead to toxic, undesired side-effects in tissues. Neutrophils undergo daily 

circadian oscillations in number and phenotype, whereby they generate a so-

called population of “aged” neutrophils that are more abundant at ZT5 (86). This 

aged population of CXCR4highCD62low neutrophils migrates into tissues at night 

(86). In the BM, these cleared aged neutrophils are phagocytosed by 

macrophages resulting in activation of the transcription factor liver X receptor 

(LXR). Activation of LXR ultimately results in niche-suppressive signals  that blunt 

CXCL12 levels in the marrow and promote the circadian egress of HSCs into 

circulation (86) (Figure 4). 

 

In addition to this mechanism of steady-state release, G-CSF activation of the 

SNS was shown to stimulate the production of prostaglandin E2 (PGE2) by 

neutrophils. PGE2 in turn targeted osteolineage cells to promote HSC retention 

(145). Finally, a subset of Gr1+CD115- neutrophils produces TNFa upon 

irradiation and injury and promotes sinusoidal vascular regeneration in the host, 

thus facilitating HSC engraftment and medullary regeneration (83). 

 

In addition to macrophages and neutrophils, a myeloid population expressing 

the histidine decarboxylase (Hdc) forms spatial clusters with a Hdc+ myeloid-
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biased (MB) HSC population. These myeloid cells secrete histamine which 

enforces Hdc+ MB-HSC quiescence through the histamine receptor 2 (146). This 

negative feedback histaminergic circuit elicited by granulocytes and possibly 

other myeloid cells, is important for HSPC maintenance because ablation of 

histamine-producing cells causes HSCs to exit dormancy and induces loss of 

serial transplantation capacity (146). 

 

Thus, granulocytes and myeloid cells appear to be important to maintain HSC 

homeostasis and to enhance BM recovery in transplantation settings (83, 146).  

 

Megakaryocytes 

 
Megakaryocytes (MK) are responsible for the production of thrombocytes 

(platelets). They localize in the BM around sinusoids, where they extend their 

protrusions to release pro-platelets into the bloodstream. The megakaryocytic 

lineage has been shown to bypass multipotent progenitors (Figure 2) and to 

directly differentiate from lineage-biased HSCs (32). Depletion of MKs leads to 

HSC proliferation indicating a direct role in maintaining HSC quiescence (132, 

133, 147, 148), mediated in part by the release of CXCL4 (also known as PF4) 

(133), TGFb (132) and THPO (147, 148). More recently, MKs have been shown to 

control the quiescence of a platelet- and myeloid-biased subset of HSCs 

expressing von Willebrand factor (vWF+-HSCs). MK form a niche that differs 

functionally and spatially from the NG2+ arteriolar niche. This last one seem to 

control a lymphoid-biased, vWF- HSC subset (vWF--HSCs) (149). Thus, at least 

two separated HSC niches may co-exist, a sinusoidal megakaryocytic niche and 

an arteriolar-NG2+ niche, which seem to regulate distinct HSC subsets. In 

contrast to this, in irradiation settings, MKs promote HSC niche remodeling and 

HSC recovery through osteolineage cell expansion (150, 151) and the secretion 

of fibroblast growth factor 1 (FGF-1) (132). 

 

Regulatory T cells 
 

The BM is a reservoir of CD4+CD25+ T lymphocytes with immune-modulatory 

functions (152). In vivo intravital microscopy imaging revealed that allogenic-

transplanted HSCs colocalized proximal to a subset of FOXP3+ regulatory T (Tregs) 
cells in the endosteal surface after transplantation (153). These Treg cells promote 
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the survival of “allo-HSC” by secreting the immunoregulatory cytokine IL-10, 

which provides the HSC niche with immune privilege properties (allowing 

transplanted HSCs to escape from allogenic rejection) (153). More recently, 

Hirata and colleagues described a subset of Tregs that express the HSC marker, 

CD150. This population of CD150+ Tregs is also important to promote allo-HSC 

engraftment but also to maintain HSC quiescence inside the BM (154) (Figure 4). 

 

 
 
Figure 4. The Hematopoietic Stem Cell Niche. Scheme representing the main cellular 
components of the BM niche mentioned above and the principal regulatory pathways 
by which they regulate HSCs. 
 

Localization of HSCs within the Niche 
 
HSCs inside the BM niche have to compete for the space with mature immune 

cells and many other stromal components. In a non-deterministic model, HSCs 

could localize randomly throughout the entire BM space, or instead strategically 

near specific cellular and molecular compartments. Defining the exact HSC 

location relative to other components of the BM has been challenging, in large 

part due to the difficulty of imaging the marrow encapsulated by a fully calcified 
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bone.  Another hurdle has been the lack of specific reporters for HSC and their 

immediate descendants. Recently, myelopoiesis has been mapped in situ in the 

BM by co-localization of numerous cell surface markers. It was shown that 

myeloid progenitors, which are proximal descendants of HSCs, abandon the 

HSC niche soon upon differentiation (155). Myelopoiesis appears to occur near 

sinusoids although different sinusoids produce unique signals to regulate 

specific subsets of myeloid cells. This matches the idea that individual 

granulocyte-macrophage progenitors (GMPs) are scattered throughout the BM 

under steady state conditions and form clusters that locally produce 

granulocytes, under regeneration conditions (156). 

 

Early observations claimed that progenitor cells with hematopoietic colony-

forming capacity were enriched in the proximity of endosteal zones (157–159). 

However, studies using the phenotypically stem cell marker CD150 and 3D-

imaging have shown that HSCs are broadly distributed but typically in close 

contact with endothelial cells and Nes-GFP+ perivascular cells (17, 49). The use 

of transgenic mice for labelling adult BM HSCs and the optical clearance of 

bones has enabled deeper knowledge of HSC distribution. Many of these 

studies suggest that HSCs are largely distributed in perisinusoidal niches and in 

contact with SCF-producing, LepR+ CAR cells (93–95), as discussed above. More 

recently, this traditional way of characterizing the HSC niche as endosteal or 

perivascular has been questioned. In vivo experiments in the BM calvarium 

deciphered that bone remodeling contributed to an additionally degree of 

heterogeneity in the niche (25). Cavities that contain a mix of bone deposition 

and bone resorption seem to favor HSC expansion, supporting the idea that 

HSCs expand clonally in restricted physical domains, as also mentioned below 

(25). 

 
Distinct niches have been described for different subsets of quiescent HSCs. 

Studies showed that quiescent HSCs are proximal to arterioles, while  activated 

or proliferating HSCs move away from these vessels (96). Whole-mount 3D-

imaging revealed that quiescent HSCs are also adjacent to MKs forming a niche 

that seems different from the arteriolar one (133). Different microenvironments 

exist that either support clonal expansion of HSCs or promote their quiescence. 

It is thus plausible that HSC distribution changes according to their activity or 

cell cycle status. Additionally, lineage-committed HSCs also associate with 

distinct niches. As mentioned above, platelet and myeloid-biased HSCs 
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associate with sinusoidal-MK, whereas NG2+ arteriolar niches selectively 

regulate lymphoid-biased HSCs (149). 

 
In addition to HSCs, their downstream progenitors may have specific niches 

separated away from HSCs. Lymphoid progenitors for instance are supported by 

the endosteal niche and both IL-7 and CXCL12 derived from osteoprogenitors 

are essential for B cell maturation and maintenance (91–93). In the same line, a 

macrophage niche is essential for erythroid progenitors to form the so-called 

erythroblastic islands, where both cells interact, and macrophages instruct and 

facilitate erythroblast proliferation and differentiation (141, 160). 

 
While the exact localization of HSCs is still unclear, it seems feasible that within 

the entire BM cavity multiple specialized, micro-niches coexist in the same space. 

Evidence suggests that different hematopoietic progenitors and mature immune 

blood cells have distinct niches, each of them with distinct signals, but tightly 

coordinated within the rest (155). In summary, the hematopoietic niche is now 

envisioned as a changing, dynamic tissue that receives and integrates signals 

from its environment to maintain and instruct HSCs. 

 

Alterations of HSC and their Niche 
 
Ageing  
 
Many physiological processes, including those affecting HSCs, change with age. 

One of the most remarkable age-related changes in hematopoiesis is a 

progressive decline that makes the organism vulnerable to infections, 

autoimmune disease, anemia or cancer (161). The reduced immune function 

associated with age affects both the myeloid and lymphoid compartment and is 

in part due to a functional decline of aged HSCs. HSC ageing is caused by both 

cell-intrinsic mechanisms, such as epigenetic and metabolic alterations or DNA 

damage, as well as cell-extrinsic mechanisms such as alterations in niche 

composition.  

 
To compensate for the decrease of HSC function with age, the size of the HSC 

pool increases as shown by the expansion of phenotypically HSCs in aged mice 

albeit their low regenerative potential (162, 163) . Furthermore, aged HSCs show 

a myeloid-biased differentiation upon transplantation, accompanied by a 
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reduction in lymphopoiesis, and a decrease in self-renewal when compared to 

HSCs from young donors (163, 164) . Aged mouse HSCs also present decreased 

homing and engraftment potential, and increased HSC mobilization into 

peripheral blood (165, 166).  

 

CD41 marks a population of myeloid/megakaryocytic-biased LT-HSCs that 

accumulates with age (167). This phenotypic change is accompanied by an 

increase in the number of platelets in the peripheral blood of aged mice and MK 

progenitors in the BM (167, 168). Indeed, CD41 loss results in decreased survival 

and quiescence of HSCs (167). Aged HSCs also present more DNA strand breaks 

and this increases mutational load that contributes to increased initiation and 

progression of hematological cancers (169, 170). Finally, aged HSCs suffer a loss 

of polarity in Cdc42, tubulin and AcH4K16 (171). 

 
Interestingly, young HSCs transplanted into aged mice engrafted with lower 

efficiency, indicating that age-related changes in the BM niche could also impact 

HSC function. This process is related to the changes in chemokines such as CCL5  

and matrix proteins, which partly accounts for the myeloid-bias in HSCs (172), or 

osteopontin, which attenuates the ageing effects of HSCs (173). Additionally, in 

vivo multiphoton intravital imaging revealed that old HSCs reside further away 

from the endosteal zone (which normally favors lymphoid niches) compared to 

young HSCs (174), and that aged HSCs localize away from arteriolar and 

megakaryocytic niches and closer to the perisinusoidal Nes-GFPlow niche (175). 

Thus, altered HSC distribution within the niche is a hallmark of ageing (176). 

 
Age-related bone loss has also been associated with vascular changes in the BM, 

such as reduction of transitional vessels and arterioles. The BM vasculature also 

exhibits increased leakiness, elevated ROS levels and decreased expression of 

CXCL12, SCF and Jagged1 with age (177). Likewise, arteriolar segments suffer 

shortening and loss of sympathetic innervation (176). Indeed, surgical 

denervation in young mice recapitulates all major age-related anomalies in HSC, 

while administration of a b3-adrenergic receptor (ADRb3)-selective agonist in old 

mice partially rejuvenated aged HSCs by acting on BM Nestin+ stromal cells 

(176). However, more recent data suggests that there is a functional change of 

neurotransmitters, b2 over b3- signaling, instead of a general decline in the 

sympathetic tone during physiological ageing. b2-signaling promotes 

myelopoiesis and megakaryopoiesis through stromal-derived IL-6, whereas b3-
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signaling inhibits myelopoiesis in aged mice (178). MSCs also suffer an 

expansion during ageing but with reduced clonogenic capacity, and display 

skewed differentiation towards adipogenesis, accompanied by a reduction in 

bone formation, with an overall negative impact on hematopoiesis (138, 140). 

 

In summary, the BM microenvironment is critical for hematopoiesis during all the 

stages of the organism, from embryonic until the old age of the organism, and, 

importantly, can be modulated for therapeutic purposes.  

 

Cancer 
 
Hematological malignancies have common alterations in hematopoietic 

function, and affect the blood, BM, lymph nodes and lymphatic system.  

 

As mentioned above, the BM niche supports healthy HSCs for correct 

functioning. In a similar fashion, altered niches can support malignant 

hematopoiesis, such that a perturbed BM niche can remodel into a self-

reinforcing leukemic niche that impairs normal hematopoiesis and favors 

leukemic stem cell (LSC) growth, leading to neoplasia (179). Intriguingly, there is 

substantial evidence for niche-driven malignancies in which deletion of certain 

genes in different niche compartments, or activation of cancer-related pathways 

(e.g., RAS signaling or NFKb), favor the proliferation of malignant cells and lead 

to the development of leukemias. Studies have shown, for example, that genetic 

ablation of the retinoblastoma gene in BM stromal cells promotes 

myeloproliferative neoplasia (180). 

 
Just as the microenvironment can contribute to disordered hematopoiesis, 

malignant cells can disrupt and remodel normal niches creating a cancer-

supportive environment. LSCs do not die off in a normal cycle and instead they 

keep dividing and eventually push out other healthy HSCs that compete for 

nutrients and metabolites in the same space. For instance, LSCs in acute myeloid 

leukemia (AML) inhibit adipogenesis and promote the differentiation of MSCs 

into altered osteolineage cells that promote their own growth (181, 182). BM 

vascular abnormalities are also found in hematological malignancies. Pro-

angiogenic cytokines such as VEGF are increased; these stimulate new 

angiogenic processes that support and nurture LSCs (183). In AML the BM 

vasculature presented increased permeability that lead to overproduction of 
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ROS and nitric oxide (NO) which increased HSC motility (184). LSCs also 

upregulate cell adhesion molecules such as CXCR4, VLA-4 or CD44. These 

molecules mediate leukemia cell adhesion and survival that confer 

chemoresistance, and this correlates with a worst outcome of the disease (185–

189).  

 

More recent studies have analysed the BM stroma in detail by using single-cell 

RNA sequencing to define the cellular taxonomy under basal conditions and its 

perturbation by malignancies (190). This study identified 17 stromal subsets that 

express different hematopoietic regulatory genes and described changes 

caused by AML in mice. Leukaemia impaired mesenchymal development 

blunting adipogenic and osteogenic differentiation, and significantly changed 

the proportions of key subsets of stromal cells in favour of malignant cells. This 

was further accompanied by a loss of HSC niche factor production by multiple 

cell types, overall indicating that the BM stroma responds and favours malignant 

cells. Another study used single-cell mass cytometry to measure protein levels 

to define 28 subsets of BM stromal cells and observed that after radiation 

conditioning of the BM, LepR+ and Nestin+ putative niche cells are lost while a 

set of CD73+ BM stromal cells remained resistant, and contributed to HSPC 

engraftment and acute hematopoietic recovery (191).  
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Figure 5. The BM 
niche in ageing and 
leukemic conditions. 
Ageing and 
leukaemia’s perturb 
the HSC niche in 
numerous ways 
(mentioned above in 
the text) and 
summarised in this 
figure. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Altogether, the BM niche is no longer seen as a static structure that hosts HSCs, 

but rather as a dynamic tissue that continuously remodels and adapts to specific 

situations and demands. This is the case not only in diseases such as myeloid 

proliferative cancers, but also in physiological events, such as ageing, where 

functional and phenotypic changes, provoke changes in stem cell behavior. 

Whether these processes are the consequence or the cause of hematological 

disfunctions still needs to be clarified. Likewise, whether other components in 

the niche exist or acquire new roles on HSC function remains elusive. 

Understanding how the niche contributes to malignant transformation or ageing 

processes will be extremely useful, for example in the design of therapeutic 

approaches to prevent or treat hematological malignancies. 
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2. Objectives 
 
 
The main objective of this doctoral thesis is to characterize the physiological 

roles of circulating hematopoietic stem cells in the organism. The specific 

objectives of the study are the following: 

 

1. Determine the phenotype and function of circulating hematopoietic stem 

cells (HSC). 

2. Define the molecular pathways that drive the release of circulating HSC 

into blood. 

3. Analyse the relevance of circulating HSC in ageing.  
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3.  Results 
 

Circulating HSCs repopulate damaged niches 
 
It has been known for decades that a small population of circulating 

hematopoietic stem cells (cHSCs) is present in the circulatory system of mice 

even under steady-state conditions (2, 39). However, the biological and 

functional properties of these cells are still unknown. In order to clarify these 

uncertainties, we first analysed their properties.  
 
Circulating HSCs provide long-term repopulation of damaged bone 

marrow niches 
 
We first tested the capacity of a hematopoietic tissue to regenerate in the 

absence of an external HSPC source (as occurs in BM transplantation). For this 

purpose, we applied high-dose radiation, 10 grays (Gy), only to the lower limbs 

of WT mice (femur and tibiae) while the rest of the body was protected by a 

leaded shield (Figure 1a).  We analysed BM recovery in the irradiated bones 

every week during one month by histology and flow cytometry. We observed a 

complete depletion of the marrow cellularity at day 6 after irradiation (Figure 1b-

e). More importantly, we observed a progressive and fast regeneration of the 

marrow, such that by four weeks, the initially depleted marrow was histologically 

normal (Figure 1b), correlating with normal BM cellularity (Figure 1e). Moreover, 

the numbers of phenotypical and functional stem and progenitor cells were 

progressively restored, even though, after one month, did not reach to initial 

levels (Figure 1c-d). We also measured the levels of colony-forming units (CFU-

C) as a functional proxy of progenitors in blood and BM (LSK and MP). In BM we 

observed a small recovery at day 7 after irradiation with a progressive increase 

up to day 21 that failed however to reach baseline levels (Figure 1f). In blood, 

however, the level of progenitors remained low at all time points, suggesting 

that all progenitors might localized at the injured site (Figure 1g). The recovery 

of fully ablated marrows suggested that migration of HSCs from healthy niches 

enables niche regeneration upon local hematopoietic ablation. This approach, 

however, did not rule out the possibility that reconstitution could be due to 

residual HSCs that survive locally to the irradiation.  
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Figure 1. Healthy cHSC restore haematopoiesis in damaged niches. (a) Scheme of 
partial irradiation using a lead shield to expose only the lower limbs to 10Gy irradiation. 
(b) Representative H/E stainings of tibial marrow from WT mice at different times after 
irradiation. Scale bar, 250 µm. (c) Flow cytometry plots of BM progenitors at the 
indicated times after irradiation. LSK (LinNEG Sca-1+ c-Kit+), MP, myeloid progenitors 
(LinNEG Sca-1NEG c-Kit+). (d) Plot showing the total numbers of progenitors per tibia at the 
indicated times; n = 3-8 mice per time. (e) Total BM cellularity in femurs at the indicated 
days after irradiation; n=3 mice per time point. (f) Total number of CFU-C in femur at 
the indicated time points after irradiation; n=3 mice per time point. (g) Total number of 
CFU-C in peripheral blood at the indicated time points after irradiation; n=3 mice per 
time point. 
 

To determine whether cHSCs, rather than residual HSCs, were responsible for 

the marrow recovery, we used a model of parabiosis, in which two mice are 

surgically conjoined, and start to share the circulation by the formation of new 

vessels (see Materials and Methods, section 6.2 for a detailed explanation). Here, 

we joined GFP-expressing, non-irradiated mice together with non-fluorescent 

mice that had been previously subjected to lethal irradiation (8Gy) (Figure 2a). 

This model allowed us to discriminate between locally surviving HSCs (non-

fluorescent cells) and those derived from cHSCs that arrived from the partner 

through circulation and can be identified by GFP+ expression (Figure 2b). After 
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3 weeks of shared circulation, the parabiotic partner mice were surgically 

separated and monitored for the presence of partner derived GFP+ leukocytes 

in the blood of the non-fluorescent irradiated “recipient” partner for 16 weeks, 

and in the BM at the endpoint only (Figure 2c-d). We found long-term (LT) 

reconstitution of all hematopoietic lineages, which were exclusively derived from 

the GFP+ partner, indicating that cHSCs that had crossed between partners were 

endowed with LT-reconstituting potential, and were indeed capable of 

regenerating damaged haematopoiesis (Figure 2c and d, grey lines and bars).  

 

We next examined if marrow regeneration depended on the elimination of pre-

existing HSCs, rather than on a competitive advantage of cHSCs over BM-

resident HSCs. For this purpose, we repeated the parabiosis experiments but 

this time we subjected the “recipient” partners to decreasing doses of irradiation 

(8, 4, 2 and 0 Gy, Figure 2a-d). Partner-derived haematopoiesis (measured in 

blood) by the non-irradiated mice was proportional to the irradiation dose, in 

the case of myeloid cells, with progressively decreasing contribution at lower 

doses, and only residual reconstitution in the absence of irradiation (Figure 2c). 

Analysis of the BM recipient parabiotic mice at the end of the experiment (16 

weeks) showed contributions by cHSCs to all hematopoietic progenitor subsets, 

including the most primitive phenotypic LT-HSCs, and were proportional in 

frequency to partner-derived leukocytes in blood (Figure 2d). Finally, we sought 

for cHSCs in other organs that have been described to support extramedullary 

haematopoiesis, such as spleen, liver or lung (101, 192). Parabiotic experiments, 

in non-irradiated conditions revealed that cHSCs only seeded the main 

hematopoietic tissues, i.e., the BM and spleen, but we did not find evidence of 

these cells in liver or lung (Figure 2e).  

 

Overall, these data indicated that cHSCs efficiently repopulate and reconstitute 

damaged haematopoietic niches with long-lasting and multilineage potential 

and have the capacity to regenerate the full hematopoietic tissue of a mouse 

only when the endogenous haematopoiesis has been ablated. 
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Figure 2. cHSCs long-term reconstitute damaged niches. (a) Experimental design to 
assess the repopulation of haematopoiesis in parabionts after surgical separation. (b) 
Gating strategy used to identify GFP+ partner-derived leukocytes in peripheral blood 
and HSPCs in the BM by flow cytometry. (c) Percentages of partner-derived blood 
leukocytes in the irradiated partner over time (weeks) after separation, in the different 
irradiation dose groups; n= 3-10 parabionts per dose. (d) Percentage of partner-derived 
hematopoietic progenitors in the BM of the irradiated recipient partner at 16 weeks 
after parabiont separation; n= 3-10 parabionts per dose. (e) Total number of partner-
derived hematopoietic stem and progenitor cells in the liver, lung, BM and spleen of 
parabiotic partner; n = 7-8 mice. Data shown as mean ± SEM. 
 
It is well established that the release of cHSCs into circulation follows circadian 

patterns (3), although their numbers in blood at any given time are low. Further, 

it is unclear whether the HSCs that enter the circulation are different from the 
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bulk of HSCs found in the BM, or whether all the cHSCs have the choice and 

potential to enter the circulation and patrol tissues. To discriminate between 

both possibilities, we established parabiosis between DsRed reporter mice and 

WT non-fluorescent mice (Figure 3a). After one month in parabiosis, we 

separated the mice and examined whether the few circulating progenitors (CFU-

C assay as a proxy for cHSCs) from the partner (circulating progenitors will be 

differentiated based on the fluorescent reporter) persisted in circulation over 

time (Figure 3b). In our approach, persistent presence of partner CFU-C would 

indicate that they represented a population distinct from the medullary pool. We 

found, however, that partner-derived CFU-C disappeared soon after separation 

of the parabionts, suggesting that cHSC are part of a common medullary pool. 

 

 
Figure 3. cHSCs are part of the medullary pool of HSCs. (a) Experimental scheme of 
parabiosis to analyse the time of partner-derived hematopoietic progenitors in 
circulation. After 4 weeks of sharing circulation parabionts were surgically separated and 
blood was collected at the moment of separation (time 0), as well as 1 and 2 weeks after 
separation, to estimate the number of DsRed+ partner-derived CFU-C (b) Number of 
partner-derived CFU-C in blood. Each dot colour represents a different mouse analysed 
at different times; n=4 mice. 
 

Repopulation of damaged BM niches is multiclonal  
 

To estimate the frequency of cHSC that enter the circulation and engraft the 

irradiated BM, we next used lentiviral-driven marking of clones at unique 

integration sites (193). We setup an experiment in which WT mice were first 

lethally irradiated (12 Gy) and reconstituted with lentiviral-transduced LineageNEG 

GFP+ BM cells (Figure 4a). This system permitted us to trace every single clone 

derived from a stem cell (193). 6 weeks after BM transplantation (BMT) these 
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mice were used as “donor” mice in parabiosis. The “recipient” mice in these 

parabionts were previously subjected to sublethal irradiation (6 Gy) to facilitate 

cHSC engraftment, and then surgically joined in parabiosis to the donor mice 

(Figure 4a). After 4 weeks of sharing circulation, mice were separated, and the 

dynamics and identity of single HSC clones that had crossed to the “recipient” 

mice were analysed for several months (Figure 4a). The “donor” BM and spleen 

were taken as reference for the source clones. To track HSC clones, we isolated 

from peripheral blood both myeloid cells (CD11b+ cells) and lymphoid cells 

(CD19+ cells) that were GFP+ (i.e., lentiviral transduced) every 4 weeks for 16 

weeks (Figure 4b-c). At the end of the experiment, we also isolated the spleen 

and bones (femur, tibia, sternum, and arms) of the recipient mice for clonal 

analysis. In the analysis, however, we focused on CD11b+ myeloid cells as they 

better reflect HSC activity, rather than long-lived CD19+ lymphoid cells that cross 

between partners and mirror the composition of the spleen. We additionally 

controlled for the engraftment levels and transduction efficiencies in all 

parabiotic pairs (vector copy number, Figure 4c-d). Unexpectedly, we found that 

many myeloid clones from the donor mouse were found in the recipient partner 

(Figure 4e). Moreover, estimation of HSC numbers based on the capture-

recapture method (194) revealed high numbers of active partner-derived cHSCs 

that were present in the recipient mice (Figure 4f). This mathematical model used 

for HSC estimation, is able to estimate the overall population size, by exploiting 

repeated sampling of marked elements over time, in this case short-lived 

myeloid cells (as a reflection of true HSCs), and accounting for the number of 

shared elements among samplings (195). 

 
Figure 4. Multiple clones of cHSC repopulate remote hematopoietic niches (next page). 
(a) Experimental design to study clonal dissemination of HSC in parabionts. LinNEG GFP+ 
cells transduced with the lentiviral vector were transplanted into lethally irradiated mice, 
which were then set in parabiosis with partially irradiated (6Gy) mice. Parabionts were 
separated after 4 weeks, and insertion sites determined in myeloid and lymphoid cells 
to estimate the number of hematopoietic clones circulating between the parabionts. (b) 
Sorting strategy used for the isolation of partner derived GFP+ myeloid and lymphoid 
cells. c) Quantification of the percentage of partner-derived cells within the myeloid and 
lymphoid lineage along time. (d) Table indicating transduction efficiencies (given as 
vector copy number or VCN) for each parabiotic donor mouse in BM and spleen (e) 
Representative heatmap showing the abundance of shared integration sites (IS; a 
measure of clonal diversity) over time in both CD11b myeloid and CD19 B-lymphoid 
lineages, compared with the donor BM in a parabiotic pair. (f) Number of active HSC in 
each parabiotic pair, estimated by capture-recapture modelling. 
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Using the Shannon diversity index (h-index), which considers both the absolute 

number and the relative abundance of each integration site (IS) in defined cell 

subsets (195), we confirmed that the clonal complexity in recipient mice was 

comparable to that found in the donor mice, and was only slightly lower than 

that of the long-lived B lymphoid compartment (Figure 5a,b). This finding 
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suggested that cHSCs crossing between parabionts reflected the clonal 

composition of the donor HSC pool. Finally, streamgraph analyses revealed that 

the cHSC clones that reconstituted the partner mouse were long-lived, as they 

were detectable for at least 16 weeks (Figure 5c). These data thus suggested 

that a large fraction of the HSC pool is normally released into the bloodstream 

to surveil for, and repopulate, damaged niches. 

 

 
 
Figure 5. cHSCs reflect the clonal composition of the donor HSCs. (a) H-indexes 
reflecting the clonal complexity of the donor BM, myeloid and lymphoid (b) 
compartments, as well as in blood, the indicated bones and the spleen of the recipient 
partners; n=6 parabiotic pairs. (c) Representative streamgraphs showing the abundance 
of each individual IS within the myeloid (left panel) and lymphoid lineage (right panel) 
of a representative recipient parabiont, at the indicated time points after parabiosis 
separation. Numbers on the top indicate the total number of unique IS found at each 
time point.  

 

Characterization of cHSCs 
 

Given the long-lived and efficient replacement of damaged haematopoiesis by 

cHSCs found in our experiments, we asked whether cHSCs had distinctive 

features compared with the bulk of medullary-resident HSCs. For this purpose, 
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we established parabiotic pairs of CD45.1 with sublethally irradiated (6Gy) 

CD45.2 mice and performed transcriptomics analyses of LineageNEG Sca-1+ cKit+ 

(LSK) cells (that contain all the immature hematopoietic fraction). We isolated 

three populations of LSK cells: firstly, CD45.1+ cells from the donor marrow that 

we referred to as “endogenous”, secondly, CD45.2+ that have survive the 

irradiation referred to as “irradiated” and finally, CD45.1+ partner-derived cells 

that have travelled to the irradiated marrow, referred to as “circulating” LSK, 

isolated from the recipient’s BM (Figure 6a). It is important to highlight that we 

isolated circulating HSCs that engrafted the irradiated marrow, an approach that 

we took due to the low abundance of circulating HSCs found in peripheral blood 

at any time. Upon the 14461 genes identified, 375 genes were differentially 

expressed among the three groups (Figure 6b). Comparison of these genes 

among groups identified a group of genes that were specifically upregulated in 

circulating HSCs (Figure 6b, cluster 2 in green). Interestingly, this set of genes 

revealed a prominent myeloid signature, including granulocytic genes such as 

Mpo, Elane or Ctsg and monocytic genes such as Ly6C and Ccr2 (Figure 6b). 

The gene signature profile also showed that cHSCs enter cell cycle, although this 

feature was shared with the “irradiated” population (Figure 6b, pink), suggesting 

that proliferation is driven by the recipient irradiated BM microenvironment 

(Figure 6b, cluster 1). Both signatures were confirmed by flow cytometry analyses 

in the same experimental settings (Figure 6c). The transcriptomic analyses also 

showed loss of hematopoietic potential (Figure 6b, cluster 5), suggesting that 

cHSCs might lose stemness as they leave their native medullary niches.  
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Figure 6. Transcriptomic profiling of cHSC. (a) Experimental design to isolate circulating 
HSC from the BM of parabiotic mice, in which circulating HSC were CD45.2 (green), 
residual HSC from the irradiated host were CD45.1 (pink) and endogenous HSC were 
also CD45.1 but extracted from the “donor” marrow (blue). Bulk RNA-seq was 
performed on these three populations. (b) Heatmap of the differentially expressed 
genes (DEGs) between the three different groups: circulating HSC (cHSC, green), 
irradiated HSC (iHSC, pink) and endogenous HSC (eHSC, blue). DEGs were grouped in 
5 different clusters. (c) Expression profile (mean fluorescence intensity, MFI) of Ly6C, 
CCR2 and CD36 in the indicated LSK cells normalized to endogenous LSK (MFI = 100), 
as measured by flow cytometry; n=9-11 mice. (d) Cell cycle analysis of circulating, 
irradiated and endogenous LSK cells from mice that have been in parabiosis for 3 weeks; 
n=9 mice. Data shown as mean ± SEM. * p<0.05; p**<0.001; p***<0.0001, as 
determined by one-way ANOVA comparing all groups (c), or 2-way ANOVA with 
Bonferroni post-test comparing all groups to endogenous control group. 
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To functionally validate if this was the case, i.e. that cHSC lose stem properties, 

we used a competitive setting in which BM cells collected from our parabiotic 

system (without irradiation) were serially transplanted into lethally irradiated 

recipients (Figure 7a). Under non-myeloablative conditions, the BM of 

parabionts contain around 5% of partner-derived progenitors. Deviations from 

this frequency in recipient mice allowed us to compare the reconstituting 

potential of cHSC vs. marrow-resident HSC. We found a consistent reduction in 

all blood lineages and BM progenitors derived from the partner in primary 

recipient mice and complete depletion in secondary recipient mice (Figure 7a).  

 

To control for the low starting amount of donor BM cells, we performed a control 

BM transplant in which progenitors from BM donors were mixed at similar ratios 

to those in the parabiosis system (5-95%) (Figure 7b). In this system, we observed 

that the frequency and multilineage reconstitution was preserved over time both 

in primary and secondary recipients (Figure 7b) suggesting that the 

disappearance of cHSC in BMT is not due to the low starting numbers but to the 

quality of the cells. Thus, cHSC are unique in their capacity to traffic to distant 

hematopoietic niches and to rescue long-term haematopoiesis, but 

preferentially commit to the myeloid lineage and are outcompeted by marrow-

resident HSC.  
 
 
Figure 7. cHSC are outcompeted by medullary HSC (next page). (a) Top, experimental 
scheme used for primary transplantation. Donor BM cells from parabiotic mice 
containing approximately 5% of circulating HSPC (green in graph at the top) and 95% 
of endogenous HSPC (grey) were transplanted into primary lethally irradiated recipient 
mice (n=16) and engraftment was measured for 16 weeks. Note that the contribution 
from partner-derived HSC decreased over time and disappears fully upon secondary 
transplantation (lower panel), n=14 mice. (b) To control for the low fraction of partner-
derived HSC in the experiment in (a), we transplanted a mix of BM cells from non-
parabiotic mice at a 5:95 ratio into lethally irradiated primary and secondary recipient 
mice; n=9 mice. Note that in this case, engraftment from the 5% donor (red) was 
sustained even in the secondary recipients; n=10 mice. 
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CXCR2 is functional on cHSC and mediates their egress from 
the BM  
 
We next sought to identify the relevant receptor in HSC that could be mediating 

the egress of cHSC in the steady state. As leukocyte trafficking is mediated 

through chemokine receptors, we first carried out an unbiased search in public 

databases (http://www.immgen.org/) for chemokine receptor(s) whose 

expression was specifically high in HSCs (Figure 8a). We found that some 

receptors had increased expression as HSCs differentiated along the myeloid 

lineage (Ccr2, Cxcr3, or Cxc3cr1) (Figure 8b), other were expressed at low levels 

in all stages (Ccr1, Ccr8 or Cxcr5), and only one receptor was always expressed 

at high levels (Cxcr4) (Figure 8b). Interestingly, Cxcr2 was the only receptor 

preferentially expressed in the most primitive compartment (Figure 8a-b). Given 

this pattern of expression and the fact that CXCR2 mediates the egress of some 

leukocytes from the marrow (196, 197), we hypothesized that CXCR2 could be a 

key regulator of HSC trafficking. 

 

In our own experiments, using cytometric analyses we found low, but detectable, 

surface levels of the receptor on all hematopoietic progenitors tested, from LT-

HSCs to myeloid progenitors (MP) in WT mice (Figure 8c). We took advantage 

of the germline CXCR2 deficient (Cxcr2-/-) mice  (198) available in our laboratory 

to compare the surface expression levels of the receptor, both in Cxcr2-/+ mice 

(contains one copy of the receptor, herein referred to as CXCR2HET mice) and 

Cxcr2-/- mice (referred to as CXCR2KO mice, which lack both copies of the gene) 

to WT levels. Cytometric analyses indicated very low levels of CXCR2 in 

CXCR2HET mice and an absence in CXCR2KO mice in HSPCs (Figure 9a) and 

Lin+ cells, which contain in great majority neutrophils (Figure 9b). 

 
Figure 8. CXCR2 expression in HSPC and myeloid populations (next page). (a) Heatmap 
showing scaled expression of chemokine receptors in hematopoietic progenitors. (b) 
Normalized gene expression of chemokine receptors in the indicated populations. 
Cxcr2 expression, highlighted in red, is highest in primitive HSCs and Cxcr4, highlighted 
in orange, is higher in all HSPC populations. (c) CXCR2 protein levels (MFI) measured 
by flow cytometry in progenitor subsets (left) and in lineage+ cells (enriched in 
neutrophils; right) in WT mice; n=11 mice. Data shown as box and whiskers (c). 
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Figure 9. CXCR2 surface expression in HSPCs and mature cells. (a) CXCR2 protein levels 
(MFI) measured by flow cytometry in the surface of WT, CXCR2HET and CXCR2KO HSPC 
subsets and (b) mature lineage+ cells (enriched in neutrophils). The MFI values of 
CXCR2KO were subtracted from WT and CXCR2HET cells; n=3-13 mice per group. Data 
shown as box and whiskers. *p<0.05; **p<0.01; ***p<0.001 as determined by one-way 
ANOVA with Bonferroni post-test. 
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To test if CXCR2 was functional on HSPCs, we first performed ex vivo transwell 

migration assays. BM mononuclear cells from either WT, CXCR2HET or CXCR2KO 

mice were allowed to migrate through 5µm-pore transwells towards CXCL1, or 

towards CXCL12 as a positive control, and RPMI medium as a negative control 

(Figure 10a). Transmigrated cells were collected after 2h and either, plated for 

clonogenic cultures in a CFU-C assay, analysed by flow cytometry to count 

migrated neutrophils for reference, or transplanted into irradiated recipient mice 

to test the ability of migrated HSPC to engraft irradiated recipients (Figure 10a). 

BM cells in WT mice were capable of migrating towards CXCL1 and had the 

ability to form clonogenic colonies in culture (CFU-C), indicating that progenitors 

were migrating (Figure 10b, left panel, grey column). This migration depended 

on CXCR2, as CXCR2HET and CXCR2KO mice presented impaired migration 

towards CXCL1 and thus impaired formation of colonies, whereas migration to 

CXCL12 remained unaffected (Figure 10a-b). We also analysed neutrophil 

migration towards CXCL1 as a reference and observed that migration was 

completely blunted in CXCR2KO mice compared to WT, although it remained 

almost normal in CXCR2HET mice (Figure 10c). More importantly, transmigrated 

cells were able to reconstitute, at low but detectable levels, hematopoiesis in 

lethally irradiated mice for 16 weeks, indicating that functional LT-HSCs were 

migrating to CXCL1. In CXCR2KO mice BM reconstitution was lost indicating 

again specificity of the receptor (Figure 10d). Altogether, these results 

suggested us that CXCR2 could be the receptor guiding the homeostatic egress 

of HSC, and we predicted that its deficiency would cause severe reductions in 

cHSCs.  
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Figure 10. CXCR2 mediates HSPC migration. (a) Experimental setup to test the function 
of BM cells that have migrated to CXCL1 in vitro. Transmigrated BM cells from WT, 
Cxcr2HET or Cxcr2KO mice were collected for CFU-C assay, PMN counts or BM 
transplantation (together with 3x105 helper GFP+ BM cells) into lethally irradiated 
CD45.2 mice, and long-term engraftment was analysed for 16 weeks. (b) In vitro 
chemotaxis of BM progenitors from WT, Cxcr2HET or Cxcr2KO mice, measured as CFU-C, 
towards CXCL1 (left) or CXCL12 (right). Values are normalized to WT cells; n=6-9 mice. 
(c) Migration efficiency of WT, Cxcr2+/- and Cxcr2-/- mice neutrophils towards CXCL1 (left) 
or CXCL12 (right) in in vitro assays (normalized to WT cells); n=4 mice per group and 
per condition. (d) Long-term chimerism in myeloid (neutrophils and monocytes) and 
lymphoid (B lymphocytes) cells. Although low, reconstitution was specific because WT 
cells migrating to media alone, or Cxcr2KO cells migrating to CXCL1, yielded no 
engraftment; n=3-4 mice per group. Data are shown as mean ± SEM (d) or as box and 
whiskers (b and c). *p<0.05; **p<0.01; ***p<0.001; ns, not significant, as determined 
by one-way ANOVA (b and c) or two-way ANOVA (d).  
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and liver, whereas the BM remained normal (Figure 11a). The phenotype 

observed in the CXCR2KO mice has been typically seen in mice with defective 

neutrophil migration (199). This provokes an increase in the levels of G-CSF in 

plasma that causes increased mobilization of HSCs and increased myelopoiesis 

(196, 199). Consistent with this possibility, CXCR2KO mice presented higher levels 

of G-CSF in plasma (Figure 11b). To confirm that the increase in the number of 

progenitors was indeed due to defective neutrophil migration, we generated 

and analysed progenitors in Cxcr2fl/fl; Mrp8CRE mice which specifically lack Cxcr2 

in neutrophils. As predicted, we found similar elevations of CFU-C progenitors 

in blood and spleen (Figure 11c), implying that the unexpected increase of 

progenitors in CXCR2KO mice was indirectly caused by trafficking impairment of 

neutrophils.  

 

 
 
Figure 11. CXCR2KO mice create inflammatory signals due to impaired neutrophil 
migration. (a) Number of CFU-C in BM, peripheral blood, spleen and liver of WT, 
Cxcr2+/- and Cxcr2-/- mice (values are normalized to WT group in BM); n=6-7 mice per 
organ. (b) Levels of G-CSF in plasma of WT, Cxcr2+/- and Cxcr2-/- mice; n=6 per 
genotype. (c) Number of CFU-C in BM, peripheral blood and spleen of WT and MRP8CRE; 
Cxcr2f/f mice; n=6-8 mice per organ. Data are shown as mean ± SEM (b) or as box and 
whiskers (a, c). *p<0.05; **p<0.01; ***p<0.001; ns, not significant, as determined by 
one-way ANOVA (a, b and c). 
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periphery (blood and other peripheral organs). We thus reasoned that CXCR2HET 

mice might provide a suitable model to study the biology of cHSC without 

altering neither the trafficking of mature leukocytes nor the haematological 

parameters in blood or BM (Figure 12a-b). 

 

 
 
Figure 12. CXCR2HET mice present normal haematopoiesis. (a) Peripheral blood counts 
in WT and CXCR2HET mice; n=6-7 mice.  (b) Total number of the indicated progenitors 
in the BM of WT and CXCR2HET mice; n=3 mice. Data are shown as mean ± SEM (b) or 
as box and whiskers (a). *p<0.05; **p<0.01; ***p<0.001; ns, not significant, as 
determined by unpaired t-test. 
 
To further determine if the reduction in progenitors found in circulation of 

CXCR2HET mice translated in reductions in functional cHSC, we first performed 

parabiosis experiments with WT and CXCR2HET mice. We followed our previous 

strategy, in which partner mice received different doses of irradiation to create 

different degrees of hematopoietic damage and HSC ablation. Partner-derived 

haematopoiesis derived from either WT or CXCR2HET mice in the irradiated mice 

was analysed in peripheral blood and in BM at the end of the experiment (16 

weeks). Remarkably, in partially irradiated partners (4Gy) we found major 

reductions in all leukocyte lineages derived from CXCR2HET partners compared 

with WT controls (Figure 13a-b). In contrast, lethal irradiation (8Gy) or no 

irradiation (0Gy) resulted in similar contributions of CXCR2HET mice to the 

partner’s haematopoiesis (Figure 13b). Analysis of the BM at 16 weeks after 

separation of the parabionts confirmed the chimerism in blood in both WT and 

CXCR2HET (Figure 13c). Thus, cHSCs driven by CXCR2 are important for the 

repopulation of remote damaged niches. To confirm that the defective 
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reconstitution of CXCR2HET progenitors in the parabiotic partners was due to the 

impaired HSC egress from the BM and not a defect in homing into the irradiated 

marrow, we performed homing experiments in which BM cells from WT or 

CXCR2HET mice were i.v. injected into WT mice. We found the same amount of 

WT and CXCR2HET cells 16h after injection, indicating that Cxcr2 

haploinsufficiency did not affect the entrance into the BM (Figure 13d).  

 

Altogether, these results indicate that CXCR2 is required for the homeostatic 

egress of cHSCs into blood, without affecting homing back to the marrow, and 

that the few cHSCs in the blood of Cxcr2+/- mice are sufficient to regenerate 

haematopoiesis, only in the absence of competing HSC, indicating that “vacant” 

niches are needed for engraftment by cHSCs. 

 

 
 

Figure 13. CXCR2 mediates HSC egress. (a) Experimental scheme to assess the 
reconstitution of irradiated partner mice after parabiosis for 4 weeks with either WT or 
CXCR2HET mice. Mice were separated and blood from the irradiated partners was 
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analysed for 16 weeks together with the BM. (b) Percentage of donor-derived 
leukocytes in the irradiated mice, which had been treated with the indicated doses of 
irradiation (8, 4, 0Gy); n=3-6 parabiotic pairs per dose. (c) Percentage of donor-derived 
progenitor cells in the BM of the irradiated partner at 16wk after separation of the 
parabionts; n=3-6 mice. (d) Experimental scheme of competitive homing experiments 
between WT and CXCR2HET BM cells to the BM of WT recipient mice. The number of 
homed LSK and MP cells in the BM was estimated 16h after injection, as shown in the 
bar graph; n=3 mice per group. Data are shown as mean ± SEM (b and d) or as box and 
whiskers (c). *p<0.05; **p<0.01; ***p<0.001; ns, not significant, as determined by 
unpaired t-test (c-d) or two-way ANOVA (b). 
 

Expression and function of CXCL1 in the BM 
 
Our data show that cHSCs fail to reconstitute “closed”, non-damaged niches 

and are outcompeted by medullary HSCs when these are present, but can 

efficiently long-term reconstitute distant, open-damaged niches. We also 

discovered that the chemokine receptor CXCR2 is important in homeostatic HSC 

egress. Therefore, to better understand the biology of cHSCs we next 

investigated the cues driving the homeostatic egress of HSCs from the BM, 

which are currently unknown. We reasoned that differential expression of 

chemokines, a family of small cytokines specialized in guiding cell migration, by 

cells strategically localized in the BM could drive HSCs out of the marrow, in a 

manner similar (but reversed) to how CXCL12 drives HSC homing inside the BM 

by binding to CXCR4 (43). Due to the importance of CXCR2 in HSC egress, we 

hypothesized that either CXCL1 or CXCL2, the main ligands of CXCR2, could be 

promoting steady-state HSC egress.  

 

We therefore examined the expression of these chemokines in the native BM. 

We took advantage on the recently published single-cell dataset of the whole 

BM stroma transcriptome (190) (Figure 14a). Among all the niche components, 

we specifically focused on pericytes, as these localize around blood vessels and 

have been shown to regulate HSCs and leukocyte trafficking (96, 200, 201). We 

found out that among all chemokines detected at the transcriptional level, only 

Cxcl1 and Cxcl12 were expressed at relatively high levels in pericytes (Figure 

14b-d). Because CXCL12 mediates HSC retention (91, 92, 114) rather than 

egress, we turned our attention to CXCL1. We observed that Cxcl1 transcripts 

were present in multiple stromal populations such as MSCs, fibroblasts or ECs, 

although it was most prominent in the pericyte cluster (Cluster 12 in Figure 14a) 

compared to other chemokines, such as Cxcl12 or Ccl2 (Figure 14c), which were 
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preferentially expressed by MSCs (Cluster 1 in Figure 14a). Incidentally, CXCL1 

is known to induce the migration of neutrophils (202–204), a finding that could 

be possibly related to the strong granulocytic transcriptional profile of cHSC that 

we observed in our previously mentioned bulk RNA-seq (Figure 6b). 

 

 
 

Figure 14. CXCL1 defines a population of perivascular mesenchymal cells. (a) t-SNE plot 
of the single-cell transcriptomics dataset of the BM stroma, from the previous published 
dataset (190). The pericyte cluster (box) was analysed for the expression of 23 different 
chemokines (c-d). MSC, mesenchymal stem cell; EC, endothelial cells. (b) t-SNE plots 
showing the expression levels of Cxcl1 and Cxcl12 in all clusters. (c) Transcriptional 
expression levels of different chemokines in the different clusters. Only Cxcl1 and 
Cxcl12 were expressed at relatively high levels in the pericyte cluster (Cluster 12). (d) 
Transcriptional expression levels of different chemokines in the pericyte cluster (upper 
panel) and violin plot showing the level of expression of each chemokine inside the 
pericyte cluster (Cluster 12) (bottom panel). 
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To map the actual distribution of CXCL1-producing cells in the BM we generated 

a mouse encoding the Cre recombinase in exon 1 of the Cxcl1 gene (Cxcl1CRE) 

and crossed these mice with the Rosa26TdTomato line to generate a CXCL1-reporter 

mouse, which we refer to as CXCL1TdTom mice (Figure 15a). To visualize CXCL1-

producing cells we first performed whole organ imaging of marrows from 

CXCL1TdTom mice. Interestingly, CXCL1-producing cells were widely distributed 

across the whole medullary space (Figure 15b). We then examined histological 

thick BM sections stained with an anti-endomucin antibody, which stains for all 

types of blood vessels in the marrow, by high resolution imaging. We observed 

that CXCL1-TdTom+ cells were mainly found around blood vessels (Figure 15c). 

Apart from the perivascular distribution, some of the Tomato+ cells had an 

interstitial distribution with stroma-like morphologies (Figure 15d).  

 

 
 
Figure 15. Generation and characterization of CXCL1TdTom mice. (a) Targeting strategy 
to introduce the Cre recombinase in exon 1 of the Cxcl1 locus. Closed boxes (blue) 
represent exons. (b) Whole-mount staining of a femur from a CXCL1TdTom mice (Cxcl1+ 
cells in red). Images at right show enlarged areas of the proximal epiphysis, diaphysis 
and metaphysis with numerous Cxcl1+ cells. Scale bar, 500 µm. (c) Representative 
image of a femur from CXCL1TdTom mice, with CXCL1+ perivascular cells in red, vessels 
in grey (stained for endomucin) and nuclei in blue (DAPI). (d) Right lower panels show in 
more detail a perivascular (upper) and interstitial distribution (lower). Scale bars, 30 µm 
and 10 µm in lower panels. 
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perivascular cells in immunofluorescence images (Figure 16a) and used 

Cadh5CREERT2 expressing endothelial cells as control. Importantly, by quantifying 

perivascular cells (cells in contact with a vessel), we found that CXCL1TdTom cells 

were more restricted to the perivascular distribution than the other known 

cellular types that form the hematopoietic niche (Figure 16b). 

 

 
Figure 16. CXCL1 labels a subset of perivascular cells. (a) Representative 
immunofluorescence images of femoral BM from the indicated niche and vascular 
reporter lines. Cells labelled by the reporter protein (TdTomato, or GFP in the case of 
CXCL12) are visualized in red, and vessels (labelled for endomucin) are in green. All 
scale bars, 30 µm. Lower images show the dotted areas in upper images. (b) 
Percentages of each cell lineage found in direct contact with vessels (perivascular), 
estimated from images as in (a); n=3-7 mice. 
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To further characterize these cells, we performed flow cytometric analysis of the 

BM of CXCL1TdTom mice. We observed that the majority of CXCL1TdTom cells were 

non-hematopoietic (CD45NegTer119Neg) and contributed in different frequencies 

to various stromal populations (Figure 17a). We observed that the majority of 

Tomato+ cells within this fraction were endothelial cells (CD45-Ter119-

CD31+Sca1hi) (Figure 17b). We hypothesized that this could be due to inefficient 

enzymatic separation (as previously reported (205)) of the endothelium and the 

perivascular cells that surround the vessels, in agreement with the 

immunofluorescence analyses (Figure 17c). Further analyses of CXCL1-

producing cells with other stromal and endothelial cell-surface markers (Figure 

17c) revealed that Tomato+ cells were not exclusively marked by any of the 

markers tested. We found, however, that they were highly enriched for CD34 

and ICAM, which are endothelial cell markers. Thus, our imaging and flow 

cytometry analyses indicated that Cxcl1TdTom cells are perivascular cells that 

surround sinusoidal vessels and, to a lesser extent, stromal cells in the medullary 

interstitium.           
     Figure 17. Flow cytometric characterization of 

Cxcl1TdTom mice. (a) Flow 

cytometry gating strategy 

for the analysis of BM 

stromal components. 

Color boxes indicate 

Tomato positive gating. 

(b) Quantification of the 

percentage of Tomato+ 

cells inside each of the 

indicated populations; n= 

8 mice (c) Flow cytometric 

analysis of stromal and 

endothelial surface 

markers. Shown are 

negative staining (blue), 

Cxcl1TdTomNEG cells 

(black) and Cxcl1TdTom+ 

cells (red). Numbers in 

plots show the mean 

percentage of positive cells ± SEM and p-values indicate paired t test comparison 

between Cxcl1TdTomNEG cells and Cxcl1TdTom+ cells; n=3-8 mice. 
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Perivascular and stromal cells have been reported to have mesenchymal stem 

cell activity when cultured in vitro. Specifically, MSCs are able to form fibroblastic 

colonies (CFU-F) and give rise to differentiated mesenchymal populations such 

as adipocytes, osteoblasts and chondrocytes (49, 206, 207). We tested whether 

CXCL1Tom+ cells in CXCL1TdTom mice were endowed with this capacity. For this 

purpose, we obtained BM single cell suspensions by enzymatic digestion and 

cultured them in RPMI medium in vitro. We first observed that Tomato+ cells 

were able to form CFU-F colonies in vitro, and thus performed cell dilution assays 

to calculate the frequency of MSCs in the Tomato+ population (Figure 18a). We 

observed that Tomato-positive cells contained almost half the CFU-F activity in 

the whole marrow. Additionally, Cxcl1TdTom+ cells were able to generate 

adipocytes and osteoblasts in vitro, when cultured in specialized differentiation 

media (Figure 18b). Altogether, these data suggested that a population of 

perivascular cells with mesenchymal stem activity expresses Cxcl1 in the steady 

state in the BM. 

 

 
 
Figure 18. Cxcl1TdTom cells have MSC activity. (a) Limiting dilution analysis to 
determine the frequency of mesenchymal activity among CXCL1-tdTom+ cells and total 
BM in Cxcl1TdTom mice; n = 16 wells for every dilution (50, 100, 200 and 400K cells) from 
2 mice. Indicated are the frequencies of MSCs and p value using Poisson statistics. (b) 
Representative images showing adipocytes (Oil Red O staining) and osteoblasts 
(Alizarin Red staining) derived from Cxcl1-tdTom+ cells. Scale bars, 20 µm (top) and 100 
µm (bottom). 
 

Because perivascular cells have an essential role in leukocyte and HSC trafficking 

and CXCL1 drives the egress of certain leukocytes subsets from the BM (203, 

204), we hypothesized that CXCL1 mediated the release of cHSCs. To assess 

this, we first analysed the location of phenotypical CD150+ HSCs relative to 
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CXCL1+ perivascular cells, to see whether HSCs localized proximal to these cells, 

and could thus have a functional relationship. We performed whole mount 

imaging of cleared femurs from CXCL1TdTom mice that were stained with the 

lineage antibody cocktail, CD41 and the CD150 SLAM marker (Figure 19a). We 

observed that LineageNEG CD41NEG CD150+ HSCs cells localized proximal to 

CXCL1+ perivascular cells when compared with randomly distributed points 

generated in the same frequency as HSCs (Figure 19b). Image quantification 

revealed that most HSCs were located 20µm or less from the nearest TdTom+ 

cell (Figure 19b). To confirm this observation, we performed in vivo imaging of 

the calvaria of CXCL1TdTom mice in which we transferred sorted LineageNEG cKit+ 

progenitor cells labelled with a cell tracker (Figure 19c). During the period of 

observation (2 hours) we found that, although the transferred cells remained 

sessile, they positioned proximal to CXCL1+ perivascular cells compared again 

to random points generated in the same frequency as the c-Kit+ cells (Figure 

19c-d). 
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Figure 19. Phenotypic HSPCs localize close to CXCL1-producing cells. (a) 
Representative whole-mount staining of femora from Cxcl1TdTom mice, showing 
Lineage/CD41+ cells (grey), Lineage/CD41NEG CD150+ HSCs (large blue dots for 
visualization), vessels (endomucin, green) and CXCL1TdTom cells (red). Scale bar, 200 
µm. (b) Distribution of HSC or random points by distance to CXCL1TdTom cells as 
determined from the whole-mount images as in (a); n= 48 HSCs and n=50 random 
points from 3 different mice. (c) Intravital imaging of cell tracking red dye-labelled c-
Kit+ cells (yellow, marked by arrowhead) in the BM calvaria of Cxcl1TdTom mice to 
visualize CXCL1-producing cells (red). Dashed lines outline vessels identified by 
fluorescent dextran (green). Scale bar, 20 µm. (d) Distances of the transferred progenitor 
cells shown as distance distribution (lower panel) and average distances compared with 
random points (inset). Data are shown as mean ± SEM. *, p<0.05; **, p<0.01; ***, 
p<0.001; ns, not significant, as determined by 2-way ANOVA with Sidak multiple 
comparison post-test (b, d). 
 

To determine whether CXCL1 was required for the egress of hematopoietic 

progenitors from the BM, we generated Cxcl1CRE/CRE homozygous mice in which 

the expression of the chemokine is fully disrupted (Figure 20a). We analysed 

blood counts and progenitors in the BM of Cxcl1-deficient mice (Cxcl1-/- mice) 

to test whether these mice presented any haematological defect. We found 

normal leukocyte counts and progenitors in the BM compared with WT mice 

(Figure 20b-c). However, when we analysed the distribution of CFU-C 

progenitors, we observed that Cxcl1-/- mice presented lower number of 

progenitors in blood and spleen whereas the numbers in BM remained 

unchanged compared with WT mice (Figure 20d). This effect mirrored that seen 

in CXCR2HET mice (Figure 11a), suggesting that CXCL1 could be guiding 

homeostatic release of HSC from the BM. 
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Figure 20. Characterization of Cxcl1-/- mice. (a) Protein levels of CXCL1 in BM and 
plasma of WT (n=3), Cxcl1+/- (n=4) and Cxcl1-/- mice (n=3), 24h after LPS treatment. (b) 
Peripheral blood counts in WT (n=13) and Cxcl1-/- mice (n=10). (c) Total number of 
progenitors in the BM of WT (n=9) and Cxcl1-/- mice (n=9). (d) Number of CFU-C in 
blood of WT and Cxcl1-/- mice (n=11-15 mice), in spleen (n=5-11) and BM (n=5-9 mice). 
Data are normalized to WT values. Data are shown as box and whiskers plots. *p<0.05; 
**p<0.01; ***p<0.001; ns, not significant, as determined by unpaired t-test (b, c, d) and 
one-way ANOVA followed by Bonferroni’s post-test comparing mutant mice with WT 
group (a). 
 

To functionally validate the role of CXCL1-expressing pericytes in HSC egress, 

we performed the same parabiotic experiments as before in which the 

“recipient” mouse was sub-lethally irradiated (4Gy) and the “donor” mice were 

either WT or Cxcl1-/- (Figure 21a). We assessed partner-derived cells in the 

peripheral blood and BM of the irradiated parabiotic mice for 16 weeks and 

found no differences in the reconstitution between WT and Cxcl1-/- mice (Figure 

21b-c). This result suggests that the release of circulating, marrow-reconstituting 

HSCs was independent of CXCL1, or that alternatively they used other 

compensatory cues, such as CXCL2. 

 

Because the alterations in CFU-C levels in blood suggested possible roles in 

progenitor mobilization, we also evaluated whether CXCL1 affected the 

migration back into the BM. For these homing experiments we transferred 3x106 

BM progenitors into WT and Cxcl1-/- mice and analysed the recipient BM 16h 
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later (Figure 21d). We found similar or even higher migration in Cxcl1-/- mice, 

indicating that this chemokine is not involved in progenitor homing to the BM 

(Figure 21d). 

 

 
 

Figure 21. Role of Cxcl1 in HSPC homing and egress. (a) Experimental scheme to assess 
the reconstitution of irradiated partner mice after parabiosis for 4 weeks with either WT 
or Cxcl1-/- mice. (b) Percentage of donor-derived leukocytes in the irradiated mice, 
which had been treated with irradiation (4Gy) (n=6 parabiotic pairs). (c) Percentage of 
donor-derived progenitor cells in the BM of the irradiated partner at 16wk after 
separation of the parabionts; (n=6 mice/group). (d) Experimental scheme of the homing 
experiments of WT-GFP BM cells into WT or Cxcl1-/- recipient mice (n=5 mice/group). 
Bottom, analysis of the total number of GFP+ LSK and MP cells found 16h after injection 
in the recipient BM. Data are shown as box and whiskers plots (c-d). *p<0.05; **p<0.01; 
***p<0.001; ns, not significant, as determined by unpaired t-test (c, d) and one-way 
ANOVA (b). 
 

The single cell datasets revealed that CXCL1+ perivascular cells also expressed 

CXCL12 (Figure 14b). We confirmed that TdTom+ cells sorted from Cxcl1TdTom 

mice expressed Cxcl1, as expected, as well as stem cell factor (Kitlg) and Cxcl12, 

relative to the TdTom-negative stroma (Figure 22a). We validated these findings 

by cytometric and imaging analyses of marrows from Cxcl1TdTom; Cxcl12GFP 

double reporter mice, in which we found 10-20% co-expression of both reporters 

in vascular and mesenchymal cells (including osteoblasts and CAR cells) (Figure 
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22b). Imaging analyses of the double reporter mice confirmed the preferential 

perivascular distribution of CXCL1-TdTom+ mice compared with CXCL12-GFP+ 

reticular cells (Figure 22c).  

 

 
 
Figure 22. Characterization of Cxcl1TdTom; Cxcl12GFP reporter mice. (a) Cxcl1, Cxcl12 and 
SCF transcripts in sorted TdTomNEG and TdTomPOS cells from Cxcl1TdTom mice (n=3-6 
mice). (b) Flow cytometric gating in the BM of Cxcl1TdTom; Cxcl12GFP reporter mice 
showing the overlap of cells expressing each reporter, as quantified in the right graph 
(n=3 mice). (c) Representative immunofluorescence of BM from Cxcl1TdTom; Cxcl12GFP 

reporter mice. Scale bar, 30 µm. Data in a) is shown as mean and b) mean ± SEM. 
*p<0.05; **p<0.01; ***p<0.001; ns, not significant, as determined by paired t-test (a). 
 

Because CXCL12 is a key regulator of HSC trafficking, we next examined whether 

CXCL12 produced by this population of CXCL1+ perivascular cells had an effect 

on HSPC. For this purpose, we generated Cxcl1CRE/+; Cxcl12fl/fl mice and 

confirmed by qPCR analysis that Cxcl12 was efficiently depleted in sorted 

CD45NEGTER-119NEGCD31+Tomato+ stromal cells, in which CXCL1 is mainly 

expressed (Figure 23a). Analysis of progenitors in these mice revealed mild 

reductions in circulating progenitors (measured as CFU-C), but this did not reach 

significance (Figure 23b). Moreover, these mice presented a normal distribution 

of stem and progenitor cells in the BM (Figure 23c) and unaltered leukocyte 

counts in blood (Figure 23d), indicating that CXCL12 produced by CXCL1+ 

perivascular cells does not control the egress or retention of HSC and their 

descendants. 
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Figure 23. CXCL12 in CXCL1-perivascular cells does not alter HSC distribution. (a) 
Cxcl12 expression in sorted CD45NEGTER119NEG CD31+Tomato+ cells in either Cxcl1TdTom 
mice or Cxcl1CreCxcl12f/f mice, n=4 mice. (b) Number of CFU-C in blood of Cxcl1WT; 
Cxcl12f/f and Cxcl1Cre; Cxcl12f/f mice; n=4-5 mice per group. (c) Total progenitor numbers 
in the BM of Cxcl1WT; Cxcl12f/f (n=6) and Cxcl1Cre; Cxcl12f/f mice (n=5). (d) Peripheral 
blood counts in Cxcl1WT; Cxcl12f/f (n=6) and Cxcl1Cre; Cxcl12f/f mice (n=5). Data in a is 
shown as mean and b-d are shown as box and whiskers plots. *p<0.05; **p<0.01; 
***p<0.001; ns, not significant, as determined by unpaired t test (a-d). 
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cHSC support hematopoietic fitness 
 
The fact that cHSCs have the ability to regenerate myeloablated niches in distant 

bones suggested that a physiological role for CXCR2-mediated release of HSC 

might be to preserve hematopoietic quality throughout the organism by 

replacing faulty HSC, implying that the absence of CXCR2 could result in 

defective hematopoiesis. To test this possibility, we first analysed the functional 

activity of HSC from Cxcr2HET mice using limiting dilution assays, which allowed 

us to determine the actual number of functional, reconstituting HSC (208) (Figure 

24a). We found that, despite comparable number of phenotypic HSC in the 

marrow of Cxcr2HET mice (Figure 12b), Cxcr2HET mice had an almost 7-fold 

reduction in the frequency of LTR-HSC (Figure 24b, left panel). Interestingly, 

despite the natural expansion of HSC with age (161, 209), these differences were 

maintained in old mice (60-80 weeks of age) (Figure 24b, right panel).  
 

 
 
Figure 24. Reduced LT-HSCs in Cxcr2HET mice. (a) Experimental scheme for the BM 
dilution assay with either young or old WT and Cxcr2HET donor mice. 10 and 25k cells 
from donor mice were transplanted into lethally irradiated recipient mice together with 
3.5x106 helper GFP BM cells. Chimerism in recipient mice was analysed 16 weeks after 
transplantation in peripheral blood. (b) Limiting dilution analysis to determine the 
frequency of HSC reconstituting activity in the BM of WT and Cxcr2HET mice at young 
and old ages (8 and 60-80 weeks of age, respectively); n=6-10 mice per group and 
dose. Shown are the estimated frequencies and p values using Poisson statistics.  
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Ageing affects the function and composition of the mature blood cell 

compartments (161, 210). To examine age-related alterations, we analyse the 

distribution of leukocytes in blood. We observed that Cxcr2HET mice underwent 

a greater expansion with age of their myeloid compartment in blood (particularly 

monocytes and platelets) (Figure 25a) and presented higher levels of CD41 in 

the HSC compartment (Figure 25b), which are two hallmarks of ageing (167, 168, 

209). Consistent with these alterations, we found reduced competitive 

repopulating capacity of Cxcr2HET derived haematopoiesis when confronted with 

WT competitors and this, too, became more pronounced with age (Figure 25c 

and d). Altogether, these findings revealed cumulative loss of hematopoietic 

fitness in mice harbouring fewer cHSC, suggesting a role for these cells in 

surveilling and replenishing faulty hematopoietic sites that may appear during 

the lifespan of an organism. 
 

 
 
Figure 25. CXCR2 supports hematopoietic fitness. (a) Peripheral blood counts 
(normalized to young WT group) in young and aged WT and Cxcr2HET mice; n=6-7 for 
young, n=8-9 for aged. (b) CD41 expression levels (MFI) measured by flow cytometry in 
the hematopoietic compartment in the BM of aged WT and Cxcr2HET mice; n=3 mice. 
(c) Experimental scheme for the competitive BM transplantation setup. Mixed BM 
chimeras were generated by mixing equal number of BM cells from either young or old 
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WT or Cxcr2HET mice and transplanted into lethally irradiated mice. (d) Analysis of long-
term myeloid engraftment in the peripheral blood of chimeric mice; n=5 young 
chimeras, n=6 old chimeras. Data are shown as box and whiskers (a) or mean (b). 
*p<0.05; **p<0.01; ***p<0.001 as determined by one-way ANOVA (a), 2-way ANOVA 
with Bonferroni post-test for multiple comparison (d) and unpaired t test (b). 
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4. Discussion 
 
Dissemination of circulating HSCs 
 
In the present thesis I have defined several aspects of the function of circulating 

hematopoietic stem cells (cHSCs) that were previously unknown. The 

fundamental finding of my work is the discovery of a process whereby cHSCs 

serve to repopulate remote damaged BM niches, to the extent that they can 

rescue the whole hematopoietic tissue of an organism, and thus maintain 

hematopoietic quality. 

 

In the first part of this work, I have focused on deciphering the biological 

functions of cHSCs. Using different approaches, such as parabiosis or partial 

irradiation experiments, we have shown that these cells have the capacity to 

enter and replenish empty BM niches and give rise to new progeny. Our data is 

in alignment with previous results shown in 2001 by Weissman and colleagues 

demonstrating that circulating HSCs/progenitors migrate rapidly and 

constitutively through the blood (2). We extend these findings by showing that 

HSC migration is important to maintain hematopoietic homeostasis by ensuring 

that HSC niches are not left unoccupied after HSC dysfunction, i.e., a genetic 

mutation that blocks HSC differentiation could be substituted by a healthy 

circulating HSC that comes from a different niche.  

 

As mentioned in the Introduction, migratory HSCs also function as an 

immediately available pool that can be rapidly recruited for extramedullary 

haematopoiesis after conditions of infection or inflammatory diseases (101). 

Consistent with this idea, we find that cHSCs that have engrafted the BM of an 

irradiated mice have a strong and unique myeloid-biased signature (Figure 6b, 

c). This could indicate that, as in blood regeneration processes after stress, 

cHSCs could be transiently induced to a myeloid differentiation program, 

ensuring the production of myeloid cells (mostly granulocytes and monocytes) 

and platelets, which are the most needed blood elements after myeloablation, 

to protect from pathogens and preserve homeostasis, respectively (211). 

Additionally, in cancer patients with solid tumours it was observed that the 

composition of circulating HSPCs was altered, with an increased myeloid-bias 
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and a decreased lymphoid potential (212). This is important as tumorigenic 

processes are associated with perturbations in myelopoiesis. Solid tumours 

recruit myeloid-derived suppressor cells (MDSCs) to suppress anti-tumour 

immunity and thus promote tumour growth and metastasis (213).  

 

I propose here that cHSCs patrol the organism and serve as a rapidly available 

pool of HSPCs with stem cell properties that migrate and infiltrate damaged sites 

to restore haematopoiesis or improve the HSC pool. My work suggests that a 

deficiency in the dissemination of circulating HSPCs could lead to an inefficient 

restoration of normal haematopoiesis with serious consequences for the 

organism. 

 

Previous literature has reported that donor HSCs can engraft and expand even 

in the absence of myelosuppressive conditioning, indicating that numerous 

vacant niches exist distant from the niches filled in by endogenous HSCs (214). 

However, our data with parabiosis experiments, indicates that for this process to 

succeed, it is necessary that vacant niches are available for external cHSCs to 

engraft and proliferate, as HSC engraftment between parabionts in basal 

conditions is minimal (around 2%) (Figure 2b, c). In this situation we hypothesized 

that either most of the cHSCs that enter the BM do not have a physical space to 

engraft into and expand, or that cHSCs are outcompeted by endogenous 

medullary HSCs. It is likely that endogenous medullary HSCs outcompete 

cHSCs, as supported by the experiments where these cells are transplanted 

together (Figure 7a). Consistent with this idea, previous literature has described 

that competition among HSC with different levels of p53 allows elimination of 

damaged progenitors and prevents clonal expansion of leukemic cells (215). 

Also, in line with this idea, when HSCs remain functional and no irradiation is 

applied, cHSCs remain in competitive disadvantage and thus are lost. The 

opposite occurs when the BM is subjected to high doses of myeloablative 

conditioning. This irreversibly damages endogenous HSPCs and the BM 

becomes vacant for new donor HSCs to enter and successfully engraft the 

marrow, as we observed when we apply an 8Gy irradiation dose (Figure 2b-c). 

We thus believe that a mild irradiation dose creates a competitive scenario for 

cHSCs in the receiving niche (Figure 2b-c). However, we have to be cautious as 

our model is a rather artificial approach. We now aim to study the role of cHSCs 

in a system where we do not need pre-conditioning of the niche by irradiation, 

but instead HSPCs are intrinsically (e.g., by endogenous mutations) weak or 
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defective. For this purpose, important future experiments include parabiosis of 

wild-type mice with Kitw-41J mutant mice. These mice have a partial loss of 

function of Kit that leads to increased proliferation of HSPCs in the steady state 

(216). Critically, HSCs in these mice are functional in an isolated system but are 

replaced when competing with healthy HSCs (216, 217). For this reason, this 

scenario should allow us to test the capacity of cHSCs to repair intact niches that 

contain genetically suboptimal HSCs. 

 

From an evolutionary point of view, the fact that a small pool of HSCs leaves the 

secure BM site and exposes to stress-induced environments has several benefits. 

First, it protects the whole set of medullary HSCs to be exposed to external 

inflammatory or stress signals that could compromise the entire hematopoietic 

system. Second, the patrolling by cHSCs of different origin enables a rapid, on-

site production of mature immune leukocytes in response to infection, as 

previously suggested (38). Finally, cHSCs facilitate the replenishment of 

damaged niches outside the BM that may be needed to respond to BM failure 

or stress, as seen in the context of infections or chronic hematopoietic demands 

(57, 218).   

 

In this work, we also asked whether migratory HSCs that enter the circulation are 

different from the bulk of HSCs found in the BM, and whether all HSCs have the 

“choice” and potential to enter the circulation. We found that cHSCs form part 

of the common medullary HSCs, since in parabionts that were separated, 

partner-derived cHSCs quickly disappeared from the circulation suggesting that 

they soon integrated into the main HSC pool away from the circulation (Figure 

3a, b). These data suggest that all medullary HSCs have the ability to circulate, 

although we cannot rule out the possibility that a subset of medullary HSCs have 

special migrating properties, as occurs in HSCs mobilized with AMD3100 in 

combination with CXCL2, which have higher engraftable activity when compared 

with mobilized HSCs in G-CSF treatment (219). This suggests that inside the BM 

different subsets of HSCs with distinct properties co-exist.  

 

Consistent with this notion of a common HSC pool, we identified in clonal 

analyses with lentiviral barcoding of parabiont mice that the dissemination of 

cHSCs consisted in multiple clones, as we found that many myeloid clones from 

the donor mouse reconstituted the recipient partner (Figure 4e). Capture-

recapture analyses revealed high numbers of active partner-derived cHSC 
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(Figure 4f). The clonal complexity in the recipient mice was comparable to that 

found in the marrow of the donor partner suggesting that cHSCs crossing 

between parabionts “capture” the clonal composition of the donor HSC pool 

(Figure 5a). Although we acknowledge that this system is not optimal to study 

native haematopoiesis, as it involves transplantation settings, previous studies 

performed in basal conditions have indicated similar polyclonal processes (220).  

Moreover, streamgraph analyses revealed that the cHSC clones that 

reconstituted the partner mouse were stable and long-lived, as they were 

detectable for at least 16 weeks (Figure 5c). We also observed the presence of 

some dominant clones along time, suggesting that even though the 

repopulation of damaged BM by cHSCs is polyclonal, some of the “fittest” 

clones might be dominating over others. An interesting observation was that the 

spleen reflected the clones found in the lymphoid lineage, while the BM 

reflected the clones found in the myeloid lineage (Figure 4e and 5b). Additional 

experiments revealed that cHSCs seeded hematopoietic organs such as the BM 

and spleen but no other organs such as liver or lung (Figure 2e). Our results 

argue for a model where multiple clones of HSCs are released into the 

bloodstream and stably engraft the BM that has been ablated but spares other 

organs. The reason for this is currently unknown. 

 

Mechanisms that enable the dissemination of cHSCs 
 

In this thesis work I have also identified the molecular mechanisms by which 

HSCs are released from the BM into circulation under homeostasis. We found 

that HSPCs in the BM express low levels of the chemokine receptor CXCR2 on 

its surface (Figure 8c) in accordance with the available gene expression 

databases (Figure 8a-b). Previous work indicated that CXCR2 participates in the 

maintenance of normal HSPC, including self-renewal and survival (221), although 

others have questioned the expression of this receptor on HSPCs (219). Here, 

using CXCR2HET and CXCR2KO mice, we demonstrate that hematopoietic 

progenitors migrate ex vivo to CXCL1 in a CXCR2-dependent manner (Figure 

10a-c), and that the cells that migrate have long-term repopulating capacity 

(Figure 10d). This implies that cells that migrate in a CXCR2-dependent way 

towards CXCL1 are bona fide HSCs. We have shown that CXCR2 is essential for 

the egress of HSPCs into blood and other peripheral tissues in vivo (Figure 11a). 

However, we have also observed that the forced mobilization egress of HSCs 
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into peripheral blood is not dependent on CXCR2, as mice deficient in CXCR2 

mobilized HSCs to the same extent as WT mice (data not shown). Importantly, 

we have demonstrated that genetic disruption of the receptor causes a reduction 

in cHSCs and this leads to an impairment of the repopulation of remote 

hematopoietic sites (Figure 13 c-d). These data suggested that the absence of 

cHSCs could derive in long-term functional hematopoietic decline. Indeed, 

analysis of haematopoiesis in aged mice revealed that aged CXCR2HET mice 

contained less LT-repopulating HSCs as measured by BM dilution assays, even 

if young CXCR2HET mice presented already lower frequency of LTR-HSCs (Figure 

24 a-b). This finding also suggests that the reduced repopulation of the partner 

mouse observed in parabiosis with CXCR2HET mice (Figure 13 a-c) could be due 

to the reduced availability of HSCs found in the donor mouse and not due to 

reduced egress. Thus, in order to distinguish between both scenarios, future 

experiments will consist in treating WT mice with a CXCR2 antagonist 

(SB225002) to confirm whether short-term inhibition of CXCR2 alters the number 

of repopulating HSCs in the BM, and its effect in HSC egress.  

 

We have observed an expansion of the myeloid compartment in peripheral 

blood (especially platelets and monocytes) in CXCR2HET aged mice (Figure 25a) 

accompanied by an increase in phenotypical HSPCs in the BM (data not shown), 

suggesting an exaggerated aged phenotype in these mice. This phenomenon 

was accompanied by an increase in the levels of CD41 in phenotypic HSPCs, in 

agreement with the previously reported megakaryocytic bias of HSCs in aged 

mice (Figure 25b) (167, 168). Altogether, these results suggest that cHSCs are 

necessary for the correct maintenance of haematopoiesis and a deficiency leads 

to early deterioration of HSCs.  

 

An interesting implication of the finding that HSCs disseminate through CXCR2-

signalling is that it could be similarly important for the dissemination of other 

stem-type cells, such as circulating tumour cells (CTCs). Previous literature has 

shown the implications of CXCR2 and its chemokine ligands in the progression 

of different types of cancer such as lung, breast or ovarian cancers (222). 

Expression of CXCR2 in the tumours have correlated with a poor prognosis of 

the disease as it controls angiogenesis, cell migration and proliferation. 

Pharmacological inhibition of CXCR2 has an overall positive impact on the 

cancerous lesion (222). Likewise, it is conceivable that similar mechanisms 
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underlie the dissemination of leukemic stem cells, an area of important clinical 

relevance that could benefit from our studies.  

 

In line with this idea, an important area of future study will be to understand the 

mechanisms of dissemination of pre-leukemic cells. For this purpose, we will 

study the dissemination of cHSC in a context of clonal haematopoiesis (CH). 

Clonal haematopoiesis of indeterminate potential (CHIP) describes the 

expansion of a clonal population of blood cells bearing one or more somatic 

mutations. This phenomenon is associated with a higher risk of suffering 

haematological malignancies, cardiovascular disease and increased mortality 

from non-haematological cancers (223–226). Even though HSCs divide slowly, 

with time they may acquire mutations that are passed on to the next generation 

of cells, affecting both the HSC compartment and daughter cells (227). The 

mutations that promote increased self-renewal or increased proliferation have 

the capacity to expand the HSC clone at a disproportionate rate compared to 

other clones and this will yield a proliferative advantage over non-mutant cells. 

CH-mutations in genes such as Dnmt3a, Tet2, Jak2 or Flt3 have been associated 

with increased incidence of haematological cancers (220). A more recent finding 

is that these mutations also course with high prevalence of cardiovascular 

complications, including those associated with atherosclerosis, such as coronary 

heart disease or stroke, and overall increased frequency of cardiovascular 

disease (CVD)-related deaths (223, 228). Importantly, CH-related mutations are 

very prevalent in older individuals suggesting that this is a common derailment 

of haematopoiesis (227, 229). With this background, we plan to generate a 

mouse model deficient for TET2 and CXCR2 (Tet2-/-; Cxcr2+/- mice) that will help 

us to understand if the dissemination of HSPCs bearing somatic mutations in 

Tet2 is under the control of the CXCR2 axis, and how this could impact 

atherosclerosis and other associated pathologies. In accordance with this idea, 

a previous study has described an important role for a subset of circulating 

HSPCs positive for CCR2 in the healing process after myocardial infarction (74). 

Overall, these studies suggest that cHSCs could have a role also in pathological 

conditions. 

 

In this study we provide insights into the chemokine ligands that could be 

involved in signalling the egress of HSCs. Interestingly, we have found a subset 

of cells inside the BM niche that expresses CXCL1. By using the reporter mice 

CXCL1TdTomato we have observed that these cells are mainly perivascular and, in 
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less frequency, stroma-like cells in the interstitium (Figure 15c-d). Previous 

literature has focused mainly on perivascular stromal cells that express CXCL12 

and drive the homing or retention of HSCs inside the BM. These include the 

LepR, Prx1-expressing perivascular cells or endothelial cells (90). Here, we 

describe for the first time, a subset of niche cells that rather than retaining HSCs, 

drive their release out of the BM. CXCL1-deficient mice present reduced levels 

of HSCs in circulation mirroring those in CXCR2HET mice (Figure 20d). In contrast, 

these mice presented normal repopulation of remote hematopoietic sites in 

parabiosis experiments (Figure 21 a-c). We speculate that in this situation, other 

ligands for CXCR2, such as CXCL2 or others (230), could compensate for the 

absence of CXCL1. Further investigation will be required to analyse the exact 

ligand(s) for CXCR2 mediating HSC egress. 

 

Based on the observation that cultured BM CXCL1-producing cells in vitro 

fulfilled all mesenchymal stem cell (MSC) properties, i.e., had fibroblast-like 

morphology, form colonies in vitro and differentiate into bone and fat cells, we 

hypothesized that these cells could be of mesodermal origin, although further 

studies need to be done. It has been documented the suppressor effects of BM 

MSCs on the immune system of tumour-bearing hosts, facilitating tumour growth 

and proliferation (231, 232). An open question is to determine whether CXCL1-

perivascular cells outside the BM are affected by pathological conditions or 

whether they are also involved in tumorigenesis. 

 

RNA-seq data from isolated CXCL1-expressing cells showed an enrichment in 

several genes belonging to the NF-kB pathway, such as JunB or Fosb (data not 

shown). This pathway plays an important role in the activation of genes involved 

in inflammation, cell proliferation and survival (233). It has also an important role 

in leukocyte migration and it is therefore conceivable that this pathway is 

involved in the release of cHSCs. Deeper research into the regulation of the 

CXCR2-CXCL1 axis will be key to understand the functions and dynamics of 

dissemination of cHSCs. At present, however, we cannot discriminate whether 

this perivascular CXCL1-producing subset of cells is functionally relevant for HSC 

egress; thus, an important future task will be to identify if this population of 

CXCL1-producing cells is responsible for enabling the release of HSCs into 

periphery. For that purpose, we aim to use a DTR-based system to induce death 

of this population and evaluate the effects on circulating HSC. 
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Further regulation of the secretion of factors and chemokines by perivascular 

cells inside the BM is by the sympathetic nervous system (234). Our results show 

that the levels of systemic CXCL1 in plasma follow circadian oscillations and the 

levels were higher in the night (with a peak at ZT17, 23 pm). This elevation in 

CXCL1 in plasma could be preceding the morning egress of cHSCs (peak at ZT5, 

12am) into circulation (data not shown). This oscillatory pattern suggests that 

local innervation of the BM by the SNS could be also regulating the production 

of CXCL1 by specialized perivascular cells, and this will be an important aspect 

of future studies. 

 

In summary, this thesis work identifies previously unknown physiological roles for 

cHSC in the repopulation of damaged niches or with defective HSCs, 

maintenance of hematopoietic quality, and unveils the mechanisms by which 

HSC exit the BM under homeostasis (Figure 26). The CXCR2 axis is implicated in 

the release of cHSCs, and future studies will be required to confirm the role of 

CXCL1 or other ligands in this process. The identification of signalling pathways 

mediating the release of cHSCs will be key for a better understanding of the role 

of these cells in homeostatic and pathological conditions, and in defining 

potential therapeutical targets for this population of somatic stem cells. 
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Figure 26. Proposed model of dissemination and function of cHSC. Model of the 
mechanism reported in this thesis. HSCs that reside inside the BM niche are retained 
through the CXCR4-CXCL12 axis. They are released daily into circulation following 
circadian rhythms. The egress is driven by CXCR2 expression in HSCs and presumably 
by CXCL1 expressed by perivascular cells inside the marrow. Multiple clones of HSCs 
are released into the periphery and are found in remote damaged niches. Intact niches 
are not replaced by cHSCs. 
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5. Conclusions 
 

The main conclusions extracted from this doctoral thesis are listed below: 
 

1. Circulating HSCs are able to reconstitute damaged BM niches and give 

rise to long-term cells with multilineage differentiation potential. 

2. Repopulation of damaged BM niches by cHSCs involves multiple clones 

of HSCs. 

3. Circulating HSCs that engraft in damaged BM niches have a strong 

myeloid-bias and a high proliferative rate. 

4. The chemokine receptor CXCR2 is expressed on BM HSPCs and is 

functional, as cells that migrate ex vivo to CXCL1 are able to reconstitute 

multi-lineage parameters in irradiated mice, in a CXCR2-dependent 

manner. 

5. CXCR2 is important for the egress of HSPCs from the BM into peripheral 

blood and tissues in vivo. 

6. A subset of perivascular cells inside the hematopoietic niche expresses 

CXCL1. 

7. CXCL1 deficiency leads to a reduction in the number of circulating HSCs 

in vivo. 

8. Reductions in cHSCs lead to impaired repopulation of damaged niches, 

and an aged-like premature hematopoietic phenotype. 
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6. Conclusiones 
 

Los resultados presentados en este trabajo permiten extraer las siguientes 

conclusiones: 
 

1. Las células madre circulantes son capaces de reconstituir nichos dañados 

y dar lugar a células con potencial de diferenciación hacia los diferentes 

linajes. 

2. La repoblación de nichos dañados mediante células madre circulantes es 

un proceso que involucra a varios clones de estas células (proceso 

policlonal). 

3. Las células madre circulantes que anidan en los nichos dañados tienen 

una parcialidad hacia el linaje mieloide y tienen una tasa de proliferación 

alta. 

4. El receptor de quimiocinas CXCR2 se expresa en la superficie de las 

células madre hematopoyéticas dentro de la médula ósea. Además, es 

funcional, ya que las células que migran hacia CXCL1 ex vivo son capaces 

de reconstituir todas las células de la sangre en ratones irradiados, de 

manera dependiente de CXCR2. 

5. CXCR2 es importante para la salida de células madre hematopoyéticas 

desde la médula ósea hacia la sangre y otros tejidos periféricos in vivo. 

6. Un grupo de células perivasculares dentro del nicho hematopoyético 

expresa el ligando CXCL1.  

7. La deficiencia de CXCL1 da lugar a una reducción en el número de células 

madre circulantes in vivo. 

8. La reducción en el número de células madre circulantes da lugar a un 

defecto en la repoblación de nichos dañados y acelera el envejecimiento 

de las células madre hematopoyéticas.  
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7. Materials and Methods 
 

Experimental Mice 
 

All experiments were performed in 7- to 20- week-old male mice in a C57BL/6 

genetic background, except where indicated (ageing experiments). Mice were 

housed in a specific pathogen-free facility at Fundación Centro Nacional de 

Investigaciones Cardiovasculares (CNIC). Chow and water were available ad 

libitum. All mice were maintained in a 12h light/12h darkness schedule. 

Experimental procedures were approved by the Animal Care and Ethics Committee 

of the CNIC and local authorities.  

 

In this work, the following experimental mouse models were used: 

 

Table 1. Mouse models used in this work 

Name Strain Phenotype Reference 

Cdh5CREERT2 Tg (Cdh5-cre/ERT2)1Rha Cre recombinase inducible 
by tamoxifen expressed 
under Cdh5 promotor 

(235) 

CXCL1-/-   This work 

CXCL12fl/fl B6(FVB)-Cxcl12tm1.1Link Cxcl12 gene flanked by flox 
sequences 

(91) 

CXCL12GFP B6.129P-Cxcl12tm2Tng GFP expression in cells that 
express CXCL12 

(114) 

CXCR2-/- B6.129(C)-Il8rbtm1Mwm CXCR2 full KO mice (198) 

Cxcr2fl/fl C57BL/6-Cxcr2tm1Rmra Cxcr2 gen flanked by flox 
sequences 

(236) 

CXCR2DN Mrp8CRE; CXCR2fl/fl Neutrophil deficiency in 
Cxcr2 

 

DOCK2-GFP  GFP expression under Rac 
GTPase promoter control 

(237) 

DsRed B6. Cg-Tg (CAG-Ds-
Red*MST)1Nagy 

DsRed expression under 
beta-actin promoter control  

(238) 

LepRCRE Leprtm2(Cre)Rck Cre recombinase under 
LepR promoter 

Jackson 

Laboratory 
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Mrp8CRE B6. Cg-Tg (-S100A8-cre, -
EGFP)1Ilw 

Cre recombinase under 
Mrp8 promoter 

(239) 

Rosa26TdTom B6. Cg-Gt (ROSA)-
26Sortm14(CAG-tdTomato) Hze 

STOP codon in tdTomato 
sequence flanked by loxP 

sequences 

(240) 

Prx1CRE Tg (Prrx1-cre)1Cjt Cre recombinase under 
Prx1 promoter 

Jackson 

Laboratory 

NG2CRE Tg (Cspg4-cre)1rkl Cre recombinase under 
NG2 promoter 

Jackson 

Laboratory 

WT C57BL/6 Wild type mice Charles 

Rivers 

WT CD45.1 or BL/6. SJLC57 Wild type mice (with a 

different isoform of Ptprc, 

which encodes for CD45) 

Jackson 

Laboratory 

 

Animal procedures 
 

Parabiosis 
 

The generation of parabiotic mice permits us to analyze the trafficking of HSPC 

between two different mice. Parabiosis is a surgical procedure that allows the 

union (anastomosis) of circulatory systems of two animals. This process creates 

new angiogenic responses between the tissues of the two parabiotic members 

after the physical union of the dermis. The procedure was done according to 

previously described published protocols (2). Animals were anesthetized with a 

mixture of 7.5% ketamine (Imalgene, Merial Laboratories, Madrid) and 5% xylazine 

(Rompum, Bayer, Leverkusen, Germany), injected intraperitoneally 10 µl/g. Then 

animals were shaved at the corresponding lateral aspects and matching skin 

incisions were made from the olecranon to the knee joint of each mouse and the 

subcutaneous fascia was bluntly dissected to create about 0.5 cm of free skin. The 

olecranon and knee joints were attached by a single 5-0 polypropylene suture 

(Lorca Marín, Murcia) and tie, and the dorsal and ventral skins were approximated 

by continuous suture. After the surgery, parabionts received 0,1 mg/kg 

buprenorphine (Buprex, Berkshire, United Kingdom) subcutaneously and let them 

recover in the recovery chambers where temperature and oxygen pressure were 
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controlled. We waited at least 3 weeks after the surgery to take blood and other 

organs from each parabiotic mice. This system used along the whole study 

permits us to distinguish between cells that are being produced locally and cells 

that come from the partner exclusively by the circulation. When parabiosis was 

performed with irradiation, one of the mice was irradiated immediately before the 

surgery. 

 

Bone Marrow Chimeras 
 

To analyze mutant HSPC in the same physiological context as WT HSPC we 

generated BM chimeras. To do so, femur from both WT and mutant mice were 

collected and the head of the femur was cut. The BM was perfused with 1ml PBS1x 

in sterile conditions and homogenized gently by pipetting. The cell suspension 

was centrifuged 5 minutes at 1500 rpm 4ºC and the cell pellet was resuspended 

in 0.5ml red blood cell (RBC) Lysis Buffer 1x and incubated for 5 minutes at room 

temperature (RT). Cells were washed with PBS1x and bone marrow nucleated cells 

(BMNC) were counted with the Neubauer Chamber.  

 

To destroy HSPC activity, recipient WT mice were lethally irradiated with two 

irradiation doses of 6Gy separated by 4 hours. Irradiated recipient mice were 

intravenously (i.v.) injected with a determined number of cells (indicated in each 

different experiment) containing an equal mix of WT and mutant cells. BM 

reconstitution was analyzed 4 weeks after transplantation during 4 months by 

analyzing the percentage of WT and mutant leukocytes in peripheral blood. At 4 

months animals were sacrificed and the BM of transplanted mice was analyzed for 

HSPC chimerism. 

 

Limiting Dilution Bone Marrow Transplantation Assay 
 

A limiting dilution assay is an experimental technique for quantifying the 

proportion of biologically active cells in a larger population. It is a type of dose-

response experiment in which each individual culture allows a negative or positive 

response. The process of dilution of the dose is typically continued to extinction 

of the response, or close to it. The rate of positive and negative responses at each 

dose allows frequency of biologically active cells to be inferred. In stem cell 

research, this assay consists in determining the frequency of LT-repopulating stem 

cells in a given BM population. The assay consists in transplanting different doses 
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of BM cells into irradiated mice and analyze for LT multilineage reconstitution at 

16 weeks after transplantation. Each recipient mouse is scored as positive or 

negative depending on the percentage of donor reconstitution and Poisson 

statistics is applied to estimate HSC frequency. Briefly, 10K and 25K WT or 

CXCR2Het BMNC were i.v. injected together with 3x105 supportive WTGFP cells from 

Dock2-GFP mice for the survival of the mice, into 6-10 lethally irradiated (two 

doses of 6Gy, 4h apart) CD45.1 WT mice per dose. Engraftment was determined 

in the blood 16 weeks after transplantation and mice were scored positive when 

donor contribution was >1%. The frequency of repopulating cells was calculated 

using the ELDA software (http://bioinf.wehi.edu.au/software/elda/). 

 
Homing experiments 

 
The early migration of HSCs to the BM is commonly defined as homing. To study 

whether WT or CXCR2HET mutant cells had any defect in this process we i.v. inject 

the same number of WTDSRED and CXCR2HET mutant BM cells into WT recipient 

mice. The BM of the recipient mice was analyzed for LSK and MP populations by 

flow cytometry 16h after the injection. Furthermore, to study if the homing within 

the Cxcl1KO niche was impaired, 3x106 WTGFP cells were i.v. injected and analyzed 

by flow cytometry 16h after injection. The same amount of WTGFP cells were i.v. 

injected also in WT recipient mice as a control.  

 

Partial Irradiation 
 

Mice lower limb (femur and tibia) were exposed to 1000 rad X-ray irradiation 

(MG324, 300 kV, 12.8 mA, Philips, Hamburg, Germany) covering the rest of the 

body with a lead box. Femur and tibia were analysed at different time points after 

irradiation by flow cytometry and histology and arms were analysed as a control 

of non-irradiation. Day 0 indicates before irradiation. These experiments were 

carried out at Centro de Investigaciones Energéticas, Medioambientales y 

Tecnológicas (CIEMAT).  

 

Animal Treatments 
 

Induction of CreERT2 Recombinase with Tamoxifen 
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Fluorescent protein expression in ECs was induced in Cdh5CreERT2 Rosa26TdTom by 

oral gavage treatment with Tamoxifen (5 mg/mice, Sigma) diluted in Corn Oil 

(Sigma) during 3 consecutive days, at day 7 before analysis.  

 

Cell Culture Assays 
 

Colony Forming Unit Assay (CFU-C) 
 

The colony-forming unit cell (CFU-C) assay measures committed myeloid 

progenitor cell content as a proxy of HSC content directly via an in vitro assay for 

colonies with methylcellulose media that is supplemented with specific growth 

factors in sterile conditions. The semi-solid methylcellulose media used to plate 

the cells consists in all cases in the following: 1,25% methylcellulose, 30% FBS, 

1% BSA deionized, 10-4M 2-mercaptoethanol and conditioned media to a final 

concentration of 12,7% v/v from cell lines WEHI, HM-5 and BHK/MKL. This 

conditioned media consists in a source of cytokines containing, IL-3, GM-CSF and 

SCF, necessary for the growth of hematopoietic progenitors. In all cases, cells 

were plated in duplicates in 35 mm culture dish (NUNC A/S; Roskilde, Denmark) 

plates and incubated for 7 days at 37°C in 5% CO2. Colonies were counted using 

a low magnification inverted microscope. To visualize partner-derived CFU-C we 

scored for total and DsRed-positive colonies. 

  

• CFU-C in peripheral blood 

For the purification of hematopoietic progenitors, 100 or 200 μl of blood was 

separated using a density gradient in Lympholyte (Cedarlane Labs). First, blood 

was resuspended in 2 ml RPMI medium with 2mM EDTA and 1% P/S and carefully 

transferred to 2 ml of Lympholyte, so the two phases did not mix. Then, samples 

were centrifuged for 25 minutes at 1200 rpm, RT without break and acceleration. 

The mononuclear fraction in the middle phase was washed once with RPMI and 

seeded in semi-solid methylcellulose medium. The number of CFU-C was 

represented as CFU-C by volume (ml) of blood. 

 

• CFU-C in BM 

The BM of one femur was extracted by perfusion with 1 ml of RPMI with 1%P/S. 

BM cells were RBC lysed and counted with the Neubauer Chamber. 1x104 cells 
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were plated on the methylcellulose. The number of CFU-C was represented as 

total CFU-C per femur.  

 

• CFU-C in Spleen 

For spleen, the whole tissue was smashed in a 100-µm nylon mesh and washed 

with RPMI 1% P/S. Cells were centrifuged for 5 minutes at 1500 rpm and RBC 

were lysed for 10 minutes with 1x RBC lysis buffer. Cells were then washed with 

RPMI and 1% was plated to avoid saturation of the culture. The total number of 

CFU-C was represented in relation to the total present in the whole spleen. 

 

• CFU-C in Liver 

Livers were processed in the same way as described for the spleen. A 5% of the 

total liver was transferred to a Percoll gradient prepared at 36% for the total 

elimination of hepatocytes. The cell fraction obtained from the purification was 

washed with RPMI 1% P/S and plated in the methylcellulose. The total number of 

CFU-C was represented in relation to the total present in the whole liver. 

 

Mesenchymal Stem Cell Culture Assays 
 

For the isolation of primary BM cells for the culture of MSCs, femora and tibiae 

were crushed and digested in HBSS with Liberase (1U/ml, Roche) and DNase I 

(1mU/ ml, Sigma) for 40 minutes at 37ºC. Then, BM suspensions were filtered, and 

RBC lysed for 5 minutes at RT.  

 

For the differentiation assays and MSC limiting dilution assays, cells were seeded 

in serial dilutions (400-50K) in 48-well culture plates with DMEM media (Gibco) 

supplemented with 10% FBS (Sigma) and 1% penicillin-streptomycin (Gibco). 

Cultures were kept at 37ºC with 5% CO2 in a water-jacketed incubator and left 

untouched for 1 week to allow cell attachment. One-half medium changes were 

performed every 2 days for one more week. Thereafter, wells were scored for total 

or Tomato positive colonies (for Poisson statistics) using the Nikon Time-Lapse 

microscope and at that point DMEM medium was switched to differentiation 

medium to induce production of adipocytes (StemProTM Adipogenesis 

Differentiation Kit, Thermo Fisher) or osteoblasts (StemProTM Osteogenesis 

Differentiation Kit, Thermo Fisher).  
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• Adipocytes 

After 1 week under differentiating conditions adipocytes were stained with Oil 

Red O (ORO; Sigma) as follows: cells were washed with PBS once and fixed with 

10% Formaldehyde for 10 minutes at RT. ORO working solution was prepared as 

a 3:2 dilution in bidistilled water of a 5 mg/ml ORO solution in isopropanol (Sigma) 

and filtered 10 min later. Cells were incubated for 10 min with ORO working 

solution and rinsed four times with water.  

 

• Osteoblasts 

After 21 days under differentiating conditions, osteoblasts were stained with 

Alizarin Red (Sigma) as follows: cells were washed with PBS once and fixed with 

10% Formaldehyde for 10 minutes at RT. Cells were incubated with a 2% Alizarin 

Red working solution (pH 4.3) for 15 minutes at RT and rinsed four times with 

water. Plates were maintained in water at 4ºC and imaging of each positive well 

was performed using the Olympus PALM microscope.  
 

Chemotaxis Assays 
 

For in vitro chemotaxis assays, total BM cells were harvested as previously 

described and RBC were lysed. 1x106 BMNC cells were plated in 6.5 mm 

polycarbonate transwells with 5 µm pores (Corning, Corning, USA) in RPMI 

containing 0.5% BSA. In the bottom well, a single chemokine was added to allow 

chemotactic migration: 25 ng/ml CXCL12 (R&D), 80 ng/ml CXCL1 (R&D) or RPMI 

media as negative control. Transwells were incubated 2h at 37ºC and 

transmigrated cells were harvested from the bottom well and stained for flow 

cytometry analyses, plated for CFU-C or used as donor cells for BM 

transplantation.  In the case where WT and CXCR2KO BM cells were co-culture 

together for migration, 5x105 BMNC cells from each group were mixed and plated 

in the transwells. For BM transplantation after chemotaxis, transmigrated cells 

were collected and 3x105 helper GFP reporter cells were added. 

 

Flow Cytometry and Cell Sorting 
 

All cytometric analyses were done in a LSRII Fortessa (BD Biosciences) or Canto 

HTS 3L (BD) equipped with DIVA software (BD). Sorting experiments were 

performed in a FACS Aria (BD). All the analyses were performed at the Celomic 
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Unit at Centro Nacional de Investigaciones Cardiovasculares (CNIC). The FlowJo 

software (FlowJo LLC, Ashland, OR) was used to analyze the data. All the 

antibodies used are listed in Table 2. To determine the purity of the cells obtained 

or quantify the populations of interest, cells were incubated with specific cell 

surface antibodies (Table 2) during 15-30 minutes at 4ºC and protected from light. 

The excess of antibody was removed by washing the cells with 1 ml of a buffer 

containing EDTA 0.5M, FBS 0.5% (PEB) and centrifuging for 5 minutes at 1500 

rpm 4ºC. In the staining’s were biotinylated antibodies were used, after washing 

the primary antibody the cells were incubated with streptavidin antibody 

conjugated to fluorochromes (Table 3) for 15 minutes at 4ºC protected from light. 

After the second washing, cells were resuspended in a PEB solution with DAPI 

(1/10000) (Life Technologies). When total number of cells were going to be 

analyzed cells were resuspended in a PEB solution with DAPI and True Count 

Beads (BD). 

  

Preparation of single cell suspensions from tissues and staining 
 

• Hematopoietic Stem and Progenitor Cells in the BM 
 

For the analysis of HSPC populations in the BM, both femur and tibia were flushed 

with 1 ml PEB into an Eppendorf tube. The cell suspension was centrifuged for 5 

minutes, 1500 rpm, 4ºC and the pellet was resuspended in 0.5 ml 1xRBC Lysis 

Buffer for 5 minutes at RT. Cells were washed with PEB and a fraction of cells was 

taken for antibody staining. For the identification of HSPC cells were stained with 

antibodies that recognize antigens from the hematopoietic lineage such as anti-

CD3, B220, Ter119, Mac-1 and Gr-1 (Lineage markers or LIN) together with Sca-

1 (1:100) and c-Kit (1:100). The population enriched for HSC was identified as 

LINNEGSca-1+c-Kit+ (LSK) whereas myeloid progenitors (MP) were identified as 

LINNEGSca-1NEGc-Kit+. For the identification of more primitive HSCs, we stained for 

CD48 (1:200) and CD150 (1:50) together with the previous markers. Within the 

LSK population, the most primitive progenitors or “long-term” (LT-HSC) were 

identified by a CD48NEGCD150+ profile whereas the more mature precursors or 

“short-term” (ST-HSC) were identified by a CD48NEGCD150NEG profile. Multipotent 

progenitors (MPP) were identified in the same panel as CD48+CD150NEG (Figure 2 

in Introduction). For the identification of more specific myeloid progenitors in the 

BM we stained cells with the previous antibodies mentioned, LIN, Sca-1 and c-Kit 
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together with CD16/32 (1:200) and CD34 (1:50). The granulocyte/macrophage 

progenitor population (GMPs) was identified as LINNEGSca-1NEGc-

Kit+CD16/32+CD34+, common myeloid progenitors (CMPs) were identified as 

LINNEGSca-1NEGc-Kit+CD16/32lowCD34low and megakaryocyte/erythrocyte 

progenitors (MEPs) as LINNEGSca-1NEGc-Kit+CD16/32-CD34-. For the identification 

of common lymphoid progenitors (CLPs) we stained for LIN, Sca-1 and c-Kit 

together with CD135 (Flt3) (1:50) and CD127 (IL-7R) (1:50) and were identified as 

LINNEGSca-1lowc-KitlowCD127+CD135+ (Figure 2 in Introduction).  

 

• Endothelial and Stromal Niche Populations in the BM 
 

To identify BM niche populations such as endothelial, stromal or perivascular cells 

femurs were digested in a HBSS1x solution containing Liberase (1U/ml, Roche) 

and DNase I (10mU/ml, Sigma) for 40 minutes at 37ºC. After digestion, single-cell 

suspensions were obtained by gentle pipetting and mechanical dissociation of 

the remaining pieces through 70 µm-cell strainers (BD Falcon). Single-cell 

suspensions were washed with PEB and lysed with RBC1x for 5 minutes at RT. 

Cells were then washed, and a fraction was stained with the following antibodies 

for 30 minutes at 4ºC. For identifying niche components cells were stained with 

anti-CD45, anti-TER-119, anti-CD31 and anti-Sca-1. Stroma was identified by 

CD45-TER-119-CD31- and endothelial cells by CD45-TER-119-CD31+Sca-1+ 

profile. 

 

• Cell Cycle Assay using Ki67 in the BM 
 

To analyse cell cycle on hematopoietic progenitors, BM suspensions were surface 

stained as mentioned above (Hematopoietic Stem and Progenitor Cells) and 

subsequently fixed and permeabilized using the Foxp3/Transcription Factor 

Staining Buffer Set (Thermo Fisher) according to manufacturer’s instructions. The 

cells were then stained for 30 minutes at 4ºC with an eFluor 660-conjugated Ki67 

antibody and DAPI. 

 

• Mature Leukocytes in Peripheral Blood 
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For assessment of blood leukocytes, 0.3 ml of blood were stained with anti-CD3e 

(1:100), anti-B220 (1:300), anti-Ly6G (1:200) and anti-CD11b (1:200) for 15 min at 

4ºC. After, red blood cells were lysed with RBC Lysis Buffer for 10 minutes at RT 

and washed twice with PEB buffer. Cells were finally resuspended in 200 µl PEB 

with True Count beads. 

 

• Estimation of Cell Numbers 
 

True count beads (BD) were prepared at a concentration of 10,000 beads per ml 

in PEB buffer. 200-300 µl of this PEB buffer containing beads was added to single 

cell suspensions stained for flow cytometry as indicated above. A fixed number of 

beads were acquired in each experiment and the absolute number of cells were 

calculated as follows: 

 

Cells/beads x 10,000 beads/ ml PEB buffer x 0,3 ml PEB beads/fraction of tissue 

digested or stained. 

 

Table 2. Antibody list for flow cytometry analysis 
Antibody Clone Company 

CD3e- PerCP-Cy5.5 145-2C11 BioLegend 
CD3e- FITC 145-2C11 BioLegend 
CD11b-BV510 M1/70 BioLegend 
CD31 (PECAM-1)-PE-Cy7 390 eBioscience 
CD31 (PECAM-1)-APC MEC13.3 BioLegend 
CD34 eFluor® 660 RAM34 Thermo Fisher 
CD36-APC HM36 BioLegend 
CD41-APC eBioMWReg30 eBioscience 
CD45-V450 3F-11 (RUO) BD 
CD45R-APC-Cy7 A3-6B2 BD 
CD48-APC-Cy7 HM48-1 BioLegend 
CD51-Biotin RMV-7 BioLegend 
CD54 (ICAM1)-APC YN1/1.7.4 BioLegend 
CD61-APC 2C9.G2 BioLegend 
CD62E (E-selectin)-Biotin 10E9.6 BD 
CD106 (VCAM1)-APC 429 BioLegend 
CD117 (c-kit)-PerCP-Cy5.5 2B8 BioLegend 
CD117 (c-kit)-PE-Cy7 2B8 BD 
CD150 (SLAM)-Alexa Fluor 488 TC15-12F/2.2 BioLegend 
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CD150 (SLAM)-BV510 TC15-12F/2.2 BioLegend 
CD150 (SLAM)-Purified  TC15-12F/2.2 BioLegend 
CCR2-PE 475301 R&D systems 
CXCR2-PerCP-Cy5.5 SA044G4 BioLegend 
CXCR2-APC SA044G4 BioLegend 
CXCR4-PE 2B11 BD 
Ly-6A/E (Sca-1)-FITC D7 eBioscience 
Ly-6A/E (Sca-1)-PE-Cy7 D7 BD 
Ly6C-APC HK1.4 BioLegend 
Ly6G-Dylight 450 1A8 BioXcell (conjugated in- house) 
Lineage cocktail Several clones BD 
Ki-67-e660 SolA15 Thermo Fisher 
RFP Polyclonal Rockland 
PDGFRa APC APA5 Thermo Fisher 
TER-119-Pacific Blue Clone TER-119 BioLegend 

 
Table 3. Streptavidin list for flow cytometry analysis 

Antibody Clone Company 
Streptavidin-DyLight 405 016-470-084 Thermo Fisher 
Streptavidin-488 454057 Thermo Fisher 
Streptavidin APC-eFluor780 47-4317-82 eBioscience 
Streptavidin PE   

 

Molecular and Bioinformatics Analysis 
 

RNA Isolation, Reverse Transcription and Real-Time PCR 
 

Total RNA was extracted from sorted cells with the RNA Extraction RNeasy Plus 

Mini-kit (QIAGEN) and first-strand cDNA was synthesized using a High Capacity 

cDNA Reverse Transcription Kit (Applied Biosystems; Carlsbad, CA) according to 

the manufacturer’s protocol. Real-time quantitative PCR was carried out in an 

Applied Biosystems 7900HT Fast Real-Time PCR thermocycler using SYBR Green 

(4367659, Thermo Fisher Scientific). Expression was normalized to the expression 

of the 36b4 housekeeping gene and all values were multiplied by the same 

arbitrary number for graphical purposes. Primer sequences are listed below: 

 

Gene Primer orientation Sequence 

36B4 
Forward ACTGGTCTAGGACCCGAGAAG 

Reverse TCCCACCTTGTCTCCAGTCT 
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Cxcl1 
Forward GTCAGTGCCTGCAGACCATG 

Reverse GGCTATGACTTCGGTTTGGG 

Cxcl12 
Forward TGCATCAGTGACGGTAAACCA 

Reverse TTCTTCAGCCGTGCAACAATC 

Kitl 
Forward CCCTGAAGACTCGGGCCTA 

Reverse CAATTACAAGCGAAATGAGAGCC 

 

Clonal analysis of circulating HSC  
 

Vector production 
 

SIN.LV.PGK.GFP.PRE vector stock was prepared as previously described (241). 

Briefly, concentrated LV stocks pseudotyped with the VSV.G envelope were 

produced by transient co-transfection of 4 plasmids in 293T cells and tittered as 

described (241). 
 
Transduction of hematopoietic progenitors 

 
Eight-week-old C57BL6/J mice were killed by CO2 inhalation, and BM was 

harvested by flushing femurs and tibiae with PBS-2% FBS (FBS; Invitrogen). LinNEG 

cells were purified using Lineage Cell Depletion Kit (Miltenyi Biotec) according to 

the manufacturer’s instructions. Cells were then cultured in serum-free StemSpan 

medium (StemCell Technologies) containing penicillin, streptomycin, glutamine 

and a combination of mouse cytokines (20 ng/ml IL-3, 100 ng/ml SCF, 100 ng/ml 

Flt-3L, 50 ng/ml TPO all from Peprotech), at a concentration of 106 cells/ml. LinNEG 

cells were pre-stimulated for 2-3 hours and then infected with the SINLV.PGK.GFP 

(MOI 100, 108 TU/ml). 12 hours after infection cells were washed and 5x105 BM-

derived LinNEG cells were injected into lethally irradiated recipient animals. A 

sample of cells was kept for 14 days in culture to assess GFP expression by FACS 

analysis and for genomic DNA extraction procedures. 

 

For transplantation, 8-week-old wild-type female C57BL6/J mice were lethally 

irradiated (1000 rad) and injected in the tail vein with 5x105 cells/mouse. FACS 

analysis was performed using lineage-specific antibodies (BD Biosciences — 

Pharmingen) against CD11b, CD19, CD3 on cells obtained from blood collected 

at 6 weeks (and other time points) after transplant and analysed with FCS Express 

3 software (De Novo Software). After 6 weeks of transplantation, transplanted 
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mice containing barcoded library were surgically joined in parabiosis with sub-

lethally irradiated mice (600 rad, to partially open BM niche) and left in parabiosis 

for 4 weeks. After 4 weeks, mice were surgically separated, and the BM and spleen 

of the “donor” mice was taken for clonal analysis. The “recipient” mouse was bled 

every 4 weeks, FACS sorted for the myeloid and lymphoid-GFP+ population 

(CD11b+GFP+ and CD19 GFP+) coming from the “donor” mice and send for clonal 

analysis. At the end of the experiment (16 weeks after parabiosis separation), 

femur, tibia, sternum, humerus and spleen from “recipient” mice was taken for 

analysis. 

 

Vector copy number (VCN) analysis 
 

Genomic DNA was extracted from cultured cells and tissues (BM, spleen) using 

the QIAGEN tissue DNA kit (QIAGEN). ddPCR analysis was performed with 

probes complementary to mouse genomic RPP30 (BIORAD, CAT10031255) and 

common ψ-signal region of LV. VCN was determined as the ratio between the 

relative amounts of LV versus total DNA evaluated by RPP30. 

 

Retrieval of integration sites (IS) from cell DNA  
 

For the retrieval of vector IS from genomic DNA, we adopted a sonication-based 

linker-mediated (LM) PCR method previously described (242, 243). Briefly, 

genomic DNA was sheared using a Covaris E220 Ultrasonicator (Covaris Inc., 

Woburn (MA)), generating fragments with an average size of 1000bp. The 

fragmented DNA was then split in 3 technical replicates and subjected to end 

repair and 3’ adenylation using the NEBNext® Ultra™ DNA Library Prep Kit for 

Illumina® (New England Biolabs, Ipswich, MA.), and then ligated (DNA 

Technologies ligation kit, Skokie, IL.) to the two linker cassettes (LC) containing: 

sequence barcode, used for sample identification, and all the sequences required 

for Illumina paired end sequencing, tracked within our laboratory information 

management (244). Ligation products were then subjected to two rounds of 

exponential PCR and finally, the amplification products were sequenced using the 

Illumina Myseq/HiSeq platform (Illumina, San Diego, CA.). 

 

Analysis of Integration Sites 
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Sequencing reads were processed by a dedicated bioinformatics pipeline 

(VISPA2) as previously described (244). Briefly, paired sequence reads were 

filtered for quality standards, barcodes identified for sample de-multiplexing of 

the sequence reads, the cellular genomic sequence mapped on the mouse 

(Mouse Genome_mm9) and the nearest RefSeq gene assigned to each 

unambiguously mapped integration site. For the quantification of the abundance 

of each clone we adopted an estimation method previously described (245) and 

implemented in the R package “SonicLength”. This method estimates the 

abundance of each IS by counting the number of different DNA fragments 

containing the same vector/cell genome junctions and flanked by a genomic 

segment variable in size depending on the shear site position that is unique for 

each different cell genome present in the starting cell population. Therefore, the 

number of different shear sites assigned to an IS is proportional to the initial 

number of contributing cells, allowing to estimate the clonal abundance in the 

starting sample and avoiding the biases introduced by PCR amplification. As 

described, Sonic Length allows to correct for shear site saturation event that can 

impact on the quantification of highly abundant clones. 

 

The entropy Shannon Diversity Index (H-index) has been used as a mathematical 

measure of the diversity of the transduced population (195). The complexity for 

each lineage and samples of our IS dataset was measured taking into account 

both the total number of different IS and their relative contribution (number of 

genomes per IS), thus considering the richness and evenness of the studied 

population. 

 

Chao and Petersen-Schnabel models were used to estimate population size (194, 

246). The cited models are based on capture-recapture methods, that are able to 

estimate the overall population size by exploiting repeated sampling (over time 

and/or in different places) of marked elements (animals or cells) and accounting 

for the number of shared elements among samplings. In gene therapy, population 

size estimators, such as these have been widely used to estimate the number of 

active repopulating HSC as lower bound estimation of the population size (193, 

247). 
 

Bulk RNA sequencing and analysis 
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BM LSK cells (LineageNEG Sca-1+ c-Kit+) were FACS sorted from parabiotic mice 

with typical purities > 95%. For RNA extraction from sorted LSK cells the Pico Pure 

RNA Isolation Kit was used (KIT0214, Thermo Fisher). 0.2 - 0.4 ng of total RNA 

were used to amplify the cDNA using the SMART-Seq v4 Ultra Low Input RNA Kit 

(Clontech-Takara). 1 ng of amplified cDNA was used to generate barcoded 

libraries using the Nextera XT DNA library preparation kit (Illumina). cDNA was 

fragmented and adapters added in a single reaction followed by an amplification 

and clean up. The size of the libraries was checked using the Agilent 2100 

Bioanalyzer High Sensitivity DNA chip and their concentration was determined 

using the Qubit® fluorometer (Thermo Fisher). Libraries were sequenced on a 

HiSeq2500 (Illumina) to generate 60 bases single end reads. The RNA sequencing 

experiments were performed at the Genomics Unit at CNIC. Read quality was 

determined with the application FastQC v0.11.5 (248). For data analysis, 

sequencing adaptor contaminations were removed from reads using Cutadapt 

v1.7.1 (249) and the resulting reads were mapped on the transcriptome (GRCm38 

Ensembl gene-build 84) and quantified using RSEM v1.2.3 (250). Lowly expressed 

genes were removed, the rest were considered for statistical analysis with Limma. 

We considered lowly expressed genes those with no expression in 3 or more 

samples. Estimated counts from RSEM were normalized and differential 

expression tested using R package limma v3.32.2 (251). Differentially expressed 

genes were clustered by k-means. Genes with an adjusted p-value < 0.05 were 

considered significant. The data is publicly available in GEO with accession 

number GSE148172. 

 

Sc-RNAseq data analysis 
 

The analysed single-cell dataset was released by Baryawno, et al., (190) and is 

publicly available in GEO with accession number GSE128423. The data counts 

were processed with the Seurat package v3.1.2 (252) to perform clustering and 

the differential expression analyses as described in the Seurat Standard Workflow. 

All code for single cell RNAseq was run on R v3.6.2. Genes with an adjusted p-

value < 0.05 were considered significant. 

 

Immgen dataset 
 

Gene expression in BM populations was downloaded from Immgen 

(http://www.immgen.org/) using their dataset retrieval utility. The populations 
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requested were “SC_LTSL_BM”, “SC_STSL_BM”, “SC_MPP34F_BM”, 

“SC_CMP_BM_DR”, “SC_MEP_BM” and “SC_GMP_BM”. 

 
Protein Analysis 

 
We induced inflammation to facilitate detection of CXCL1. Mice were injected 

once i.p. with 5 mg/ml of endotoxin (LPS, Sigma) and plasma and bone marrow 

extracellular fluid (BMEF) were extracted 24 hours later. For plasma extraction, 

blood was collected in EDTA-coated tubes (Starstedt) and centrifuged 1000 g for 

10 minutes and the supernatant was frozen until ELISA was performed. For BMEF 

extraction, femora were flushed with 1ml PBS, centrifuged at 1500 rpm 5 minutes 

at 4ºC, and supernatants frozen. CXCL1 was measured using commercially 

available ELISA reagents (R&D Systems; Minneapolis; MN) following 

manufacturer’s instructions. Samples were diluted 1:2 in PBS. For quantification 

of G-CSF levels in plasma we followed a similar ELISA procedure (R&D Systems; 

Minneapolis; MN). Samples were diluted 1:4 in PBS. 

 

Imaging techniques 
 

Histology 
 

For immunochemistry on paraffin sections, tissues were dehydrated, and paraffin 

wax embedded. 4 µm sections were deparaffinised and brought to TBS buffer. 

Standard Haematoxylin and Eosin staining was carried out on the sections using 

the Leica automated stainer ST5020. 
 

Immunofluorescence staining of BM frozen sections  
 

For frozen sections of long bones, femur and tibia were fixed in 4% 

paraformaldehyde (PFA) overnight at 4ºC. Then, bones were decalcified in a PBS 

solution with EDTA 0.25M at 4ºC for 15 days and thereafter incubated 

sequentially in 10%, 20% and 30% sucrose/PBS at RT for 1 hour each, embedded 

and flash frozen in OCT (Tissue-Tek) using dry ice. Frozen sections were prepared 

30 µm thick with a Cryostat (CM1850, Leica), using Kawamoto’s tape transfer 

method. For immunofluorescence staining, sections were rinsed with PBS and 

incubated with blocking buffer-containing PBS with 0.25% Triton X100 (Sigma), 

1% Normal Goat Serum (NGS) (Sigma) and 5% BSA (Sigma) for 1h at room 
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temperature. Bones were then stained with antibodies against endomucin (Clone 

V.7C7, Santa Cruz Biotechnology, 1:200). Primary antibody staining was followed 

by 3 washes with PBS and 1h incubation at RT with Alexa Fluor 647-conjugated 

goat anti-rat secondary antibody (Molecular Probes, 1:500) or Alexa Fluor 488-

conjugated goat anti-rat (Molecular Probes, 1:500), and DAPI (Life Technologies, 

1:1000). Slides were mounted with Mowiol 4-88 (MW 31000, Sigma). Images were 

captured at the Advanced Microscopy unit at CNIC. 
 

Whole-mount imaging of BM 
 

To measure HSC distance to Cxcl1TdTom cells, we performed whole mount 

immunostaining and tissue clearing of sternum or long bones, femur and tibia. 

Mice were euthanized with CO2 and the femurs excised and fixed at 4ºC overnight 

in PBS with 4% PFA. Then, the bones were decalcified as indicated above. 

Afterwards, the bones were permeabilized in methanol gradients in PBS for 30 

min (PBS > MetOH 50% > MetOH 80% > MetOH 100%). Then, the bones were 

bleached with Dent’s bleach (15% H2O2, 16.7% DMSO in MetOH) for 1h at RT, 

and then were rehydrated through descending methanol gradients in PBS 

(MetOH 80% > MetOH 50% > PBS). Then the bones were incubated with blocking 

buffer containing PBS with 0.3% Triton X100, 0.2% BSA, 5% DMSO, 0.1% azide 

and 25% FBS overnight at 4ºC with shaking. Afterwards, the bones were stained 

with anti-RFP, for the endogenous tomato (1:200) and endomucin (1:200) for 2 

days at 4ºC with shaking. After washing for 24h in washing buffer (PBS with 0.2% 

Triton X100 and 3% NaCl), tissues were stained with secondary antibodies Alexa 

Fluor 488-conjugated goat anti-rabbit (Molecular Probes, 1:500) and Alexa Fluor 

647-conjugated goat anti-rat (Molecular Probes, 1:500) for 2 days. Then bones 

were washed for 24h in washing buffer, and further stained with an anti-lineage 

panel cocktail (TER-119, RB6-8C5, RA3-6B2, M1/70, 145-2C11 at 1:50 dilution) 

and anti-CD41 (1:100) for 2 days at 4ºC with shaking. After washing for 24h in 

washing buffer the tissues were stained with CD150-PE antibody (1:50) and 

Streptavidin-405 (1:400) for 2 days at 4ºC with shaking, and later washed in 

washing buffer for 24h. Finally, the bones were dehydrated in MetOH gradients 

in dH20 using glass containers for 30 min in each step (MetOH 50% > MetOH 70% 

> MetOH 90% > 3x MetOH 100%), cleared for 30 min in MetOH with 50% BABB 

and afterwards in 100% BABB (benzyl alcohol, benzyl benzoate 1:2) and imaged 

in a Leica SP8 X confocal microscopy system coupled to a DMI6000 inverted 

microscope at the Advanced Microscopy unit at CNIC. 
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Intravital Microscopy of Calvaria Bone Marrow 
 

2x106 LinNEG c-Kit+ cells were FACS-sorted from WT mice and labelled with the 

Cell Tracker Deep Red Dye kit (CTDR; Thermo Fisher) following the 

manufacturer’s instructions. Labelled cells were intravenously injected into the 

BM, which was performed as described (253). Mice were anesthetized and hair in 

the skullcap was removed using an electric razor. The scalp was incised in the 

midline to expose the frontoparietal skull, and the conjunctive tissue covering the 

skull was carefully removed. The mouse’s cranium was kept in place using a 

custom-made stereotactic holder. The mouse thus prepared was positioned 

under the intravital microscope described above and multipoint 4-dimensional 

captures every 3 minutes were performed for 2 hours. Blood vessels were 

visualized using green fluorescent Dextran (Molecular Probes) (0.1mg/mice). 

Distances between HSPC or random points and CXCL1-producing cells were 

measured using ImageJ (NIH, Bethesda, MD). 

 

Image Analysis 
 

Quantification of perivascular cells by immunofluorescence staining 
 

For the quantification of perivascular cells in immunofluorescence images 

perivascular cells were firstly defined as cells that were in direct contact with a 

vessel. These cells were quantified manually using Fiji is just Image J (NIH) and 

the percentage was calculated among total cells labelled by the reporter 

fluorescence protein in each mouse line (Prx1, LepR, NG2, Cdh5, CXCL12 and 

CXCL1 reporter lines). Blood vessels were visualized using endomucin antibody 

and DAPI was used to stain the nucleus.  

 

Quantification of HSC distances in whole mount  
 

HSC were defined as Lin-CD41-CD150+ cells in the whole mounts. Random points 

were projected only on marrow regions, carefully avoiding bone regions, using 

the Lin+ channel as template for random spots generated on the mean intensity 

range, in comparable numbers to detected HSCs in the same field of view (FOV), 

using the spots tool of Imaris. Distances from HSCs or random points to 

CXCL1+ cells were quantified using the distance transformation channel of 
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CXCL1+ cell-defined surfaces in 3-dimensions, using Imaris (Bitplane AG, 

Switzerland).  

 

Statistical Analysis 

Data from experiments in this study are shown as the mean values ± standard 

error of the mean (SEM) or box and whiskers showing the median and percentiles. 

For comparisons between two groups, paired or unpaired 2-tailed Student t test 

was applied. For comparison with more than two groups, we used one-way or 

two-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) with Bonferroni multigroup post-test or 

Sidak multigroup post-test for measurement of distances. For the limiting dilution 

LT-reconstitution assays, we used Poisson’s statistics performed with ELDA 

software (http://bioinf.wehi.edu.au/software/elda/). All statistical analyses were 

performed with GraphPad Prism software v7 and v8 (GraphPad software, 

California, USA) and R software (package: Vegan and R-capture for Mark-

recapture models and Sonic Length for quantification of IS abundance). P values 

< 0.05 were considered statistically significant. *p < 0.05; ** p< 0.01; ***p<0.001 

and non-significant differences (ns) are indicated accordingly.  
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SUMMARY

Cohesin mediates sister chromatid cohesion and 3D genome folding. Two versions of the complex carrying
STAG1 or STAG2 coexist in somatic vertebrate cells. STAG2 is commonly mutated in cancer, and germline
mutations have been identified in cohesinopathy patients. To better understand the underlying pathogenic
mechanisms, we report the consequences of Stag2 ablation in mice. STAG2 is largely dispensable in adults,
and its tissue-wide inactivation does not lead to tumors but reduces fitness and affects both hematopoiesis
and intestinal homeostasis. STAG2 is also dispensable for murine embryonic fibroblasts in vitro. In contrast,
Stag2-null embryos die by mid-gestation and show global developmental delay and defective heart morpho-
genesis, most prominently in structures derived from secondary heart field progenitors. Both decreased pro-
liferation and altered transcription of tissue-specific genes contribute to these defects. Our results provide
compelling evidence on cell- and tissue-specific roles of different cohesin complexes and how their dysfunc-
tion contributes to disease.

INTRODUCTION

Cohesin is a four-subunit complex that holds the sister chroma-

tids together to ensure faithful DNA repair by homologous

recombination and proper chromosome segregation during

cell division (Morales and Losada, 2018; Nasmyth and Haering,

2009). It is present in all cells, and its cohesive function is essen-

tial for proliferation. In addition, cohesin contributes to the spatial

organization of the genome and to the activation and repression

of tissue-specific transcriptional programs together with archi-

tectural proteins such as CTCF and transcriptional regulators

like Mediator (Dowen et al., 2014; Faure et al., 2012; Kagey

et al., 2010; Merkenschlager and Nora, 2016). In the cohesin

complexes present in vertebrate somatic cells, the Structural

Maintenance of Chromosomes (SMC) heterodimer of SMC1A

and SMC3 associates with the kleisin subunit RAD21 and with

one of the two versions of the Stromal Antigen (SA/STAG) sub-

unit, namely, STAG1 or STAG2 (Losada et al., 2000). The two var-

iants are present in all tissues and cell types, but their functional

specificity is not well established (Cuadrado and Losada, 2020).

We previously showed that genetic ablation of Stag1 in mice is

embryonic lethal, which indicates that the two complexes are

not redundant, at least during embryonic development (Reme-

seiro et al., 2012a). Lethality starts after embryonic day 11.5

(E11.5), but a small fraction of embryos survive to E18.5 and pre-

sent severe developmental delay and general hypoplasia (Reme-

seiro et al., 2012b).

In Stag1-null mouse embryonic fibroblasts (MEFs), telomere

cohesion is impaired, preventing efficient replication of telo-

meres and causing chromosome segregation defects in mitosis

(Remeseiro et al., 2012a). Centromere and arm cohesion are not

clearly affected, which suggests that cohesin-STAG1 is specif-

ically required for telomere cohesion, whereas cohesin-STAG2

contributes to cohesion in other chromosomal regions. Results

in human cells are in line with these findings, although the extent

of cohesion defects reported in the absence of STAG2 is variable

(Canudas and Smith, 2009; Kim et al., 2016; van der Lelij et al.,

2017; Mullenders et al., 2015). Specific contributions of cohe-

sin-STAG2 to DNA replication and repair have also been re-

ported (Kong et al., 2014; Meisenberg et al., 2019; Mondal
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et al., 2019). In any case, a single variant is sufficient, and neces-

sary, to maintain cell viability in culture (van der Lelij et al., 2017;

Liu et al., 2018; Remeseiro et al., 2012a).

Cohesin variants also contribute distinctly to genome organi-

zation and gene regulation. In Stag1-null MEFs, cohesin distribu-

tion and their transcriptome are altered (Remeseiro et al., 2012b).

In the pancreas of heterozygous Stag1 mice, the architecture of

the Reg locus and the transcription of some of its genes are also

changed compared with those in the pancreas of wild-type (WT)

littermates, suggesting that STAG2 is not sufficient to compen-

sate for the reduced levels of STAG1 (Cuadrado et al., 2015).

In human mammary epithelial cells, downregulation of STAG1

or STAG2 results in distinct changes in gene expression and

chromatin contacts (Kojic et al., 2018). Cohesin-STAG1 and co-

hesin-STAG2 colocalize with CTCF and play a major role in the

preservation of topologically associating domain (TAD) borders.

In contrast, cohesin-STAG2 is also present at enhancers lacking

CTCF that are bound by other transcriptional regulators (Cua-

drado et al., 2019; Faure et al., 2012; Kojic et al., 2018; Sasca

et al., 2019) Importantly, cohesin-STAG1 cannot occupy these

non-CTCF cohesin sites even when STAG2 is absent (Kojic

et al., 2018). Specific distribution of the two cohesin variants

has also been reported in hematopoietic stem cells (HSCs), in

which the loss of STAG2 decreases the transcription of line-

age-specification genes and promotes stem cell renewal (Viny

et al., 2019). In mouse embryonic stem cells, cohesin-STAG2

promotes compaction of Polycomb domains and the establish-

ment of long-range interaction networks between distant Poly-

comb-bound promoters that are important for gene repression

(Cuadrado et al., 2019).

Germline mutations in genes encoding cohesin and its regula-

tory factors are at the origin of a group of human syndromes

collectively known as cohesinopathies. Cornelia de Lange syn-

drome (CdLS) is the most common of them, and up to 60% of

the patients carry heterozygous mutations in NIPBL, a protein

involved in loading cohesin on chromatin (Liu et al., 2009; Sar-

ogni et al., 2020). Clinical features often include growth retarda-

tion, intellectual disability, facial dysmorphism, and congenital

heart defects. Recently, germline mutations in STAG1 and

STAG2 have been identified in patients with features partially

overlapping those of CdLS and other cohesinopathies (Lehalle

et al., 2017; Mullegama et al., 2019; Soardi et al., 2017; Yuan

et al., 2019). Somatic mutations in cohesin genes, particularly

in STAG2, have also been identified in several tumor types (De

Koninck and Losada, 2016). STAG2 has been recognized as

one of the 12 genes significantly mutated in 4 or more cancer

types (Lawrence et al., 2014). Among them, STAG2 loss is

most frequent in urothelial bladder cancer (Balbás-Martinez

et al., 2013; Taylor et al., 2014). The evidence emerging from

the study of diseases associated with both germline and somatic

cohesin mutations strongly suggests that gene deregulation,

rather than defects in chromosome segregation, underlies the

pathogenic mechanism (Balbás-Martinez et al., 2013; Liu et al.,

2009; Mullenders et al., 2015).

Given the growing importance ofSTAG2 in human disease, we

generated a Stag2 conditional knockout (cKO) mouse strain to

identify specific functions of STAG2 at the cellular and organ-

ismal levels.

RESULTS

Mild Cohesion Defects and Slower Proliferation in
STAG2-Deficient MEFs
First, we generated a cKO allele of the Stag2 gene, which is

located on the X chromosome (Figure S1). Next, Stag2 cKO

MEFs were isolated from E12.5 embryos resulting from mating

Stag2lox/lox females with males carrying hUBC-CreERT2 for

ubiquitous, tamoxifen-induced activation of the Cre recombi-

nase. Upon addition of 4-hydroxy-tamoxifen (4-OHT) to the cul-

ture medium, STAG2 protein levels in treated MEFs (KO) drop-

ped below 5% of the amount present in untreated MEFs (WT),

and compensatory upregulation of STAG1 could be observed

(Figure 1A). The doubling time of STAG2-deficient cells was

higher than the WT (Figure 1B), but flow cytometry analysis did

not reveal differences in the cell cycle profiles of WT and KO

MEFs (Figure 1C). A statistically significant increase in the per-

centage of caspase-3-positive cells was observed in the KO

MEF cultures (14% versus 3% inWTMEFs; Figure 1D), suggest-

ing a contribution of cell death to the higher doubling time. We

next examined sister chromatid cohesion and chromosome

segregation. For these experiments, Stag2 was deleted under

serum-starved conditions, and cells going through the first

mitosis after release from the G0 arrest were collected. Very

few cases of severe cohesion defects (i.e., complete sister chro-

matid unpairing) were detected in metaphase spreads from WT

or KO MEFs (1.3% and 3% of chromosomes per metaphase

examined, respectively; Figure 1E, bottom left). However, we

did observe a larger fraction of chromosomes withmild cohesion

defects (i.e., increased distance between sister centromeres;

26% in KO versus 11% in WT MEFs; Figure 1E, bottom right).

We also found a ca. 2-fold increase in the percentage of

anaphase cells with lagging chromosomes and/or chromosome

bridges among KOMEFs compared with that of WT MEFs (29%

versus 17%), although the difference did not reach statistical sig-

nificance (Figure 1F). Finally, we observed that the proportion of

metaphases with an abnormal chromosome number increased

the longer MEFs were grown in the absence of STAG2 (Fig-

ure 1G). Overall, these defects are milder than those identified

in Stag1-null MEFs (Remeseiro et al., 2012a) or in C2C12 myo-

blasts or HeLa cells after STAG2 downregulation by small inter-

fering RNA (siRNA) (Canudas and Smith, 2009; Remeseiro et al.,

2012a). We conclude that primary cultured cells almost

completely lacking STAG2 can proliferate, although at slower

rates. They maintain sufficient cohesion to divide successfully

but mis-segregate chromosomes more frequently that WT cells.

STAG2 Inactivation in Adult Mice Does Not Lead to
Spontaneous Tumors
To determine whether STAG2 is essential in adulthood, male and

female 4-week-old Stag2 cKO mice carrying or not carrying the

hUBC-CreERT2 transgene (hereafter referred to as KO and WT,

respectively) were fed with a tamoxifen-containing diet (TMX).

We did not observe an acute loss of viability in the KO mice,

but long-term follow up revealed that their survival was signifi-

cantly shorter than that of WT mice (Figure 2A). At 12 weeks,

loss of the STAG2 protein was confirmed in a large fraction of

cells (> 80%) in all tissues from KO mice analyzed by
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immunohistochemistry (Figure 2B, left panel; Figure 2C, first

point in the graph). However, over time, the fraction of STAG2-

negative cells dropped dramatically in the more proliferative tis-

sues (e.g., intestine and spleen) and to a lesser extent in tissues

with moderate (i.e., lymph node) or low proliferation rates (i.e.,

liver, pancreas or brain; Figure 2C; compare the labeling of

STAG2 in the lymph node and the pancreas of a 35-week-old

KO mouse in Figure 2B). These results suggest that recombina-

tion-mediated deletion of the Stag2 gene is incomplete and

disadvantageous to cells; as a consequence, WT unrecombined

cells rapidly outcompete mutant cells in highly proliferative tis-

sues. Similar results have been found in other genetic mouse

models (Hay et al., 2005; Ireland et al., 2004). Given the proposed

role of STAG2 as tumor suppressor, we searched for evidence of

malignancy in the KO mice. There were no preneoplastic or

neoplastic lesions in the full necropsies of KOmice (n = 13). Like-

wise, a macroscopic assessment failed to reveal neoplasms in a

large cohort of mice (n = 63) of up to 70 weeks age, indicating

Figure 1. STAG2-Deficient MEFs Display Slower Proliferation and Increased Rates of Chromosome Missegregation

(A) Immunoblot analyses of whole-cell extracts of Stag2-cKO MEFs from two embryos (e1 and e2) untreated or treated for 4 days with 4-OHT (WT and KO

hereafter). Decreasing amounts (shown as% of maximal) of WTMEF extract were loaded to estimate STAG2 depletion levels. MEK2 is used as a loading control.

(B) Growth curves of WT and KOMEFs representing the average fold increase in cell number relative to the number of cells seeded on day 1. Data are fromMEFs

from 2 embryos, each analyzed in triplicates (mean ± SEM).

(C) Representative BrdU incorporation profiles by fluorescence-activated cell sorting (FACS) inWT and KOMEFs, and bar graph showing values for n = 4 (mean ±

SEM).

(D) Representative FACS profiles of cleaved caspase 3 staining inWT and KOMEFs, and bar graph showing the fraction of apoptotic cells in n = 3 (mean ± SEM).

(E) Representative metaphase spreads from Stag2-WT and -KOMEFs, and quantification (mean ±SEM) of chromosomes showing centromeric cohesion defects

(severe or mild) At least 100 metaphases from MEFs from 3 different embryos were inspected. Scale bar, 10 mm.

(F) Images of normal and defective anaphase cells found amongWT and KOMEFs (left), and their quantification (right, mean ±SEM). At least 100 anaphases from

MEFs from 3 different embryos were inspected. Scale bar, 5 mm.

(G) Quantification of chromosome number frequency inmetaphase spreads ofWT and KOMEFs (mean ±SEM). For the first time point, MEFswere serum starved

for 3 days in ± 4-OHT and released for 36 h to reach the first mitosis; ‘‘4d’’ and ‘‘8d’’ indicate number of days asynchronously growing MEFs were kept ± 4-OHT

cells before analysis. At least 100metaphases fromMEFs from 3 different embryos were inspected.Mann-Whitney test; ***p < 0.001, **p < 0.01, *p < 0.05; ns, pR

0.05.
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Figure 2. Effects of STAG2 Ablation in Adult Mice

(A) Kaplan-Meier survival curves of Stag2-KO and -WT mice. Four-week-old Stag2-cKO male and female mice carrying the Cre-ERT2 allele (KO; n = 63), or not

(WT; n = 66), were continuously fed on a TMX-containing diet and monitored thrice weekly. No sex differences in survival were observed. Gehan-Breslow-

Wilcoxon test; *p < 0.05.

(B) Representative images of STAG2 expression in sections of pancreas (P) and associated lymph node (LN) of KO mice at 12 (left) and 35 (right) weeks of age,

assessed by immunohistochemistry (IHC). Scale bar, 100 mm.

(C) Percentage of recombined STAG2-negative cells in various organs over time was assessed by IHC. Representative microphotographs were quantified with

ImageJ software (3 micrographs per mouse; n = 3 to 6 mice depending on the time point). Error bars indicate SEM.

(D) Flow cytometry analysis of bone marrow HSPCs in 12-week-old KO mice (n = 6). Left, LSK (Lin� c-Kit+ Sca1+); MP (Lin� c-Kit+). Right, CMP (Lin� c-Kit+

CD34+ CD1632�); GMP (Lin� c-Kit+ CD34+ CD1632+); MEP (Lin� c-Kit+ CD34� CD1632�). Error bars indicate SEM. Unpaired t test; *p < 0.05; ***p < 0.001.

(E) Flow cytometry analysis of bone marrow Ter119+ cells in 12-week-old KO mice (n = 6). Error bars indicate SEM. Unpaired t test; **p < 0.01.

(F) Colony-forming unit assay using FACS-sorted GFP and Tomato total bonemarrow cells from 12-week-old KOmice (n = 5). Error bars indicate SEM. Unpaired t

test; **p < 0.01.

(G) Flow cytometry analysis of GFP+ (STAG2�) and Tomato+ (STAG2+) leukocytes in peripheral blood of KO mice over time (n = 5). Error bars indicate SEM.
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that Stag2 inactivation on its own does not increase sponta-

neous tumor incidence in adult mice.

STAG2 Supports Normal Hematopoiesis in Adult Mice
Compared with controls, KO mice treated with TMX for 8 weeks

(starting at 4 weeks of age) displayed mild reductions in periph-

eral blood leukocyte, erythrocyte, and platelet counts, pointing

to anomalies in hematopoiesis (Figures S2A and S2B). We took

advantage of the dual-fluorescent Cre reporter (Rosa26_ACTB-

tdTomato_EGFP) carried by the KO animals to study the relative

abundance of theWT and KO hematopoietic populations: unrec-

ombined WT cells display cell-membrane-localized tdTomato

fluorescence, whereas Cre-recombinase-expressing cells and

their progeny display membrane-localized EGFP fluorescence.

Analyses of leukocytes from peripheral blood and spleen of KO

animals carrying the Stag2 cKO allele, the hUBC-CreERT2 trans-

gene, and the aforementioned Cre reporter revealed an enrich-

ment in myeloid cells (monocytes and neutrophils) and a signifi-

cant reduction in T lymphocytes among STAG2-deficient (GFP+)

cells compared with that of unrecombined (Tomato+) cells (Fig-

ure S2C). To address whether this phenotype was due to a

defect in hematopoiesis, we analyzed stem cell populations in

the bone marrow. A clear expansion of the LSK (Lin� Sca1+ c-

Kit+) population and myeloid progenitor (MP) compartment

was associated with STAG2 loss (Figure 2D, left). Further anal-

ysis of MPs showed an increased frequency in common MPs

(CMPs) and granulocyte-monocyte progenitors (GMPs) and a

decrease in megakaryocyte-erythrocyte progenitors (MEPs)

amongSTAG2-deficient (GFP+) cells, in agreement with the find-

ings in peripheral blood (Figure 2D, right). Reductions in MEPs

paralleled a decrease in bone marrow Ter119+ erythroid cells

in KO mice (Figures 2E and S2D). Functional analyses revealed

a higher colony-forming capacity of STAG2-deficient hemato-

poietic cells than that of WT (Figure 2F), which is concordant

with the increase in LSK cells. The loss in lymphoid potential

might explain the reduced chimerism of mutant cells over time

in peripheral blood (Figure 2G). These results support the notion

that STAG2 loss leads to increased self-renewal and to impaired

differentiation of HSCs. We observe an increase in granulocyte

and macrophage populations at the expense of the erythroid

cells (myeloid skewing) and an overall competitive disadvantage

when WT HSCs are present. These data are consistent with

previous reports on the contribution of cohesin to normal hema-

topoiesis and the occurrence of cohesin mutations in myeloid

malignancies (Mullenders et al., 2015; Thol et al., 2014; Viny

et al., 2019). In contrast with the reduced proliferation of Stag2

KO MEFs, the enhanced self-renewal of Stag2 KO HSCs pro-

vides important evidence for supporting a STAG2 tumor sup-

pressor role as well as possible tissue-specific effects of Stag2

inactivation.

STAG2 Is Required for Intestinal Homeostasis
Shortly after the initiation of a TMX diet at 4 weeks, the survival

curve of KO mice diverted from that of WT mice (Figure 2A),

the former also showing reduced body weight (Figure 3A). Histo-

logical analyses of 8-week-old animals failed to reveal major al-

terations in tissues of KOmicewith the exception of the intestine,

in which patches of epithelial erosion and necrosis were

observed. Moderate or severe lesions were present in 60% of

mutant mice, whereas WT mice showed much milder and less

abundant lesions (Figure 3B). We analyzed proliferation and

apoptosis in the small bowel: intestinal crypts from KO mice

showed a significant reduction of bromodeoxyuridine-positive

(BrdU+) cells (Figure 3C), suggesting reduced regeneration ca-

pacity. In addition, and in agreement with the findings in cultured

MEFs, we found a significant increase in apoptosis measured as

active caspase-3 labeling (Figure 3D). To acquire further insight

into the requirement of STAG2 for intestinal cell renewal, we

generated primary organoid cultures from the small intestine of

TMX-treated KO mice carrying the fluorescent reporter (Fig-

ure 3E, left). STAG2-null GFP+ cells yielded fewer and smaller or-

ganoids than STAG2 proficient Tomato+ cells (Figure 3E, right).

From these findings, we conclude that STAG2 is also required

for intestinal homeostasis.

Stag2-Null Embryos Display Developmental Delay by
E9.5 and Die Soon Afterward
To assess the effect of Stag2 inactivation in embryogenesis, Sta-

g2lox/lox females were crossed with males carrying the CAG-Cre

transgene, which codes for a Cre recombinase that is expressed

ubiquitously from the zygote stage. Because Stag2 is an X-linked

gene, male embryos resulting from this cross would be eitherWT

or null (KO) for Stag2, whereas females would be WT or hetero-

zygous (see genotyping strategy in Figure S1D). There were no

Stag2-null males among the offspring, whereas heterozygous fe-

males were born at sub-Mendelian ratio (Figure 4A, last column).

To determine at what point during embryonic development

STAG2 becomes essential, we extracted and genotyped litters

at different times after conception. We found live KO male em-

bryos at the expected Mendelian ratios at E8.5 and E9.5, but

not later (Figure 4A). In all studies presented hereafter, we

used exclusively male embryos, either WT or KO. Immunohisto-

chemical analyses of embryo sections with STAG2-specific an-

tibodies confirmed tissue-wide absence of the protein (Fig-

ure 4B). Importantly, E9.5 KO embryos were visibly smaller

than their WT littermates with variable penetrance of the pheno-

type (mild and severe examples shown in Figure 4C). To estab-

lish whether the growth delay is accompanied by developmental

delay, we counted somites along the dorsal axis of embryos ex-

tracted at E8.5, E9.5, and E10.5 (see detail in Figure 4C). Somite

number provides a reliable readout of developmental stage be-

tween E8 and E10.5. Although all embryos presented similar so-

mite counts by E8.5, a significantly reduced number of somites

was observed in mutant embryos by E9.5. By E10.5, the differ-

ence in somite counts between WT and KO embryos was equiv-

alent to a 1-day lag (Figure 4D). Thus, a loss of STAG2 causes a

generalized developmental delay, noticeable by E9.5 with vari-

able penetrance, and results in death by E10.5.

Aberrant Heart Morphogenesis in Stag2-Null Embryos
To identify developmental defects that could explain embryonic

lethality, we analyzed the histology of E9.5 KO embryos with

both mild and severe growth phenotypes (KO mild and KO se-

vere, respectively) and compared them with two different types

of WT controls: littermates (age-matched, WT1) and embryos

from different litters but with the same number of somites
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(stage-matched, WT2). Although KO severe embryos showed

aberrant morphology of several structures, most tissues and or-

gans from KO mild embryos did not present obvious malforma-

tions but were clearly more similar to stage-matched than to

age-matched controls (see neural tube [NT] in Figure 5; see other

structures in Figure S3). A remarkable exception to this general

trend was a selective defect in the developing heart. At E9.5,

the murine heart presents a multichambered conformation as a

Figure 3. Requirement of STAG2 for Intestinal Cell Renewal

(A) Weight of KO and WT mice over time (n = 18, WT; n = 18, KO). Error bars indicate SEM. One-sided Mann-Whitney U test; *p < 0.05; **p < 0.01.

(B) Representative images of H&E-stained small intestine sections of 8-week-old WT and KO mice (left) and semiquantitative assessment of severity of lesions

(right). Scale bar, 1 mm. (n = 5, WT; n = 5, KO).

(C) Immunofluorescence analysis of BrdU (red) in sections of 8-week-old WT and KO intestine. Nuclei are counterstained with 40,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole

(DAPI; blue). Scale bar, 25 mm. The percentage of BrdU+ cells per crypt is shown in the graph on the right (n = 24, WT; n = 29, KO). Error bars indicate SEM. Two-

tailed Mann-Whitney U test; **p < 0.01.

(D) Immunohistochemical analysis of cleaved caspase-3 in sections of 8 week-oldWT and KO intestine. Nuclei are counterstained with hematoxylin. Crypt region

is indicated by a dashed box. Scale bar, 50 mm. The percentage of crypts per section showing cleaved caspase-3 staining is plotted on the right (n = 30, WT; n =

39, KO). Error bars indicate SEM. Two-tailed Mann-Whitney U test; ***p < 0.001.

(E) Experimental design for intestinal organoid generation (left). Confocal microscopy images of Tomato+ (STAG2+) and GFP+ (STAG2�) organoids (middle).

Scale bar, 100 mm. Quantification of the number and size of organoids (in pixels) obtained from cells sorted from primary intestinal organoids (5,000 cells/well)

(right). Error bars indicate SEM. Paired t test; ***p < 0.001.
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result of linear heart tube extension and looping (see scheme in

Figure 5A). Two prospective ventricles and two prospective atria

can be distinguished, although there is still no septation between

them. The inflow tract (IFT) in the posterior pole of the heart tube

allows blood to enter, and the outflow tract (OFT) is an extension

of the ventricle that allows blood to flow out and will become the

aorta and pulmonary trunk in an adult heart (Kelly et al. 2014).

Histological analyses of serial heart sections (Figures 5A and

5B) revealed a smaller right ventricle (RV) in KO mild embryos

than that in both controls, whereas no clear differences were

found in the left ventricle (LV; compare images for WT1, KO

mild, and WT2 under HCs [heart chambers] in Figure 5B). Quan-

tification of the ventricular area confirmed this observation;

although the RV was smaller in KO mild embryos than in both

age- (WT1) and stage-matched (WT2) controls (Figure 5C), the

Figure 4. STAG2 Becomes Essential by Mid-

gestation

(A) Viability of STAG2-deficient embryos at different

stages of development. We genotyped 6, 14, 7, and

13 litters at E8.5, E9.5, E10.5, and E12.5, respec-

tively, as well as 11 litters at weaning (‘‘born’’).

Phenotypes and genotypes for Stag2 are female

WT (lox/+), female HET (D/+), male WT (lox/Y), male

KO (D/Y).

(B) Immunofluorescence staining of STAG2 in

transverse heart sections of WT and KO male em-

bryos at E9.5. Nuclei are counterstained with DAPI.

Scale bar, 200 mm.

(C) Representative images of WT and KO male

embryos (mild and severe phenotypes) at E9.5 and

E10.5. Scale bar, 1 mm. A detail of the somites

apparent along the dorsal axis of the embryo is

shown at the bottom.

(D) Somite counts of WT and KO male embryos: 6

litters at E8.5 (n = 13, WT; n = 10, KO), 9 litters at

E9.5 (n = 19, WT; n = 25, KO), and 4 litters at E10.5

(n = 10, WT; n = 10, KO). Two-tailed Student’s t test,

***p < 0.001, **p < 0.01; ns, pR 0.05. The number of

somites expected at each stage of development is

indicated on the right.

LV was only smaller than age-matched

controls (WT1) due to general develop-

mental delay, but it was not different from

stage-matched controls (WT2) (Figure 5D).

The IFT of KO mild embryos appeared

normal, but the OFT showed an aberrant

rightward turning at the junction with the

ventricular myocardium (white arrowhead

in WT1 and KO mild under OFT in Fig-

ure 5B). Moreover, the length of the OFT

was significantly reduced in KO mild em-

bryos compared with that of both controls

(Figure 5E). The defects described above

were exacerbated in KO severe embryos,

which displayed distended atria and ven-

tricles with no visible indication of a future

septum between right and left chambers

(black arrowheads in WT1 and KO severe,

under HC, in Figure 5B), and abnormal RV development (asterisk

in Figure 5B). In these mutants, both the OFT and the IFT were

distended. Unlike at E9.5, when penetrance was variable, all

KO embryos displayed severe cardiac anomalies by E10.5, as

well as extensive necrosis and apoptosis (Figure 5F). Thus,

defective heart function may account for the embryonic lethality

of Stag2 KO embryos.

Decreased Proliferation in Stag2-Mutant Embryos
To shed light into the cellular mechanisms leading to the defects

described above, we first confirmed that both STAG1 and

STAG2 are expressed in the heart of E9.5 WT embryos by using

immunofluorescence (Figure S4). These findings are consistent

with reported data from single-cell RNA sequencing (RNA-seq)

of E8.25 murine embryos, which shows similar patterns of
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Figure 5. Heart Defects in Stag2-Mutant Embryos

(A) Scheme showing the different regions of an E9.5 embryonic heart and the approximate position and orientation of the transverse sections used for analysis in

(B).

(B) H&E-stained sections of KO (mild and severe), WT1 (age-matched control), and WT2 (stage-matched control) E9.5 male embryo neural tube (NT), heart

chambers (HCs), inflow tract (IFT), and outflow tract (OFT). RA, right atrium; LA, left atrium; AVC, atrioventricular canal; RV, right ventricle; LV, left ventricle. Black

arrowheads indicate the position of the prospective septum between right and left chambers. White arrowheads point at the OFT curve. Asterisk highlights the

small size of the RV in the KO severe embryo. Scale bars (valid for entire column), 100 mm.

(C) RV size measured in H&E-stained sections (12 sections from 4 embryos per genotype) from E9.5 WT1 (age-matched control), KO (mild), and WT2 (stage-

matched control) male embryos. Mean ± SEM are shown. Kruskal-Wallis test and Dunn’s multiple comparison post-test; ***p < 0.001, **p < 0.01, *p < 0.05; ns, p

R 0.05.

(legend continued on next page)
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expression for both genes (Ibarra-Soria et al., 2018). We next

analyzed proliferation and apoptosis in E9.5 WT1, WT2, and

KO mild embryos to uncover primary defects. Heart sections,

as well as sections containing the NT for comparison, were

labeled with anti-phosphohistone H3 (H3P) to detect prolifer-

ating cells and with Terminal deoxynucleotidyl transferase deox-

yuridine triphosphate (dUTP) nick end labeling (TUNEL) to mark

apoptotic cells. To better identify the different heart compart-

ments, co-staining of Islet 1 (ISL1) was used. ISL1 is a transcrip-

tion factor expressed in anterior and posterior secondary heart

field (ASHF and PSHF, respectively) progenitors that is progres-

sively turned off in their descendants as they migrate into, and

populate, the heart tube through its anterior and posterior ends

(OFT and IFT, respectively; see scheme in Figure S5A; Cai

et al., 2003). The fraction of H3P-positive cells in the HCs (atria

and ventricles) was significantly lower in themutants than in their

littermate age-matched WT1 controls but was similar to WT2

stage-matched controls (HC in Figures 6A, 6B, and S5B). These

differences were reproduced in ASHF and OFT, as well as in the

NT, whereas they were less prominent in PSHF and IFT (Figures

6A and 6B; Figure S5B). There was also increased apoptosis in

mutant NT and HCs compared with that of both controls,

although the number of TUNEL-positive cells was very low in

all cases and inter-individual variability was high (Figure 6C).

These results suggest that the global developmental delay

observed in Stag2 mutants at E9.5 is mainly due to a decrease

in the proliferative capacity of mutant cells.

Specific Defects in Secondary Heart Field Progenitors in
Stag2-Mutant Embryos
Although decreased proliferation might account for the global

growth delay observed in the heart (and other organs) in mutant

embryos, it failed to explain why morphological defects were

more evident in certain heart structures, i.e., the OFT and RV.

Interestingly, these structures derive from second heart field

(SHF) progenitors, whereas the LV derives from the first heart

field (FHF) progenitors (Kelly et al., 2014). More specifically,

ISL1+ progenitors present in the ASHF migrate into the heart

tube contributing to the OFT and RV (Figure S5A). We reasoned

that the reduced size of RV and OFT length observed in mutant

embryos compared with stage-matched WT2 controls (Figures

5C and 5E) could result from altered migration of ASHF progen-

itors (ISL1+) into the OFT. To test this possibility, we quantified

total cell numbers in heart sections as well as in the NT.We found

that in the NT, HC, and OFT, cellularity of KO mild embryos was

lower than that in WT1 and more similar to WT2 embryos (Fig-

ure 6D), consistent with their smaller size (Figure 5) and reduced

proliferation rates (Figure 6B). In contrast, cell numbers in the

ASHFwere similar in KO andWT1 littermates (Figure 6D), despite

mutants showing a much reduced proliferation rate (Figure 6B).

Moreover, although the fraction of ISL1+ progenitors in ASHF

was similar in all embryos, it decreased in the OFT of KO mild

embryos compared with that of both controls (Figure 6E).

Thus, impaired migration of ASHF progenitors into the heart

tube could explain the morphological defects in RV and OFT

observed in mutant hearts.

Altered Transcription of Cardiac Development
Regulators in Stag2-Mutant Embryos
To address whether gene regulation by cohesin could contribute

to the phenotypes described above, we compared the heart

transcriptomes of E9.5 Stag2-KO and -WT embryos by RNA-

seq. To exclude variation related to developmental stage, we

selected littermate embryos of both genotypes with a similar

number of somites. To identify tissue-specific changes, we ex-

tracted RNA from the heart and from the NT lying adjacent to

the heart. There were 1,881 differentially expressed genes

(DEGs; false discovery rate [FDR] < 0.05) between WT samples

of the two tissues, which we used to define a cardiac-enriched

and a neural-enriched gene set (1,116 and 765 genes, respec-

tively). Gene Ontology analysis confirmed the functional speci-

ficity of these gene sets (‘‘cardiac’’ and ‘‘neural’’ genes, for

simplicity; Figure 7A; Table S1). STAG2 loss had a greater impact

on the heart transcriptome, as shown in the heatmap (Figure 7A).

Accordingly, pairwise comparisons between WT and KO sam-

ples for each tissue identified 846 DEGs in the heart but only 5

in the NT (FDR < 0.05; Figure 7B; Table S2). Among the DEGs

in the heart, there were 222 and 112 genes from the cardiac

and neural gene sets, respectively, indicating that tissue-specific

genes were preferentially affected by STAG2 loss (Figure 7C; Ta-

ble S1). Moreover, among heart DEGs, most cardiac genes were

downregulated, whereas the neural genes were upregulated

(Figure 7D). These findings agree with the proposed role of cohe-

sin-STAG2 in tissue-specific transcription, promoting the activa-

tion of genes specifying a tissue (i.e., cardiac genes in heart) and

repression of alternative gene programs (e.g., neural genes in

heart) (Kojic et al., 2018). A closer look at the list of DEGs in

the heart revealed several cardiomyocyte markers and well-es-

tablished SHF regulators among the downregulated genes (Fig-

ure 7B, right). For instance, Fgf8 andHand2 contribute to the sur-

vival of ASHF progenitors, whereas Wnt5a activity is critical for

their deployment into the OFT (Park et al., 2006; Sinha et al.,

2015; Tsuchihashi et al., 2011), consistent with the defects

described in the previous section. These data suggest that the

loss of STAG2 alters the expression of genes encoding important

regulators of heart remodeling by SHF progenitors. This finding,

together with decreased proliferation, likely contributes to the

observed defects in heart morphogenesis.

DISCUSSION

A major challenge in cohesin biology is to understand the spe-

cific functions of STAG1 andSTAG2 (Cuadrado et al., 2019; Kojic

et al., 2018; Wutz et al., 2020). To address this question, we

(D) LV size, as in (C).

(E) The outer curve of the OFT wasmeasured in 10–12 sections from 4 embryos of each genotype stained as shown in Figure 6. Mean ± SEM are shown. Kruskal-

Wallis test and Dunn’s multiple comparison post-test; ***p < 0.001, *p < 0.05; ns, p R 0.05.

(F) H&E-stained transverse sections encompassing the NT and the heart of a WT and a KO male embryo at E10.5. Heart regions indicated as in (A). Scale bar,

250 mm.
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previously characterized a Stag1-KO mouse (Remeseiro et al.,

2012a, 2012b), and we have now generated a Stag2-KO mouse.

Recently, a study describing the consequences of Stag2 abla-

tion in the hematopoietic system of adult mice demonstrated a

specific role for STAG2 in balancing self-renewal and differenti-

ation in hematopoietic precursors (Viny et al., 2019). Here, we

describe instead the consequences of ubiquitous STAG2 elimi-

nation in embryos and adult mice.

Whole-body deletion of Stag2 in young mice does not result in

acute loss of viability, which suggests that STAG1 can largely

compensate for the lack of STAG2 postnatally. Efficiency of

Cre-mediated recombination of the Stag2-cKO allele was high

in adult tissues 8 weeks after Cre induction, but the fraction of re-

combined cells decreased notably over the subsequent weeks in

proliferative tissues despite continuous TMX administration. This

observation indicates a clear proliferative disadvantage of

STAG2-deficient cells and does not allow us to rule out that a

more severe phenotype might be disclosed upon achieving a

more complete or sustained depletion of STAG2. Consistent

with results obtained upon Stag2 deletion in HSCs by using

Mx1-Cre, ubiquitous deletion results in increased self-renewal

and defective lineage commitment in this compartment (Viny

et al., 2019). Our histopathological analyses also detected de-

fects in gastrointestinal tract homeostasis. This phenotype could

Figure 6. Reduced Cell Proliferation and Impaired Migration of ASHFs in the Developing Heart of Stag2-Null Embryos

(A) Representative transverse sections of H3P staining of E9.5 WT1 embryos. Top row: original immunofluorescence signal of DAPI (blue), H3P (red), and ISL1

(white, only shown in regions marked with *). Both morphological criteria and ISL1 staining were used to demarcate ASHF and PSHF regions. Bottom row: H3P

signal converted to a binary image, with representation of nuclei selection. Similar images for KO and WT2 embryos are shown in Figure S5. Scale bars, 100 mm.

(B) Quantification of H3P-positive cells as readouts for proliferation in E9.5 male embryos. A total of 9–12 non-consecutive sections from 3–4 embryos were

analyzed per genotype and region.

(C) Quantification of TUNEL-positive cells as readouts for apoptosis in the same embryos. At least 10 sections from 3–4 embryoswere analyzed per genotype and

region.

(D and E) Quantification of the total number of cells per section (D) and ISL1-positive cells (E) in the indicated regions. Same sections as in (B) were analyzed.

For (B)–(D), mean ± SEM are shown. Kruskal-Wallis test and Dunn’s multiple comparison post-test; ***p < 0.001, **p < 0.01, *p < 0.05; ns, p R 0.05.

Figure 7. Transcriptional Deregulation in

Stag2-Null Embryos

(A) Heatmap showing relative expression of 1,116

cardiac- and 765 neural-enriched genes in all sam-

ples. Gene sets were defined by differential expres-

sion between WT heart and WT NT samples.

(B) Heatmap of 846 DEGs in WT and KO heart sam-

ples. Among the downregulated genes, we highlight

some with established roles in cardiomyocyte differ-

entiation and SHF progenitors.

(C) Expected versus observed number of cardiac and

neural genes found among heart DEGs. Total number

of expressed genes was 21,653. Fisher’s exact test;

**** < 0.0001 (p < 2E-12).

(D) Boxplot of expression changes in the cardiac and

neural genes identified as DEGs in the heart. See also

Table S1.

result from a decreased proliferation capac-

ity of the mutant cells, as suggested by our

findings using organoids, and/or from

altered regulation of the balance between

self-renewal and differentiation in the intes-

tine, as shown in HSCs. In fact, a recent

study shows that cohesin promotes repression of differentiation

genes in Drosophila intestinal stem cells to maintain stemness

and intestinal homeostasis (Khaminets et al., 2020). However,

TMX toxicity in the gut has been reported and was focused spe-

cifically in the stomach (Keeley et al., 2019). Thus, toxicity result-

ing from continued TMX administration—a condition used here

to avoid expansion of unrecombined Stag2 WT cells—may

also contribute to the intestinal phenotype. Amore detailed anal-

ysis of the effects of STAG2 loss in the intestine, by using a vari-

ety of TMX administration protocols and a time course, is

warranted.

In contrast to the redundancy and functional compensation of

the STAG proteins in adult mice, embryos require both proteins

to complete development. Constitutive inactivation of Stag1 in

the germline is embryonic lethal and causes severe development

delay, with incomplete penetrance, but no obvious organmalfor-

mation (Remeseiro et al., 2012a, 2012b). In contrast, inactivation

of Stag2 in the germline leads to earlier lethality, starting at E9.5.

This phenotype is associated with a general developmental

delay and a dramatic effect on heart development with no

Stag2-null embryos surviving beyond E10.5. Histopathological

characterization of KO mild embryos revealed specific defects

in heart structures derived from the SHF, the RV, and OFT.

More detailed analyses detected an accumulation of progenitor
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(ISL1+) cells in the ASHF of mutant embryos as well as their

reduced presence in the OFT. Impaired migration of ASHF pro-

genitors into the heart tube could account for these observa-

tions. Alternative explanations would be premature differentia-

tion or increased apoptosis of ISL1+ progenitors in the OFT of

the mutant embryos, but they would not account for the increase

in cell numbers in the ASHF. Interestingly, defects in the migra-

tion of progenitors has also been proposed as the cause of heart

defects in zebrafish and murine embryos after reducing the

levels of cohesin or its loader NIPBL (Muto et al., 2011; Santos

et al., 2016; Schuster et al., 2015). The transcriptomic changes

identified in the heart of KO embryos could contribute to this

defect, although the underlying cellular and molecular mecha-

nisms need to be identified. Increasing evidence supports the

notion that the presence of cohesin-STAG2 at enhancer ele-

ments independently of CTCF promotes cell-type-specific tran-

scription, a function that is not compensated by cohesin-STAG1

(Cuadrado et al., 2019; Kojic et al., 2018; Viny et al., 2019).

Consistent with this idea, we observed altered tissue-specific

transcription patterns in KO embryonic hearts, with a lower

expression of cardiac genes and de-repression of genes from

other lineages. Thus, we propose that defects in both prolifera-

tion and lineage specification contribute to the heart abnormal-

ities observed in the STAG2-deficient embryos. We cannot

ascertain whether these heart defects are the primary cause of

embryonic death. However, the heart is one of the first organs

to start differentiating in the embryo and the first one to become

functional (Bruneau, 2013). Impaired heart function would make

embryos unable to sustain further development, thus masking

defects in other organs arising later.

Cohesinopathy cases with STAG2 mutations have been re-

ported recently. Male patients display mild phenotypes, lack

heart defects, and carry missense variants. In contrast, ventric-

ular septal defects and other heart anomalies have been

described in female patients carrying loss-of-function or

missense variants (Lehalle et al., 2017; Mullegama et al., 2017,

2019; Soardi et al., 2017; Yuan et al., 2019). Because STAG2 is

an X-linked gene, the embryonic lethality of Stag2-null male mu-

rine embryos reported here explains why inactivating germline

mutations will most likely not be tolerated in males, whereas het-

erozygous females may survive through the selection of cells in

which the WT allele is not silenced by the X inactivation process.

Heterozygous female embryos resulting from mating Stag2lox/lox

females with CAG-Cre males arrive normally to mid-gestation

(E12.5), but they are born at sub-Mendelian ratios, indicating

problems in the last stages of embryonic development (Fig-

ure 4A). Although the heterozygous females that are born appear

as healthy as their WT littermates, more specific studies will be

required to address the potential resemblance with the pheno-

types of female patients carrying heterozygous mutations in

STAG2.

In summary, here, we show the distinct functional properties of

STAG2 at the cellular and organismal levels in mice, compared

with those of STAG1. Cells lacking cohesin-STAG2 are viable

both in vitro (tissue culture) and in vivo (in embryos and adult tis-

sues), confirming that cohesin-STAG1 is sufficient to fulfill

essential cohesin functions (van der Lelij et al., 2017; Liu et al.,

2018). However, their decreased proliferation and altered tran-

scriptomes lead to embryonic lethality, a result that provides

further compelling evidence for cell- and tissue-specific roles

of the two cohesin complexes and how their dysfunction may

contribute to disease. We speculate that genomic changes

derived from decreased accuracy of chromosome segregation

and/or DNA repair as well as transcriptional alterations affecting

cell identity and stem cell physiology may underlie the behavior

of STAG2mutant tumors. Although inactivation of Stag2 in adult

mice did not increase tumor incidence in our study, similar to

other major tumor suppressor genes such as Cdkn2a or Rb

(Krimpenfort et al., 2001; Sharpless et al., 2001; Vooijs and

Berns, 1999), these mice will be useful to model the cooperation

of STAG2mutations with other genetic alterations for promoting

tumorigenesis in a wide variety of cell types.
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REAGENT or RESOURCE SOURCE IDENTIFIER

Antibodies

MEK2 mouse monoclonal BD Cat# M24520

Rad21 rabbit polyclonal Carretero et al., 2013 N/A

STAG1 rat monoclonal Kojic et al., 2018 N/A

STAG1 rabbit polyclonal Remeseiro et al., 2012a N/A

STAG2 mouse monoclonal SCBT Cat# SC-81852; RRID:AB_2199948

BrdU-FITC BD Cat# 556028; RRID:AB_396304

Lineage cocktail BD Cat# 558451

Ly-6A/E (Sca-1)-PE-Cy7 BD Cat# 558162; RRID:AB_647253

CD117 (c-kit)-PerCP-Cy5.5 BioLegend Cat# 105824; RRID:AB_2131597

CD48-APC-Cy7 BioLegend Cat# 103432; RRID:AB_2561463

CD150 (SLAM)-BV510 BioLegend Cat# 115929; RRID:AB_2562189

CD34-e Fluor 660 eBioscience Cat# 50034182; RRID:AB_10596826

CD16/32- BV605 BD Cat# 563006; RRID:AB_2737947

CD11b (Mac1)-PE-Cy7 BioLegend Cat# 101216; RRID:AB_312799

Ly6G-Dylight 450; conjugated in house BioXcell N/A

CD3ε- PerCP-Cy5.5 BioLegend Cat# 100328; RRID:AB_893318

CD45R (B220)-APC-Cy7 BD Cat# 552094; RRID:AB_394335

Streptavidin DyLight 405 Jackson Immunoresearch Cat# 016-470-084; RRID:AB_2337248

Ter119-Pacific Blue BioLegend Cat# 116231; RRID:AB_2149212

BrdU (MoBu-1) Santa Cruz Cat# 51514; RRID:AB_626519

Cleaved-caspase3 (ASP175) Cell Signaling Cat# 9661; RRID:AB_2341188)

H3P rabbit polyclonal Millipore Cat# 06-570; RRID:AB_310177

ISL1 mouse monoclonal DSHB Hybridoma Bank Cat# 39.4D5; RRID:AB_2314683

Chemicals, Peptides, and Recombinant Proteins

Prolong Gold Antifade Reagent Life Technologies Cat# P36930

Matrigel Corning Cat# 356231

Cell recovery solution Corning Cat# 354253

Dispase II solution GIBCO Cat# 17105041

Formalin Sigma Cat# HT501128-4L

Biotin-16-dUTP Roche Cat# 11093070910

TRI reagent Sigma Cat# T9424

Critical Commercial Assays

Cytofix/Cytoperm kit BD Cat# 554722

FITC Active Caspase-3 Apoptosis kit BD Cat# 550480

Terminal Transferase recombinant kit Roche Cat# 03333574001

Deposited Data

RNA-seq datasets in mouse embryos This paper GEO: GSE152298

Experimental Models: Organisms/Strains

Stag2 conditional knockout mice This paper N/A

Tg.hUBC-CreERT2 mice Ruzankina et al., 2007 N/A

Tg.CAG-Cre mice Belteki et al., 2005 N/A

Oligonucleotides

Primer Stag2 f1: TGGTGCTTGGGATCAGATTT This paper N/A

Primer Stag2 r1: TCCCTCATCAAAGTCGAAAA This paper N/A
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RESOURCE AVAILABILITY

Lead Contact
Further information and requests for resources and reagents should be directed to and will be fulfilled by the Lead Contact, Ana Los-

ada (alosada@cnio.es).

Materials Availability
Resources generated in this study are available upon request. Requests of Stag2 cKO mice should be addressed to A. Losada

(alosada@cnio.es).

Data and Code Availability
RNA-sequencing datasets have been deposited in the Gene Expression Omnibus (GEO) under the accession number GSE152298

EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND SUBJECT DETAILS

Generation of a conditional knockout allele for Stag2
The targeting vector PG00032_A_D11-3 (EUCOMM) containing loxP sites flanking exon 7 of the Stag2 gene and a SA-lacZ-Neo

cassette flanked by FRT sites integrated in intron 6 was electroporated into G4 mouse embryonic stem cells (Figure S1A). Clones

were selected in G418 and screened by Southern blotting for homologous recombination (Figure S1B). Positive clones were infected

with adeno-FLP to remove the selection cassette and create the conditional allele and microinjected into C57BL/6BrdCrHsd-Tyr

morulae. Germline transmitting chimeras were screened by PCR (primers f1: 50-TGGTGCTTGGGATCAGATTT-30 and r1: 50-
TCCCTCATCAAAGTCGAAAA-30) and selected to generate the colonies (Figure S1C). Mice carrying the Stag2 cKO allele were

crossed with mice carrying a tamoxifen inducible Cre-ERT2 allele (Tg.hUBC-CreERT2) for MEF isolation and adult mice viability as-

says or with a constitutively active Cre (Tg.CAG-Cre) to assess embryonic development and lethality (Figure S1D). All crosses were

maintained in a predominantly C57BL/6 background. To induce recombination in adult animals, 4week-oldmicewere fed for variable

periods of time with a TMX-containing diet, as specified. For the experiments in adult animals, both male and female mice were

analyzed. For experiments in embryos, only male embryos were used, as explained in main text. All animal procedures were

approved by local and regional ethics committees (Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee and Ethics Committee for Research

and Animal Welfare, Instituto de Salud Carlos III) and performed according to the European Union guidelines.

Continued
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Primer Stag2 r2: AACAGCCTGAGCAAAGAATCC This paper N/A

Primer Sry fwd: TGGGACTGGTGACAATTGTC Lambert et al., 2000 N/A

Primer Sry rev: GAGTACAGGTGTGCAGCTCT Lambert et al., 2000 N/A

Recombinant DNA

Stag2 targeting vector EUCOMM PG00032_A_D11-3

Software and Algorithms

GraphPad Prism (statistical analysis) GraphPad Software Inc https://www.graphpad.com/scientific-

software/prism/

Flow Jo v10.0.8 (flow cytometry analysis) Flow Jo LLC https://www.flowjo.com/solutions/flowjo

LAS AF v3.8 (imaging) Leica https://www.leica-microsystems.com/products/

microscope-software/p/leica-application-suite/

Definiens Developer XD v2.5 (imaging) Definiens Inc – AstraZeneca N/A

NIS Elements D3.2 and 4.30 (imaging) Nikon https://www.microscope.healthcare.nikon.com/

products/software/nis-elements

FIJI v1.52b https://imagej.net/Fiji

Lexogen Quantseq pipeline (RNA-seq analysis) BlueBee https://www.lexogen.com/store/quantseq-

data-analysis-bluebee-platform/

DESeq2 (RNA-seq analysis) Love et al., 2014 http://www.bioconductor.org/packages/release/

bioc/html/DESeq2.html
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MEFs
MEFs were isolated from E12.5 embryos resulting frommating Stag2lox/lox females with Tg.hUBC-CreERT2+/T males and genotyped

for Stag2 (with a mixture of primers f1, r1 and r2: 50- AACAGCCTGAGCAAAGAATCC-30), CreERT2 (fwd: 50- TGAAGCTCCGGTTTT

GAACT-30; rev: 50- GGTTCTTGCGAACCTCATCAC-30) and the SryY chromosomemarker (fwd: 50-TGGGACTGGTGACAATTGTC-30:
rev: 50- GAGTACAGGTGTGCA GCTCT-30). MEFs were cultured in DMEM supplemented with 20% FBS and 1% penicillin-strepto-

mycin and grown at 37�C under 90% humidity and 5% CO2.

METHOD DETAILS

MEF characterization
For each experiment, MEFs derived from 2-4 different embryos were analyzed. To ablate STAG2 expression, conditional

Stag2lox/Y;CreERT2+/T MEFs were cultured in the presence of 1 mM 4-hydroxy tamoxifen (4-OHT) for 3-4 days and the efficiency

of depletion was assessed by immunoblotting. The same cells cultured without 4-OHT served as control.

To assess proliferation, MEFs pretreated for 4 days with 4-OHT were seeded at low confluence in multiwell plates (3 wells per time

point). In the following days, cells were collected and counted in a Neubauer hemocytometer.

For cell cycle analysis, MEFs grown for 4 days in medium with or without 4-OHT were collected after a 30 min pulse with 30 mM

BrdU, fixed and incubated with a FITC-conjugated anti-BrdU antibody and DNA was stained with 50 mg/ml propidium iodide. To

study apoptosis, MEFs grown for 4 days in the presence of 4-OHT were collected (both adhered and floating cells) and fixed and

permeabilized using the BD Cytofix/Cytoperm kit (BD 554722). Cells stained with DAPI and the FITC Active Caspase-3 Apoptosis

kit (BD 550480) according to manufacturer instructions. Flow cytometry was performed in a FACS Canto II cytometer and profiles

were analyzed using FlowJo 10.0.8 software.

For analysis of mitotic defects, MEFs were serum-starved (0.1% FBS) for 3 days in the presence or absence of 4-OHT, switched to

medium supplemented with 20% FBS, and collected after 36 h. For chromosome spreads, 0.1 mg/ml colcemid was added to the

medium 3-4 h before harvesting. Cells were swollen in 0.03 M sodium citrate, fixed in methanol:acetic acid 3:1 and dropped onto

slides. For anaphase analysis, cells were seeded onto coverslips at the time of release from G0 arrest. In both cases, cells were

stained with 1 mg/ml DAPI, mounted with Vectashield and imaged using a Leica DM6000 microscope with LAS AF software.

Histopathology and immunohistochemical (IHC) analyses of adult tissue sections
Tissues from adult mice were analyzed following standard histopathology procedures. Mice were sacrificed by cervical dislocation

and a complete necropsy was performed; the following tissues were analyzed histologically: bladder, pancreas and associated

lymph nodes, spleen, kidney, liver, lung, heart, brain, gastrointestinal tract, thymus, thyroid and parathyroid. WT littermates were

sacrificed and used as controls. Organs were fixed in 4% neutral buffered (pH 6.9) formaldehyde for 24 h and embedded in paraffin.

After standard H-E staining, sections were analyzed in a Leica DM5000B microscope by a trained veterinary pathologist and

histological findings were recorded. After scanning of histological slides (AxioScan 4.1, Zeiss), representative microphotographs

were taken.

IHC was performed on 2.5-mm sections of formalin-fixed paraffin-embedded tissues, unless otherwise indicated. After deparaffi-

nization and rehydration, antigen retrieval was performed by boiling in citrate buffer pH 6 for 10 min and endogenous peroxidase was

inactivated with 3%H2O2–methanol for 30 min at room temperature (RT). Sections were blocked with 2%BSA in PBS and incubated

with anti-STAG2 and anti-cleaved caspase-3 (Asp175). After washing, the Envision secondary reagent (DAKO) was added for 40 min

at RT and sections were washed three times with PBS. 3,30-Diaminobenzidine tetrahydrochloride (DAB) was used as a chromogen.

Sections were lightly counterstained with hematoxylin, dehydrated and mounted. A non-related IgG was used as a negative control.

STAG2 expression in sections of liver, pancreas, brain, spleen and intestine of KO mice was assessed by IHC at 12, 24, 35 and

60 weeks of age. Representative microphotographs were taken and quantified with ImageJ software. For IF, after deparaffinization,

rehydration and antigen retrieval, sections were incubatedwith 3%BSA/0.1%Triton in PBS for 45min at room temperature and incu-

bated with primary anti-BrdU overnight at 4�C. After washing with 0.1% Triton/PBS, an Alexa Fluor 555-labeled goat anti-rabbit Ig

secondary antibody was added for 45 min, sections were washed, and nuclei were counterstained with DAPI. After washing with

PBS, sections were mounted with Prolong Gold Antifade Reagent (Life Technologies, P36930). Images were acquired using a

confocal microscope (Leica, SP5).

Hematological analyses
Peripheral blood was extracted from the mouse cheek and collected in EDTA-coated tubes. Standard complete blood counts were

performed using an automated analyzer (Abacus Junior Vet, CVMDiagnóstico Veterinario S.L, Navarra, Spain) according to theman-

ufacturers’ instructions. For the GFP/Tomato blood competition experiment, KO mice received a TMX diet from weaning and blood

was collected at 8, 12, 16, 20, 24 weeks of age. After RBC depletion using hypotonic lysis buffer, GFP or Tomato positive cells were

quantified on a LSRII Fortessa (BD and analyzed with FlowJo v10 software (Tree Star, Ashland, OR).
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Hematopoietic cell isolation and Flow Cytometry
Bonemarrowwas isolated from the tibia and femur; peripheral bloodwas obtained by cardiac puncture; spleens were disaggregated

and homogenized through a 70-mmstrainer; all these samples were incubated for 10min in RBC lysis buffer and resuspended in PBS.

For the analysis of LSK and MPs, cells were incubated with the biotinylated lineage antibody cocktail (CD3e, B220, CD11b, Gr1 and

Ter119), together with streptavidin conjugated to DyLight 405, anti-Sca-1 (D7) -PE-Cy7 (BD), and anti- c-Kit (2B8) -PerCP-Cy5.5 for

30 min. For the analysis of myeloid progenitors, cells were incubated with the previous antibodies plus anti-CD34 -eF660 (RAM34)

and anti-FcgRII/III - BV605 (2.4G2). For the analysis of bonemarrow Ter119+ cells, cells were incubatedwith anti-Ter119-Pacific Blue

for 15 min. For the analysis of peripheral blood leukocytes (PBL) and splenocytes, cells were stained with anti-Ly6G -DyLight 405

(1A8, in-house conjugated), anti-B220 labeled with APCCy7 (RA3-6B2), and anti-Cd11b -PECy7 (Mac1) and anti-CD3e -PerCP-

Cy5.5 (145-2C11) for 15 min. Samples were collected on a LSRII Fortessa (BD) and analyzed with FlowJo v10 software (Tree

Star, Ashland, OR).

In vitro colony-forming unit assays
To evaluate self-renewal capacity, 20,000 Tomato or GFP+ bone marrow cells from Stag2 KO mice were FACS-sorted, seeded in

cytokine-supplemented methylcellulose tubes, and plated in duplicates in 35 mm culture dishes (NUNC A/S; Roskilde, Denmark).

Cultures were incubated at 37�C in a 5% CO2 atmosphere. The number of CFU-Cs was scored on day 7 using an inverted micro-

scope. Cells were sorted with a FACSAria Instrument (BD).

Establishment of intestinal organoids
Small intestines of 8 week-old mice were opened longitudinally, washed with cold PBS supplemented with antibiotics and gently

scraped to remove villi. The tissuewas chopped into around 5mmpieces, further washedwith cold PBS and antibiotic and incubated

in 8 mM EDTA with PBS for 5 min at RT and then for 30 min on ice. Tissue fragments were vigorously shaken with cold PBS. The

supernatant was enriched for crypts. This procedure was repeated twice and the supernatant joined. This fraction was passed

through a 70-mm cell strainer (BD Bioscience) to remove residual villous material. Isolated crypts were centrifuged at 800 rpm for

3 min to separate crypts from single cells. The final fraction consisted of essentially pure crypts and was embedded in in growth fac-

tor-reduced and phenol red-free Matrigel (Corning, 356231). Matrigel-crypts suspensions (20 mL drops) were plated onto 6-well

plates, allowed to settle in a humidified incubator at 37�C/5% CO2, and overlaid with 2 mL of culture medium (Advanced DMEM/

F12 (Invitrogen)) containing growth factors (50ng/ml EGF (Peprotech), 500 ng/ml R-spondin (Sigma) and 100 ng/ml Noggin (Pepro-

tech)). Isolated crypts were allowed to close in culture medium for 2-4 days. For sorting experiments, Matrigel was removed with Cell

Recovery Solution (Corning, 354253) on ice and the cell suspension was washed with PBS, then with washing medium, and centri-

fuged at 1200 rpm for 5min at 4�C. Then, sealed crypts were digested with Dispase II solution (10mg/mL) (GIBCO, 17105041) for 15-

20 min in a rotating wheel at room temperature. The digestion was stopped with 2 mM EDTA and single cells were obtained by me-

chanical disruption with a syringe with a 21G needle. Dissociated cells were passed through cell strainer and single, viable (DAPI-),

GFP+ or Tomato+ cells were sorted by flow cytometry using an FACS AriaII (BD Biosciences). Sorted cells were collected in crypt

culture medium and embedded in Matrigel in 96-well plates (5000 cells/well) for the clonal growth experiments. Organoids were al-

lowed to grow for 7 days and images were acquired with a CCD-microscope. Three microphotographs in the Z axis were taken in

order to collect the majority of the organoids. Then, a Z stack was done using ImageJ software. Quantification was performed

with tailored routines programmed in Definiens XD v2.5 software.

Hematoxylin and immunofluorescence staining of mouse embryo sections
Whole-mount embryos were dissected in PBS at RT and imaged using a Leica MZ10F microscope and LAS 3.8 software. DNA from

yolk sacs was used to genotype for Stag2 and Sry. Embryos were fixed in 10% formalin solution at pH 7 (Sigma HT501128-4L) over-

night at 4�C, dehydrated in an ethanol series and stored in ethanol 70% at 4�C until further processing. Embryos were embedded in

paraffin and sectioned transversely at 5-mm. H-E staining was performed by standard procedures [WT1 (n = 3), KO mild (n = 4), WT2

(n = 3) and KO severe (n = 2) at E9.5; WT (n = 3) and KO (n = 3) at E10.5]. Sections were imaged with a Nikon Eclipse 90i microscope

and NIS Elements D 3.2 imaging software.

Co-immunostaining for H3P-ISL1-TUNEL was performed using 4 embryos per genotype (WT1, KOmild andWT2). For TUNEL, the

Terminal Transferase recombinant kit (Roche 03 333 574 001) and biotin-16-dUTP (Roche 11 093 070 910) were used. Sections were

imaged with a Nikon A1R confocal microscope and NIS Elements 4.30 software. H3P signal was quantified with a custom-made Im-

ageJ macro, taking into account both late G2 and M-phase signals. Statistical significance was determined by Kruskal-Wallis test

and Dunn’s Multiple Comparison post-test using GraphPad Prism 5.03.

RNA-sequencing
Whole mount KO andWT embryos at E9.5 (21-23 pairs of somites) were placed in cold PBS. The whole heart along with surrounding

SHF regions and a section of heart-proximal neural tube were dissected, snap-frozen and stored at�80�C. Per genotype and region,

3 replicates were prepared pooling material from 3 embryos that were processed with TRI reagent (Sigma T9424) and homogenized

with syringe and needle (25-30G). Chloroform and phase lock tubes (QuantaBio 2302830) were used for phase separation and a sub-

sequent precipitation with ethanol was performed at�20�C. RNA samples were analyzed using a Bioanalyzer 2100 (Agilent) and the
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RNA 6000 Pico kit. Libraries were prepared using the QuantSeq 30 mRNA-seq Library Prep Kit FWD (Lexogen) and sequenced on an

Illumina HiSeq 2500 platform. For alignment and gene counting, we applied the Lexogen QuantSeq 2.2.3 pipeline provided by Blue-

Bee, designed for use with the libraries described above. We decided to remove one of the WT heart replicates due to initial inferior

RNA integrity and a failure to cluster with the rest of theWT heart samples. The differential expression analyses have been performed

with DeSeq2, excluding genes with no reads in any of the samples. Results were filtered by p value < 0.05 and FDR < 0.05. In the

heatmaps, color intensities correspond to the relative expression levels for each gene among conditions, normalized using the

mean and standard deviation.

QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

Information about sample size and statistical test applied for each experiment can be found in the figure legends and in the Method

Details section. Difference between groups was defined as significant when p < 0.05.
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The pluripotency factor NANOG controls primitive
hematopoiesis and directly regulates Tal1
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Abstract

Progenitors of the first hematopoietic cells in the mouse arise in
the early embryo from Brachyury-positive multipotent cells in the
posterior-proximal region of the epiblast, but the mechanisms that
specify primitive blood cells are still largely unknown. Pluripotency
factors maintain uncommitted cells of the blastocyst and embry-
onic stem cells in the pluripotent state. However, little is known
about the role played by these factors during later development,
despite being expressed in the postimplantation epiblast. Using a
dual transgene system for controlled expression at postimplanta-
tion stages, we found that Nanog blocks primitive hematopoiesis
in the gastrulating embryo, resulting in a loss of red blood cells
and downregulation of erythropoietic genes. Accordingly, Nanog-
deficient embryonic stem cells are prone to erythropoietic dif-
ferentiation. Moreover, Nanog expression in adults prevents the
maturation of erythroid cells. By analysis of previous data for
NANOG binding during stem cell differentiation and CRISPR/Cas9
genome editing, we found that Tal1 is a direct NANOG target. Our
results show that Nanog regulates primitive hematopoiesis by
directly repressing critical erythroid lineage specifiers.
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Introduction

Blood cells first appear during mouse development in the extraem-

bryonic yolk sac at embryonic day (E) 7.5. These are primarily

erythroid cells, needed to provide oxygen for the exponential

embryo growth at these stages (Baron et al, 2012). This initial prim-

itive hematopoiesis is not generated by hematopoietic stem cells,

which first appear later in development (around E10.5) and provide

the basis for definitive hematopoiesis (Jagannathan-Bogdan & Zon,

2013).

The precursors of the first erythroid cells are already present at

the initial stages of gastrulation, in the nascent mesoderm at the

posterior end of the embryo (Lawson et al, 1991; Huber et al,

2004); moreover, detailed fate mapping suggests that these cells are

specified in the epiblast before gastrulation (Kinder et al, 1999;

Padron-Barthe et al, 2014). Hematopoietic precursors are specified

after the determination of the early mesoderm from the epiblast,

which is driven by the sequential action of the transcription factors

encoded by Brachyury and Mesp1 and ends in the expression of

FLK1 (encoded by Kdr), which marks most mesodermal cells at

gastrulation (Pfister et al, 2007; Chan et al, 2013; Scialdone et al,

2016). Subsequently, primitive hematopoiesis progenitors start

expressing a battery of lineage-specific transcription factor genes

such as Tal1, Gata1, and Klf1 as they migrate to the extraembryonic

region and generate the blood islands of the yolk sac (Dore &

Crispino, 2011; Baron et al, 2012).

Despite the knowledge acquired in recent years on the regulation

of gastrulation and lineage determination of blood cells, we still do

not fully understand how hematopoietic precursors are specified

from within the pool of common mesodermal cells present in the

posterior-proximal region of the gastrulating embryo. In other

words, it remains unclear how the first differentiated cell type to

appear in the postimplantation embryo (the primitive hematopoietic

cells) is specified from a multipotent population of mesodermal

progenitors, and how lineage-specific genes are turned on in this

rapid transition. In this study, we provide evidence for an involve-

ment in this process of the homeobox transcription factor gene

Nanog.

NANOG is a constituent of the core set of transcription factors,

together with OCT4 and SOX2, involved in establishing and main-

taining embryonic pluripotency, both in the blastocyst and in

embryonic stem (ES) cells in culture (Chambers & Tomlinson,

2009). Loss of Nanog in the early blastocyst results in embryonic
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death at implantation (Mitsui et al, 2003); however, Nanog-deficient

ES cells are still able to maintain pluripotency, although they are

prone to differentiate (Chambers et al, 2007). In the preimplantation

embryo, Nanog is expressed throughout the epiblast. During implan-

tation, Nanog is turned off, only to be re-expressed at E6.0 in the

posterior part of the epiblast, where the primitive streak will form

and gastrulation takes place shortly after (Hart et al, 2004; Osorno

et al, 2012). Later, expression is restricted to primordial germ cells,

with Nanog playing a crucial role in their development (Chambers

et al, 2007; Yamaguchi et al, 2009; Zhang et al, 2018). Aside from

its function in the germline, there is little or no previous evidence

for Nanog playing any other role in the postimplantation epiblast or

in the gastrulating embryo.

Here, we show that sustained expression of Nanog beyond gastru-

lation blocks differentiation of red blood cells during primitive hema-

topoiesis. This phenotype can be recapitulated in the adult, where

Nanog leads to an increase in the number of megakaryocyte–

erythroid precursors (MEPs), possibly by blocking their differentia-

tion. Hematopoietic differentiation of Nanog-deficient ES cells is

enhanced, further supporting the hypothesis that Nanog blocks the

erythroid lineage in the epiblast of the gastrulating embryo. Further-

more, by re-analyzing single-cell RNA-seq data from gastrulating

embryos (Scialdone et al, 2016) and NANOG ChIP-seq data in ES and

epiblast-like cells (Murakami et al, 2016), together with CRISPR/

Cas9-mediated genome editing, we found that NANOG directly

represses the expression of the erythroid specifier Tal1. Together,

these findings suggest that Nanog controls the early specification of

hematopoietic cells from mesodermal precursors during gastrulation.

Results

Nanog blocks erythropoiesis in developing mouse embryos

Nanog loss of function is lethal at preimplantation stages (Mitsui

et al, 2003), therefore preventing analysis of the putative role of

Nanog later in development, when it is re-expressed at the posterior

part of the gastrulating embryo (Hart et al, 2004). To overcome this

obstacle, we used an inducible TetON transgenic model (Nanogtg) in

which Nanog expression is induced by the administration of doxycy-

cline (dox) (Piazzolla et al, 2014). We induced Nanog from E6.5 in

order to prolong its expression beyond E7.5, when it is normally

turned off (Hart et al, 2004), and examined the embryos at E9.5.

Visual examination of freshly dissected dox-treated embryos showed

some growth retardation and craniofacial defects, but the most

notable effect was a lack of blood (Fig 1A). To confirm this observa-

tion, we carried out whole-mount in situ hybridization for Hbb-bh1,

which encodes the beta-like embryonic hemoglobin (Wilkinson

et al, 1987) and for Redrum, an erythroid-specific long non-coding

RNA (Alvarez-Dominguez et al, 2014; Paralkar et al, 2014). In

untreated (control) Nanogtg embryos at E9.5, Hbb-bh1 labels primi-

tive red blood cells that are distributed throughout the yolk sac.

Expression of Nanog up to this stage resulted in near complete

blockade of Hbb-bh1 expression (Fig 1A). Redrum is expressed in

the developing aorta-gonad-mesonephros (AGM) region, surely

from erythroid cells circulating along the aorta, and in the tail bud.

Nanog induction led to loss of Redrum expression in the AGM

region, but interestingly not in the tail bud that is not a site of

embryonic erythropoiesis (Fig 1A). We also checked if the apparent

lack of blood was accompanied by vascular defects. Immunostain-

ing for Endomucin, expressed in embryonic endothelial cells,

revealed no substantial differences at E9.5 between dox-treated and

untreated Nanogtg embryos, as is observed in the correct patterning

of intersomitic vessels (Fig 1B). Furthermore, CD31 staining showed

that yolk sac vasculature was equally unaffected in dox-treated

embryos (Fig EV1A). We also examined heart morphology at these

stages, to address if other mesodermal derivatives showed develop-

mental defects. Hearts of freshly dissected E9.5 dox-treated embryos

beat normally, and both overall morphology and histological

sections showed no defects (Fig EV1B). Prolonged Nanog expres-

sion in the embryo thus causes a deficit in primitive red blood cells

that is accompanied by lack of expression of erythroid-specific

genes, but does not affect early vascular or cardiac development.

To characterize the effect of Nanog induction on hematopoiesis,

we analyzed progenitors and red blood cells by flow cytometry of

dispersed individual yolk sacs from E9.5 embryos using c-Kit (a

marker of early uncommitted progenitors), CD41 (erythroid progeni-

tors; Mitjavila-Garcia et al, 2002), CD71, and Ter119 (Borges et al,

2012). Dox-treated Nanogtg embryos showed a dramatic reduction in

erythroblast cells (CD71+ Ter119+; Fig 1C and D), which supports

the above results. However, the total number of hematopoietic

progenitor populations (cKit+CD41+ and CD41+, respectively)

remained unchanged (Fig 1E and F). We examined the morphology

of erythroblasts from circulating blood of E9.5 dox-treated and

untreated embryos by Giemsa staining (Fraser et al, 2007) and found

that the few remaining primitive erythroid cells showed a normal

morphology (Fig EV1C). Taken together, these results suggest that

Nanog causes a blockade in hematopoietic progenitors, preventing

their differentiation toward erythroblast cells.

Nanog downregulates the expression of key erythroid
determination genes

We next investigated how prolonged Nanog expression to E9.5 influ-

ences hematopoietic gene expression. For this, we isolated progeni-

tor and mature populations by flow cytometry as described above

(Fig 1C and D), and conducted RT–qPCR to examine the expression

of core lineage determinants of hematopoietic fate: Tal1, Runx1,

Gata1, and Klf1 (Palis et al, 1999; Yokomizo et al, 2008; Kuvardina

et al, 2015). Gain of Nanog expression in erythroblasts (CD71+

Ter119+ population) resulted in significant downregulation of Tal1

and increase of Runx1 (Fig 1G). However, despite consistent gain of

Nanog expression, we did not observe differences of gene expres-

sion in earlier progenitors (Fig EV1D).

To examine whether similar changes occur at earlier stages, we

induced Nanog expression from E5.5 to E7.5, a time window span-

ning initiation of primitive hematopoiesis. Whole-mount in situ

hybridization showed decreased expression of Gata1 and Klf1 in the

extraembryonic region, corresponding to the blood island domain

(Fig EV1E). RT–qPCR of individual dox-treated or control E7.5

Nanogtg embryos showed decreased expression of the core erythro-

poietic genes Tal1, Gata1, and Klf1 but no change in Runx1

(Fig EV1F). A possible explanation for our observations would be

that Nanog expression causes a general blockade of mesodermal

specification, with the downregulation of early hematopoiesis genes

being merely a secondary effect of this. We therefore tested the
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expression of lineage determinants expressed at gastrulation

(Brachyury and Eomes) and the early mesodermal gene Kdr (Shalaby

et al, 1995; Palis et al, 1999). Exogenous Nanog induced the expres-

sion of both Brachyury and Eomes, in line with published data (Teo

et al, 2011), but did not alter Kdr expression (Fig EV1F). Together,

these results suggest that Nanog blocks erythroid fate and is able to

specifically downregulate the early expression of erythropoietic

genes during the initial determination of primitive hematopoiesis.

Nanog-induced hematopoietic defects are cell intrinsic

The results presented so far suggest that Nanog blocks specifically

erythroid progenitors during primitive hematopoiesis. To test if this is

the case, we aimed to rescue the observed genotype by generating

chimeric embryos by injection of wild-type ES cells constitutively

expressing GFP (Diaz-Diaz et al, 2017) into Nanogtg blastocysts. The

resulting embryos were treated in uterowith dox at E6.5 and examined

for GFP fluorescence at E10.5. Those showing no overall contribution

(no GFP+ cells) were used as controls, whereas embryos containing

GFP+ cells were considered chimeras (Fig 2A and B). Erythroid cells

were evaluated in individual embryos by flow cytometry analysis of

CD71 and Ter119, as described earlier (Fig 1E and F).

Chimeras with high contribution of wild-type ES cells had circu-

lating blood in both the embryo and the yolk sac, despite dox treat-

ment, contrasting with embryos with no contribution (Fig 2B).

Chimeras showed a recovery of erythroid cells, with high contribu-

tion from GFP+ wild-type ES-derived cells (Fig 2C). Quantification

of erythroid populations in chimeras showed an increased content

of CD71+ Ter119+ cells (Fig 2D); this increase did not occur when

the experiment was repeated without dox treatment (Fig 2E). The

number of GFP� cells (derived from Nanog expressing cells) in dox-

treated chimeras did not differ from that in controls (with no contri-

bution of GFP+ cells), demonstrating that the recovery of the

erythroid populations in chimeras was entirely due to the wild-type

ES cells (Fig 2F). These results indicate that the effect of Nanog on

erythroid progenitors is primarily cell autonomous, and not

secondary to Nanog-induced changes in other cell types.

Loss of Nanog enhances hematopoietic differentiation of ES cells

To investigate the effect of the absence of Nanog on the erythroid

lineage, we tested the potential of ES cells with homozygous Nanog

loss of function (Chambers et al, 2007) to differentiate into blood

cells in culture (Irion et al, 2010). Nanog�/� and wild-type control

ES cells of the parental strain (E14Tg2a) were used to generate

embryoid bodies (EB). EBs were allowed to differentiate for up to 7

days in hematopoietic differentiation media. After disaggregation

and culture, different colony-forming units (CFU) were scored

between days 5 and 7 (D5–D7; Fig 3A). Despite a trend for a

decrease in the number of common myeloid progenitors (CFU-

GEMM), Nanog�/� EBs generated significantly more primitive

erythroid colonies (Ery-P) than controls, as well as a significantly

higher number of mature erythroid colonies (BFU-E; burst forming

unit erythroid) in the presence of cytokines driving a broader

hematopoietic differentiation. Interestingly, there was no between-

genotype difference in granulocyte–monocyte (CFU-GM) progeni-

tors, but monocyte (CFU-M) or granulocyte (CFU-G) progeni-

tors were produced more abundantly from wild type than from

Nanog�/� EBs (Fig 3A). This last observation is possibly due to a

decrease in common myeloid progenitors together with a significant

increase of erythroid progenitors in the mutants. Nanog�/� ES cells

thus have an increased potential for specific differentiation to red

blood cells.

To investigate how the absence of Nanog affects the gene

networks involved in erythroid specification, we monitored control

and Nanog�/� ES-derived EBs for the expression of selected markers

over 10 days of differentiation. Brachyury expression was examined

as a marker of initial mesoderm specification, a necessary first step

for the establishment of hematopoietic lineages in EBs (Fehling

et al, 2003). Brachyury expression markedly increased at day 3 in

wild-type cells, as previously described (Robertson et al, 2000), but

in Nanog�/� EBs this expression peak was delayed until day 5

(Fig 3B). Nanog is thus likely required for the correct temporal acti-

vation of Brachyury. We next checked the expression of genes

encoding the erythroid-specific factors Tal1, Gata1, and Klf1 and the

embryonic hemoglobin gene Hbb-bh1. In wild-type EBs, erythroid

gene expression peaks around day 5, 2 days after Brachyury activa-

tion. In Nanog�/� EBs, erythroid gene expression peaked a day

later, at day 6. However, this is only 1 day after the onset of

Brachyury expression, contrasting the 2-day delay in wild-type EBs

(Fig 3B). Given the requirement of Brachyury expression for

hematopoietic differentiation (Fehling et al, 2003), we aligned the

expression dynamics of wild-type and Nanog�/� cells to the day of

Brachyury induction (Fig EV2A). To validate this approach, we

▸Figure 1. Effect of Nanog on erythropoietic development.

A Dox-induced prolongation of Nanog expression in Nanogtg embryos up to E9.5 results in lack of blood (left) and downregulation of erythropoietic gene expression. The
center and right panels show whole-mount in situ hybridization for Hbb-bh1 (in embryos with intact yolk sacs) and for the long non-coding RNA Redrum. Asterisks
mark the aorta-gonad-mesonephros (AGM) region and arrows the tail bud. Embryos of the same genotype but not treated with dox were used as controls (�dox).
Scale bars, 500 lm.

B Endomucin staining of vessels in control (�dox) or treated (+dox) E9.5 Nanogtg embryos. On the right, higher magnifications of the boxed areas. Scale bar, 500 lm.
C Representative FACS plot of the distribution of the CD71 and Ter119 populations in dissected yolk sacs from untreated and dox-treated E9.5 Nanogtg embryos.
D Quantification of the CD71+ Ter119+ population in controls (�dox, black dots; n = 8) and Nanog expressing (+dox, red dots; n = 7) E9.5 yolk sacs. Each replicate

contained a pool of 5 (�dox) or 8 (+dox) E9.5 Nanogtg embryos. ***P < 0.0005; Student’s t-test. Horizontal line represents mean values and error bars standard
deviation (SD).

E Representative FACS plots showing the distribution of cKit and CD41 populations in yolk sacs from untreated controls (�dox) and Nanog expressing (+dox) E9.5
Nanogtg embryos.

F Quantification of different progenitor populations in yolk sacs from control (�dox, black dots; n = 8) and Nanog expressing (+dox, red dots; n = 7) E9.5 embryos. Each
replicate contained a pool of 5 (�dox) or 8 (+dox) E9.5 Nanogtg embryos. Horizontal line represents mean values and error bars SD.

G Differences in the expression levels of Nanog and selected hematopoietic genes in the CD71+ Ter119+ population of control (�dox; n = 7) and Nanog expressing
(+dox; n = 4) E9.5 embryos. **P < 0.005, ***P < 0.0005; Student’s t-test. Horizontal line represents mean values and error bars SD.
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examined the expression of Kdr, a pan-mesodermal gene that acts

downstream of Brachyury; relative to the timing of Brachyury induc-

tion, dynamics of Kdr expression coincided in wild-type and

Nanog�/� EBs. In contrast, erythroid gene activation occurred

earlier in Nanog�/� EBs than in wild-type controls (Fig EV2B).

Thus, although mesoderm induction is delayed in Nanog�/� EBs,

once it occurs the Nanog�/� mesodermal cells show an elevated

potential for erythroid differentiation.

To further study the effect of loss of Nanog, we deleted a floxed

allele from a heterozygous ES cell line (Nanogflox/�; Zhang et al,

2018) by transfecting Cre recombinase and differentiating sorted

GFP+ cells (that is activated upon Cre recombination) from ES to
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epiblast-like cells (Hayashi et al, 2011; Murakami et al, 2016). This

process recapitulates in culture the transition from pluripotent cells

of the blastocyst to primed cells of the epiblast (Buecker et al,

2014), a time window during development when Nanog is

expressed. Mutant cells (Nanogdel/�) upregulate Brachyury follow-

ing the same dynamics as control heterozygote Nanogflox/� cells.

However, they show precocious activation of erythroid gene expres-

sion (Fig EV2C), in line with our previous observations.

Blockade of adult erythrocyte maturation by Nanog

Nanog has mostly been analyzed in early developmental stages and

in pluripotent stem cells. However, some reports have described its

expression and roles in adult tissues and cells (Tanaka et al, 2007;

Kohler et al, 2011; Piazzolla et al, 2014). In light of our findings

during embryonic hematopoiesis, we explored the effects of Nanog

during erythroid differentiation in the adult.
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B Freshly dissected dox-treated Nanogtg E10.5 embryos without (control) and with (chimera) contribution of wt-ESGFP cells (left, brightfield; right, GFP). Arrows mark
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Nanog expression was systemically induced in adult Nanogtg

mice by 5-day treatment with dox in drinking water, and the mice

were then sacrificed and bone marrow extracted (dox+; Fig 4A). As

controls, we used untreated mice of the same genotype (dox�).

Analysis of erythrocyte maturation with CD71 and Ter119

(Socolovsky et al, 2001; Zhang et al, 2003) revealed an increase in

immature populations (basophilic and polychromatic erythroblasts;

S2 and S3, respectively) together with a decrease in the number of

more differentiated erythroblasts (orthochromatic erythroblasts, S4;

Fig 4B and C). This result suggested a block in the differentiation of

erythrocyte precursors, so we next quantified bone marrow progeni-

tors by flow cytometry using lineage cocktail, c-kit, Sca-1, CD34,

and CD16/32 (Fig 4D; Challen et al, 2009).

Induced Nanog expression triggered a decrease in absolute cell

numbers of hematopoietic stem cells (lineage-Sca1+cKit+; LSK) and

common myeloid progenitors (CMP), but no changes in granulo-

cyte–macrophage progenitors. Interestingly, this was accompanied

by a significant increase in megakaryocyte–erythroid progenitors

(MEP; Fig 4E). Analysis of the expression of key erythroid genes by

RT–qPCR in sorted MEPs revealed a significant reduction of Tal1 in

dox-treated mice (Fig 4F). Together, these results indicate that

Nanog can block the maturation of red blood cells during adult

hematopoiesis together with the downregulation of key erythroid

factors. This leads to defective differentiation of these populations

and therefore to an accumulation of their precursors.

We further characterized this phenotype by RNA-seq on the

MEPs from dox-treated and untreated adult Nanogtg mice. Genes

downregulated in MEPs from dox-treated animals were enriched in

functional terms related to bone marrow cell populations, and more

specifically MEPs (Fig EV3A). This confirms that Nanog is repress-

ing the transcriptional program for erythroid progenitors

(Fig EV3B). On the other hand, genes that are upregulated upon

Nanog induction are highly enriched in the mast cell program

(Fig EV3A and B; Dataset EV1). Most interestingly, deletion of Tal1

during adult hematopoiesis results in production of mast cells from

MEPs, while under normal conditions these cells derive from granu-

locyte–monocyte progenitors (Salmon et al, 2007). This is accompa-

nied by an upregulation of Gata2 (Salmon et al, 2007), a critical

specifier of mast cells (Ohmori et al, 2015), that we also see

increased upon Nanog expression in MEPs (Fig EV3B; Dataset EV1).

Furthermore, the expression of Cebpa, a factor that represses mast

cell lineage (Iwasaki et al, 2006), is downregulated in the Nanog-

expressing MEP population (Fig EV3B; Dataset EV1). However, we

believe that the positive regulation of the mast cell program is not a

physiological role of Nanog, because this cell type does not appear

during gastrulation (as erythroid progenitors do) but at later stages

in the yolk sac and the AGM (Gentek et al, 2018) where Nanog is

not expressed. Thus, we consider that upregulation of the mast cell

program is a secondary consequence of the downregulation of

erythroid lineage factors, such as Tal1, in Nanog expressing MEPs.

To extend these observations, we next carried out bone marrow

transplantation of Nanogtg mice to wild-type irradiated recipients

(Fig 4G). After 3 months of engraftment and recovery, more than

95% of peripheral blood cells were derived from donor mice (n = 7;

Fig 4H). We treated the mice for 4 months with dox to induce

Nanog expression only in hematopoietic cells, and found that at that

point the host cells had been partially able to recolonize the bone

marrow and contribute to peripheral blood cells (ranging from 20 to

80%; Fig 4H). We then purified bone marrow from the transplanted

mice and analyzed chimerism in different progenitor populations.

While LSK, CMPs of GMPs show variable degrees of contribution of

wild-type cells and Nanog expressing cells, MEPs are almost exclu-

sively derived from the host (Fig 4I). These results indicate that the

expression of Nanog in MEPs causes them to be outcompeted by

wild-type cells during bone marrow reconstitution, possibly due to

their decreased ability to differentiate and generate mature erythroid

cells.

A distal NANOG-binding element represses Tal1 expression in
the embryo

Nanog-mediated downregulation of erythroid specification genes in

both the embryo and the adult strongly suggests that some of these

genes are likely direct transcriptional targets of NANOG. If so, we

would expect to find mutually exclusive expression of Nanog and

these genes at the time of initial hematopoietic specification in the

gastrulating embryo. We therefore analyzed single-cell expression

data from E7.0 nascent mesoderm (Scialdone et al, 2016), when

Nanog is still expressed in the posterior-proximal region of the

embryo (Hart et al, 2004), and examined the number of cells

expressing both Nanog and markers of mesoderm (Brachyury, Cdx2)

and hematopoiesis (Tal1, Runx1, Gata1, Klf1; Fig 5A). For all of

these genes, we found the expected proportion of co-expressing cells

with Nanog with the exception of Tal1 (Fig 5A and B). We con-

firmed that Nanog can downregulate Tal1 at early stages by cultur-

ing Nanogtg embryos with or without dox from E6.5 to E6.75 ex

utero, which did not alter normal development (Fig 5C). Tal1 failed

to be upregulated in dox-treated embryos, whereas other

hematopoietic genes such as Klf1 were unaffected (Fig 5D). We

further confirmed that Nanog downregulates Tal1 by whole-mount

in situ hybridization of E7.5 embryos treated with dox in utero

(Fig 5E).

This evidence strongly suggests that Tal1 is a direct transcrip-

tional target of NANOG during early gastrulation at the onset of

◀ Figure 3. Nanog-knockout ES cells show increased potential to generate erythroid precursors.

A Quantification of colony-forming units generated by wild-type (wt) and knockout (Nanog�/�) ES cells after culture of EBs for 5 (D5), 6 (D6), or 7 (D7) days and plating
disaggregated cells in different hemogenic-promoting conditions. Panels on the left show representative images of mouse hematopoietic colonies obtained after
12 days of culture in specific media. CFU-GEMM, progenitors giving rise to granulocytes, erythrocytes, monocytes, and megakaryocytes; BFU-E, burst forming units–
erythroid; Ery-P, colony-forming primitive erythroid; CFU-GM, granulocyte–monocyte precursors; CFU-M, monocyte precursors; CFU-G, granulocyte precursors. No
CFU-GEMM are detected at D5 and no BFU-E at D7. For both wt and knockout cells, n = 3 each with three technical replicates. *P < 0.05, **P < 0.005,
***P < 0.00005; Student’s t-test. Horizontal line represents mean values and error bars SD.

B RT–qPCR determination of the relative expression of Brachyury and selected hematopoietic genes in control (wt, right) and knockout (Nanog�/�, left) ES cells (n = 3)
during 10 days of EB differentiation in hematopoietic cytokine-enriched medium. Black arrowheads indicate the peak of Brachyury expression and white arrowheads
the time of maximum hematopoietic gene expression.
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hematopoietic determination. To investigate this possibility, we

analyzed published ChIP-seq data for NANOG binding in ES and

EpiLCs, which correspond to the E6.0 epiblast in the mouse embryo

(Murakami et al, 2016). This study describes a broad resetting of

NANOG-occupied genomic regions in the transition from ES cells to

EpiLCs, resembling the developmental progress from the naı̈ve inner

cell mass of the blastocyst to the primed epiblast at gastrulation

(Hayashi et al, 2011; Morgani et al, 2017). We examined a number
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of genomic loci, detecting binding at the Nanog locus itself in both

ES cells and EpiLCs (Fig EV4A) and in Cdx2 only in ES cells

(Fig EV4B). Neither cell type showed evidence of NANOG bound

regions surrounding Runx1 (Fig EV4C) or Klf1 (Fig EV4D). Interest-

ingly, EpiLCs, but not ES cells, showed NANOG binding 22 kilo-

bases upstream of Tal1, in an intron of the neighboring Stil gene

(Fig EV4E). We also detected NANOG binding downstream of Gata1

(Fig EV4F); however, these regions could be functionally related to

the neighboring Eras and Hdac6 genes, which are associated with

pluripotency and early stem cell differentiation (Takahashi et al,

2003; Chen et al, 2013).

Analysis of the Tal1/Stil NANOG bound region in EpiLCs

(Fig 5F) revealed bona fide consensus binding sites (Fig EV5A). To

investigate the function of this region, we deleted it by CRISPR/

Cas9-mediated genome editing (Ran et al, 2013) by microinjection

in one-cell stage embryos and examined the transcriptional conse-

quences in early development. Gene expression was analyzed by

RT–qPCR in individual edited E6.5 embryos. As controls, we used

embryos of the same batch showing no evidence of deletion of the

Tal1/Stil NANOG bound region (Fig EV5B). Tal1 expression was

significantly increased in targeted embryos, whereas other genes

such as Klf1, Gfi1b, or Runx1 were unaffected (Fig 5G). Deletion of

this genomic region did not alter Stil expression, despite the location

of the site within this gene (Fig 5G). These assays provide strong

evidence that this specific genomic region acts as a cis-regulatory

element in the Nanog-mediated repression of Tal1 in the early

mouse embryo.

In order to further confirm these observations and address the

effect of the deletion on Tal1 expression and its dependence on

Nanog, we analyzed the transition from ES to EpiLC in culture as

above. For this, we generated lines deleted for the distal Tal1

element by genome editing as previously described in vivo, but in

ES cells derived from the Nanogtg mouse (Figs 5H and EV5C). We

observe that non-treated Nanogtg ES cells (non-deleted control)

show a significant increase in Tal1 expression when they transit to

EpiLCs (Fig 5H), what would be the equivalent of the initial expres-

sion of Tal1 in the embryo. However, if dox is added to the medium,

this increase of Tal1 between ES and EpiLC is no longer significant.

Thus, in this experimental setting, increased expression of Nanog is

able to block at least partially the early induction of Tal1, in line

with our in vivo results. Nevertheless, when we repeat his experi-

ment but with two independent ES cell lines where the NANOG-

bound distal element (dTal1) has been deleted (Nanogtg;dTal1del#1

and Nanogtg;dTal1del#2), EpiLC become unresponsive to Nanog upon

dox treatment and still upregulate Tal1 as cells not treated with dox.

These results show that the distal element we have characterized is

necessary for correct initiation of Tal1 expression, and that it medi-

ates the response of Tal1 to Nanog.

Discussion

Red blood cell precursors are the first cell type to be specified from

nascent mesoderm during mouse gastrulation (Kinder et al, 1999;

Baron et al, 2012). While the genes and networks that determine

primitive hematopoietic cells are well understood (Isern et al, 2011;

Kingsley et al, 2013), much less is known about how precursors are

specified during the early stages of primitive streak formation

(Padron-Barthe et al, 2014). Here, we show that the pluripotency

factor NANOG regulates the transition from multipotent mesoder-

mal progenitors to red blood cell precursors in these early steps, at

least partially through the direct regulation of the lineage specifier

Tal1.

Despite the well-characterized role of pluripotency factors in

embryonic stem cells and the preimplantation embryo (Chambers &

Tomlinson, 2009), their function at later developmental stages has

received much less attention, even if they are expressed up to

gastrulation in mice (Yeom et al, 1996; Hart et al, 2004; Osorno

et al, 2012) and primates (Nakamura et al, 2016). Oct4 is involved

in proliferation of the primitive streak (DeVeale et al, 2013), in

correct trunk elongation of the trunk (Aires et al, 2016), and some

evidence points to it having a role in mesoderm and subsequent

hematopoietic specification (Kong et al, 2009). However, no clear

function is known for Nanog after implantation apart from the regu-

lation of germline development (Chambers et al, 2007). Single-cell

RNA-seq expression data from gastrulating embryos (Scialdone

et al, 2016) show that Nanog is expressed in a subset of mesodermal

precursors. This situation is reminiscent of the heterogeneities in

Nanog expression in the preimplantation embryo, which drives

lineage segregation of the epiblast and the primitive endoderm

◀ Figure 4. Induced Nanog expression blocks erythroid maturation in adult mice.

A Experimental design for the treatment of adult Nanogtg mice.
B Representative FACS plots showing the distribution of different populations distinguished by CD71/Ter119 staining in whole bone marrow from untreated (�dox) or

treated (+dox) adult mice. S0 (double negative cell), S1 (proerythroblast), S2 (basophilic erythroblast), S3 (polychromatic erythroblast), and S4 (orthochromatic
erythroblast) are different stages of blood maturation.

C Quantification of the S1–S4 erythroid populations (�dox, n = 4; +dox, n = 5). *P < 0.05, **P < 0.005, ***P < 0.0005; Student’s t-test. Horizontal line represents mean
values and error bars SD.

D Representative FACS plots showing the distribution of CD16/32 and CD34 hematopoietic precursors sorted from the cKit+Sca1�LIN� bone marrow of untreated (�dox)
or treated (+dox) adult Nanogtg mice.

E Quantification of precursor populations based on CD16/32 and CD34 sorting, as total number of cells per individual femur (�dox, n = 5; +dox, n = 6). *P < 0.05,
**P < 0.005; Student’s t-test. Horizontal line represents mean values and error bars SD.

F RT–qPCR quantification of the relative expression of hematopoietic genes in megakaryocyte–erythroid progenitors (MEP; �dox, n = 8; +dox, n = 5). *P < 0.05,
****P < 0.00005; Student’s t-test. Horizontal line represents mean values and error bars SD.

G Experimental design for the transplant of Nanogtg bone marrow to wild-type recipients and treatment of chimeric mice.
H Contribution of Nanogtg transplanted bone marrow cells to peripheral blood before (left) and after (right) dox treatment. Percentage of host-derived cells (CD45.1+)

are shown in black, and of donor derived cells (CD45.1/CD45.2 double +) in red. Individual mice are indicated on the x-axis (n = 7).
I Contribution of Nanogtg transplanted cells to LSK, CMP, GMP, and MEP populations purified from bone marrow. Percentage of host-derived cells (CD45.1+) are show

in black, and of donor derived cells (CD45.1/CD45.2 double +) in blue. Individual mice are indicated on the x-axis (n = 7).
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(Xenopoulos et al, 2015). Our results suggest that a similar situation

may occur during specification of the first mesodermal lineages.

Nanog expression in Brachyury-positive cells would maintain them

in a pan-mesodermal multipotent state, whereas its downregulation

would allow the expression of early hematopoietic lineage speci-

fiers, driving their differentiation to primitive red blood cells. This

process, however, occurs during a limited time window during the

initial phases of gastrulation, as Nanog is quickly downregulated by

E8.0–8.5 (Hart et al, 2004; Scialdone et al, 2016). By this stage,

mesodermal progenitors have ingressed through the primitive streak

and are no longer able to activate the early hematopoietic program,

a process that also involves restricted spatial signaling through the

Wnt and Bmp pathways (Cheng et al, 2008; Myers & Krieg, 2013;

Mimoto et al, 2015). Therefore, this Nanog-mediated switch would

act to control the rapid specification of blood precursors, the first

lineage determination event in gastrulation, and required to supply

the embryo with oxygen to support its subsequent exponential

growth.

We also show that Nanog directly represses the master

hematopoietic regulator Tal1 (Porcher et al, 2017) through an

upstream regulatory element located in an intron of the neighboring

Stil gene. Interestingly, this site is occupied by NANOG only during

the differentiation of ES cells to EpiLCs (Murakami et al, 2016). This

change in binding site usage during this transition again suggests

that Nanog has specific roles in the postimplantation pregastrulating

epiblast (the in vivo equivalent of EpiLCs; Hayashi et al, 2011) that

are distinct from those operating during the pluripotent state. Tal1

is certainly a prime candidate for mediating at least partially the

effects of Nanog on erythropoiesis, as we found that it is consis-

tently repressed at different embryonic stages and in adult erythroid

progenitors. However, surely other genes involved in early erythroid

development, such as Gata1, could be also direct Nanog targets

during this process. Further studies will unravel the full network

regulated by Nanog at these stages.

In the adult, Nanog expression leads to defective erythroid-cell

maturation, as also occurs in the embryo, and to an accumulation of

MEPs showing downregulation of Tal1. This can be explained by a

defect in the differentiation of these progenitors, and the phenotype

we observe is reminiscent of the adult-specific Tal1 knockout (Hall

et al, 2005). It is therefore tempting to speculate that the regulatory

circuit acting in the early embryo can be reenacted in the adult

solely by induction of Nanog.

Hematopoietic differentiation of Nanog�/� ES cells (Chambers

et al, 2007) confirms the proposed role for Nanog in erythroid devel-

opment. Although Nanog�/� cells show an initial delay in the acti-

vation of early pan-mesodermal markers such as Brachyury, once

this occurs, they show a faster and more coherent expression of

erythroid genes. Directed differentiation reveals that the lack of

Nanog promotes the red blood cell potential of these cells, which

show a marked increase in both primitive and more mature

erythroid colony formation. Our results show that Nanog acts as a

barrier to red blood cell development. Controlled downregulation of

Nanog during the initial phases of differentiation may present a

novel approach to boosting the generation of red blood cells from

pluripotent stem cells, a major clinical need (Kaufman, 2009).

Materials and Methods

Animal model

We obtained the Nanog/rtTA mouse line (R26-M2rtTA;Col1a1-tetO-

Nanog) (Piazzolla et al, 2014) from Manuel Serrano (CNIO, Madrid)

and Konrad Hochedlinger (Harvard Stem Cell Institute). This is a

double transgenic line that carries the M2-rtTA gene inserted at the

Rosa26 locus and a cassette containing Nanog cDNA under the

control of a doxycycline-responsive promoter (tetO) inserted down-

stream of the Col1a1 locus. Mice were genotyped by PCR of tail-tip

DNA as previously described (Hochedlinger et al 2005; Piazzolla

et al, 2014). Mice were housed and maintained in the animal facility

at the Centro Nacional de Investigaciones Cardiovasculares (Madrid,

Spain) in accordance with national and European Legislation. Proce-

dures were approved by the CNIC Animal Welfare Ethics Committee

and by the Area of Animal Protection of the Regional Government

of Madrid (ref. PROEX 196/14).

Double-homozygote transgenic males were mated with CD1

females, which were then treated with doxycycline (dox) to induce

the Nanog cassette by replacing normal drinking water with a 7.5%

sucrose solution containing dox (1 mg/ml), with replacement with

fresh solution after 2 days. For transgene induction in embryos to

◀ Figure 5. Direct transcriptional regulation of Tal1 expression by Nanog.

A Expected and observed number of mesodermal (Flk1+) cells of the E7.0 mouse embryo expressing Nanog and selected mesodermal or hematopoietic gene expression,
based on single-cell RNA-seq data (Scialdone et al, 2016). Statistical significance was calculated with a hypergeometric test.

B PCA showing the distribution of Flk1+ E7.0 mesoderm cells expressing Nanog (green) or Tal1 (red). The single cell expressing both genes is shown in yellow and
indicated by an arrow.

C E6.5 Nanogtg embryos after 8 h ex utero culture in the presence (+dox) or absence (�dox) of doxycycline. Scale bar, 100 lm.
D RT–qPCR quantification of the relative expression of Nanog, Tal1, and Klf1 in individual untreated embryos (�dox) or treated embryos (+dox) (n = 5). **P < 0.005,

***P < 0.0005; Student’s t-test. Horizontal line represents mean values and error bars SD.
E Whole-mount in situ hybridization of Tal1 in E7.5 untreated (�dox) or in utero treated (+dox) Nanogtg embryos. Scale bar, 100 lm.
F UCSC browser view of the Tal1/Stil1 region (mm9; chr4:114,705,753-114,756,741), indicating the presence of the NANOG binding peak, determined by ChIP-seq, in

EpiLCs (2 replicates are shown) but not in ES cells (Murakami et al, 2016); the binding peak was deleted by CRISPR/Cas9 genome editing (scissors).
G RT–qPCR determination of relative expression in wild-type and CRISPR-deleted embryos (n = 5) of Tal1 (wt, n = 19; deleted, n = 13), Klf1 (wt, n = 3; deleted, n = 6),

Gfi1b (wt, n = 10; deleted, n = 8), Runx1 (wt, n = 13; deleted, n = 5), and Stil (wt, n = 19; deleted, n = 13). **P < 0.005, Student’s t-test. Horizontal line represents
mean values and error bars SD.

H Experimental design for ES to EpiL cell differentiation of Nanogtg cells and two independent clones (Nanogtg;dTal1del#1 and Nanogtg;dTal1del#2) where the binding site
for NANOG distal to Tal1 has been deleted (left). On the right, relative expression of Tal1 determined by RT–qPCR for each ES cell line (ESC; n = 9 for all three lines)
and EpiL cells without (EpiLC; Nanogtg and Nanogtg;dTal1del#1, n = 8; Nanogtg;dTal1del#2, n = 6) or with dox treatment (EpiLC +dox; n = 9 for all three lines). The
genotype of the cell lines is indicated below. Values were normalized to Nanogtg ESC. *P < 0.05, **P < 0.01, ns = not significant; ANOVA with Fisher post-test.
Horizontal line represents mean values and error bars standard error of the mean (SEM).
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be harvested at E7.5, a single 100 ll intraperitoneal injection of

25 lg/ll doxycycline was administered to pregnant females at E5.5,

followed by dox administration in drinking water as above.

RT–qPCR assays

RNA was isolated from ESCs or sorted E9.5 cells using the RNeasy

Mini Kit (Qiagen) and then reverse transcribed using the High

Capacity cDNA Reverse Transcription Kit (Applied Biosystems).

RNA from individual E6.5-7.5 embryos or sorted bone marrow

populations was isolated using the Arcturus PicoPure RNA Isolation

Kit (Applied Biosystems) and reverse transcribed using the Quanti-

tect Kit (Qiagen).

cDNA was used for quantitative PCR (qPCR) with Power SYBR�

Green (Applied Biosystems) in a 7900HT Fast Real-Time PCR

System (Applied Biosystems). Expression of each gene was normal-

ized to the expression of the housekeeping genes Actin and Ywhaz.

Primers used are listed in Dataset EV2.

Flow cytometry

E9.5 and E10.5 whole embryos or dissected yolk sacs were disaggre-

gated with 0.25% collagenase type I (Stemcell Technologies) at

37°C for 30 min, and the cells were washed with PBS containing

2% FBS (Gibco) and filtered through a 70-lm mesh. The single-cell

suspension was then incubated for 30 min at 4°C with the following

antibodies: anti-CD71-FITC (BD Biosciences), anti-Ter119-APC (BD

Biosciences), anti-cKit-PEcy7 (BD Biosciences), and anti-CD41-PE

(BD Biosciences). Samples were analyzed with the BD LSRFortessa

flow cytometer.

Bone marrow of adult mice was obtained from femurs and tibias

crushed in a mortar and filtered through a 70-lm mesh to obtain

single-cell suspensions. For hematopoietic cell maturation assays, a

small fraction of the bone marrow was separated and the rest was

depleted of red blood cells by lysis in FACSLysing solution (BD

Biosciences). Antibodies used for blood maturation assay were anti-

CD71-FITC (BD Biosciences) and anti-Ter119-APC (BD Biosciences).

Antibodies for BM precursor sorting were Biotinylated lineage cock-

tail (BD Biosciences), anti-CD34(RAM34)-FITC (BD Biosciences),

anti-cKit-PEcy7 (BD Biosciences), anti-CD16/32-BV605 (BD

Biosciences), and anti-Sca1-PerCP-Cy5.5 (BD Biosciences).

Cytospin cell preparation

For peripheral blood cytospin preparations, E9.5 embryos were

dissected in warm PBS with 2% FBS and EDTA 0.5 mM, puncturing

the yolk sac and the heart to let blood disperse into the media. All

the preparation was passed through a 70-lm filter, centrifuged for

5 min at 135 g, and resuspended in a final volume of 200 ll PBS.
Cells were collected on a glass slide on a Thermo ScientificCytospin

4 Cytocentrifuge for 10 min at 200 rpm and stained with May-

Grünwald-Giemsa. Slides were scanned on a NanoZoomer-2.0RS

C110730 scanner (Hamamatsu).

Cell culture

ESCs were maintained in serum-free conditions with Knock out

serum replacement (Thermo Fisher), LIF (produced in-house), and

2i (CHIR-99021, Selleckchem; and PD0325901, Axon). BT12 and

E14Tg2a ESCs were kindly provided by Ian Chambers and Austin

Smith (Chambers et al, 2007). ESC was differentiated toward hema-

topoiesis according to published protocols (Sroczynska et al, 2009;

Irion et al, 2010; Lesinski et al, 2012).

For embryoid body formation, 5000 ESCs were plated in

StemPro34 medium supplemented with nutrient supplement (Gibco)

and 2 mM l-glutamine (l-Gln), penicillin/streptomycin (Gibco),

50 lg/ml ascorbic acid, 200 lg/ml iron-saturated transferrin, 4 ng/

ml recombinant human BMP4, and 4 × 10�4 monothioglycerol.

After 2.5 days, to the cultures were added 5 ng/ml recombinant

human fibroblast growth factor 2 (rhFGF2; basic fibroblast growth

factor [bFGF]), 5 ng/ml recombinant human activin A, 5 ng/ml

recombinant human VEGF (rhVEGF), 20 ng/ml recombinant murine

thrombopoietin (TPO), and 100 ng/ml recombinant murine stem

cell factor (rmSCF). Cytokines were obtained from R&D Systems

Inc. or Peprotech. EBs were dissociated at day 6 by treatment with

0.05% trypsin-EDTA at 37°C for 2–5 min.

Dissociated EBs at day 5 and 6 were plated in Methocult SF

M3436 methylcellulose medium for quantification of primitive

erythroid progenitor cells (BFU-E). Dissociated EBs at days 5, 6, and

7 were plated in Methocult GF M3434 methylcellulose medium for

quantification of erythroid progenitor cells (CFU-E), granulocyte–

macrophage progenitor cells (CFU-GM, CFU-G, CFU-M), and multi-

potential granulocyte, erythroid, macrophage, and megakaryocyte

progenitor cells (CFU-GEMM). Cells were plated in triplicate on

ultra-low attachment surface plates (Corning) at 50,000 cells per

plate. Plates were incubated in high humidity chambers for 12 days

at 37°C and 5% CO2. Whole plates were counted. For qPCR, EBs

were directly lysed in extraction buffer and frozen at �80°C.

Nanog-floxed ES cells (Nanogflox/�; Zhang et al, 2018) were trans-

fected with a Cre-expressing plasmid to induce recombination using

Lipofectamine 2000 (Invitrogen). After 48 h, GFP-positive cells

(Nanogdel/�) and GFP-negative cells used as control (Nanogflox/�)
were sorted using a FACS Aria Cell Sorter. Differentiation toward

EpiLCs was induced by plating 5 × 104 ES cells on a well of a 24-well

plate coated with human plasma fibronectin (10 lg/ml, Sigma) in

N2B27 medium supplemented with 20 ng/ml Activin A (Prepro-

tech),12 ng/ml bFGF (Preprotech), and 1% Knock out serum

replacement (Thermo Fisher) for 3 days.

Embryonic stem cells from Nanogtg mice were derived following

standard procedures (Nagy et al, 2003). Differentiation to EpiLCs

was performed in Nanogtg ES cells and in two different clones of

Nanogtg ES cells where the binding site upstream of Tal1 was

deleted (Nanogtg; dTal1del #1 and #2). Differentiation was induced by

plating 3 × 104 ES cells on a well of a 24-well plate and using the

same conditions above-mentioned. After 3 days of differentiation,

doxycycline (2 ng/ml) was added to the medium of the correspond-

ing wells to induce Nanog expression. One day later, EpiLCs with or

without doxycycline treatment were lysed for RNA isolation.

In situ hybridization and immunohistochemsitry

Embryos were collected in cold PBS, transferred to 4% PFA, and

fixed overnight at 4°C. After washing, embryos were dehydrated

through increasing concentrations of PBS-diluted methanol (25, 50,

75, and 2× 100%). In situ hybridization in whole-mount embryos

was performed as described (Ariza-McNaughton & Krumlauf, 2002;
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Acloque et al, 2008). Signal was developed with anti-digoxigenin-

AP (Roche) and BM-Purple (Roche). Images were acquired with a

Leica MZ-12 dissecting microscope. Probes for in situ were obtained

by PCR of cDNA with the primers listed in Dataset EV2.

For immunohistochemistry in whole mount, embryos were fixed

overnight at 4°C in 4% paraformaldehyde, followed by overnight

incubation at 4°C in primary antibody diluted 1:100 (rat monoclonal

anti-endomucin, Santa Cruz sc-65495; or rat monoclonal anti-CD31,

Santa Cruz sc-18916), washed and incubated overnight at 4°C with

1:500 Alexa Fluor 488 goat anti-rat (Termo Fisher Scientific, A-

11006) for Endomucin or HRP goat anti-rat (Termo Fisher Scientific,

31470) for CD31. For histology, embryos fixed as above were dehy-

drated through an ethanol series, cleared with xylene, embedded in

paraffin, sectioned at 5 lm, and stained with hematoxylin and

eosin.

RNA-seq

RNA was isolated from three replicates each of approximately

20,000 MEPs purified by sorting from adult untreated and dox-

treated Nanogtg mice. Sequencing was performed by the CNIC Geno-

mics Unit using the GAIIx sequencer. Adapters were removed with

Cutadapt v1.14 and sequences were mapped and quantified using

RSEM v1.2.20 to the transcriptome set from Mouse Genome Refer-

ence NCBIM37 and Ensembl Gene Build version 67. Differentially

expressed genes between the two groups were normalized and iden-

tified using the limma bioconductor package. Only P-values < 0.05

adjusted through Benjamini–Hochberg procedure were considered

as significant. Hierarchical clustering was performed on Z-scored

values of the selected genes to generate an overview of the expres-

sion profile. Functional enrichment analysis was conducted using

Enrichr (Kuleshov et al, 2016).

CRISPR/Cas9 genome editing

sgRNAs were designed using the CRISPR Design Tool from the

Zhang Lab at MIT (http://crispr.mit.edu/). Sequences of guide

RNAs are indicated in Fig EV5A. The two guide RNAs at 25 ng/ll
were incubated with the Cas9 protein (PNA bio) at 30 ng/ll and
microinjected into the pronuclei of (CBAxC57)F1 zygotes (1,490);

1,075 surviving embryos were transferred to CD1 pseudopregnant

females. 105 embryos were recovered at E6.5, and after discarding

delayed or malformed embryos, 72 were lysed in 100 ll extraction
buffer from the Arcturus PicoPure RNA Isolation Kit (Applied

Biosystems). Aliquots of 10 ll were used for DNA extraction for

PCR genotyping, and the remaining 90 ll was used for RNA extrac-

tion for RT–qPCR. Embryos for which we did not obtain a clear

genotype were discarded, as well as those for which RT–qPCR of

housekeeping genes did not reach a minimal threshold.

Embryonic stem cells from Nanogtg mice were electroporated with

Cas9 protein and sgRNAs as above. Individual clones were picked,

genotyped as above, karyotyped, and expanded for further use.

Statistical analysis

Statistical analysis was performed with the use of two-tailed

Student’s unpaired t-test analysis (when the statistical significance

of differences between two groups was assessed) or one-way

ANOVAs with subsequent Fisher post-test (when the statistical

significance of differences between more than two groups was

assessed). Prism software version 7.0 (Graphpad Inc.) was used.

For the analysis of the expected proportion of co-expressing cells

with Nanog, we used a hypergeometric test in R.

Data availability

Sequencing data have been deposited at GEO under accession

number GSE119467 (https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo/query/

acc.cgi?acc=GSE119467).

Expanded View for this article is available online.
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SUMMARY

Neutrophils eliminate pathogens efficiently but can
inflict severe damage to the host if they over-acti-
vate within blood vessels. It is unclear how immu-
nity solves the dilemma of mounting an efficient
anti-microbial defense while preserving vascular
health. Here, we identify a neutrophil-intrinsic
program that enabled both. The gene Bmal1 regu-
lated expression of the chemokine CXCL2 to
induce chemokine receptor CXCR2-dependent
diurnal changes in the transcriptional and migratory
properties of circulating neutrophils. These diurnal
alterations, referred to as neutrophil aging, were
antagonized by CXCR4 (C-X-C chemokine receptor
type 4) and regulated the outer topology of neutro-
phils to favor homeostatic egress from blood ves-
sels at night, resulting in boosted anti-microbial
activity in tissues. Mice engineered for constitutive
neutrophil aging became resistant to infection, but
the persistence of intravascular aged neutrophils
predisposed them to thrombo-inflammation and
death. Thus, diurnal compartmentalization of neu-

trophils, driven by an internal timer, coordinates
immune defense and vascular protection.

INTRODUCTION

The capacity of neutrophils not only to kill pathogens but also to

inflict severe damage to tissues suggests the existence of a pro-

tective mechanism that balances these opposing functions.

Both anti-microbial immunity and vascular inflammation are

known to follow circadian patterns (Man et al., 2016; Muller

et al., 1989; Scheiermann et al., 2013), suggesting that such

mechanisms may be temporally regulated. The nature of this

mechanism, however, remains enigmatic.

While studying neutrophils in the steady state, we previously

identified a natural phenotypic shift of circulating neutrophils

that followed a strict diurnal regime (Casanova-Acebes et al.,

2013). Neutrophils released from the bone marrow display high

CD62L that is progressively reduced during the day, while sur-

face CXCR4 (C-X-C chemokine receptor type 4) increases prior

to their natural egress from blood, a process referred to as

clearance (Casanova-Acebes et al., 2013). This process of

neutrophil aging has been proposed to be regulated by the gut

microbiota and to favor a pro-inflammatory phenotype that

predisposes to vascular inflammation (Zhang et al., 2015).
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Contrasting with this model of extrinsically driven neutrophil ag-

ing, studies have shown that intrinsic programs controlled by the

molecular clock also regulate immune cell properties (Druzd

et al., 2017; Nguyen et al., 2013; Silver et al., 2012). Because

the mechanisms regulating aging and its physiological conse-

quences remain uncertain, we explored whether neutrophils

are endowed with an intrinsic program that controls diurnal ag-

ing, tunes their anti-microbial functions, and limits vascular

inflammation.

In transcriptome analyses of circulating neutrophils performed

at different times, we found regulation of clock-related genes

and the CXCR2 signaling pathway. Bmal1 (brain and muscle

aryl hydrocarbon receptor nuclear translocator [ARNT]-like 1;

encoded by Arntl) regulated expression of CXCL2 (chemokine

[C-X-Cmotif] ligand 2), a CXCR2 ligand that controlled neutrophil

aging in a cell-autonomous manner. Deletion of Arntl or Cxcr2

from neutrophils prevented phenotypic aging, whereas deletion

of Cxcr4, a negative regulator of CXCR2 signaling, resulted in

unrestrained aging. Neutrophil aging disrupted cytoskeletal

integrity to specifically prevent rolling and accumulation in in-

flamed areas without affecting homeostatic migration into naive

tissues at night. In turn, this temporal regulation of trafficking

regulated diurnal responses to infections, while at the same

time removing neutrophils from the bloodstream, thereby pro-

tecting vessels from inflammatory injury. This process may un-

derlie the circadian susceptibility of mammals to cardiovascular

disease.

RESULTS

A Neutrophil-Intrinsic Timer Drives Diurnal Aging
In a small cohort of healthy volunteers, we found diurnal changes

in neutrophil markers similar to those associated with neutrophil

aging in mice (Casanova-Acebes et al., 2013), suggesting con-

servation of this phenomenon across species (Figure S1A). In

healthy mice, the number of aged neutrophils in blood follows

diurnal patterns with a peak at around zeitgeber time 5 (ZT5,

i.e., 5 h after lights on), while non-aged or ‘‘fresh’’ neutrophils

predominate at ZT13 (Casanova-Acebes et al., 2013). These

diurnal patterns persisted in constant darkness and could be en-

trained by light shift (Figures S1B and S1C), indicating that

neutrophil aging is a bona fide circadian process. To identify ge-

netic programs that were temporally regulated in neutrophils, we

compared the transcriptomes of circulating neutrophils purified

from wild-type (WT) mice at these two times. We identified

changes in over 1,300 genes related to pathways of inflamma-

tion, migration, and apoptosis (Figures 1A, 1B, and S1D; Table

S1), which suggested modulation of these processes during

the day. Given the diurnal pattern of aging, we inspected genes

of the molecular clock because they are known to regulate im-

mune rhythms (Man et al., 2016; Scheiermann et al., 2013).

Expression of clock-related genes, including Arntl (encoding

Bmal1) and Clock, increased at ZT5, while others, like Per2,

were decreased at this time (Figures 1B, S1D, and S1E). Tran-

scriptional analyses at multiple times of day revealed circadian

oscillations for all these genes in circulating neutrophils (Fig-

ure 1C). They also demonstrated reduced expression of Sell

(encoding CD62L) at ZT5 but no changes for Cxcr4 (Figure 1B).

We also noticed reduced expression ofCxcr2, whose expression

displayed diurnal patterns (Figure 1D), at ZT5 (Figure 1B).

Further, CXCR2 agonists induced phenotypic changes in neutro-

phils that resembled those seen during natural aging, namely re-

ductions in CXCR2 and CD62L on the cell surface (Figures 1E

and S1F).

Guided by the temporal expression patterns of these genes,

we predicted that Bmal1 and CXCR2 might be required for

diurnal neutrophil aging. Although CXCR4 did not present tran-

scriptional oscillations (Figure 1D), its presence on the cell sur-

face changed diurnally (Figure 1E) (Casanova-Acebes et al.,

2013), and this receptor is known to antagonize CXCR2 signaling

(Martin et al., 2003), suggesting that CXCR4 might also

contribute to aging. Analyses of blood fromwild-type animals re-

vealed ligands for both receptors in plasma, with oscillating

amounts of CXCL12, and constitutively low amounts of CXCL2

(Figure 1F).

To formally test the possibility that these genes regulated

neutrophil aging, we generated mice with neutrophil-specific

deficiency in Arntl, Cxcr2, or Cxcr4 (herein referred to as ArntlDN,

Cxcr2DN, and Cxcr4DN) by using the hMRP8cre driver line, which

resulted in robust depletion of the receptors from the surface of

neutrophils (Figures S2A and S2B). Immunoblot analysis of the

Bmal1 protein confirmed efficient depletion in ArntlDN neutro-

phils and revealed natural reductions of this protein at ZT13 in

wild-type neutrophils and unchanged amounts in Cxcr2DN and

Cxcr4DN neutrophils (Figure S2C). We then assessed surface

CD62L, a marker reduced during aging (Casanova-Acebes

et al., 2013; Uhl et al., 2016; Zhang et al., 2015) (Figure 1E). To

ensure that potential alterations were cell-intrinsic, we generated

bonemarrow transplant chimeras of wild-type and of each of the

mutant donors. We found elevated CD62L in circulating neutro-

phils from ArntlDN and Cxcr2DN donors, suggesting disrupted

aging in these mutants (Figure 2A). In contrast, Cxcr4DN neutro-

phils were low for CD62L, which suggested constitutive aging

(Figure 2A). If these alterations were caused by disruption of

diurnal aging, we predicted that CD62L would not change over

time. Indeed, in vivo metabolic pulse and chase of neutrophils

with bromodeoxyuridine (BrdU) demonstrated that the temporal

changes in CD62L seen in wild-type neutrophils were abrogated

in ArntlDN and Cxcr4DN mutants (Figure 2B). To further confirm

that these genes regulated the natural dynamics of aging, we

measured CD62L through full diurnal cycles in all mutant mice.

Although surface CD62L exhibited diurnal oscillations in wild-

type neutrophils, all three mutants presented disrupted patterns,

and ArntlDN mutants showed a complete loss of rhythmicity

(Figure 2C). Accordingly, surface CXCR4 also lost diurnal oscilla-

tions in ArntlDN neutrophils (data not shown).

To dissect the antagonistic role of CXCR4 in aging, we pre-

treated wild-type neutrophils with CXCL12, the main ligand for

CXCR4, before exposing them to a CXCR2 agonist. Given the

constitutive aging of Cxcr4DN neutrophils, we hypothesized

that stimulation through CXCR4 might prevent CXCR2-depen-

dent responses. Indeed, CXCL12 blunted both the reductions

in CD62L and the chemotaxis elicited through CXCR2 (Fig-

ure S2D). In addition, neutrophils expressing Cxcr4WHIM, a

hyper-signaling variant of CXCR4 (Balabanian et al., 2012), dis-

played constitutive elevations in CD62L (Figure S2E). Combined,

these data indicated that Bmal1 and CXCR2 promote diurnal ag-

ing and that CXCR4 prevents it.
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Aging-Driven Transcriptional Programs
Having identified Bmal1, CXCR2, and CXCR4 as intrinsic regula-

tors of diurnal aging, we used the neutrophil-specific mutant

mice as models to examine how programmed diurnal aging

impacted neutrophil physiology. We first performed transcrip-

tomic analyses of blood neutrophils extracted from ArntlDN,

Cxcr2DN, and Cxcr4DN mice at ZT5 and compared them with

the profiles of wild-type neutrophils at ZT5 and ZT13. Principal

component analyses of the five groups revealed that neutrophils

that displayed a CD62LHI fresh phenotype (including wild-type at

ZT13, ArntlDN, and Cxcr2DN) clustered together, whereas those

that shared an aged phenotype (wild-type at ZT5 and Cxcr4DN)

separated from the fresh cluster (Figure 2D), and many genes

were differentially regulated among the fresh and aged groups

(Figure S2F). Consistent with a role in diurnal aging, when we

contrasted the transcriptomes of wild-type and mutant mice at
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(A) Molecular pathways differentially regulated in circulating wild-type neutrophils at ZT5 versus ZT13. Comparisons are presented as Z score values.

(B) Heatmap of selected genes at ZT5 versus ZT13, including genes of the circadian clock and genes encoding proteins related to migration and inflammation.

The color scale indicates fold changes of expression for each gene.

(C) Diurnal expression of the indicated clock genes in neutrophils isolated from the circulation of wild-type mice at the indicated zeitgeber times. Shaded areas

represent night; n = 2–6 mice per time point.

(D) Diurnal expression of Cxcr2 and Cxcr4 in circulating wild-type neutrophils at the indicated times; n = 2–6 mice per time point. The diurnal curves are repeated

(dashed lines) to better appreciate the pattern.

(E) SurfaceCXCR4, CXCR2, andCD62Lmeasured at different diurnal times by flow cytometry; n = 5mice. Highlighted is the time of aging (ZT1–ZT9), whenCD62L

and CXCR2 go down and CXCR4 goes up. The diurnal curves are repeated (dashed lines) to better appreciate the pattern.

(F) Diurnal changes of CXCL2 and CXCL12 in the plasma of wild-type mice; n = 5–10 mice per time point. The diurnal curves are repeated (dashed lines) to better

appreciate the pattern.

All values are presented asmean ± SEM. p values were determined by amplitude versus zero t test analyses (see Quantification and Statistical Analysis) to test for

circadian behavior (C–F).
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Figure 2. Bma1, CXCR2, and CXCR4 Form a Diurnal Timer in Neutrophils, Related to Figure S2

(A) Surface expression of CD62L in wild-type andmutant neutrophils at ZT5. Cytometric data are from transplant chimeras of wild-type with each mutant. Bars at

right show median fluorescence intensity; n = 14–30 mice per group.

(B) In vivoBrdU labeling followed by analysis of CD62L in BrdU+ cells 2 and 5 days after injection. Note that as labeled neutrophils enter the bloodstream, they lose

CD62L over time in WT mice, but not in ArntlDN and Cxcr4DN mutants. Data are normalized to day 2 in each group; n = 3–5 mice per group.

(C) Diurnal surface CD62L in circulating neutrophils in wild-type and mutant mice, as determined by flow cytometry. The times when neutrophils are pheno-

typically fresh or aged are indicated on top; n = 3–10 mice per time point. p values were determined by amplitude versus zero t test analyses.

(D) Principal component analyses of differentially expressed genes in circulating neutrophils from wild-type neutrophils at ZT5 and ZT13, and ArntlDN, Cxcr2DN,

and Cxcr4DN mutants at ZT5.

(E–G) Bmal1-regulated expression of CXCL2 controls aging. (E) Heatmap showing differential expression of aging-related genes in wild-type and ArntlDN

neutrophils. Expression of Cxcl1 and Cxcl12 was undetectable. Data are from triplicate samples of each group obtained at ZT5. (F) Experimental design andChIP

analyses of Bmal1 binding to E-box-containing promoter regions of Cxcl2, Per2, and Nr1d1 in wild-type and ArntlDN neutrophils. (G) Experimental setup and

phenotype of Cxcl2�/� neutrophils in transplantation chimeras. Cxcl2�/� neutrophils display elevated CD62L expression and enhanced migration to zymosan-

treated peritoneum, both of which are consistent with disrupted aging.

(H) Model of neutrophil aging: CXCR2 signaling drives aging, whereas CXCR4 antagonizes these signals and prevents it. Bmal1 regulates Cxcl2 expression to

promote autocrine aging.

Except where indicated, all values are mean ± SEM. **p < 0.01; ***p < 0.001 as determined by one-way ANOVA (A), upaired t test (B and F), or paired t test

(D and G).
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both ZT5 and ZT13, we found that the diurnal changes in gene

expression of wild-type neutrophils were absent or blunted in

ArntlDN and Cxcr4DN neutrophils (Figure S2G). These findings

aligned with the phenotypic data (Figures 2A and 2C) and define

diurnal aging as a global transcriptional program of circulating

neutrophils that occurs naturally during the day and that could

be recapitulated in the mutant mice.

We next focused on genetic programs that consistently

changed when independently interrogating the effect of time

(ZT5 versus ZT13) and genotype (ArntlDN versus Cxcr4DN). We

noticed prominent regulation of the IL-8 (interleukin 8) signaling

pathway (a ligand for human CXCR2; Figure S2H), which was

in line with our previous results and suggested engagement of

CXCR2 during aging. Analyses of our sequencing data revealed

that among aging-related genes, only expression of Cxcl2, a

CXCR2 ligand expressed by neutrophils (Li et al., 2016), was

reduced in ArntlDN relative to wild-type neutrophils (Figure 2E),

suggesting that this chemokine could provide a link between

Bmal1 and CXCR2 during aging. Indeed, chromatin immuno-

precipitation (ChIP) assays with wild-type neutrophils revealed

that Bmal1 bound predicted E-box elements in the promoter re-

gions not only of known target clock genes (Per2 andNr1d1), but

also of the Cxcl2 gene (Figure 2F). Further analysis of bone

marrow chimeras fromwild-type andCxcl2�/� donors confirmed

that this chemokine was required for neutrophil aging in a cell-

autonomous manner (Figure 2G). Consistently, in vivo blockade

of CXCL2, but not of another CXCR2 ligand (CXCL1), blunted the

aging phenotype of wild-type neutrophils without affecting

Cxcr2DN mutants (Figure S2I). These findings explained the

defective aging seen in ArntlDN neutrophils (Figure 2A) and re-

vealed that Bmal1-driven production of CXCL2 controlled

neutrophil aging through autocrine CXCR2 signaling.

To independently assess the cell-intrinsic nature of aging, we

tracked the kinetics of fresh neutrophils transferred into recipient

mice at ZT5 (the time of maximal aging). Although host mice

became enriched in fresh neutrophils over time, the transferred

neutrophils became progressively aged (Figure S2J), further

supporting that neutrophil aging is intrinsically driven.

Combined, these findings supported a model whereby diurnal

neutrophil aging is driven by Bmal1 through regulation of Cxcl2

expression. This chemokine in turn signals through CXCR2 to

induce phenotypic aging, whereas CXCR4 antagonizes these

signals and prevents aging (Figure 2H).

Aging-Regulated Migration of Neutrophils
The transcriptomic analyses additionally identified pathways

that changed significantly (-log (p value) > 1.3), including cyto-

kine signaling, activation of nuclear receptors, toll-like receptor

signaling, leukocyte extravasation, and actin cytoskeleton

signaling (Figures 1A and S2H). Because many of these path-

ways ultimately regulate the migration of neutrophils into tissues

to exert immune functions, we investigated the in vivo trafficking

patterns associated with neutrophil aging.

We considered two migratory modalities that are relevant in

neutrophil physiology: migration into healthy tissues (or clear-

ance, which follows diurnal cycles) (Casanova-Acebes et al.,

2018; Scheiermann et al., 2012), and migration into inflamed

tissues. We took advantage of our neutrophil-specific mouse

models to exclude cell-extrinsic factors influenced by time,

such as diurnal changes in adhesion molecules reported on

endothelial cells (Scheiermann et al., 2012). In addition, because

CXCR2 plays prominent roles in multiple homeostatic and in-

flammatory scenarios that may not be related to aging, we

restricted our subsequent analyses to Bmal1 and CXCR4 mu-

tants as models for fresh and aged neutrophils, respectively.

We first generated parabiotic pairs of wild-type and mutant

mice to compare the migration efficiency of fresh (ArntlDN) and

aged (Cxcr4DN) neutrophils relative to wild-type neutrophils in

the same physiological context (Figure 3A). We found that ho-

meostatic clearance of ArntlDN neutrophils into multiple tissues

of wild-type partners was strongly impaired, whereas it was un-

affected for Cxcr4DN neutrophils (Figure 3B), indicating that

neutrophil aging was required for clearance into tissues.

We next examined the migration of the aging mutant neutro-

phils into inflamed tissues using zymosan-induced peritonitis in

the parabiotic pairs. To our surprise, we found the opposite

response: enhanced migration of ArntlDN fresh neutrophils

and reduced infiltration by Cxcr4DN aged neutrophils (Fig-

ure 3C). Using an independent model of constitutive aging

(mice lacking endothelial selectins, Selp; Sele�/� mice; Casa-

nova-Acebes et al., 2013), we confirmed that aged neutrophils

displayed intact clearance at steady state (Figure S3A) but

impaired migration to inflamed tissues (Figure 3B). In contrast,

impaired aging of neutrophils expressing the hyper-signaling

Cxcr4WHIM mutation resulted in enhanced migration to inflamed

tissues (Figure S2E). Whole-mount imaging of inflamed cre-

masteric muscles from transplantation chimeras confirmed

the differential capacity of fresh and aged neutrophils to infil-

trate inflamed tissues relative to wild-type cells (Figures 3D

and 3E), and this became even more prominent when

comparing the migration of constitutively aged and fresh neu-

trophils within the same mouse (Figure 3F). Importantly, these

findings aligned with enhanced inflammatory recruitment of

wild-type neutrophils when they were phenotypically fresh

(ZT13), and this diurnal preference was lost in ArntlDN and

Cxcr4DN mutant mice (Figure S3B). These data reveal that ag-

ing instructs a diurnal switch in the migratory preference of

neutrophils, from inflammatory to homeostatic.

Surface Topology and Rolling Efficiency Are Regulated
during Diurnal Aging
To search for the mechanisms underlying the distinct migratory

patterns of fresh and aged neutrophils, we examined the

different steps of the recruitment cascade (rolling, adhesion,

and extravasation) in the cremasteric microcirculation with intra-

vital microscopy (Figure 4A). We found elevated rolling, adhe-

sion, and extravasation efficiencies of ArntlDN neutrophils and

significant reductions for Cxcr4DN neutrophils (Figure 4B). The

defects in the recruitment cascade of Cxcr4DN aged neutrophils

were independently reproduced in Selp; Sele�/�-derived aged

neutrophils (Figure S4A; Video S1). In contrast to rolling, the

crawling dynamics of neutrophils on the vessel wall and within

tissues (Figures S4B andS4C), aswell as themigration to various

chemoattractants (Figure S4D), were unaffected by aging.

Furthermore, analyses in auto-perfused flow chambers coated

with P-selectin alone or together with ICAM-1 (intercellular adhe-

sion molecule 1) and CXCL1 and connected to the circulation of

wild-type mice (Figure S4E) revealed elevated rolling efficiencies
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and subsequent adhesion for neutrophils at ZT13 relative to ZT5

(Figure S4F), indicating that diurnal changes in rolling and adhe-

sion were cell intrinsic. Combined, these data suggested that

diurnal aging impaired inflammatory recruitment by specifically

targeting rolling, a rate-limiting step during leukocyte recruitment

(Ley et al., 2007).

Because rolling is largely mediated by endothelial selectins,

the data implied that aging targeted selectin ligands on neutro-

phils. However, binding analyses using soluble P- and E-selectin

antibody chimeras revealed only modest changes in selectin

binding, regardless of time of day or genetic background (Fig-

ure S4G), suggesting that biosynthesis of selectin ligands was

unlikely to cause the loss of rolling during aging. Effective

engagement of selectins under flow additionally demands cor-

rect topology at the neutrophil’s surface to optimize ligand pre-

sentation at the tip of microvilli, a type of membrane protrusion

that relies on a network of cortical actin (Finger et al., 1996;

Simon et al., 2007; von Andrian et al., 1995). Analyses of actin

distribution with immunofluorescence staining and of surface to-

pology with scanning electron microscopy revealed dramatic

reductions in cortical b-actin in aged neutrophils, which coin-

cided with a reduced number of microvilli both in wild-type

mice at ZT5 (Figures 4C and 4D) and in genetically induced

aged mice (Cxcr4DN; Figures S4H and S4I). These data revealed

that disruption of the neutrophil’s cortical architecture during

aging impairs migration to inflamed tissues.

Homeostatic Migration Does Not Require Rolling
These observations, however, failed to explain why rolling-

defective aged neutrophils maintained an intact capacity to enter

non-inflamed tissues under homeostasis (Figure 3B). To address

this issue, we analyzed homeostatic and inflammatory recruit-

ment in control mice and in mice with impaired rolling due to

the lack of endothelial selectins (Selp; Sele�/� mice; Frenette

et al., 1996). Although adhesion to inflamed vessels required

selectin-mediated rolling as expected, we found that sponta-

neous adhesion during homeostatic recruitment to the skin

occurred even in the absence of rolling (Figure 4E). Video ana-

lyses of the dermal microvasculature at times of clearance

(ZT9) confirmed that neutrophils arrested suddenly, without the

need of a preceding rolling step (Figure 4F; Video S2). Thus,

neutrophil aging maintains homeostatic clearance but prevents

inflammatory recruitment by disabling selectin-mediated rolling

(Figure 4G).

To determine how the differential migratory properties of fresh

and aged neutrophils affected tissue injury, we induced ischemic

inflammation of the brain by occlusion of the middle cerebral

artery. Because the brain is devoid of neutrophils at steady state

(Figure S4J), this model allows measuring of the contribution of

infiltrating neutrophils to tissue damage (Cuartero et al., 2013;

Sreeramkumar et al., 2014). In line with our prediction, brain

injury was only exacerbated in ArntlDN mice enriched in fresh

neutrophils (Figure S4K), suggesting that preferential migration

of fresh neutrophils during inflammation contributes to tissue

injury.

Diurnal Aging Boosts Anti-microbial Defense
The observations so far raised the possibility that regulation of

neutrophil migration during the day might be a primary role of

diurnal aging; it could drive compartmentalization of aged
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Figure 3. Diurnal Aging Impairs Inflammatory

Recruitment but Favors Homeostatic Clear-

ance, Related to Figure S3

(A) Experimental setup to test recruitment in para-

biotic pairs. Mutant neutrophils that enter tissues of

their wild-typeRED partners (expressing DsRed) al-

lowed estimation of their migratory capacity relative

to wild-type cells.

(B) Quantification of ArntlDN (left) and Cxcr4DN (right)

neutrophils cleared in multiple tissues of wild-type

partners at ZT5; values are adjusted to ratios in blood

and normalized to wild-type neutrophils cleared in

wild-type partners; n = 3–8 mice.

(C) Infiltration efficiency of control and mutant neu-

trophils into the peritoneum of wild-type parabiotic

partners at ZT5; n = 3–5 mice.

(D and E) Whole-mount staining of TNF-a-treated

cremaster muscles from transplant chimeras of wild-

type and ArntlDN donors (D) or wild-type and Cxcr4DN

donors (E), showing extravasated neutrophils and

vessels. Extravasated neutrophils are quantified in

Figure 4B (extravasation).

(F) Whole-mount staining as in (D), comparing

constitutively fresh and aged neutrophils in Bmal1DN

mice (fresh, red) set in parabiosis with Selp;

Sele�/�; GFP (aged, green) partners. The relative

infiltration of each partner is quantified in the right bar

graph. Scale bars for (D)–(F), 70 mm. Insets scale

bars, 10 mm.

All bars show mean ± SEM. *p < 0.05; **p < 0.01;

***p < 0.001 as determined by unpaired (B) or paired

(C and F) t test analysis.
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neutrophils into tissues at night in anticipation of pathogens

potentially breaking into tissues, while at the same time reducing

their numbers within vessels to minimize injury when the chance

of immune activation is higher.

To test this possibility, we analyzed the diurnal dynamics of

aged neutrophils in the circulation of wild-type and mutant

mice throughout the day. The analyses revealed striking differ-

ences: in wild-type mice, aged neutrophils peaked at ZT5 and

disappeared at ZT13, whereas in ArntlDN mice, they displayed

non-oscillating low numbers and Cxcr4DN animals presented

constitutive elevations in aged neutrophils in blood (Figure 5A).

Notably, the absolute number of neutrophils maintained normal

oscillations in the blood of ArntlDN mutants (Figure S5A), indi-

cating that neutrophil numbers and aging are regulated through

different mechanisms. We therefore used these mouse models

to determine how aging-driven trafficking regulated immune

defense and vascular health.

We first infected mice with Candida albicans, using a

protocol that allows systemic spread, targets the kidneys, and

is controlled by neutrophils (Del Fresno et al., 2018; Lionakis
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Figure 4. Microvilli Collapse and Impaired Rolling Are Hallmarks of Aged Neutrophils, Related to Figure S4

(A) Strategy for competitive recruitment of neutrophils in bone marrow chimeras, at ZT5.

(B) Relative frequencies of rolling, adherent, and extravasated fresh (ArntlDN) and aged (Cxcr4DN) neutrophils, normalized to wild-type controls in chimeric mice;

n = 30–61 venules from 5–6 mice.

(C) b-actin staining in wild-type neutrophils at ZT5 and ZT13, and frequency of neutrophils with cortical distribution of actin; n = 324–330 cells per group.

(D) Scanning electronmicrographs of wild-type neutrophils at ZT5 and ZT13, and number of microvilli on their surface. Scale bar, 5 mm; n = 23–29 cells per group.

(E) Rolling and adhesion of neutrophils on cremasteric venules after treatment with TNF-a (inflammation), or on naive dermal microvessels at ZT9-13 (steady state)

in wild-type or Selp;Sele�/� mice. n = 50–55 venules from 4–5 mice (steady state) and 25–27 venules from 3–5 mice (inflamed cremaster). ND, none detected.

(F) Kinetics of neutrophils (Ly6G+, yellow arrows) prior to firm arrest on dermal microvessels at steady state. Left, representative sequential intravital frames with

neutrophils arresting in the last sequence (reverse arrows). Right, flow or roll dynamics of neutrophils before firm arrest; n = 10 cells shown per group.

(G) Model for the preferential recruitment of fresh and aged neutrophils into inflamed or naive tissues, respectively.

Bars show mean ± SEM. *p < 0.05; **p < 0.01; ***p < 0.001 as determined by paired (B) or unpaired t test analysis (C and D) or non-parametric Mann-

Whitney test (E).
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et al., 2011). Wild-type mice displayed diurnal patterns of

response to infection, with increased resistance at ZT13 as

defined by reduced weight loss, fungal load in kidneys, and

improved survival (Figures 5B, S5B, and S5C). Importantly, the

initial time of infection was critical for the long-term immune

response because the effect could be seen several days after

infection. Resistance to Candida at ZT13 coincided with more

neutrophils in naive kidneys and fewer in blood (Figures S5D

and S5E), suggesting that their presence in tissues at the time

of infection conferred protection. Remarkably, the diurnal varia-

tion in susceptibility toCandida infection was abolished inArntlDN

mice (Figure 5C), indicating that neutrophil aging was needed to

anticipate the infection. These observations predicted that mice

with constitutively aged neutrophils clearing into tissues might

perform better against infection. Indeed, Cxcr4DN mice had

more neutrophils in naive kidneys and manifested remarkable

resistance to infection and reduced fungal spread (Figures 5D

and 5F). However, because Cxcr4DN mice displayed neutrophilia

(Figure S5A), this observation could be alternatively explained by

elevated numbers rather than by the aging status of neutrophils.

To discriminate between these possibilities, we treated wild-type

mice with a single injection of the CXCR4 antagonist AMD3100, a

treatment that causes acute neutrophilia (Devi et al., 2013) but did

not induce aging (Figures S5F and S5G). Despite neutrophil

counts that were even higher than those in Cxcr4DN mice,

AMD3100-treated mice were as susceptible to Candida infection

as untreated wild-type mice (Figure 5G), indicating that the aging

status, rather than the number of neutrophils, conferred protec-

tion against Candida. In addition, the capacity of fresh (ZT13 or

ArntlDN) and aged (ZT5 and Cxcr4DN) neutrophils to phagocytose

Candida conidia to produce reactive oxygen species (Figures

S5H–S5J) and to secrete cytokines (Figure S5K) were similar to

wild-type cells, which supported the contention that neutrophil

migration, rather than other cellular processes, was the relevant

process regulated by aging. We obtained evidence of similar

diurnal variations in the response to bacterial sepsis, which was

also lost in ArntlDN mice (Figure S5L), further revealing a general

influence of neutrophil aging in responses to infection. Thus,

aging-driven clearance of neutrophils into tissues orchestrates

anti-microbial defense.

Constitutive Neutrophil Aging Predisposes to Vascular
Inflammation
To define whether diurnal neutrophil aging additionally conferred

protection to vessels, we used a model of acute myocardial

infarction (AMI) induced by ischemia reperfusion of the left ante-

rior descending coronary artery, in which inflammation originates

intravascularly without prior neutrophil extravasation (Vinten-

Johansen, 2004). Similar to infections, the extent of cardiac

damage displayed diurnal variations, with larger infarct sizes at
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Figure 5. Neutrophil Aging Confers Diurnal Protection against Infection, Related to Figure S5

(A) Diurnal numbers of CD62Llo aged neutrophils in the blood of wild-type, ArntlDN, and Cxcr4DN mice; n = 3–6 mice. See also Figure S5A.

(B and C) Weight loss kinetics of wild-type (B) and ArntlDN mice (C) infected with C. albicans at ZT5 or ZT13; n = 5–21 mice.

(D) Weight-loss curves of wild-type, ArntlDN, and Cxcr4DN mice infected at ZT5; n = 12–14 mice.

(E) Fungal burden at day 5 in the kidneys from the mice in (D), normalized to WT.

(F) Number of neutrophils in the kidneys of non-infected mice; n = 4 mice per group.

(G) Kinetics of weight loss in control or AMD-treatedwild-typemice after systemicC. albicans infection at ZT5. The dashed line showsweight loss inCxcr4DNmice

as in Figure 4D for reference. Bars at right show fungal burden in kidneys at day 5 post-infection; n = 10 mice.

Data are shown as mean ± SEM. **p < 0.01; ***p < 0.001; n.s., not significant, as determined by amplitude versus zero t test (A), two-way ANOVA (B–D and G),

one-way ANOVA with Dunnett’s multigroup correction (E and F), and unpaired t test analysis (G).
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ZT5 (Figures 6A, 6B, and S6A). Accordingly, infarct sizes after

only 1 h of reperfusion were remarkably larger in Cxcr4DN mice

and smaller in ArntlDN mice (Figure 6C), and this correlated

with early death of all Cxcr4DN mice (Figure 6D). This dramatic

response was not caused by increased numbers of circulating

neutrophils in Cxcr4DN mice because treatment of wild-type

mice with AMD3100 did not aggravate myocardial injury (Fig-

ure 6E). Thus, the presence of aged neutrophils in the circulation

is detrimental for tissues after vascular ischemia and reperfusion,

whereas their diurnal clearance is protective.

We examined potential mechanisms by which aged neutro-

phils might exacerbate vascular injury in Cxcr4DN mice. Using a

model of ischemia reperfusion in the cremaster muscle that

allows high-resolution live imaging of affected vessels, we found

disseminated thrombi in microvessels of Cxcr4DN mice (Fig-

ure S6C; Video S3). Depletion of neutrophils in Cxcr4DN mice

prevented thrombi formation and improved survival after

infarction (Figures S6B and S6C), indicating that both responses

were mediated by neutrophils. Although neutrophil extracellular

traps (NETs) can promote thrombosis (Fuchs et al., 2010), they

were not responsible for the response of Cxcr4DN mice because

two different NET inhibitors failed to prevent thrombus formation

in reperfused venules (Figure S6D). In addition, endothelial pro-

liferation and apoptosis, as well as vascular permeability, were

not affected at baseline acrossmultiple tissues, including hearts,

of ArntlDN and Cxcr4DN mice (Figures S6E–S6G), indicating that

aging did not directly compromise basal vascular health prior

to the ischemic insult.

Overall, these observations suggest that neutrophil aging is

critically driven by an internal program, as we failed to find con-

tributions from other factors, including reactive oxygen species

(ROS; data not shown) or the intestinal microbiota (Figures

S6H–S6K), both of which had been previously associated

with neutrophil senescence or aging, respectively (Harbort

et al., 2015; Zhang et al., 2015). In turn, aging controls diurnal

compartmentalization of neutrophils into tissues and out of the

Figure 6. Aged Neutrophils Aggravate Myocardial Infarction, Related to Figure S6

(A) Representative images of hearts from wild-type mice subjected to ischemia reperfusion at ZT5 or ZT13, or the indicated mutant mice at ZT5. Dotted yellow

lines highlight areas of dead myocardium; n = 4–8 mice per group from 3 experiments.

(B) Infarct sizes in wild-type mice at different diurnal times, after correction for areas at risk (AAR; see related Figure S5); n = 5–8 mice.

(C) Infarct sizes in wild-type, ArntlDN, and Cxcr4DN mice at ZT5 (see related Figure S5); n = 4–8 mice.

(D) Survival curves of wild-type, ArntlDN, and Cxcr4DN mice subjected to myocardial infarction at ZT5; n = 9–11 mice.

(E) Representative images of hearts from untreated or AMD3100-treated wild-type mice and Cxcr4DN mice. Surgeries were performed at ZT5 and dead

myocardium is highlighted as in (A). Bars at right show quantification of infarcted areas in the same groups; n = 4–5 mice from one experiment.

Bars showmean ± SEM. *p < 0.05; ***p < 0.001; n.s., not significant, as determined by one-way ANOVA with Dunnett’s multigroup correction (C and E), unpaired

t test analysis (B), and log-rank test (D).

(F) Molecular regulators and consequences of disrupted neutrophil aging. Defective aging (ArntlDN) impairs the evening boost in anti-microbial defense but

protects from vascular injury; instead constitutive aging (Cxcr4DN) enhances the response to infections but exacerbates thrombo-inflammation.
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circulation, thereby balancing immune protection and vascular

protection (Figure 6F; Video S4).

DISCUSSION

Mammalian immunity is not constant in quantity (e.g., number of

recruited or mobilized leukocytes) or quality throughout the day,

as it adapts to varying diurnal challenges from the environment,

including the chance of exposure to infectious pathogens (Man

et al., 2016). Likewise, damage to the cardiovascular system,

in both humans andmodel organisms, follows circadian patterns

(Muller et al., 1989; Scheiermann et al., 2013). Because neutro-

phils are major mediators of anti-microbial defense and vascular

inflammation, we predicted that the diurnal variations in both

processes could be mechanistically explained by the existence

of a neutrophil-intrinsic program (or ‘‘timer’’) that regulated their

activity through the day. In this study, we identified and charac-

terized this program and revealed that it underlies the circadian

susceptibility of mice to infection and vascular inflammation.

We have found that the diurnal program of neutrophils is coor-

dinated by the circadian-related protein Bmal1 in coordination

with two chemokine receptors: CXCR2, which drives aging,

and CXCR4, which antagonizes it. Multiple functional assays

allowed us to confirm that time-of-day differences in wild-type

cells could be faithfully recapitulated by the respective mutants:

ArntlDN cells resembled night (fresh) neutrophils, whereas

Cxcr4DN mutants behaved similar to daytime (aged) neutrophils.

Before release into the bloodstream,maturing neutrophils are re-

tained within the marrow in an environment with high CXCR4

signaling (Eash et al., 2009, 2010), which raises the intriguing

possibility that this diurnal timer is inhibited until neutrophils

are released into blood. Once in blood, functional analyses of

mice in which we disabled each component of this timer re-

vealed that preferential invasion of inflamed or naive tissues is

compartmentalized in time. Under steady-state conditions, neu-

trophils released from the marrow gradually lost their ability to

enter inflammatory sites and prepared for clearance into tissues.

This migratory switch was intrinsically regulated, but it likely

coordinated with extrinsic programs because disruption of

rhythms in vascular cells can also affect the diurnal entry of

leukocytes in tissues (Scheiermann et al., 2012) and because

CXCL12, which is not produced by neutrophils, negatively regu-

lated diurnal aging through CXCR4.

We found that one potential benefit of diurnal infiltration into

naive tissues was to optimize immune defense, as demonstrated

by the loss of diurnal oscillations in the response against fungal

or bacterial infections when Arntl was deleted from neutrophils.

Removal of Cxcr4, the negative regulator of the neutrophil

timer, instead caused unrestrained aging and enhanced anti-

microbial responses, while at the same time precipitating severe

thrombo-inflammatory reactions following ischemia reperfusion.

In contrast, ArntlDN mutants displayed attenuated damage

during myocardial infarction, altogether indicating that an intact

neutrophil clock was important to balance anti-microbial de-

fense and cardiovascular inflammation.

Among the various transcriptional pathways activated during

aging, we identified those related to leukocyte extravasation

and actin cytoskeleton signaling, an observation that allowed

us to identify disruption of cortical actin polymerization as a

key molecular event linking diurnal aging with alterations in the

migratory properties of neutrophils. Although the mechanisms

underlying these cytoskeletal changes remain to be elucidated,

this observation is consistent with early studies showing disrup-

ted actin polymerization on human CD62Llo neutrophils (Tanji-

Matsuba et al., 1998). Diurnal loss of microvilli was particularly

relevant because these structures allow presentation of glyco-

conjugate ligands to endothelial selectins under flow (von An-

drian et al., 1995), thus explaining the dramatic loss of rolling

and migration of aged neutrophils to inflamed areas. At the

same time, loss of microvilli might conceivably enhance the

exposure of b2 integrins present on the cell body (Erlandsen

et al., 1993) and favor rolling-independent arrest as seen in the

naive dermal microvasculature. The fact that a similar behavior

of constitutive adhesion in non-inflamed vessels is displayed

by patrolling monocytes (Auffray et al., 2007) suggests that this

mechanism could be a common property of myeloid leukocytes

endowed with homeostatic surveillance roles.

Overall, our findings are consistent with a model in which the

oscillatory nature of the aging program enables alert states of

neutrophils that are useful to anticipate infections but must be

shut down when the risk of infection is low to prevent damage

to the vasculature. We note that Bmal1-driven aging of neutro-

phils may not necessarily adjust to behavioral rhythms because

we found that neutrophil aging peaked in the morning in both

humans and mice, which are species with opposed activity pe-

riods. We therefore propose that a major purpose of aging is to

ensure temporal separation of neutrophil-mediated responses

within vessels from those in tissues, thereby optimizing defense

without compromising vascular health.

The diurnal aging pattern of neutrophils aligns with studies

showing temporally gated responses for other leukocyte

subsets, including monocytes, macrophages, or T helper-17

(Th17) cells (Nguyen et al., 2013; Silver et al., 2012; Yu et al.,

2013), which may be useful to temporally concentrate immune

response against specific pathogens in different tissues (Tognini

et al., 2017). Different from these other leukocytes, however, the

existence of a circadian program in neutrophils was not intuitive

because their lifetime in the circulation is generally accepted to

be less than one day (Summers et al., 2010), which implies that

there cannot be true circadian oscillations of gene expression

within a given neutrophil. Further, at present we do not know

whether aging is regulated by the transcriptional properties of

Bmal1 or by the core circadian clock. For these reasons, we

envision this system to function like a cellular timer (rather than

a true circadian clock) that resets with every new wave of

neutrophils released from the bone marrow. In other words, for

short-lived cells such as neutrophils, the clock appears to regu-

late oscillations on a population scale by acting as a timer at the

cellular level.

Given the high prevalence of infections and cardiovascular

disease, a final question is whether the identification of a diurnal

program in neutrophils could offer therapeutic alternatives for

these life-threatening complications. In principle, targeting

CXCR2 or CXCR4 with specific agonists might allow pharmaco-

logical and transient manipulation of the timer. This ‘‘chrono-

programming’’ of neutrophils could allow the generation of

phenotypes that promote defense or protect the vasculature,

as needed. We expect that manipulation of the timer will not
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have detrimental consequences because animals with impaired

or enhanced neutrophil aging do not present gross anomalies or

spontaneous susceptibility to disease at baseline, at least under

specific-pathogen-free conditions (data not shown). Thus, for

humans at risk of cardiovascular events, it might be advisable

to block aging, whereas immunocompromised patients suscep-

tible to infections might benefit from drugs that promote it. We

are currently exploring strategies that exploit the unique tempo-

ral properties of neutrophils.
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STAR+METHODS

KEY RESOURCES TABLE

REAGENT or RESOURCE SOURCE IDENTIFIER

Antibodies

CXCR4-APC (Human) eBioscience Clone 12G5; RRID: AB_1944349

CD11b-FITC (Human) eBioscience Clone ICRF44

CD16-Pacific Blue (Human) BD Clone 3G8

CD62L-PE (Human) BD Clone DREG56

CD11c-APC (Human) BD Clone B-ly6

bio eBioscience Clone 1A8

Ly6G-Dylight 450 BioXcell (conjugated in-house) Clone 1A8; RRID: AB_1107721

Ly6G-Dylight 650 BioXcell (conjugated in-house) Clone 1A8; RRID: AB_1107721

Ly6G-FITC eBioscience Clone 1A8; RRID: AB_2572532

CD45-PerCP-Cy5.5 Biolegend Clone 30-F11; RRID: AB_893344

CD11b-PE Tonbo Biosciences Clone M1/70; RRID: AB_2621746

CD11b-FITC BD Clone M1/70; RRID: AB_394774

CXCR2-PerCP-Cy5.5 Biolegend Clone SA044G4; RRID: AB_2565695

CXCR4-APC eBioscience Clone 2B11; RRID: AB_10670877

CD41-PE eBioscience Clone MWReg30 RRID: AB_2538354

Ly6C-FITC Biolegend Clone HK1.4

CD62L-APC eBioscience Clone MEL-14; RRID: AB_469410

CD62L-FITC eBioscience Clone MEL-14; RRID: AB_465109

Anti-CXCL1 R&D MAB453; RRID: AB_2087696

Anti-CXCL2 R&D MAB452; RRID: AB_2230058

Anti-CXCL12 R&D MAB350; RRID: AB_2088149

Anti-Ly6G (depleting antibody) BioXCell BE0075-1; RRID: AB_1107721

Experimental Models: Organisms/Strains

WT Charles River C57BL/6

Mrp8CRE Passegué et al., 2004 B6.Cg-Tg(S100A8-cre,-EGFP)1Ilw

Cxcr2fl/fl Schloss et al., 2016 C57BL/6-Cxcr2tm1Rmra

Cxcr2DN This paper N/A

Cxcr4fl/fl Nie et al., 2004 B6.129P2-Cxcr4tm2Yzo

Cxcr2DN This paper N/A

Cxcr2WHIM Balabanian et al., 2012 Cxcr4/1013

Arntlfl/fl Janich et al., 2011 B6.129S4(Cg)-Arntltm1Weit

ArntlDN This paper N/A

Selp; Sele�/� Frenette et al., 1996 B6.129S2-Seletm1Hyn Selptm1Hyn

DsRED Vintersten et al., 2004 B6.Cg-Tg(CAG-DsRed*MST)1Nagy

Lyz2GFP Faust et al., 2000 B6.129P-Lyz2tm1(EGFP)1.1Graf/Mmmh

Candida albicans Del Fresno et al., 2018 SC5314

Chemicals, Peptides, and Recombinant Proteins

CXCL12 (recombinant) R&D 460-SD

CXCL1 (recombinant) R&D 453-KC

CXCL2 (recombinant) R&D 452-M2

TNF-a R&D 410-MT-050

AMD3100 Tocris Cat# 3299

(Continued on next page)
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CONTACT FOR REAGENT AND RESOURCE SHARING

Reagents used in this study are readily available from the noted commercial suppliers in the method itself. Further information and

requests for other resources and reagents should be directed to and will be fulfilled by the Lead Contact, Andrés Hidalgo (ahidalgo@

cnic.es).

EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND SUBJECT DETAILS

Mice
All experiments were performed in 7- to 18-week-old male C57BL/6 mice kept in a specific pathogen-free facility at Centro Nacional

de Investigaciones Cardiovasculares (CNIC) under a 12 h light and 12 h dark schedule (lights on at 7am, off at 7pm), with water and

chow available ad libitum. To generate mice with neutrophil-specific deficiency, we crossed Arntlfl/fl (kindly provided by S. Benitah)

(Janich et al., 2011), Cxcr4 fl/fl (Nie et al., 2004) or Cxcr2 fl/f (Schloss et al., 2016) with hMRP8CRE mice (Passegué et al., 2004),

Cxcr4WHIM mice with a hyper-signalling form of CXCR4 have been described (Balabanian et al., 2012) and were used as donors

to generate BM chimeras. Cxcl2�/� mice were obtained from Jackson. In some control experiments we crossed Cxcr2fl/f mice

with the Ly6GCRE mice (Hasenberg et al., 2015). Mice deficient in P an E-selectins (Selp; Sele�/�) have been previously described

(Frenette et al., 1996). To obtain reporter mice for intravital microscopy (IVM) studies, we crossed Selp; Sele�/� mice with transgenic

mice expressing DsRed under the control of the b-actin promoter (DsRedTg; Vintersten et al., 2004) or with the Lyz2GFP reporter

mouse (Selp; Sele�/�; GFP mice)(Faust et al., 2000). Both were also used in wild-type reporters for some intravital imaging

experiments. In control experiments, we confirmed that wild-type mice used as controls yielded a similar phenotype compared

with hMRP8cre alone, Arntlfl/fl and Cxcr4/fl mice (data not shown). No specific randomization method was followed in this study.

All experimental procedures were approved by the Animal Care and Ethics Committee of CNIC and the regional authorities.

Human Studies
The study comprised blood from 12 healthy volunteers withdrawn at 12am, 4pm, 8pm, 12pm, 4am, and 8am. The study complied

with current Spanish legislation on clinical research in humans and was approved by the Ethics Committee for Clinical Research

of Hospital Universitario de la Princesa. All volunteers gave written informed consent to participate in the study.

METHOD DETAILS

Analysis of Human Samples
Total blood obtained from 12 healthy volunteers at 12am, 4pm, 8pm, 12pm, 4am and 8am and erythrocytes lysed in hypotonic

buffer. Cells were incubated in 100ml PBS buffer containing 2 mM EDTA and 1% BSA (PEB buffer) with the following antibodies:

anti-CXCR4-allophycocianin (APC; clone 12G5), anti-CD11b-FITC (clone ICRF44; both from eBiosciences), anti-CD16-pacific

blue (clone 3G8), anti-CD62L-phycoerythrin (PE; clone DREG56), anti-CD11c-APC and 7AAD (all from BD Biosciences). Cells

were washed and analysed in a Canto flow cytometer at the Hospital de la Princesa, Madrid.

Continued

REAGENT or RESOURCE SOURCE IDENTIFIER

Oligonucleotides

Primers for qPCR, see Table S3 This paper N/A

Critical Commercial Assays

CXCL1 quantification kit R&D DY275

CXCL2 quantification kit R&D DY276-05

CXCL12 quantification kit R&D DSA00

Mouse ProcartaPlex� Thermo Scientific PPX-10-MXTZ766

Software and Algorithms

ImageJ NIH Schindelin et al., 2015

Imaris Bitplane RRID: SCR_007370

Genesis TÜ Graz RRID: SCR_015775

Prism Graphpad RRID: SCR_002798

Flowjo vX Treestar RRID: SCR_008520
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Parabiosis
We followed previously published procedures (Casanova-Acebes et al., 2013). Briefly, anesthetized mice were shaved and matched

incisions were made from the olecranon to the knee joint, then olecranon and knee were attached by a single suture from one mouse

to the other, using 5-0 polypropylene, and the dorsal and ventral skins were stitched by continuous suture. Analyses were done 4 to

6 weeks after surgery.

Cytometry and Cell Sorting
Cytometric analyses were performed using a Sony SP6800 Spectral Analyzer (Sony Biotechnology, Japan) or a LSRII Fortessa. For

human sample cytometry we used a Canto flow cytometer (BD BioSciences). All cell sorting experiments were performed using an

FACS Aria cell sorter (BD Biosciences), except the circadian sorting of blood neutrophils for qPCR analysis, which was performed

using a Sony SH800S Cell Sorter. In all cases we obtained purities > 95%. All analyses, except for human samples, were done at

the Cellomics Unit of the CNIC. All antibodies and streptavidin conjugates used in this study are listed in Table S2.

Whole-Mount Staining of Excised Cremaster Muscles
Excised cremaster muscles were fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde at 4�C overnight. Fixed samples were washed 3 times in PBS

containing 0.5% Triton-x 100 (PBST) and blocked for 2 h in PBST 25%FBS at room temperature with shaking. Staining of neutrophils

was performed using a biotinylated anti-Mrp14 antibody (clone 2B10 kindly provided by Dr. N. Hogg, Cancer Research UK, London)

and blood vessels with an anti-CD31 antibody (BDBiosciences) in 10%FBS-PBST overnight at 4�Cwith shaking. Cremastermuscles

were then washed and incubated with secondary antibody (goat anti-rabbit-Alexa 405 or –Alexa 647; Life Technologies) and

Alexa-488 conjugated Streptavidin in 10%FBS-PBST for 4h at room temperature. Samples were then washed and mounted in

Mowiol 4-88 (Mw 31,000; Sigma). Imaging of whole-mount intestines was performed using a Leica SP8 X confocal microscopy

system coupled to a DMI6000 invertedmicroscope, with 10x (HC PL Fluotar 10x/0.3 Dry) or 63x (HC PL Apo CS2 63x/1.4 OIL) magni-

fication objectives. For in-depth quantification, large Z-stack and panoramic-stitched images were taken with a Nikon A1R confocal

system coupled to a Nikon Eclipse-Ti inverted microscope with the following lines: Diode 402nm Argon Laser 457, 476, 488, 514nm

Diode 561nmHeNe Laser 642nm using a Plan Apo 10x/0,45 dry objective and the software NIS Elements AR 4.30.02 (Build 1053 LO,

64 bits, Nikon Instruments, Tokyo, Japan) for acquisition of confocal 3D tile-scan images of the whole cremaster muscle, which were

afterwards analysed using Imaris (Bitplane, Zurich, Switzerland). All imaging was performed at the Microscopy & Dynamic Imaging

Unit of CNIC.

RNA Isolation, Reverse Transcription, and rtPCR
Total RNA was prepared with the RNA Extraction RNeasy Plus Mini-kit (QIAGEN) and RNA was reverse-transcribed with the

High-Capacity cDNA Reverse Transcription kit (Applied Biosystems; Carlsbad, CA) according to the manufacturer’s protocol.

Real-time quantitative PCR (SYBR-green, Applied Biosystems) assays were performed with an Applied Biosystems 7900HT Fast

Real-Time PCR System sequencer detector. Expression was normalized to the expression of the 36b4 housekeeping gene. Primer

sequences are listed in the Table S3.

Chromatin Immunoprecipitation (ChIP)
Neutrophils were sorted from the bone marrow as indicated previously and fixed in 0.75% formaldehyde for 10 min at room temper-

ature. Formaldehyde was then quenched with glycine (final concentration 0.26 M) for 5 min. After washing twice with cold PBS, cells

were pelleted and frozen at -80�C. Each sample was lysed in 0.25 ml of lysis buffer (1% SDS, 10 Mm EDTA, 50 mM Tris-HCl pH 8,

1mMPMSF, 5 mg/ml leupeptin-aprotinin, 1 mg/ml pepstatin A, 10mMNaF, 10mMsodiumorthovanadate, and 10mM b-glycerophos-

phate) for 30 min with rotation at room temperature. Lysates were sonicated using the Diagenode Bioruptor sonication system

(Diagenode, Bioruptor UCD-200TM-EX). Each sample was sonicated for two rounds of six cycles (30s ON and 30s OFF) at the

high power setting to obtain DNA fragments between 500 and 1000 bp. After sonication, samples were centrifuged to remove

insoluble debris, supernatants were collected and 5% of each sample was separated to use as a measure of chromatin input for

normalization. The rest of the sample was diluted 1/10 in ChIP dilution buffer (1% TritonX-100, 20 mM Tris-HCl, pH 8, 2 mM

EDTA, 150 mM NaCl, 1 mM PMSF, 5 mg/ml leupeptin, 5 mg/ml aprotinin, 1 mg/ml pepstatin A, 10 mM NaF, 10 mM sodium orthova-

nadate, and 10 mM b-glycerophosphate) for immunoprecipitation. Samples were precleared with protein A Sepharose beads (GE

Healthcare, 17-0780-01) that were previously pre-adsorbed with fish sperm DNA (Roche, 11 467 140 001) and bovine serum albumin

(New England Biolabs, Ref. B9001S) for 1 hour at 4�C. Anti-Bmal1 antibody (ChIP Grade [ab3350]) was added to the lysates after

removing the preclearing beads and incubated overnight at 4�C. Pre-adsorbed protein A Sepharose beads were then added, incu-

bated for 1 hour at 4�C, and then washed three times with ChIP washing buffer (0.1% SDS, 1% TX-100, 20 mM Tris-HCl, pH 8, 2 mM

EDTA, and 150mMNaCl) and once with final washing buffer (0.1%SDS, 1%TX-100, 20mMTris-HCl pH 8, 2mMEDTA, and 500mM

NaCl). To elute DNA, beads were gently shaken with 200 ml elution buffer (1% SDS and 100 mM NaHCO3) for 45 min at room

temperature. To reverse the crosslinking, samples were incubated overnight at 65�C. Then samples were incubated with 3 ml RNase

(Roche, 11119915001) 30 min at 37�C prior to the addition of 8 ml of Proteinase K (Roche, 3115828001) for 1 hour at 50�C and DNA

was purified by ethanol precipitation. Immunoprecipitated chromatins and their respective inputs before immunoprecipitation were

analyzed by RT-qPCR using the primers listed in Table S3. The primers for the Cxcl2, Per2 and Nr1d1 promoter regions were de-

signed in the vicinity of E-box sequences.
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Intravital Imaging of the Mouse Skin
For intravital microscopy of the dermal microcirculation, the dorsal side of the ear of anesthetized mice was mounted on a custom-

built support, and we acquired images from several venules in 2 minute-long time-lapse videos at 3 s intervals. We used the VIVO

system built by 3i (Intelligent Imaging Innovations, Dever, CO) upon an Axio Examiner Z.1 workstation (Zeiss, Oberkochen, Germany)

and mounted on a 3D motorized stage (Sutter Instrument, Novato, CA). The system was equipped with a CoolLED pE widefield

fluorescence LED light source (CoolLED Ltd. UK) and a quad pass filter cube with Semrock Di01-R405/488/561/635 dichroic and

FF01-446/523/600/677 emitter. A plan-apochromat 40x W NA1.0 objective (Zeiss) was used and images were collected with a

CoolSnap HQ2 camera (Photometrics, Tucson, AZ). The systemwas run on aDell Precision T7500 computer system (Dell Inc., Round

Rock, TX) using the SlideBook software (Intelligent Imaging Innovations). Acquisitions were made at ZT5, ZT9 or ZT13 and neutro-

phils were stained with an AF647-conjugated anti-Ly6G antibody (clone 1A8, BioXcell), while blood vessels were visualized using red

fluorescent Dextran (Molecular Probes). In some groups, anti-P and E-selectin antibodies or Rat IgG control antibody (25 mg/mouse)

were injected 2h before imaging. Quantification was done using the ImageJ (NIH, Bethesda, MD). Cells were considered adhered if

they remained stationary on the venule for over 30 seconds. Vessel diameters were measured using the ImageJ software (Schindelin

et al., 2015) to normalize the number of adherent cells.

Intravital Microscopy of the Cremaster Muscle
Intravital microscopy of the cremaster muscle after TNF-a stimulation (R&D Systems, 0.5mg intrascrotal injection) was performed as

previously reported (Hidalgo et al., 2009) using the VIVO system indicated above. For confocal IVM, we used laser stacks for 488, 561

and 640nm beams coupled with a confocal scanner (Yokogawa CSUX-A1; Yokogawa, Japan) and images were acquired with 0.5mm

Z-intervals. The SlideBook softwarewas used for acquisition and analysis. Ten to twenty venules segments permousewere analysed

150 to 210min after TNF-a treatment inmultiple fluorescence channels (Cy3/561 for PE, FITC/488 for FITC and Cy5/640 for APC) and

bright-field images with 1x1 or 232 binning with 3 second interval for 2 min on each field of view. For double staining with PE- and

FITC-conjugated antibodies, acquisition was facilitated in single (FITC) and quadrant (PE) filters in order to avoid bleed-through of

fluorescent signals between channels. For the visualization of leukocytes, fluorescently labelled anti-Ly6G-APC, anti-Ly6C-FITC

and anti-CD62L-APC antibodies were injected intravenously at 1 mg/mouse.

For analysis of rolling and adhered cells to the inflamed endothelium we used the SlideBook software. Counts of rolling or adhered

cells in 2-minute captures (captured at 3 second intervals) were normalized using the width of the vessel to allow comparison among

all vessels. For adhesion or rolling efficiency indices, these data were compared with the frequency of free-flowing WT and exper-

imental cells in the blood for each mouse, which was obtained from cytometric analysis of blood neutrophils for each parabiont

or BM chimeric mouse. Kinetic parameters for crawling neutrophils were calculated using ImageJ, with the help of the Manual

Tracking plugin (Fabrice Cordelières, Institut Curie, France) and the Chemotaxis and Migration Tool (Gerhard Trapp and Elias

Horn, ibidi GmbH, Germany). Analyses of extravasated neutrophil were performed on large tile-scans of whole-mounted cremaster

muscles with Imaris (Bitplane AG, Switzerland). We performed blind automatic counting of extravasated neutrophils by masking out

the vessels using CD31+ fluorescence (on the BMT WT:ArntlDN, WT: Cxcr4DN chimeras and Selp; Sele�/�: Arntl DN parabionts) or

manually delimiting the vessels using brightfield or laminin fluorescence (on Selp; Sele�/� with WT parabionts). Kinetic parameters

for extravasated neutrophils were obtained in the DsRedTg with Selp; Sele�/�-Lyz2GFP parabionts using automatic tracking of cells

with Imaris.

Intravital Imaging of Ischemia and Reperfusion Injury
Mouse cremaster were prepared as indicated without TNF-a stimulation. Upon exteriorization of the muscle we intravenously in-

jected fluorescent antibodies to label cellular populations. Ly6G-APC (clone 1A8; BioXcell) for neutrophils, CD41-PE (eBioscience)

for platelets, Ly6C-FITC (Biolegend) and CD62L-APC (BD Bioscience). Ischemia was achieved by occlusion of the incoming and

outgoing vessels by clamping the tissue connecting the muscle and the animal’s body with a 15mm Micro Serrefine clamp (Fine

Science Tools, Heidelberg, Germany) for 45 minutes. Reperfusion was achieved by removal of the clamp. In some experiments neu-

trophils were depleted prior ischemia by injecting an anti-Ly6G-antibody (see below). Recordings were made with 3 second interval

for 2 minutes for each field of view. Imaging was performed before and during ischemia, and during reperfusion. Some mice were

treated intravenously with 300mg of Cl-amidine (Cayman Chemical Company, Ann Arbor) 1h before imaging, or with 500mg DNAse

I (Roche, Basel, Switzerland) immediately before imaging.

Analysis of Neutrophil Clearance in the Steady State
11- to 18-week-old DsRedTg mice were analysed after 1 month in parabiosis with non-fluorescent Cxcr2DN, Cxcr4DN, ArntlDN and

Selp; Sele�/�mice or wild-type controls. The blood of eachWTmice was analysed and used to obtain the ratio of neutrophils derived

from each partner. Mice were sacrificed with CO2 and carefully perfused with 30 ml of PBS to remove all blood. Tissues (white

adipose tissue or WAT, large intestine, liver, lung, skin and spleen) were extracted and kept in cold PBS (except liver, kept at

room temperature in HBSS) and processed immediately. Skin, large intestine (colon), lung and WAT were digested in HBSS with

liberase (1U/ml, Roche) and DNAse I (1 mU/ml, Sigma) for 30 min at 37�C. Bone marrow and spleen were mechanically dissociated

to prepare single-cell suspensions by flushing and straining, respectively. Enrichment of leukocytes in liver was performed by

centrifugation using a 36% Percoll (GE Healthcare, diluted in HBSS) gradient. Colons were pre-incubated with HBSS containing

5mM EDTA for 45 min at 37�C before digestion to remove epithelial cells. Blood counts were analysed in an automated
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hemocytometer (Abacus Junior, Diatron; Holliston, USA) and blood red blood cells (RBC) lysed in a hypotonic buffer. Single-cell sus-

pensions from tissues were incubated with fluorescently-conjugated antibodies against CD45, CD11b and Ly6G (BioXcell) and

analysed in a Sony SP6800 Spectral Analyzer. DsRed+ Ly6Ghi cells and DsRedNEG Ly6GHI cells discriminated host- (DsRedTg)

from partner-derived neutrophils. To normalize values between the different parabiotic pairs we corrected the ratios of host versus

partner-derived neutrophils in each tissue with the ratios present in blood of each parabiotic pair. Deviations from the original ratio in

blood was used to estimate the efficiency of migration of partner-derived neutrophils in each organ. Finally, infiltration efficiencies

were normalized to the values obtained for the DsRedTg:WT pairs, which was set as the control group.

Quantification of Neutrophil Numbers in Tissues
In some experiments, wemeasured absolute numbers of neutrophils present in tissues (see Neutrophil clearance assays). Truecount

beads (Truecount absolute counting tubes, BD) were prepared at a concentration of 10,000 beads per ml of PBS buffer. 300ml of the

bead suspension were added to single cell suspensions stained for flow cytometry, and then neutrophil number values were calcu-

lated based on the number of beads per tube and corrected by the weight or volume of tissue analysed.

Chemokine Quantification in Plasma
CXCL12, CXCL1 and CXCL2 amounts weremeasured in plasma samples taken every 4h fromWTmice using commercially available

ELISA reagents, following the manufacturer’s protocol (R&D Systems; Minneapolis; MN).

RNA-Sequencing
Blood neutrophils were FACS sorted using by Ly6G and DAPI labelling, with typical purities > 95%. cDNA amplification from neutro-

phil RNA (1275pg) and generation of index-tagged sequencing libraries were carried out using the Ovation� Single Cell RNA-Seq

System (NuGEN� Technologies, San Carlos CA). Libraries were quantified using a Quant-iTTM dsDNA HS assay with the Q-bit

fluorometer (Life Technologies, Carlsbad, California). Average library size and size distribution were determined using a High Sensi-

tivity DNA assay in an Agilent 2100 Bioanalyzer (Agilent Technologies, Santa Clara CA). Libraries were normalized to 10nM using

Tris-Cl 10mM, pH8.5 with 0.1% Tween 20. Libraries were applied to an Illumina flow cell for cluster generation (True Seq SR Cluster

Kit V2 cBot) and 61 nt long, single-end reads were generated on a Genome Analyzer IIx, using the TruSeq SBS Kit v5 (Illumina) and

following the standard RNA sequencing protocol. Readswere further processed using the CASAVA package (Illumina) to demultiplex

reads according to adapter indexes and to produce fastq files. Read quality was determined with the application FastQC (Schage-

man et al., 2013). The RNA sequencing experiments were performed at the Genomics Unit at CNIC.

Western Blotting
Blood neutrophils were sorted based on Ly6G (clone 1A8) expression. Purified cells were lysed in RIPA buffer containing 50 mM

Tris-HCl, pH 8; 150mMNaCl; 1% Triton X-100; 0.5% sodium deoxycholate; 0.1% SDS; 1mMPMSF (Sigma) and a protease inhibitor

cocktail (Sigma). Proteins from 2x105 lysed cells were separated by 10% SDS-PAGE and transferred onto PVDF membrane.

Membranes were incubated overnight with antibodies against Bmal1 (Bethyl labs) and b-Actin (Abcam) at 1:1000 dilutions, and

then thoroughly washed and incubated with HRP-conjugated anti-rabbit or anti-mouse antibody (1:1000; GE Healthcare Life

Sciences). Blots were visualized using the chemiluminescent Luminata Forte Western HRP Substrate (Millipore).

Generation of Transplant Chimeras
To address the aging status of mutants in the same physiological context as wild-type cells, we generated mixed bone marrow chi-

meras, which has the added advantage of allowing simultaneous staining and analysis of willd-type andmutant cells. Donor BM cells

were harvested from DsRedTg or experimental models by flushing the femur with PBS. Recipient wild-type C57BL/6 mice were

lethally irradiated (two 6Gy doses, 3 h apart) before receiving 1 million bone marrow nucleated cells by intravenous injection. For

mixed chimeras, equal numbers of experimental and DsRedTg BM cells were mixed before intravenous injection. Engraftment of

recipient animals was assessed 8–10 weeks after transplantation by analysis of the percentage of mutant and DsRedTg leukocytes

in blood by flow cytometry.

Circadian Analysis of Aging Markers and RNA Extraction
Circadian blood samples were extracted every 4 h during 24 h from wild-type or experimental mice, starting at ZT1 (Zeitgeber time,

1 hour after the onset of light, 7:00 at the CNIC’s animal facility). For circadian surface marker analysis, RBC were lysed in hypotonic

lysis buffer (0.15M KH4Cl, 0.01M KHCO3 and 0.01M EDTA in water) and incubated 15 minutes with 0.25 mg anti-Ly6G (1A8 clone,

BioXcell), -CXCR2 (Biolegend) and -CXCR4 (eBioscience) antibodies, washed and analysed in a Sony SP6800 Spectral Analyser.

Analysis was performed using Flowjo vX (Tree Star Inc, Ashland, OR). For circadian RNA assays, blood taken at above circadian

time points was lysed for RBCs and sorted using a Sony SH800S Cell Sorter (Sony Biotechnology, Japan) based on viable Ly6G+

cells. RNA was extracted as indicated above.

Analysis of Neutrophil Aging in Light-Dark and Dark-Dark Light Regimes
To check the circadian nature of neutrophil aging we compared twice a day (ZT5 and ZT13) the number of CD62LLO aged neutrophils

for 4 consecutive days in WT mice subjected to 12h:12h light: dark cycles, and in mice subjected to constant darkness in a light
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cabinet (LFC 3-16 with EF700ET programmer from E. Becker & Co) starting 24h after the onset of the light schedule. We analysed

blood neutrophils at the indicated time points by flow cytometry as indicated above.

Entrainment of Neutrophil Aging by Inverted Light Regime
We maintained wild-type mice in 12h: 12h light-dark or dark-light (inverted light cycle) regimes using light-cabinets (Light/ Dark

Chamber LT400 from Parkbio). After 3 weeks of this inverted regime we analysed peripheral blood neutrophils every 6 hours for

24 hours by flow cytometry, as indicated above.

Infection with Candida albicans

Mice were intravenously infected with 1.5x105 C. albicans conidia (SC5314 strain) and monitored daily for weight loss and general

health following our institutional guidance. Infections were performed either at ZT5 or ZT13. Kidney fungal burden was determined

at day 6 post-infection by plating organ homogenates in serial dilutions on YPD plates (Sigma); colony-forming units (CFUs) were

counted after growth for 48 hr at 30�C. Flow cytometry analysis of renal leukocyte infiltrates was performed on cell suspensions

obtained from kidney homogenates obtained by digestion with 0.025 mg/ml of Liberase TL (Roche) for 10 min at 37�C and filtered

through 40 mm cell strainers (BD PharMingen). Phenotypic analyses of renal leukocyte infiltration were performed by flow cytometry.

Heat-Killed Candida albicans (HKC) Phagocytosis Assay
Candida albicans conidia were heat-killed by boiling for 30minutes. To quantify the phagocytic capacity, BM-sorted neutrophils were

stained with 5 mMCFSE and exposed to labelled HKC labelled with 2.5 mMCell Violet-labelled (both fromMolecular probes) at a 30:1

ratio, for 15 min at 37�. After washing, cells were recovered on ice with PBS containing 5 mM EDTA. To remove bound but not

internalized HKC, cells were incubated in Trypsin-EDTA (0.25%; Life Technologies) for 15 minutes at 37� prior to analysis by flow

cytometry. Cells were fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde and neutrophils engulfing HKC were identified as double-positive cells for

Cell Violet and CFSE. Cytospin preparations were also done for microscopic inspection of phagocytosis.

Mouse Model of Acute Myocardial Infarction
Male 8- to 12-week-old mice were subjected to 45 min occlusion of the left anterior descending (LAD) coronary artery followed by 1h

reperfusion (for infarct size). For survival experiments, the LADwas reperfused for up to 24h andmicemonitored hourly for the first 6h,

and at 16, 20 and 24h. The I/R procedure was performed as previously described (Garcı́a-Prieto et al., 2017). In some experiments

mice were depleted of neutrophils as indicated below. Briefly, fully anesthetized animals were intubated and temperature controlled

throughout the experiment at 36.5�C to prevent hypothermic cardioprotection. Thoracotomy was then performed and the LAD was

ligated with a nylon 8/0 monofilament suture for 45 min. The electrocardiogram was monitored (MP36R, Biopac Systems Inc.) to

confirm total coronary artery occlusion (ST-segment elevation) throughout the 45 min ischemia. At the end of the ischemia, the chest

was closed and animals were kept with 100% O2 and analgesized with buprenorphine (subcutaneous injection, 0.1 mg/kg). For

quantification of infarct size, mice were re-anesthetized and re-intubated, and the LAD coronary artery was re-occluded by ligating

the suture in the same position as the original infarction. Animals were then sacrificed and 1 mL of 1% Evans Blue dye (Sigma) was

infused IV to delineate the Area at Risk (AAR:myocardium lacking blood flow, i.e., negative for blue dye staining). The left ventricle (LV)

was isolated, cut into transverse slices (5-7 1-mm thick slices per LV), and both sides were imaged. To delineate the infarcted

(necrotic) myocardium, slices were incubated in triphenyltetrazolium chloride (TTC, Sigma) at 37 �C for 15 min. The slices were

then re-photographed, weighed, and regions negative for Evans Blue staining (AAR) and for TTC (infarcted myocardium) were

quantified using ImageJ (NIH, Bethesda, MD). Percentage values for AAR and infarcted myocardium were corrected to mg indepen-

dently for each slice. Absolute AAR and infarct size were determined as the mg:mg ratio of AAR:LV and infarcted myocardium:AAR,

respectively. Outcome assessment was performed blind to condition (mouse type, zeitgeber time or treatment).

Brain Ischemia
To induce brain ischemia (without reperfusion injury) we followed previously described protocols (Sreeramkumar et al., 2014). Mice

were anesthetized with isoflurane 1.5%–2% in a mixture of 80% air and 20% oxygen, and body temperature was maintained with a

heating pad during the surgical procedure and anaesthesia recovery. Mice were subjected to permanent focal cerebral ischemia

(middle cerebral artery occlusion - pMCAO) through the distal occlusion of middle cerebral artery by ligature of the trunk just before

its bifurcation between the frontal and parietal brancheswith a 9-0 suture, in combination with the occlusion of the ipsilateral common

carotid artery. Following surgery, individual animals were returned to their cages with free access to water and food. All the groups

were performed and quantified in a randomized fashion by investigators blinded to groups. Physiological parameters were not

significantly different among the different groups studied. Infarct size was determined by magnetic resonance imaging 48 hours after

MCAO using a BIOSPEC BMT 47/40 (Bruker, Ettlingen, Germany). Infarct volume was calculated using the ImageJ software (NIH,

USA) from the T2-weighted images. With the observer masked to the experimental conditions, the areas of the infarcted tissue

(InfArea), the whole ipsilesional hemisphere (IpsArea) and the whole contralesional hemisphere (ContrArea) were delineated for

each slice. Then, infarct volume, expressed as percentage of the hemisphere that is infarcted (%IH) was calculated using the

formula: %IH = InfVol/ContrVol*100 where InfVol (Infarcted Tissue Volume) = SInfAreai / SwellingIndexi, ContrVol (Contralesional

Hemisphere Volume) = SContrAreai and SwellingIndexi = IpsAreai/ContrAreai. Neutrophil quantification in brains was performed

48h after surgery. The ipsilateral cortex was dissected, placed in ice-cold PBS and dissociated into a single cell suspension by
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mechanical dissociation. Cell suspensions were filtered on 70-mm nylon mesh strainers and centrifuged at 300g for 10 min at room

temperature. Pellets were resuspended in 8mL of 35%Percoll and overlaid on the top of 5ml HBSS. The gradient was centrifuged at

800g for 40 minutes at 4�C and cell pellets resuspended for staining with anti-CD11b-FITC and anti-Ly-6G-PE antibodies (BD

Bioscence). Stained cells were analysed in a FACSCalibur flow cytometer with CellQuest software (BD Pharmingen, San Jose,

CA) and data were analysed using FlowJo software (Tree Star Inc, Ashland, OR).

Scanning Electron Microscopy
Blood fromWT, Arntl DN andCxcr4DN was harvested, RBC lysed and leukocytes stained with Ly6G (1A8, BioXcell) before sorting in a

FACS Aria sorter (BD Biosciences). Sorted cells were immediately centrifuged and fixed using 4% PFA plus 2.5% glutaraldehyde in

PBS for 2h at 4�C. Cells were then dehydrated by serial 5 min incubations in increasing concentrations of ethanol, (30%>50%>70%

>80%>90%>100%). Samples were dried in an automated critical point dryer (Leica EM CDP 300) and then coated in a rotary-

pumped coating system (Quorum Technologies Q150RS). Imaging was performed at 10kV with a field emission microscope

(JEOL 6335F). Critical point drying, coating and imaging of the samples was performed at ICTS National Centre of Electron Micro-

scopy (UCM, Madrid, Spain).

CXCR2 and CXCR4 Cross-Inhibition Assays
Wild-type mice were bled, RBC lysed and leukocytes resuspended in RPMI 1640 (Invitrogen). Some cells were pretreated with

CXCL12 (50 ng/ml, R&D Systems) for 5 minutes at 37�C while others were left untreated. Cells were allowed to migrate towards

CXCL1 (50ng/ml, R&D Systems) or CXCL2 (50ng/ml, R&D Systems) through 6.5mm transwells with 5mm pore polycarbonate

membrane insert (Corning, NY, USA), for 1h at 37�C. Transmigrated cells were collected and stained with anti-Ly6G and anti-

CD62L antibodies for cytometric analysis. Migration to only media was also used as a control. Quantification was performed using

Truecount beads, as indicated above.

Neutrophil Depletion
In some experiments mice were depleted of neutrophils prior to ischemia/reperfusion. Mice were injected 100mg of anti-Ly6G anti-

body (1A8 clone; BioXCell; West Lebanon, NH) intraperitoneally for 2 consecutive days resulting in >93% reduction in blood neutro-

phil counts. Lymphocyte and monocyte counts were not affected by this treatment (Casanova-Acebes et al., 2013).

Zymosan-Induced Peritonitis
Transplantation chimeras or the wild-type partner in parabiotic pairs were treated with zymosan (1mg, intraperitoneal injection,

Sigma). After 2 h we took blood samples and obtained the peritoneal lavage for cytometric analyses and cell count. We compared

the ratios of neutrophils from each donor in the peritoneum and blood to estimate the migration efficiencies of mutant cells (ratio in

peritoneum / ratio in blood). We also compared the migration efficiency of neutrophils in wild-type mice at ZT5 and ZT13. In this case

we measured the absolute number of neutrophils in the peritoneal lavage using counting beads (Truecount absolute counting tubes,

BD) and normalized migration relative to the absolute number of neutrophils in blood.

For experiments analyzing the dynamics of neutrophil aging during inflammation, we treated wild-type mice with zymosan (1mg,

i.p.) and after 24h we analyzed blood neutrophils twice per day (ZT5 and ZT13) for 4 consecutive days. We estimated the absolute

number of aged (CD62LLO) neutrophils by flow cytometry as indicated above.

Soluble Selectin Binding Assays
Transplantation chimeraswere bled andRBC lysed, then cells washed in RPMI 1640 containing 5%FBSand stained themusing E- or

P-selectin/human IgM chimeras as reported (Hidalgo et al., 2007). Cells were further incubated for 15 min with a FITC-conjugated

anti-human IgM (Jackson Immunoresearch) and anti-Ly6G-APC (BioXcell) antibodies. Control samples contained 5mM EDTA. Cells

were analysed in a Sony SP6800 Spectral Analyzer.

Auto-Perfused Flow Chamber Assay
In order to investigate the number of rolling and adherent cells, we used a microflow chamber system (Zarbock et al., 2007). 20 x

200 ⎧m rectangular glass capillaries were filled with P-selectin (50 ⎧g/ml) alone or in combination with ICAM-1 (15 mg/ml) and/or

CXCL1 (25 ⎧g/ml)⎧for 2 hr and blocked for 2 hr with 1% casein (Pierce Chemicals, Dallas, TX). One side of the chamber was

connected to a PE 10 tubing and inserted into the carotid artery. The other side of the chamber was connected to a PE 50 tubing

and used to control the wall shear stress, which was calculated as described (Zarbock et al., 2007). Microscopy was conducted

with a Zeiss Axioskop (Carl Zeiss, Inc., Thornwood, NY) with a saline immersion objective (SW 20, N.A. 0.5). Recordings were taken

using an SW40/0.75 objective and a digital camera (SensicamQE). Capturing on P-selectin was analyzed after 2minutes and chemo-

kine-induced arrest was analyzed after 6 minutes of perfusion.

Cortical Beta-Actin Quantification
Sorted neutrophils were cytospun onto Superfrost Plus microscope slides (Thermo Scientific, Waltham, USA) with a Shandon

Cytospin 4 (Thermo Scientific) for 5 minutes at 500 RPM in medium acceleration. Then cells were fixed with 4%PFA in PBS for 10mi-

nutes and blocked with 5% goat serum, 5%BSA in saline in a humid chamber for 30 minutes. Finally, cells were stained with a rabbit
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anti-mouse beta-actin antibody (ab8227, Abcam) andwith a secondary goat anti-rabbit antibody conjugated with AF568. Then slides

were mounted with Mowiol and captured with a Leica SP8 X confocal microscopy system. Analysis of captured images was per-

formed using Imaris (Bitplane).

ROS Quantification
Red blood cell-lysed blood was plated in RPMI in 96-well polystyrene microplates (Corning Falcon, New York, USA) and stimulated

with 50nM of phorbol 12-myristate 13-acetate (PMA) for 1h. Cells were then stained with 5mMDihydroethidium (DHE, Thermo Fisher,

Waltham, USA) for 20 minutes and stained for cytometric analysis.

Chemotaxis Assay
Whole blood was harvested and red blood cells were lysed. Cells were plated in 6.5mm polycarbonate transwells with 5mm pores

(Corning, Corning, USA) in RPMI medium. In the bottom well, a single chemokine was added to allow chemotactic migration:

25mg/ml CXCL12 (R&D), 20ng/ml CXCL1 (R&D), 5ng/ml LTB4 (Tocris), 100mM fMLP (Sigma) or 10ng/ml CCL2 (R&D). Transwells

were incubated 2h at 37�C and transmigrated cells were harvested from the bottom well and stained for cytometric analysis. The

number of transmigrated cells was assessed by the presence of a known number of Truecount beads (BD Biosciences).

Multiplex Cytokine Assay
Mice were i.p. injected with Zymosan as indicated above. After 2 hours peritoneal lavages were collected and neutrophils stained for

FACS sorting. Onemillion sorted neutrophils were incubated for 3h in RPMI containing 0.5%BSA and 100,000 heat-killedC. albicans

conidia. Supernatants were collected and frozen at -80�C until cytokine quantification was performed. CXCL1, IL-10, IL-1b, IL-12,

TNF-a, G-CSF, IL-23, CXCL2, IL-6 and CCL2 were measured in neutrophil supernatants using the Mouse ProcartaPlex� Multiplex

Immunoassay (PPX-10-MXTZ766), following the manufacturer’s protocol (Thermo Scientific, Waltham, USA). For TGF-b1 detection,

samples were activated with HCl and measured using commercial TGF beta-1 Mouse ProcartaPlex� Simplex Kit (EPX01A-20608-

901). Data acquisition was performed on a MagPix instrument (Luminex Inc, Houston, TX) using xPONENT v4.2 software (Luminex)

and analyzed with ProcartaPlex Analyst software (v1.0; Thermo Scientific).

AMD3100-Induced Neutrophilia
2.5mg/kg of AMD3100 (Tocris) was injected intraperitoneally into wild-type mice 1h before analysis. Then blood neutrophils were

analyzed at ZT5 in an automated hemocytometer (Abacus Junior) and stained for cytometric analysis as previously described. At

this time (1h after injection of AMD3100) we subjected control or AMD3100-treated mice to AMI and Candida albicans infection,

as previously described.

Neutrophil Transfer Experiments
To increase the yield of fresh neutrophils we used AMD3100-treated mice as neutrophil donors (see Figure S5G). To minimize ex vivo

manipulation of neutrophils we transferred 200 ml of freshly extracted blood from donor mice by i.v. injection into host wild-type mice

at ZT5. Aging markers in host and donor cells were then analyzed 5 minutes and 5 hours after inoculation in the peripheral blood of

host mice by flow cytometry as indicated above.

BrdU Labelling
For metabolic labelling with 5-Bromodeoxyuridine, mice were intraperitoneally injected with a single dose of 2.5mg BrdU (BD Bio-

sciences). Blood samples were collected at indicated times and stained for Ly6G, CD62L, CXCR2 and CXCR4, followed by fixation

and intracellular labelling of BrdU using an APC-conjugated anti-BrdU antibody as per manufacturer’s instructions (BD Biosciences).

In Vivo CXCL1 and CXCL2 Blockade
For in vivo blockade of CXCL1 and CXCL2, mice were injected intraperitoneally twice with 50mg of isotype or monoclonal antibody

against CXCL1 (MAB453, R&D) or CXCL2 (MAB452, R&D) the night before the analysis (-17h) and the same day (-5h). Blood from

treated mice was harvested and analysed by flow cytometry as previously described. In a set of mice, intravital imaging was per-

formed to analyse neutrophil behaviour in the microvasculature of the cremaster muscle by intravital microscopy as previously

described.

Cecal Ligation and Puncture (CLP)-Induced Sepsis
CLP was performed as previously described (Rittirsch et al., 2009). Briefly, the peritoneal cavity of ketamine/xylazine-anesthetised

mice was exposed with a small incision and the cecum was exteriorized. 80% of the cecum distal to the ileo-cecal valve was ligated

using non-absorbable 7-0 suture. A 23-gauge needle was then used to puncture bothwalls of the distal end of the cecum, and a small

drop of faeceswas extruded through the perforation. The ligated and punctured cecumwas relocated inside the peritoneal cavity and

both peritoneum and skin were closed. Mice were then treated with s.c. injection of Buprenorphine. Control mice (sham) were

included with the same procedure but without ligation or puncture.
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Evans Blue Vascular Permeability Assay
To address whether the constitutive presence of fresh or aged neutrophils in the mutant mice affected the vascular integrity, we

performed vascular permeability assays as previously described (Radu and Chernoff, 2013). In brief, a 0.5% solution of Evans

blue in sterile PBS was prepared and 200ml of the solution was i.v. injected into WT or mutant mice. 5 minutes after the transfer

mice were sacrificed and tissues extracted and weighted. Then, tissues were submerged in 1ml formamide and incubated at

50�C for 24h. Tissues were removed and the tubes centrifuged for 5minutes at 645 g. Finally, supernatants weremeasured for absor-

bance at 610nm using an xMarkMicroplate Spectrophotometer (BioRad) plate reader. The vascular permeability test was performed

in untreated and LPS-treated (10 mg/kg) mice.

Analysis of Endothelial Proliferation and Apoptosis
We processed tissues from WT or mutant mice as previously described (see section Analysis of neutrophil clearance in the steady-

state) to obtain single cell suspensions. One half of the suspension was used to measure apoptosis and the rest to assess

proliferation. For proliferation wemeasured Ki67 by intra-nuclear staining in endothelial cells. Cells were stained with anti-CD45 con-

jugated with PerCP/Cy5.5 (BioLegend) and anti-CD31-APC (eBioScience) and then fixed and permeabilized using the Fix/Perm and

Perm Buffers (eBiosciences) according to manufacturer’s instructions. Cells were then stained for 20 minutes at 4�C with an anti-

mouse and rat Ki67 antibody labelled with eFluor660 (Thermo Fisher) and analysed by flow cytometry.

For quantification of apoptotic endothelial cells we measured Annexin V binding and DAPI labelling. Cell suspensions were

incubated with 1:200 of anti-CD45 and anti-CD31, washed twice in cold PBS and resuspended in Annexin V Binding Buffer

(10 mM Hepes, pH adjusted to 7.4 with NaOH, 140 mM NaCl, 2.5 mM CaCl2) at a concentration of 1 million cells per ml. 100ml of

this cell suspension (1x105 cells) was stained with PE-conjugated Annexin V (Invitrogen) for 15 minutes at room temperature in

the dark. Finally, 400ml of binding buffer containing DAPI was added to each tube and analyzed by flow cytometry within one hour.

Analysis of Neutrophil Aging in Microbiota-Depleted and Germ-free Mice
For microbiota depletion studies we followed a previously published protocol (Zhang et al., 2015). Briefly, mice were fed with a cock-

tail of antibiotics (ABX) including ampicillin (1 g/l), neomycin (1 g/l), metronidazol (1 g/l) and vancomycin (1 g/l) in drinking water for

4 weeks prior to analysis by flow cytometry. For germ-free mice we compared by flow cytometry SPF-housed with germ free (GF)

mice for markers of aging state (see method of Circadian analysis of aging markers and RNA extraction).

QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

Specific quantification protocols are detailed in each method above.

RNA-Sequencing Data Analysis
For data analysis, sequencing adaptor contaminations were removed from reads using Cutadapt and the resulting reads were map-

ped on the transcriptome (GRCm38 Ensembl gene-build 70) and quantified using RSEM v1.17 (Li and Dewey, 2011). Only genes with

at least one count per million in at least 2 samples were considered for statistical analysis. Data were then normalized and differential

expression was tested using the Bioconductor package EdgeR (Robinson et al., 2010). Raw and Benjamini-Hochberg adjusted

p values were calculated for each of the comparisons of interest. Non-adjusted p values were used to identify overrepresented

pathways using Ingenuity Pathway Analysis (IPA, Quiagen, https://www.ingenuity.com/). These results were quantitatively validated

by qPCR analyses for a collection of relevant genes, and functionally validated using in vivo assays as detailed in the manuscript.

K-means clustering, PCA analysis and heatmap representations were produced using the Genesis software (Sturn et al., 2002).

Statistical Analysis
Unless otherwise indicated, data are represented as mean values ± standard error of the mean (SEM). Paired or unpaired t test

was used when 2 groups were compared, and comparison of more than two datasets was done using one-way analysis of variance

(ANOVA) with Turkey’s post-test. Where applicable, normality was estimated using D’Agostino & Pearson or Shapiro-Wilk normality

test. Log-rank analysis was used for Kaplan-Meier survival curves. Sample exclusion was not performed unless evident signs of

disease were found in a mouse, in which case statistically significant outliers were identified using Grubb’s test (ESD method).

Comparisons of two-time curves were performed using two-way ANOVA. All statistical analyses were performed using Prism v6

(GraphPad Software, California, USA). A p value below 0.05 was considered statistically significant; non-significant differences

(ns) are indicated accordingly.

Amplitude versus Zero Test
For determination of diurnal patterns, we performed COSINOR fitting of circadian curves, using the curve-fitting module of Graphpad

Prism with the equation Y = Baseline + Amplitude x cos (Frecuency X + Phaseshift), where Baseline = average of Ymax and Ymin;

Amplitude = 0.5 x (Ymax – Ymin), Frecuency=0.2618 (2*p/24) and Phaseshift= value of X at Ymax. To determine whether a diurnal

curve displayed an oscillating pattern we used the COSINOR-calculated amplitudes and compared them with a hypothetical zero-

amplitude curve (i.e., with no circadian behaviour) assuming that both curves have identical standard deviations.We finally compared
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the two curves’ amplitudes using unpaired t test analyses. This analysis gave a better estimation of circadian patterns considering all

time points rather than comparing only two times. Through the text this is termed ‘‘amplitude versus zero test.’’

DATA AND SOFTWARE AVAILABILITY

The accession number for the raw data for the RNA sequencing analyses is GEO: GSE102310. Any other pieces of data are available

on request. The data are presented in the main manuscript and in the supplementary materials. RNA-seq data are deposited in the

Genome Expression Omnibus under accession number GSE86619.
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Review Series

HUMAN NEUTROPHILS

Neutrophils as regulators of the hematopoietic niche
Itziar Cossı́o,1,* Daniel Lucas,2,* and Andrés Hidalgo1,3,*

1Area of Cell and Developmental Biology, Fundación Centro Nacional de Investigaciones Cardiovasculares (CNIC) Carlos III, Madrid, Spain; 2Division of Ex-
perimental Hematology and Cancer Biology, Cincinnati Children’s Hospital Medical Center, Cincinnati, OH; and 3Institute for Cardiovascular Prevention (IPEK),
Ludwig-Maximillians-Universität, Munich, Germany

The niche that supports hematopoietic stem and pro-
genitor cells (HSPCs) in the bone marrow is a highly
dynamic structure. It maintains core properties of HSPCs
in the steady state, and modulates their proliferation and
differentiation in response to changing physiological
demands or pathological insults. The dynamic and
environment-sensing properties of the niche are shared
by the innate immune system. Thus, it is not surprising
that innate immune cells, including macrophages and

neutrophils, are now recognized as important regulators
of the hematopoietic niche and, ultimately, of the stem
cells from which they derive. This review synthesizes
emerging concepts on niche regulation by immune cells,
with a particular emphasis on neutrophils. We argue that
the unique developmental, circadian, and migratory
properties of neutrophils underlie their critical con-
tributions as regulators of the hematopoietic niche.
(Blood. 2019;133(20):2140-2148)

Introduction
Neutrophils are innate, polymorphonuclear leukocytes that act
as the first line of host defense against invading pathogens.
Central to their function is their ability to be recruited to sites of
infection, to recognize and phagocytose microbes, and to kill
pathogens through a combination of cytotoxic mechanisms
(reviewed in Mayadas et al1). These include the production of
reactive oxygen species (ROS), the release of antimicrobial
peptides, and the extrusion of their nuclear contents to form
neutrophil extracellular traps. Beyond their prominent immune
roles, recent years have seen a remarkable emergence of un-
expected nonimmune functions of neutrophils in homeostasis as
well as in diseases with an important inflammatory component,
including systemic lupus and cancer.2

A wealth of recent studies have begun to dissect the function of
immune cells, including neutrophils, in the bone marrow. These
studies most prominently highlight the diversity of properties of
a cell type that not long ago was regarded as purely cytotoxic
and proinflammatory. Here, we review fundamental aspects of
neutrophil and bone marrow niche biology, and discuss the
functional interplay between neutrophils and other immune cells
within these niches that help to preserve hematopoietic stem
and progenitor cells (HSPCs). We finally consider temporal regu-
lation of the hematopoietic niche driven in part by the unique
circadian properties of neutrophils, as this highlights novel layers of
interaction between immunity and hematopoiesis.

Developing neutrophils and neutrophils
in development
Neutrophils are short-lived cells, as they are generally believed
to circulate for only 6 to 12 hours in mice and humans.3,4 Their

short lifespan in circulation demands constant production and
release from the bone marrow, with an estimated production
rate in humans of;1010 cells per day.5 Given their indispensable
antimicrobial roles but potential toxic activity in tissues, both
excessive and deficient production of neutrophils can have
major detrimental consequences for the organism. Indeed,
neutrophil homeostasis is tightly regulated through a balance
between granulopoiesis, storage, and egress from the bone
marrow, intravascular margination, clearance, constitutive death
by apoptosis,6 and elimination through phagocytosis in specific
organs.5,7

Neutrophils are formed within the bone marrow through a series
of progressively differentiated precursors in a process termed
granulopoiesis. The most immature long-term or short-term
stem cells give rise to multipotent progenitors, common mye-
loid progenitors, and granulocyte-macrophage progenitors
(GMPs). Only recently, GMPs have been shown to produce
neutrophil-committed proliferative precursors (NeP and pre-
Neu) that differentiate into nonproliferative immature neu-
trophils, and give rise to themature neutrophils that are released
into the bloodstream8,9 (Figure 1).

The ultimate elimination of neutrophils is as important as their
production, and these 2 processes must be tightly coordinated
to maintain a constant supply and steady number of neutrophils
in blood.10 This is important because overproduction of neu-
trophils can aggravate cytotoxic damage in healthy tissues as
seen in many inflammatory diseases, whereas neutropenia in-
evitably results in recurrent infections and, paradoxically, chronic
inflammatory states.11 A key mechanism regulating neutrophil
homeostasis was reported in a seminal study by Ley and col-
leagues, and involves the interleukin 23 (IL-23)/IL-17/granulocyte
colony-stimulating factor (G-CSF) feedback circuit.12 Senescent
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neutrophils that migrate to peripheral tissues are phagocytosed by
tissue-resident phagocytes, including macrophages and dendritic
cells,12 in a process that relies, at least partially, on the liver X
receptors (LXRs).13 Activation of LXRs in engulfing phagocytes
inhibits transcription of Il23, a cytokine that boosts granulopoiesis
by promoting the production of IL-17, which in turn induces the
production by stromal cells of G-CSF, the main granulopoietic
factor.13 This homeostatic loop becomes evident in mice deficient
in adhesion molecules, in which neutrophils have impeded egress
from blood into tissues and consequent reduced uptake by tissue
phagocytes, leading to unleashed production of IL-23 and IL-17,
and therefore supraphysiological levels of G-CSF that drive the
overproduction and release of neutrophils into blood.12 This study
was important not only for identifying amechanism for homeostatic
regulation of neutrophil numbers, but also for providing the first link
between neutrophils and functional regulation of hematopoiesis.
The receptor CXCR2 is not only needed for the normal release of
neutrophils from the bone marrow into blood, but also for their
migration into tissues. Deficiency in Cxcr2 or its ligand CXCL5
produced by intestinal cells also results in dysregulation of the IL-
17/G-CSF axis and microbiota composition, resulting in elevated
medullary granulopoiesis and neutrophilia.12,14 Interestingly,
studies in antibiotic-treated mice demonstrated a reciprocal reg-
ulation, whereby the microbiota are an important innate stimulus
for IL-17–producing cells in the intestine and G-CSF production,
thereby participating in neutrophil production and immune com-
petence of the organism.15

The cross talk between mature immune cells and hematopoietic
stem cells (HSCs) is already evident from embryonic life, a stage

at which specific populations of primitive immune cells have an
essential role in determining HSC fate. For instance, yolk sac–
derived macrophages that migrate to the fetal liver around
embryonic day 10.5 contribute substantially to the first wave of
hematopoiesis.16 The fetal liver serves as the main hematopoi-
etic organ during embryonic development until HSCs move to
the bone marrow, which becomes the primary site of hemato-
poiesis from the perinatal period onward. It is striking that yolk
sac–derived macrophages persist in functionally distinct tissues
in adulthood such as in brain (microglia), epidermis (Langerhans
cells), and lung (alveolar macrophages),16 among many other
tissues, implying that early dissemination of immune cells is
important for prenatal and adult life in hematopoietic and
nonhematopoietic organs. Also during embryonic life, a subset
of primitive neutrophils that lies in the dorsal aorta of the
zebrafish embryo was shown to play an important role in de-
termining HSC fate.17 These cells were shown to be the main
source of tumor necrosis factor a (TNFa), a cytokine needed for
the emergence and specification of HSCs in the embryo, thereby
providing an example of early immune-driven determination of
HSC fate in development.17

The hematopoietic bone marrow niche
HSPCs proliferate and differentiate in a highly regulatedmanner,
thus giving rise to all immune subsets in the bone mar-
row, or after migrating into extramedullary hematopoietic or
lymphoid organs. Regulation of hematopoiesis requires a highly
dynamic and tightly regulated orchestration of stem cell–
intrinsic programs.18 Notably, the realization that HSPCs lost

Figure 1. Functional and phenotypic diversity of neutrophils in the bonemarrow.Neutrophils are produced inside of the bonemarrow (BM) through progressivematuration
of hematopoietic progenitors (long-term hematopoietic stem cells [LT-HSCs] to GMPs). Proliferative precursors (NeP and preNeu) differentiate into immature neutrophils and
finally into mature neutrophils that are released into blood. A fraction of aged neutrophils return into the marrow after several hours in the circulation. Top and bottom panels
indicate specific phenotypes and functions, respectively, of neutrophils at each stage of their life cycle. HSC, hematopoietic stem cell; HSCT, hematopoietic stem cell
transplantation; HSPC, hematopoietic stem and progenitor cell; MPP, multipotent progenitor; ST, short-term; TNF, tumor necrosis factor. Professional illustration by Patrick
Lane, ScEYEnce Studios.
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repopulating ability when placed outside of the marrow led
to the formulation of the “niche” concept, which proposed
a specific stem cell–supportive environment inside of the
medullary space.19,20 This supportive niche is composed of
a plethora of cellular components, which regulate HSPC activity
by supplying growth regulators and retention factors. The
specific location of HSCs in the vast medullary space has been
controversial (reviewed in Wei and Frenette21); many studies
pointed to localization close to the endosteal region,22-25

whereas others studies suggested that HSCs localized randomly
in the bone marrow or were perisinusoidal.26 It has become
increasingly clear that the vast majority of HSCs in the marrow
localize adjacent to blood vessels, therefore proximal to peri-
vascular cells. Endothelial cells are key sources of CXCL12 and
the cytokine stem cell factor (SCF) that maintain HSPCs.27-30 In
addition to the endothelium, rare populations of perivascular
cells are also key sources of CXCL12 and SCF. Aided by the use
of multiparametric imaging with different markers and lineage-
specific reporter genes, the complex heterogeneity that exists
among stromal cells is now being clarified. Based on the
brightness and morphology of Nestin–green fluorescent
protein-positive (GFP1) cells, 2 subsets of mesenchymal pro-
genitor cells were identified.24 Nes-GFP-bright cells are scarce
and associate with arterioles, whereas the GFP-dim cells are
more abundant, reticular shaped, and associate with sinusoids.
Interestingly, quiescent HSCs preferentially localize near arte-
riolar cells. Nes-GFP-bright cells express the pericyte markers
NG21 and a-smooth muscle actin and produce abundant
CXCL12 needed for HSC localization and quiescence.31 In
contrast, Nes-GFP-dim cells, which can be also identified by
expression of the leptin receptor (LepR1), are an important
source of SCF that help maintain constant numbers of HSCs in
the bone marrow.31

Besides cells of mesenchymal origin, early findings provided
strong evidence that the nervous system also regulates the
hematopoietic niche and HSPC properties.32-34 Sympathetic
nerves that align with the medullary vasculature regulate the
expression of stromal CXCL12 and thereby the traffic of HSPCs in
and out of the bone marrow under homeostasis or stress
conditions.34-36 Specifically, release of the neurotransmitter
noradrenaline by sympathetic nerves signals stromal cells
through the b3-adrenergic receptor, leading to rapid down-
regulation of Cxcl12 expression. Interestingly, studies showed
that noradrenaline secretion follows a circadian pattern con-
trolled by the core genes of the molecular clock, which elegantly
explained the diurnal release of HSPCs into blood.34 Glial
fibrillary acidic protein (GFAP1) nonmyelinating Schwann cells
that ensheath sympathetic nerves are also functional regulators
of HSC proliferation by providing active transforming growth
factor b1 (TGFb1).37

Niche regulation by
hematopoietic descendants
In addition to stromal niche components and sympathetic
nerves, a growing list of hematopoietic cells that descend from
HSPCs have been shown to influence HSC homeostasis and
fate, including macrophages, megakaryocytes (MKs), regulatory
T cells (Tregs), and neutrophils. Bone marrow–resident macro-
phages were the first among this progeny shown to favor

retention of HSPCs by reinforcing the function of Nestin1 cells
and osteoblasts,38-40 an effect that opposes the niche-inhibiting
and mobilizing effects of the sympathetic nervous system.
Experiments in which CD1691 macrophages were acutely de-
pleted demonstrated that their elimination was sufficient to
induce HSPC egress into the bloodstream.38 Interestingly,
macrophages regulate HSPCs also under stress; in a trans-
plantation setting, radiation eliminates themajority of leukocytes
but spares a population of resident macrophages that repop-
ulate the spleen and marrow via autonomous cell division.41

These CD1691 radiation-resistant macrophages are needed for
optimal donor-derived HSC reconstitution.41

MKs, the precursors of platelets, are in close contact with si-
nusoidal vessels in the marrow, where they extend cytoplasmic
protrusions into the vessel lumen to release newly produced
platelets. A subset of HSCs localizes near MKs in the sinusoids,
and this spatial relationship was shown by several studies to
correlate with regulation of HSC pool size.42,43 Specifically,
HSPCs expanded dramatically after depletion of MK in Cxcl4-
Cre;iDTR mice. These effects could be pinned down to the
production of key regulators of HSPC proliferation by MKs, in-
cluding CXCL4 and TGFb1, both of which promote HSC qui-
escence. Consequently, deletion of these factors from MKs
resulted in increased HSC numbers in the steady state. In
contrast to these results, a separate study showed that depletion
of MKs resulted in reduction of HSC numbers despite a similar
loss of quiescence, an effect that was accounted for by the
production of thrombopoietin.44 Besides homeostasis, MKs can
promote HSPC recovery after ablation with irradiation by se-
cretion of fibroblast growth factor 143 or indirectly through os-
teoblast expansion.45

The bone marrow is a major reservoir of a population of
CD41CD251 T lymphocytes with immune-modulatory functions
or Tregs.46 A subset of Tregs that expresses high levels of the
stem marker CD150 was found in the endosteal region of the
bone marrow, proximal to HSPCs.47,48 CD150high Tregs control
HSPC quiescence and engraftment through the production of
adenosine generated via the CD39 ectoenzyme,48 and it has
been proposed that Tregs confer immune privilege to the HSPC
niche.47

In summary, ample evidence now shows that the hematopoi-
etic niche is regulated, secured, and nurtured by the very
descendants of HSPCs residing therein, perhaps providing
a regulatory loop that feeds on output cells and benefits from the
exquisite sensing properties of mature immune cells. Given the
precedents described earlier in this section, it is not surprising
that other hematopoietic cell lineages can actively regulate the
bone marrow niche. In the next section, we focus our discussion
on neutrophils, the most abundant among HSPC descendants,
whose extreme sensitivity to stress, tissue damage, and even
temporal cues may provide additional layers of regulation of the
bone marrow niche.

Regulation of HSPC quiescence and
proliferation by neutrophils
Besides perivascular cells and MKs, myeloid cells have been
shown to maintain HSPC quiescence through a negative
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feedback histaminergic circuit. Indeed, a myeloid population
expressing the histidine decarboxylase produces histamine
(Figure 1). This biogenic amine inhibits active cycling of a my-
eloid-biased histidine decarboxylase–high HSC population
through the histamine receptor 2, and promotes its self-renewal.49

This pathway elicited by granulocytes and possibly other myeloid
subsets was important for HSPC maintenance because ablation
of histamine-producing cells caused myeloid-biased HSCs and
progenitors to exit dormancy and induced loss of serial trans-
plantation capacity.49

Along the same line, neutrophils stimulate emergency myelo-
poiesis via production of ROS, which oxidizes the phosphatase
and tensin homolog phosphatase to directly activate HSPC
proliferation upon acute infection or inflammation.50 We expect
that, as we continue to extend our knowledge on neutrophil
biology in the bone marrow, new mechanisms by which these
cells directly regulate HSPC fate will emerge. At present,
however, the most prominent known roles of neutrophils on
HSPCs are mediated through regulation of their niche, as
discussed next.

Role of neutrophils in regeneration of the
bone marrow niche
HSC transplantation (HSCT) remains the only curative treatment
of most malignant and nonmalignant hematopoietic diseases. In
this procedure, the diseased host hematopoietic cells are wiped
out by high-dose chemotherapy or radiotherapy. Healthy HSPCs
and more mature hematopoietic cells are then transferred into
the recipient’s circulation where they home to the bone marrow
to engraft and regenerate a new hematopoietic system. Un-
fortunately, the treatments used to eliminate the host hema-
topoietic cells invariably cause an almost complete destruction
of the vascular HSPC niche in the bonemarrow. Specifically, they
ablate the sinusoidal vasculature and associated perivascular
cells, while leaving arteries and arterioles mostly intact.51-53 Al-
though the transplanted HSPCs can engraft for short periods
near endosteal arterioles and MKs,43,45 long-term restoration of
normal hematopoiesis demands reestablishment of a healthy
sinusoidal network,51-53 as initially demonstrated by Rafii and
colleagues.52 Indeed, deletion of vascular-borne vascular en-
dothelial growth factor receptor 2 does not affect baseline
hematopoiesis, but strongly impairs regeneration of the vas-
culature and the hematopoietic compartment after injury.52 In
addition to the aforementioned functions of supporting nutrients
and providing a niche for HSPCs, the sinusoidal network also
produces many molecules like Notch ligands and pleiotrophin
that promote HSPC engraftment specifically after injury.51,54-57

Thus, regeneration of the sinusoidal network is the rate-limiting
step in restoring healthy hematopoiesis after HSCT, and a long-
standing question has been which environmental cues instruct
vascular regeneration of the damaged niche.

We recently discovered that bone marrow Gr11CD1152 neu-
trophils drive sinusoidal regeneration after transplantation.58 We
noticed that, in mice transplanted with total bone marrow
mononuclear cells, regeneration of the host vascular niche
correlated directly with the number of donor hematopoietic cells
transplanted, and adoptive transfer experiments demonstrated
that only bone marrow neutrophils were capable of driving

sinusoidal regeneration. In agreement, depletion of mature
neutrophils from the initial graft or genetic ablation of donor-
derived neutrophils delayed regeneration of the vasculature.
These experiments indicated that neutrophils are both necessary
and sufficient to drive vascular regeneration after HSCT. Imaging
experiments showed that bone marrow neutrophils are selec-
tively recruited to the injured sinusoids, where they secrete
TNFa, a cytokine that promoted endothelial cell survival and
regeneration of the sinusoids58 (Figure 2). After transplantation,
donor HSPCs initiate a proregenerative program that greatly
increases their proliferation and their capacity to generate
neutrophils and other myeloid cells.59 These findings suggested
that newly generated neutrophils can promote regeneration of
the sinusoidal network, which in turn facilitates hematopoietic
progenitor engraftment.58 This positive feedback loop continues
until the sinusoidal network is restored and the bone marrow
returns to homeostasis. Surprisingly, the signals andmechanisms
that sense regeneration of the sinusoidal niche, halt further
vessel growth, and induce HSPC return to quiescence are almost
completely unknown, although it is likely that TGFb signaling
plays a major role in this process.53,60 Identification of these
mechanisms may lead to the development of better therapies to
promote faster myeloid cell recovery, with restoration of innate
immunity and reduced infections after HSCT.

Although the role of neutrophils in bone marrow regeneration
was previously unclear, it was well established that they con-
tributed to tissue regeneration (reviewed in Wang61). Neu-
trophils are recruited to injured tissues via damage-associated
molecular patterns,62 where they can exert both positive and
negative effects in the regeneration program. This is de-
pendent on cellular context and in the amount and type of
neutrophils recruited to each tissue.61,63 In the context of
vascular development and repair, it is now clear that different
neutrophil subsets cross talk with endothelial cells to regulate
their function.

As described earlier in “Developing neutrophils and neutrophils
in development,” embryonic neutrophils induce generation of
definitive HSCs by signaling via TNFa to the hemogenic
endothelium.17 The Phillipson group identified a vascular en-
dothelial growth factor receptor 1–positive neutrophil subset in
the circulation (representing ;5% of blood neutrophils) that is
selectively recruited to hypoxic tissues, where they induce vessel
growth via matrix metallopeptidase 9 release.64-66 Intriguingly,
however, blood-borne neutrophils are unable to induce vascular
regeneration in the marrow despite expressing high amounts of
TNFa, a limitation that may reflect their inability to home to
injured sinusoids after adoptive transfer.58 An emerging concept
is that neutrophils are a heterogeneous population both in
tissues and in peripheral blood, and that they can adopt
unique physiological functions.67,68 In the particular case of
medullary regeneration, we highlight that there are at least
2 subsets of angiogenic neutrophils: 1 in the bone marrow
that acts on niche-associated sinusoids and 1 in the periphery
that acts on peripheral vessels. A recent study by the Ng
group also showed that classically defined bone marrow
Gr11CD1152 neutrophils are in fact a heterogeneous pop-
ulation that comprises a proliferating neutrophil progenitor as
well as immature and mature neutrophils with transcriptional
signatures distinct from those of circulating neutrophils.8 It
will be interesting to dissect the behavior of each of these
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medullary neutrophil subsets after HSCT and their contribu-
tion to vascular niche regeneration.

Bone marrow neutrophils are recruited specifically to injured
sinusoids. This direct interaction is clearly important for the
sinusoids as areas of the bone marrow that have no neutrophils
showed no sinusoidal regeneration.58 In the steady state, neu-
trophil trafficking is regulated, almost exclusively, via CXCR2 and
CXCR4.69 However, pharmacological blockade of both pathways
does not affect neutrophil recruitment to injured vessels,58

thereby indicating the existence of an unidentifiedmechanism in
the sinusoids, induced by damage to the vasculature that
specifically recruits neutrophils to injured bone marrow vessels.

In addition to aiding regeneration of the vascular niche, neu-
trophils have been reported to support niche activity by en-
hancing the capacity of preosteoblastic cells to produce
osteopontin, an important retention factor for HSPCs in the
marrow.70 Interestingly, adrenergic stimulation of neutrophils
through the b3 receptor induced production of prostaglandin
E2, a well-known support factor for hematopoiesis,71 which in
turn induced osteoblastic activity through the EP4 receptor.70

Thus, neutrophils appear to counteract, to some extent, the
inhibitory effects that catecholamines exert on the niche,

thereby preventing excessive HSPC mobilization (Figure 2).
The identification of neutrophils as intermediary and regulators
of the mobilization process provides important mechanistic
links between the various pathways that regulate hematopoi-
etic niches.

Circadian regulation of the
hematopoietic niche
In almost all life forms on Earth, the planet’s rotation has led to
the evolution of daily circadian cycles of 24 hours. In mammals,
peripheral clocks are normally synchronized with the environ-
ment by entrainment from daily exposure to light-dark cycles.
The central circadian pacemaker located in the suprachiasmatic
nuclei receives photic information conducted from the retina.
The synchrony between autonomous circadian clocks found in
all major organs and tissues is maintained by a complex network,
involving neuronal signaling, secretion of hormones, and met-
abolic cues (reviewed in Scheiermann et al72). As discussed in
“The hematopoietic bone marrow niche,” the bone marrow is
extensively innervated by autonomic nerve fibers, including
sympathetic nerves, which play important physiological roles in
the bone marrow. Sympathetic nerves have been shown to be

Figure 2. Regulation of the hematopoietic bone marrow niche. The sympathetic nervous system (SNS) exerts control on the HSC niche by the circadian release of cat-
echolamine, which targets b3-adrenergic receptors on stroma cells. The same signals can act through neutrophils to produce prostaglandin E2 (PGE2) and stimulate the
osteoblastic niche. The stromal niche is also circadianally regulated by aged neutrophils that return to the bone marrow after only several hours in the circulation. Aged
neutrophils that infiltrate the bone marrow are engulfed by macrophages and activation of the LXRs lead to inhibition of the hematopoietic niche. Excessive G-CSF production
associated with several inflammatory processes or impaired neutrophil clearance in extramedullary tissues is also a potent inhibitor of the HSPC niche. All of these regulatory
mechanisms ultimately inhibit production of CXCL12, thereby promoting HSPC egress into blood. This has been shown in the intestine, where neutrophil infiltration in the
mucosa and engulfment of neutrophils by tissue-resident macrophages inhibits the IL-23/IL-17/G-CSF axis and remotely supports niche activity in a circadian-independent
manner. Boxes indicate the presence or absence of circadian oscillations in each tissue. Professional illustration by Patrick Lane, ScEYEnce Studios.
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responsible for cytokine-elicited mobilization of HSPCs outside
of the bone marrow into blood,32 although active signaling in
monocytic cells has also been demonstrated.39 G-CSF, a cyto-
kine broadly used in the clinic to mobilize HSPCs into circulation
for transplantation therapies, promotes the release of nor-
adrenaline by autonomic neurons located in the periphery.
Released adrenaline mediates the suppression of osteoblasts
located in the endosteal marrow, thereby reducing the synthesis
of CXCL12 and causing HSPC mobilization.32 Additionally,
sympathetic nerves regulate perivascular Nestin-GFP1 stem
cells by acting on b3 adrenergic receptors.35 This neural-
mesenchymal axis is responsible for the circadian expression
of CXCL12 by bone marrow stromal cells, which causes the
homeostatic release of HSPCs into circulation.34 In mice, the
lowest levels of CXCL12 protein in the medullary space coincide
with HSPC egress around zeitgeber time 5 (ZT5, or 5 hours after
the onset of light), and the highest CXCL12 levels occur at ZT13
and correlate with the lowest numbers of circulating HSPCs.34 In
contrast to mice, humans display inverted circadian oscillations
with maximum levels of progenitors in blood in the evening.73

Given the bidirectional flux between blood and marrow, it is not
surprising that adrenergic nerves also control the expression of
endothelial-adhesion molecules in the medullary vasculature, as
these adhesion molecules are necessary for HSPC homing back
to the marrow.74 It is also likely that a cross talk exists between
the levels of the chemokine CXCL12 and those of endothelial-
adhesion molecules; for instance, in mice, higher levels of
CXCL12 at night correlate with a higher retention of HSCs in the
bone marrow. The genuine circadian nature of this process was
illustrated by jet-lag experiments showing that repeated shifts in
light cycle were sufficient to ablate circadian HSPC recruitment
into tissues.74

Interestingly, much like HSPCs, mature leukocytes infiltrate the
bone marrow in a circadian manner,74 with peak homing to the
marrow and other organs at ZT13 in mice. The circadian mi-
gration of mature leukocytes (and HSPCs) may be beneficial to
provide a readily available set of tissue-resident leukocytes that
mediate immune defense during the animal’s active phase,
when the individual’s probability of injury or encountering
pathogens is highest. The circadian fluxes of mature leukocytes
that return to the marrow also suggest potential regulation of
bone marrow niches by cells that have “sampled” the extra-
medullary environment. For example, it is likely that various
myeloid cell subsets regulate circadian oscillations in HSPC
activity through TNFa. Indeed, this cytokine has been shown to
regulate circadian migration, proliferation, and differentiation
through modulation of ROS and melatonin signaling in HSPCs,
and its medullary levels are controlled in part by neutrophils and
monocytes.58,75

Neutrophil aging and temporal control of
the hematopoietic niche
Neutrophils are the most abundant myeloid population in the
bone marrow. Because of the short lifespan, vast amounts of
neutrophils must be released into the blood every day to
maintain homeostatic numbers.10 This implies that, even under
homeostatic conditions, large numbers must also be eliminated

every day, yet possible functions for these naturally cleared
neutrophils were enigmatic.76,77

Only recently, we and others discovered that circulating neu-
trophils undergo circadian fluctuations that affect not only
neutrophil numbers, but also their phenotype. This spontaneous
change over time is referred to as neutrophil aging.78 As neu-
trophils age in the circulation, their repertoire of surface
receptors change: they upregulate markers like CXCR4 and very-
late-activation antigen 4, both of which are important for the
retention in and homing to the marrow,76,77,79 and downregulate
others including CD62L (L-selectin) and CXCR277,80 (Figure 1).
This CXCR4hi CD62Llo population of aged neutrophils follows
marked circadian oscillations throughout the day and is com-
pletely cleared out from circulation by night (ZT13), when the
active behavioral phase of the mice begins.77 Interestingly, re-
cent studies in mice have proposed that aged neutrophils gain
immune competence by enhancing b2 integrin–dependent
adhesion, as well as their capacity to phagocytose and to form
DNA-based neutrophil extracellular traps.81,82 In addition,
microbiota-derived metabolites have been proposed to drive
neutrophil aging through Toll-like receptor signaling,82 although
our own data suggest that cell-intrinsic circadian programs can
also drive aging.80 Thus, although the evolutionary drive and
physiological role of this diurnal aging process of neutrophils
remains to be fully elucidated, it is tempting to speculate that
diurnal “priming” of neutrophils is needed for these cells to fully
mature and to fulfill additional functions after their lifetime in
blood, once they have cleared into tissues.

Aged neutrophils that clear from the circulation into tissues are
believed to be ultimately engulfed and eliminated by tissue
macrophages.78,83 The bone marrow is one of the tissues in
which aged neutrophils are cleared in larger numbers. Clearance
in this organ not only serves to control neutrophil numbers but
also, importantly, generates homeostatic signals that modulate
the bone marrow niche.77 When aged neutrophils infiltrate the
mouse bone marrow between ZT5 and ZT13, they are engulfed
by tissue-resident macrophages. This efferocytic process gen-
erates LXR-dependent, but otherwise undefined, signals that
downregulate the number of niche cells and, consequently, the
amount of CXCL12 in the marrow, thereby promoting HSPC
egress into blood (Figure 2). The numbers of CXCL12-producing
reticular cells and osteoblasts in the bone marrow consistently
increase when neutrophils are experimentally depleted, in-
dicating that neutrophils modulate the size of the niche stroma.
More importantly, interruption of this natural niche-inhibitory
pathway by depletion of circulating neutrophils or macrophages
completely blunted the diurnal oscillations of HSPCs in blood,
indicating that circadian clearance of aged neutrophils drives
rhythms in the hematopoietic niche.77 These findings in mice
reveal a coalescence of hematopoietic, neural, and immune
inputs in the bone marrow to provide multilayered regulation of
hematopoiesis. Importantly, alterations of this axis appear to
powerfully influence disease, as shown in the context of car-
diovascular disease or cancer.84-86

Contrary to common belief, homeostatic clearance of aged
neutrophils is not unique to the bone marrow, spleen, or liver: it
also takes place in many extramedullary tissues such as the lung,
skin, or muscle in which they can perform tissue-specific
roles.2,78,87 Surprisingly, infiltration of neutrophils in the
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intestinal mucosa enhances bone marrow niche activity re-
motely, by preventing Il23 transcription in intestinal macro-
phages. Similar to the aforementioned “neutrostat” model,12

inhibition of this cytokine results in reduced systemic levels of
G-CSF and preserved niche function, thereby preventing ex-
cessive mobilization of HSPCs into blood. However, unlike the
rhythmic inhibitory roles of marrow-infiltrating neutrophils,77

infiltration in the intestine does not follow circadian patterns and,
consequently, niche regulation from the intestine does not in-
fluence the diurnal oscillations of circulating HSPCs87 (Figure 2).
These recent findings expand the regulatory mechanisms of
hematopoietic niches to include distant anatomical sites, and are
consistent with the reported effects of microbiota-derived sig-
nals emanating from the gut in regulating stem cell and niche
activity.88-90

Concluding remarks
It is becoming increasingly clear that dysregulation of hema-
topoiesis is an important underlying driver of disease. Therefore,
understanding the multiple regulatory mechanisms of this highly
dynamic process becomes a question of major biomedical rel-
evance. Disturbance of neural regulation of the niche occurs
during organismal aging91 and is also prominent in the context of
ischemic disease,92,93 whereas dysregulated cytokine pathways
appear to bemore common in cancer.84 We have discussed here
emerging evidence that neutrophils provide additional layers of
regulation in hematopoiesis. The realization that neutrophils
influence multiple aspects of niche physiology, from mainte-
nance of the mesenchymal niche to HSPC quiescence, demands
urgent evaluation of their contribution to inflammatory disease
and hematological malignancies. Neutrophils are also in-
strumental in regenerating the injured vascular niche and may
provide strategies to accelerate regeneration of patients un-
dergoing HSCT. More generally, we propose that the unique

temporal properties of neutrophils, their basal presence in
multiple tissues, and exquisite capacity to sense danger make
these cells ideal intermediaries for niche regulation and repair
not only in the bone marrow, but also in other tissues that de-
mand rapid responses to environmental challenges.
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